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 Abstract:   
While many have noted the differences between the Hebrew and Greek 
manuscripts for Ezekiel, they have done so largely to rediscover an earlier Hebrew text, 
or to determine which variant preserves the better reading, frequently with the aim of 
establishing a ‘critical text’ for their commentaries. This often leaves the other 
variant(s) in a sense ‘incorrect’, often attributed to various forms of scribal error. 
This thesis adopts a ‘textual-comparative’ methodology that accords each textual 
witness equal status as an interpretive trajectory, enabling each to be ‘heard’ in its own 
right. The aim of this thesis is to examine these different witnesses with a view to 
determine what they might tell us about the way Ezekiel 36-39 was interpreted by each 
particular community. This entails comparing the oldest extant Hebrew and Greek texts 
both intra-linguistically and trans-linguistically, noting any variants, and exploring 
possible interpretive reasons for them.   
This study finds that the Greek translators were familiar with both languages, 
and that they often exegetically and interpretively interacted with the text before them. 
The Greek (LXX) is both translation and interpretation of the Hebrew. Other 
interpretations are found in ‘inserts’ or ‘plusses’, occurring in both the Hebrew and 
Greek texts.  
Included is an examination of Papyrus 967 (G
967), which exhibits a different 
chapter order (chapter 37 follows 38-39), and is minus 36:23c-38. Rather than finding 
that these differences result from error, or that G
967 is a maverick text, we find that it is 
closest to what was probably the Hebrew Urtext. All other extant Hebrew and Greek 
texts then exhibit theological interaction; the change of chapter order exhibiting a ‘call 
to arms’, and the inserted pericope (36:23c-38) exhibiting a ‘call to purity’. Our 
research methodology thus elucidates the earliest Jewish interpretation of the 
Restoration of Israel in Ezekiel 36-39 (ca. 200-50 BCE). Page 1 
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1.0.  Chapter 1: Overall Introduction  
1.1.  Introduction  
  The desire to investigate the restoration of Israel in early Jewish interpretation 
incorporates a number of personal interests and experiences. I have been interested in 
Israel since 1967, and later experienced life on a kibbutz. My previous research also 
involved exploring early Jewish exegetical interpretation in translations and 
commentaries.
1  
Ezekiel 36-39 incorporates a clear textual block dealing with Israel’s post-exilic 
restoration. Yet I have come to Ezekiel with mixed feelings, as it is not a book one turns 
to naturally. I was often subjected to many fiery sermons on Ezekiel’s apocalyptic 
wheels-in-wheels, the Valley of Dry Bones, or on Russia’s identification as Gog who is 
about to plunge us into WWIII (regularly heard in the 1980’s whilst living in the 
USA!).
2 
Ezekiel’s apparent choleric personality is very different from Jeremiah’s 
melancholic ‘weeping prophet’. Reflecting a degree of my own personality, Ezekiel’s 
bluntness did not offend me, yet at the same time did not endear him to me, as his 
writing often lacks love and compassion for the people (cf. Block, 1998, p.352).  
The difficult content and style of Ezekiel may well be a reason for its lower 
historic popularity when compared to Isaiah and Jeremiah (and some of the 12 Minor 
Prophets). While there are many references in the New Testament to the other prophets, 
there are no undisputed quotations from Ezekiel. The early church and Jewish writers 
also did not often refer to Ezekiel’s writings. Even in modern times, whilst 
commentaries, books, and journal articles abound for the other prophetic writings, 
especially Isaiah and Jeremiah, there are fewer resource materials available on Ezekiel. 
                                                 
1 “Does God Change His Mind?    םחנ with Special Emphasis on Genesis 6:6 and Early Jewish 
Interpretation” (Bachelor Theology, Honours; Murdoch University, 1999 [Unpublished]).  
2 Many of these sermons were taken out of context with little or no regard as to how early Jewish 
communities may have interpreted them.  Page 8 
Block (1997a, p.45) notes that modern “conservative Christian interest in the book has 
tended to revolve around Ezekiel’s eschatological vision, particularly the participation 
of Gog and Magog in the final battles, and the role of the temple and its cult in the 
millennium”. This is the environment in which I teach,
3 so despite initial hesitancies, it 
was important to grapple with early Jewish understanding of these issues, even as a 
corrective to their misuse.   
  Ezekiel 36-39 contains various events through which the prophet envisaged that 
post-exilic Israel would go, as part of her restoration to her fullness as in days of old. 
My original intent was to examine how words, themes and motifs found in Ezekiel 36-
39 were used in the Septuagint (LXX), Targum, the Talmudic literature, and Medieval 
Jewish commentators (e.g., Rashi). However, my intended precursory examination of 
LXX soon filled my world; Targum, Talmud and Rashi are left awaiting future studies!  
 
1.2.  Traditional Textual Methodology 
  Whilst many commentators have noted the differences between the Hebrew and 
Greek text for Ezekiel, they have done so largely to rediscover an earlier Hebrew text, 
or to determine which variant preserves the better reading, frequently with the aim of 
establishing a ‘critical text’ for their commentaries. Yet this leaves the other variant(s) 
in a sense as ‘incorrect’, often attributed to various forms of scribal error.  
Cornill (1886) was one of the first to give detailed reference to the Greek text, 
noting differences from the Hebrew. Subsequent commentators have built on his work. 
Cooke’s (1936, pp.xli-xlvii) extensive work in the ICC series, following the textual-
critical methodologies of his day, evaluated Hebrew-Greek variants primarily to 
determine the ‘superiority’ of the Masoretic Text (MT) over the Septuagint (LXX), or 
                                                 
3 As well as many biblical studies subjects, I also lecture ‘Israel and the Middle East’ at Harvest West 
Bible College, that covers both past and contemporary events in Israel and the Middle East. Page 9 
vice versa.
4 This again was done to establish a critical text for the purpose of 
constructing his commentary. This practice can also be seen in Zimmerli’s (1979; 1983) 
commentaries. While he details LXX variants in his annotations, providing possible 
reasons, he rarely refers to them in his commentary section, since they are not part of his 
critical text. Allen (1990, 1994) is another modern commentator who follows this 
practice, yet with less detail than Zimmerli, and frequently attributes variants to ‘scribal 
error’. Block’s (1997, 1998) commentaries also consider the Hebrew-Greek variants but 
with less focus on the superiority of one text over the other, and he refers to variants in 
his commentary section when appropriate. Other modern commentators have written 
with little or no reference to Hebrew-Greek variants, presumably working from an 
existing eclectic text, either Hebrew, Greek, or a modern language.   
 
1.3.  The Goal of this Study and its Textual Methodology 
  Our purpose in what follows is not focused on examining variants in an attempt 
to discover any Hebrew original text (Urtext), nor to establish which variant is ‘correct’, 
but rather to treat each text as an interpretive trajectory witness from the community in 
which it originated. This entails comparing the oldest extant Hebrew and Greek texts 
intra-linguistically, and then secondly, trans-linguistically, noting any variants and 
exploring possible interpretive reasons for these variants.  This may be called a ‘textual-
comparative’ methodology. This methodology gives each textual witness equal status, 
with none considered ‘superior’ to the others. It accords each textual witness the ability 
to be ‘heard’ in its own right (Hebrew and/or Greek).   
                                                 
4 Cooke (1936, xli-xlvii) organised variants under three categories: “[1]. The superiority of LXX to MT in 
cases where they differ; [2].  The superiority of MT to LXX in cases where they differ; [3]. 
Characteristics of LXX that do not necessarily imply a different text”. Other commentators have 
often followed these categories with their treatment of variants. Page 10 
1.4.  A  Proposed New Methodology 
We propose a methodology that compares extant manuscripts, rather than 
relying on eclectic texts (e.g., BHS, Ziegler). Our ‘textual comparative’ methodology 
concedes that the Hebrew before the LXX translator may well be different from MT. 
Yet this earlier Hebrew text is also not given a ‘superior’ status to MT; it remains a 
witness to the viewpoints of that earlier community, just as MT does to a later 
community. This is also the case with intra-Greek variants, and with variants between 
MT and LXX. We often comment: MT says ‘this’ and LXX says ‘that’ (and similar 
comments between different LXX texts), yet without discussing which text is ‘correct’. 
Reference may be made to which was original, but only to assist establishing how the 
other variant came about, and possible exegetical and/or interpretive reasons for that 
variant. Our discussions frequently provide suggestions how a variant may have 
happened, yet without discounting the validity of the other variant(s). 
This may initially disappoint a reader used to traditional ‘textual-criticism’ 
goals. Opinions formed under textual-criticism methodology may also be questioned, 
especially those that have traditionally explained variants away as scribal errors. We 
should note that at no point do we disagree with the goals and methodology of textual-
critical methodology, as we also embrace its long held purposes and accomplishments. 
We seek only to suggest a complementary methodology when interacting with the 
ancient manuscripts, which hopefully can assist when researching or writing 
commentaries.  
With our methodology, Hebrew and Greek variants are not textual anomalies 
that have to be explained away, or ascribed t o  s o m e  f o r m  o f  s c r i b a l  e r r o r .  R a t h e r ,  
variants are frequently celebrated as insights into early Jewish exegetical interpretation, 
often by the LXX community, yet also by the proto-MT. This does not mean that some 
variants are not the result of scribal error, as clearly some are. However, we will argue Page 11 
that many variants are deliberate exegetical and interpretive interaction with the text 
before the scribe.  
At times variants may be found to reflect a Hebrew text earlier than MT, yet this 
is not then used to correct MT, but to acknowledge and celebrate both as interpretive 
viewpoints. Likewise, we acknowledge and celebrate intra-linguistic variants, especially 
between the different Greek manuscripts, again often seeing them as interpretive 
viewpoints from their originating communities.  
Our textual comparative methodology is not focused on trying to establish what 
came from the Prophet, what came from his ‘school’, or what was added by later 
redactors. We recognise these different sources only when it is clear, yet again only to 
acknowledge a possible interpretive exegetical trajectory.  
Our methodology enables us and others following this style, to have insight into 
the earliest extant exegetical interpretations by the Jewish people. These texts can 
therefore partially take the place of non-extant commentaries from these various early 
Jewish communities. This methodology can also be applied to later texts, such as 
Targums, Vulgate and Peshitta, to determine how various Jewish and Christian 
communities interpreted the texts before them.  
Another area covered by our textual comparative methodology is the varying 
paragraph structures in early texts. This is a developing methodology headed up by the 
Pericope Project (cf. www.pericope.net). Our methodology permits us to compare the 
various sense divisions within our texts, and note potentially different exegetical 
viewpoints, without having to establish which sense division is the ‘correct’ or 
‘authentic’ one.   
To date, we have found few scholars who regard both Hebrew and Greek 
variants as implicit insights to exegetical traditions. Hopefully this methodology can be 
utilised by scholars writing future commentaries.  Page 12 
1.5.  Our Chapter Pathway  
  Our second chapter, ‘MT and LXX in Comparison’, identifies existing Hebrew 
and Greek textual witnesses that can be utilised for our methodology. This chapter will 
also discuss and expand on our methodology, laying the framework for gaining an 
understanding of how different communities in the time surrounding the Second Temple 
period viewed the restoration of Israel in Ezekiel 36-39. It establishes that these MT and 
LXX variants have their genesis in the early Jewish communities around the time period 
of the Second Temple. It also examines how the Hebrew text continued its dominance 
in Jewish life, and was not replaced by Greek text; and how the Greek text interpretively 
interacted with the Hebrew. This chapter also introduces the structure of sense divisions 
in the representative texts.  
  The following four chapters (chapters 3, 4, 5, 6) progressively examine one 
chapter from Ezekiel 36-39. Our methodology is applied to the representative Hebrew 
and Greek texts, suggesting possible exegetical interpretations for many of the variants. 
Of necessity these chapters are technical. We do not seek to write a commentary that 
considers whole passages, but discuss only verses with variants that we consider may 
contain exegetical and interpretive insights.
5 We have two Excurses: the first in our 
discussions of 37:22, detailing how %l,m,, ayfin", and a;rcwn are used in Ezekiel 37:22-25; 
the second is at the end of chapter 39, and covers unique plusses in the various 
manuscripts.  
While variants in Papyrus 967 (G
967) are considered as they occur throughout 
our chapters 3-6, our chapter 7 covers G
967’s
 long pericope ‘minus’ of 36:23c-38 and 
unique chapter order. We examine previous discussions and proposals regarding these 
two textual anomalies, and find G
967 is a viable text representing an earlier form of the 
Hebrew text. Our textual comparative methodology then permits us to examine each 
                                                 
5 It is presumed that the reader will have access to the many excellent commentaries on Ezekiel.  Page 13 
form of the text: the one that which we have traditionally received, and that in G
967. We 
then propose what possible theologies lay behind these two textual forms.   
  Finally, chapter 8 is our overall conclusion, and proposals for future studies.  
 
1.6.  Overall Summary: Chapter 1  
  This thesis seeks to interact with extant texts differently from traditional text 
critical approaches. We propose a ‘textual comparative’ methodology that treats each 
manuscript and language in its own right, with a comparison of intra-linguistic and 
trans-linguistic variants, in order to provide interpretive insights into the different 
textual communities. We will apply this methodology to the earliest extant Hebrew and 
Greek texts of Ezekiel 36-39, in an attempt to see how these various scribes, and 
perhaps their communities, exegetically interpreted the texts before them.  
 Page 14 
2.0. Chapter 2: The MT and LXX in Comparison     
2.1. Introduction: Extant Resources   
It is difficult to determine early Jewish interpretation of the text of Ezekiel 
owing to the scarcity of primary resources from the time of the Second Temple. There 
are no writings similar to the later (Medieval) Jewish commentaries, and citation of 
Ezekiel is rare.
6 Our quest relies on extant Hebrew and Greek biblical manuscripts 
(MSS). We propose that a comparison of variants amongst these MSS, including intra- 
and trans-linguistic variants, should reveal theological and exegetical insights into the 
early Jewish communities which produced them, and into their interpretation of the 
restoration of Israel in Ezekiel 36-39. We call this a ‘textual comparative’ methodology. 
  
2.1.1.  Extant Hebrew MSS  
Extant Hebrew MSS of Ezekiel from the time of the Second Temple are 
extremely few in number. The one major Ezekiel scroll from Qumran (11QEzekiel) 
remains completely fused awaiting some future technology which may open its record
7  
(Brownlee, 1963, p.11; Lust, 1986b, p.90; Herbert, 1998).  The only relevant 
recognisable fragmentary witness from Qumran is perhaps from Ezekiel 37:23.
8 The 
Masada Hebrew texts do contain fragments covering Ezek. 35:11-38:14 (MasEzek), and 
                                                 
6 Litwak (1998,  pp.280-281) refers to studies done by Koch who “observes that Paul’s citations are 
limited to those books that Pharisaic-rabbinic Judaism, after 70 CE, recognised as definitively 
canonical. Paul’s preference for some books, such as Psalms, Genesis, Deuteronomy, Isaiah and the 
Twelve, and his ‘at the same time totally ignoring’ other books, such as Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Daniel, 
agrees with contemporary Jewish citation and exegetical technique (p.47)”. There are some allusions 
to Ezek 37:24-28 and 39:17 in the Animal Apocalypse of 1 Enoch, but scarcely commentary.  
7 Herbert (1998, p.21) describes various attempts to open and reconstruct 11QEzekiel, which is dated 
between “c.10 BCE–30 CE”. Brownlee (1963, p.28), who was responsible for detailed research on the 
actual scroll, says “the scribe was probably roughly contemporary with that of 1QIsa
b, but he may 
have been slightly earlier. It is therefore of the late pre-Herodian period or of the very early Herodian 
period, roughly in the period 55-25 before Christ”. 
8 This is a fragmentary section of a Cave 4 Florilegium: hmhyl[w]l[gb dw[ wamjy a]wl (‘They shall no 
longer defile themselves with their idols’) (Lust, 1986b, p.92). Speaking on the finds from Cave 4 
and Ezekiel, Lust (1986d, p.11, n.30) claims that “to a large extent, the new finds are concordant 
with MT”. Brooke (1985, p.1) says “4QFlor is a fragmentary text containing quotations from the 
Hebrew scriptures: 2 Samuel, Exodus, Amos, Psalms, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel and Deuteronomy. 
These quotations are variously interlaced with commentary that attempts to show the 
interrelationship of the various texts and their significance”.   Page 15 
therefore are relevant for this study, particularly for comparison with the later Masoretic 
texts.
9 Talmon (1999, p.60) says that MasEzek was “evidently penned by an expert 
scribe in an ‘early Herodian bookhand’ … and can be dated to the second half of the last 
century BCE”.
10 MasEzek therefore provides us with the earliest readable Hebrew text 
for Ezekiel 36-39, albeit incomplete.  
The oldest complete Hebrew texts remain the later Masoretic texts (MT).
11 The 
earliest extant Masoretic MS is the Cairo Codex of the Prophets (MT
C); self-dated at 
896 CE, supposedly copied by Moses ben Asher,
12 and discovered in the Cairo Genizah 
(Lowinger, 1971). Next is the Aleppo Codex (MT
A), written around 930 CE, presumably 
by Aaron ben Asher
13 (Goshen-Gottstein, 1976).  The third oldest is the Leningrad 
Codex (MT
L), dated around 1008/9 CE (Freedman, 1998).  
Whilst these later Masoretic texts are dated well after the Temple period, they 
nevertheless “may preserve the most ancient text” (Brewer, 1992, p.178). The link with 
an ancient text is actually more certain for Ezekiel due to the witness from Masada, 
which closely matches the later MT. This indicates that the Masoretes were not 
innovators or editors of their Ezekiel texts, but faithfully transmitted what they had 
                                                 
9 Yadin (1966, p.187) reports that the MasEzek scroll was found in a pit that was perhaps “a kind of 
geniza”, under the upper floor of what he believes was a synagogue, and states that “though the 
parchment was badly gnawed, we could immediately identify the writing as chapters from the Book 
of Ezekiel”.  
10 Elsewhere Talmon (1997, p.318) points out that the discovery of MasEzek in a Genizah at Masada (cf. 
Yadin), would suggest “that because of its condition the scroll was stored there to take it out of 
circulation. This would imply that it had been in use for quite some time and would underpin its 
dating to the latter part of the first century B.C.E. or to early in the first century C.E.”    
11 Tov (2001, p.22f) points out the inadequacy of the term Masoretic Text, as it “is limited to a mere 
segment of the representatives of the textual tradition of [MT], namely, that textual tradition which 
was given its final form by Aaron Ben Asher of the Tiberian group of the Masoretes. …. [Also, MT] 
is not attested in any one single source. Rather [MT] is an abstract unit reflected in various sources 
which differ from each other in many details. Moreover, it is difficult to know whether there ever 
existed a single text which served as the archetype of [MT]”.  
12 Lowinger (1971)  briefly discusses the “dubious” dates and authorships surrounding such codices.  
13 In his introduction for the facsimile edition of the Aleppo Codex, Goshen-Gottstein (1976, p.1) says 
that the Tiberian Masoretes laboured “to perfect the written record of the ancient tradition,” and that 
the “acme of perfection” is what we now call the Aleppo Codex. It is believed that Maimonides 
relied “exclusively” upon the Aleppo Codex, and considered it “halachically authoritative” (Goshen-
Gottstein, 1976, p.2). Goshen-Gottstein, and others in the Hebrew University Bible Project (HUBP), 
still hold the Aleppo Codex as the authoritative text which every other text must be judged by, and is 
the text they use for their project.  Page 16 
received. Specifically, Ezekiel 36-39 contains a high level of agreement among the three 
earliest MT MSS and with MasEzek in the consonantal text, indicating they are from a 
similar textual tradition.
14 Likewise these three MT MSS contain a high level of 
agreement in the placement of vowels and accents by the Masoretes. This strong 
agreement, which is not found amongst the Greek MSS, enables us to use MT as a 
starting point for our textual comparisons. However, this does not imply that MT is the 
Vorlage for the various Greek translations,
15 or is the equivalent of a possible Urtext, or 
that any textual variants are ‘superior’ to those in the Greek texts.    
 
2.1.2.  Extant Greek MSS  
The earliest complete extant texts of Ezekiel 36-39 are in the Greek tradition 
(LXX or G). We will focus on the three oldest: Papyrus 967 (P
967, or G
967), dated late 
2
nd to early 3
rd century CE (Kenyon, 1937, p.x; Johnson et al., 1938,  p.5); Codex 
Vaticanus (G
B), dated ca. 4
th century CE (Bibliotheca-Vaticana, 1907), and the post-
hexaplaric Codex Alexandrinus (G
A), dated ca. 5
th century CE (Thompson, 1883).  
There are a number of recensional variations among these three Greek texts, 
possibly evidencing different Vorlagen, just as there are many variants between these 
and MT. G
967 witnesses two major variants in our textual block: firstly, a different 
chapter order than the other representative MSS (36-38-39-37); and secondly, the 
absence of 36:23c-38 (see our Chapter 7: Papyrus 967).  
                                                 
14 A decision was made not to include Codex Reuchlinianus with these other MT MSS as, whilst it has 
pre-Masoretic Tiberian pointing, it generally agrees with the consonantal text of the other MSS. 
However, it is dated ca.1105, which is another hundred years after MT
L (Sperber, 1969). Yeivin 
(1980,  p.31) may have included Reuchlinianus when defining the parameters for his book, saying 
“Mss written after 1100 contain, as a rule little of interest to the study of the standard tradition and its 
development, and for this reason this book is not concerned with them. They do, however, contain 
much of value to the study of the development of the tradition up to the time of printing, and also for 
the study of the pronunciation of Hebrew in different periods and locations”.  
15 Peters (1992, p.1100 states that “it is dangerous, dishonest, and wrong to assume that Leningradensis B 
19A (MT) lay before the pre-Christian translators”. Page 17 
Unfortunately, Ezekiel is not extant in Codex Sinaiticus and is believed to be 
part of the missing 56 leaves (Milne and Skeat, 1938, p.5). Identifiable material for 
Ezekiel 36-39 from the Greek translations of the three early Jewish exegetes, namely 
Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, is also minimal.
16 Origen’s Hexapla does evidence 
a few surviving verses in our block,
 but often so fragmented that we are left with a 
partial witness, and often from just one exegete (Field, 1964, pp.867-873).
17 As one may 
expect, extant variants from Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion typically follow MT, 
and as such offer limited insights for us.
18 They will not be noted unless relevant to our 
discussion. 
 
2.1.3.  Summary of Extant Resources  
In summary, there are no surviving commentaries or relevant citations of Ezekiel 
from the early Jewish communities of the Second Temple period. However, we do have 
several extant later Hebrew and Greek MSS, as well as a partial witness with MasEzek 
and minor fragments in the Hexapla. Variants among these MSS will be examined to 
determine if they are scribal errors, or show evidence of implicit theological and 
exegetical trajectories of thought. We chose MT as a starting point for textual 
comparison owing to its strong agreement amongst all Hebrew MSS.    
 
2.2.  LXX as Translation and Interpretation   
It is generally accepted that one must make theological and interpretative 
decisions when choosing corresponding words in the receptor language. As such, LXX 
                                                 
16 Ezekiel 38:4 is amongst the fragments of Theodotion (Fernández Marcos, 2000, p.140, n.20). It is 
disappointing that there is not more available, especially Aquila, as “the passages where Jerome 
mentions two editions of Aquila are all from Jeremiah, Ezekiel and a quotation from Daniel” 
(Fernández Marcos, 2000,  pp.119-120). However, Tov (1997,  p.45) points out that “Aquila was 
interested only in the linguistic identification of the Hebrew words, and did not introduce any 
exegetical elements into his translation”. 
17 Ziegler (1977, pp.260-281) also notes these fragmentary witnesses in his collation.  
18 For further details on Hexapla and the three, see Fernández Marcos (2000, pp.113f, 127f, 206f). Page 18 
is an implicit commentary on early Jewish interpretation as much as it is a translation. 
Whilst LXX is the first known translation of the Hebrew text, it also “provides insights 
into the art of translation of a sacred text and the subtle (and at times blatant) way in 
which it was re-interpreted in the process” [italics mine] (Peters, 1992,  p.1102).
19 
Similarly, Jobes & Silva (2000, p.22) state that it is “precisely because the Septuagint 
reflects the theological, social, and political interests of the translator, [that] it provides 
valuable information about how the Hebrew Bible was understood and interpreted at the 
time the translators were working”.
20 This is also supported by Müller (1996, p.23) who 
states “a translation will always reflect the translator’s grasp of the text, including the 
period and the cultural setting that the translator lived in; also, where biblical writings 
are concerned, the translator’s theology”.
21  
In our case, we have three Greek texts presenting us with three different 
trajectories of theological and exegetical thought from the communities in which they 
originated. G
967’s chapter order and pericope minus (36:23c-38) reflect the theological 
views of a community earlier than other MSS. It is generally agreed that LXX grants 
insights into the world and early Jewish thought of both Alexandria, Egypt (where the 
first translation work of the Torah took place), and later Jewish communities, doing 
other translations and/or recensional activity. It is therefore likely that the translation of 
Ezekiel can provide insights into early Jewish interpretative thought.
22  
                                                 
19 Again, Peters (1992, p.1100) states that “the real value of the LXX resides not so much in its function 
as a corrective to some Hebrew text of which we have a copy, but rather as a record of the way in 
which a group of Jews in the 3
rd century [BCE] and for some time thereafter understood their 
traditions”. Büchner (1997, 250) also points out that “in modern scholarship it has been shown again 
and again that the Septuagint is full of Jewish ideas”. 
20 The complexity in using LXX for textual criticism is analysed in detail by Tov (1997). 
21 Müller (1996, p.107) also stated that “more than anything the Septuagint testifies to the fact that at that 
time translation meant something more than simply finding Greek equivalents for the Hebrew 
words”. 
22 However, we do not know the extent of any Greek cultural influence or impact upon the translators of 
LXX Ezekiel. Olofsson (1990b, pp.1-5) discusses the way that Alexandrian Jews partially integrated 
themselves into the Greek culture and religion, which had a bearing on their translation of the Torah. 
However, he concludes that the religious basis of Judaism “prevented them from any real 
assimilation or cultural syncretism” (Olofsson, 1990b, p.3). Page 19 
2.2.1.  Translation Location  
Whilst scholarship is generally content to name Alexandria as the location of the 
original translation of Torah, the translation location of Ezekiel is largely uncertain. 
Alexandrian Jews may have translated LXX Ezekiel. Or it may have been translated in 
other Jewish communities such as Jerusalem or Babylon. However, we must also 
consider the possibility of Greek translations taking place simultaneously in different 
Jewish communities.
23 Fernández Marcos (2000, p.250) points out that 
there are three Hebrew text families: one Palestinian of an expansionist nature; 
another Egyptian, generally but not always complete, closely related to the 
Palestinian in its oldest phase of the Pentateuch (but not in Jeremiah where there 
are appreciable differences); and another Babylonian with a preference for a 
shorter text where it is preserved (Pentateuch and Former Prophets). 
 
Each community brought its own cultural and theological concerns to the translational 
and transmissional process, even if these translators were all using the same Vorlage. 
However, we cannot assume that they all had the same Vorlage, which also has an 
impact on variants. Textual variants intra-LXX, and between LXX and MT, may 
provide evidence of theological and exegetical trajectories from the various 
communities who undertook the tasks of translation, copying or revising. 
      
2.2.2.  The Genesis of LXX  
It is uncertain if acceptance of LXX Torah was slow or rapid, both within 
Alexandria and universally. Whilst there are proponents on both sides of the debate, it 
may have taken time for overall universal acceptance. Modern scholarship does not 
strongly support the historical veracity of the Letter of Aristeas,
24 with many instead 
believing that Alexandrian Jews translated the Torah in the 3
rd century BCE for their 
                                                 
23 Muller (1996, p.39), speaking of the Prophetic Books, points out that “some of them may even have 
been translated more than once”. 
24 The uncertainty over LXX Torah may have been the reason behind the Letter of Aristeas (Jobes and 
Silva, 2000,  p.34). For an overview of the Letter of Aristeas see Jellicoe (1968, pp.29-58), Jobes and 
Silva (2000, pp.33-36), and Müller (1996, pp.46-67).  Page 20 
own use, and not because of a royal decree for the Alexandrian Library.
25 Even if LXX 
Torah was written by royal decree, there is little indication that the Prophets were 
written by such decree, but rather for Jewish use.
26 Their use covered areas of liturgy,
27 
education
28 and even apologetics
29, as seen in their word choice when translating. These 
specific aspects are of primary interest to us, as they provide reason for the theological 
and exegetical variants. The debate continues as to the genesis of LXX, but this is 
largely outside the scope of this thesis. We do not seek to determine a definitive Urtext 
or  Vorlage for Ezekiel 36-39, particularly as many today believe that such is now 
beyond establishing.
30  
                                                 
25 Some recent writings have revisited this issue, and, whilst still finding the Letter of Aristeas a 
pseudograph, nevertheless believe its point the Torah was translated in response to Ptolemy II’s 
decree. Collins (2000c) argues against the idea that the Jews voluntarily translated their texts, and 
sees them as reluctant translators who did not want to expose Judaism to the Hellenistic world.  
Perhaps Collins has overstated her point here as the Prologue to Sirach does not reflect such 
reluctance. On the other hand, the reluctance to translate may have been with relation to Torah. Yet 
following that event translation continued for all other books without any apparent royal decree. 
Even if Collins is correct, which is a discussion outside this thesis, we nevertheless have a record 
with LXX of how these early Jewish communities translated into the Greek, and continued their 
usage of the Greek. Therefore we can still see theological and exegetical interpretations transmitted. 
In fact, we could suggest that Collins’ argument helps support our proposal that the Greek text was 
never written to replace the Hebrew, but was to be used in conjunction with the Hebrew text.  
26 We may suggest that whilst the original translation of Torah may have faced a reluctant acceptance 
(whether from opposition to the royal decree or by ‘purists’ who wanted to remain with just a 
Hebrew text), that the Prophets and Writings were also translated indicates that any initial reluctance 
was overcome. 
27 Whilst finding areas wanting in Thackeray’s proposal of liturgical origins of LXX, Fernández Marcos 
(2000, p.60) says “nevertheless, it is the most ambitious hypothesis to try to incorporate in a coherent 
way the whole process of decanting the Bible from the Hebrew to the Greek in its different stages”. 
28 Brock (1974,  p.550) claims that “the combination of these two needs, then, the liturgical and the 
educational, were the real incentive behind the Greek translation of the Pentateuch. Once this 
momentous first step had been taken, it was only natural that the other religious writings of the Jews 
should follow suit – that is to say, the Prophets”. 
29 When speaking about the possibility of the Torah being translated for the king’s library, Müller 
(1996, p.60) noted that “the fact that the translation project was given royal authorization might have 
been for apologetic purposes”.  
30 Many have sought to reconstruct a Vorlage, and/or conform LXX to extant Hebrew texts, but the 
methodology behind this is often incorrect. The most notable in antiquity was Origen with his 
massive Hexapla. Whilst Origen made a valiant attempt to emend the Greek text to match the 
Hebrew, he did not succeed. This was mainly due to his mistaken belief that the Hebrew text before 
him was the same as that before the LXX translators (Jobes and Silva, 2000, p.52). This has also 
been the quest of some recent commentators such as Cooke (1936, p.xl), who says “our problem is to 
recover a text which shall be free from alterations and corruptions, and so far nearer to the original. It 
becomes necessary, therefore, to examine the Versions, which were translated from an earlier form 
of the Hebrew text than that which we have in our Bible”.  Page 21 
Instead of the two polarized positions of de Lagarde and Kahle,
31 Tov (1997, 
p.11) proposed a four stage development for LXX: 
1.  The original translation. 
2.  A multitude of textual traditions resulting from the insertion of corrections 
(mainly towards the Hebrew) in all known individual scrolls in the pre-
Christian period, and to a lesser extent in the first century CE. 
3.  Textual stabilization in the first and second CE, due to the perpetuation of some 
textual traditions and the discontinuation of others. 
4.  The creation of new textual groups and the contamination of existing ones 
through the influence of the text of the revisions of Origen and Lucian in the 
third and fourth centuries CE. 
 
In general, we find Tov’s proposal realised in our studies, with G
967 reflecting 
the original Old Greek translation (OG), and G
B,A each typically witnessing the OG 
variants, but also reflecting recensional corrections towards the Hebrew as it ‘develops’ 
towards MT. That LXX was corrected towards the Hebrew suggests that later variants 
in LXX MSS are also likely to be Jewish; the exception being the minor plusses unique 
to  G
A which nevertheless may still reflect a Hebrew text of that day. One issue, 
evidenced in this thesis, is that the three Greek texts witness a time when the Hebrew 
consonantal text was still in a state of flux, before it became a ‘fixed’ text. Dijkstra 
(1986, p.77) points out: 
There are indications that the Vorlage of the Septuagint of Ezekiel reflects a more 
archetypal text, although we have to be aware of the fact that the Vorlage of the 
LXX was already in an advanced stage of harmonization. This process seems to 
have been continued within the textual transmission of the Septuagint itself. At the 
beginning of the above-mentioned process of harmonization we do not find 
identical texts, but two different though essentially related texts. 
 
                                                 
31 Tov (1997, p.10) simplifies the debate regarding the two dominant theories: “De Lagarde assumes an 
Urtext (the first translation or the hypothetical archetype of all extant manuscripts of the LXX), 
which subsequently divided into different text forms, while P. Kahle posited multiple translations 
which converged into one central tradition”. Page 22 
We do not have the Hebrew Urtext of Ezekiel, just as we do not have the 
Vorlage(n) used by the translator(s). It is evident that G
967, G
B and G
A each represent 
recensions, but unfortunately, we do not have any of their parent texts available today to 
determine if they contained the exegetical variants. Regardless of other books, for 
Ezekiel 36-39 the uniqueness of G
967 suggests the existence of two different texts in 
circulation at some point in time.   
It is significant that these later scribes (e.g., G
B,A) did not correct a number of 
noteworthy exegetical and interpretive variants, and continued transmitting them. This 
suggests that the scribes, and their communities, accepted the variants as representative 
of their theological tradition. Their recensions towards a Hebrew text of their day 
suggest that variants unique to these MSS also reflect Jewish interpretation. Therefore, 
we should also accept them as such, acknowledging how each community saw their 
texts. This point does not include clear scribal error, only interpretive variants.   
 
2.2.3.  OG Translation Date  
Whilst we do not know exactly who initially translated specific books of the 
Prophets such as Ezekiel, we know they were Jewish, as the translational work was 
completed before the Christian Era. Jobes and Silva (2000,  p.45) confirm this:  
When and where the other books [than Torah] were translated, and by whom, has 
not been determined, but we have good reason to believe that by the middle of the 
first century B.C.E.,
32 the rest of the Hebrew Bible, with the possible exception of 
one or two books, had been translated into Greek.  
 
Thackeray (1903b, p.578; 1921, p.39) proposed that the primary translator of Ezekiel 
was also a prominent translator of the Minor Prophets and involved with III Reigns, and 
                                                 
32 Swete (1989, p.24) also suggested that the whole Tanach was current in Greek by as early as 132 BCE, 
and the whole was included in the ‘Aristeas’ tradition. Thackeray (1921, p.10) believes all books in 
the Tanach were translated before the Christian Era saying, “we have first the original Alexandrian 
translations dating from the third to the first century B.C.; next the rival versions of the Asiatic school 
in the second century of our era”. Page 23 
that they were all completed at a similar time.
33 Both Dorival (in Dorival et al., 
1988, p.111) and Siegert (2001, p.42) also place the translation of Ezekiel in a similar 
timeframe to the other major prophets, ca. 230-170 BCE. Recently Turner (2001, p.286) 
claimed that “it had proved possible to arrive at an absolute dating of the Greek qua 
language to a period between 150 and 50 B.C.E.”.
34 Yet, even Turner’s later dating still 
places the translation of the Old Greek Ezekiel within a pre-Christian timeframe. 
However, Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.10) points out that “there is no direct 
evidence of a Greek version of Ezekiel before the end of the first century … the earliest 
citation appears to be found in the letter addressed ca A.D. 96 by the Church of Rome to 
the Church of Corinth”.    
Overall, we can suggest a broad translational timeframe for the original OG 
Ezekiel from as early as 230 BCE (cf. Thackeray, Dorival, and Siegert) through to 132 
BCE (cf. Swete, Jobes and Silva), or even as late as 50 BCE (Turner). We do not seek to 
be more definite, beyond confirming the translational timeframe to be Jewish rather 
than Christian, thus determining that many of the variants between MT and LXX are 
clearly evidence of early Jewish interpretation. Our chapter 7, covering G
967, also 
concludes that the major textual changes took place in the Hebrew text before 50 BCE as 
they are witnessed in MasEzek. We therefore prefer a date between 230 and 135 BCE 
for the OG Ezekiel. It is undeterminable when later LXX recension(s) towards the 
Hebrew were translated; we suggest a broad timeframe from around 50 BCE (based on 
MasEzek), through to sometime in the first century CE for an initial recension (most 
likely reflected in G
B).   
 
                                                 
33 Thackeray (1903b,  p.578) arrived at this conclusion following his examination of the vocabulary 
between these books finding “considerable affinity in their vocabulary, which renders it not 
improbable that they were all produced at about the same time, if not actually by the one and same 
hand”. 
34 Turner (2001, p.293) also stated “the linguistic evidence is reasonably consistent with the completion of 
the Greek Bible by the late Second Century B.C.E.”. Page 24 
2.2.4.  Number of Translators  
There are several theories as to how many scribes were involved in translating 
Ezekiel; Thackeray’s two translator proposal remaining the benchmark.
35 Following his 
work on Jeremiah, and building on the work of others for Ezekiel, Thackeray 
(1921, p.38) determined three divisions
36 in Ezekiel: “(1) chaps. i-xxvii which I call Ez 
a
i, (2) chaps. xxviii-xxxix Ez. b, and (3) chaps. xl-xlviii Ez a
ii” [or g].
37 Thackeray 
(1903a, p.399) claims that 
[Ezekiel] appears, like Jeremiah, to have been divided, for the purposes of 
translation, into two nearly equal parts, but, instead of the second hand continuing 
to the end, as was the case in Jeremiah, the first translator resumed the task when 
the difficult concluding section, containing the account of the vision of the Temple, 
was reached.
38 
 
Thackeray (1921,  p.39) believed that translator b  was not as proficient as the first 
translator (a and g), who, he claimed, was “a master who played a prominent part in the 
translation of the Nebiim [sic]”.
39 However, unlike his opinion of inferiority for the 
second translator of Jeremiah, Thackeray (1903a,  p.410) did not believe Ezekiel’s 
translator b was “so markedly inferior to the first, [but] it is to be noticed that the first 
translator took to himself the hardest portions of the book”.
40  
This leaves us with a degree of confidence that translator b, covering chapters 
36-39, knew his craft. Therefore variants between MT and LXX may not be due to 
scribal incompetence; rather they may be exegetical and interpretive viewpoints. This 
                                                 
35 Since Thackeray’s work others have usually agreed, some with modification of chapter divisions yet all 
ascribing 36-39 to the one translator. Some have argued for a single translator (Ziegler), or for three 
different translators (Herrmann, Turner), or single translator with later redactor(s) (Kase, Tov).   
36 These divisions were based on detailed comparison of style and vocabulary.  
37 In his earlier work Thackeray (1903a, p.399) provided the designation of g to the third section, and 
most continue using this designation. However, Thackeray still saw the same translator for g as a, 
and to avoid confusion over a two or three translator theory, he later adopted the designation of a
i and 
a
ii.  
38 Thackeray (1903a, p.410) also stated “whether the translators already found a break in the middle of the 
Hebrew texts, in other words, whether the Hebrew books where transcribed on two separate scrolls, 
must remain doubtful”. 
39 This included the first half of Jeremiah, and the twelve Minor Prophets.  
40 Thackeray (1903a, p.410) believed that the “two translators were set on to the work simultaneously”.   Page 25 
immediately refers to the OG (G
967), but it also applies to later LXX recensions towards 
the Hebrew (e.g., G
B,A). It is to our advantage that all scholars ascribe the block of 
Ezekiel 36-39 to the one translator (Thackeray’s b), since it enables confidence in a 
consistency of theological interpretation found in the translation from Hebrew to 
Greek.
41  
 
2.2.5.  Early LXX Variants  
It is apparent that LXX variants appeared very early, well before the Christian 
Era. Fernández Marcos (2000, p.21) observed that when Ben Sira’s grandson (ca. 135 
BCE) translated The Wisdom of ben Sira into Greek, he actually “apologises for the 
inadequacy of his translation”, stating in his Prologue: 
You are therefore asked to read this book with good will and attention and to show 
indulgence in those places where, notwithstanding our efforts at interpretation, we 
may seem to have failed to give an adequate rendering of this or that expression; 
the fact is that there is no equivalent for things originally written in Hebrew when it 
is a question of translating them into another language; what is more, the Law 
itself, the Prophets and the other books differ considerably in translation from what 
appears in the original text. 
 
Of special significance to us, this apology includes reference to differences between the 
Hebrew and Greek for ‘the Prophets’, which may have included Ezekiel (based on our 
translation timeframes above). Thus we have a witness from 135 BCE that variations in 
wording existed between the Hebrew and Greek. Whilst the Prologue refers to 
translational difficulties in wording, our findings in the following chapters evidence 
deliberate exegetical choices in translating from the Hebrew to Greek. Translational 
difficulties may have permitted scribes to take exegetical liberties in their word choices. 
This again indicates such textual variations belong with the early Jewish communities, 
and not the later Christian transmitters.     
                                                 
41 For a recent detailed presentation and analysis of the different theories, and for the consenses that 
chapters 36-39 have a single translator, see McGregor (1985).  Page 26 
However, Jobes & Silva (2000, p.97) point out that almost all extant LXX MSS 
date from 4
th century CE and following, and were transmitted by Christian scribes. Yet 
this does not mean they are now ‘Christian texts’, and that the variants are Christian. As 
Brewer (1992, p.180) states, “the [LXX] texts which have survived appear to be Jewish 
translations without much Christian influence”. Swete (1989,  p.494) likewise claims 
that “early citations from the LXX suggest a diversity of readings and possibly the 
existence of two or more recensions in the first century, and lead us to believe that many 
of the variations in our MSS have come down from sources older than the Christian 
era”. Tov (1988, p.163) also found that “the NT influenced the transmission of the LXX 
but little. Allegedly several Christian changes were inserted at one time in LXX 
manuscripts, but few have survived to date”. Although LXX was transmitted to us by 
Christian hands, there is a high degree of certainty that variants originate from early 
Jewish interpretation.  
Therefore, we have variants between MT and LXX that represent the OG (ca. 
230-135), and are clearly Jewish and pre-Christian. These variants are continued in the 
later LXX MSS (e.g., G
B,A). There are also a number of variants intra-LXX that, while 
these MSS are from Christian hands, also represent Jewish exegetical interpretation, as 
the major variants between G
967 and G
B,A reflect interaction with the Hebrew text (MT 
and MasEzek); and other later additional variants in G
B,A typically reflect movement 
towards the Hebrew of their day. Additionally, while the ‘inserted’ pericope of 36:23c-
38 is written in a later Theodotion style in the Greek texts, its witness in MasEzek 
indicates that this pericope also belongs to early Jewish interpretation. It is also difficult 
to see why Christian scribes would insert their own interpretive variants when their 
recensions sought to match the Hebrew text.  
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2.2.6.  A Fixed Text   
Some variants, such as plusses, may well be accurate representations of the 
Hebrew text available to the scribal editor, and “represent different stages in the history 
of the text” (Müller, 1996, p.42).
42 Unfortunately, we do not have these Hebrew texts 
before us, so we cannot determine this with absolute certainty. It is apparent that the 
Ezekiel text before the original Greek translators was of a different Hebrew recension 
than MT. Sometimes these differences are only slight; other times they indicate wider 
variance, such as in G
967 that evidences a Vorlage of a shorter text with a different 
chapter order.
 Jobes & Silva (2000, p.20f) state: 
The issues surrounding this use of the [LXX] version are quite complex, but the 
fact remains that the Septuagint was translated from some Hebrew text that was not 
identical to the Hebrew text we use today. That original Greek translation, which 
was produced much earlier than any surviving copy of the Hebrew Bible, is an 
indirect witness to its Vorlage, that is, the Hebrew parent text from which it is 
translated.  
 
It is this complexity that Peters (1992,  p.1100) refers to when he claims that all extant 
LXX and MT MSS contain corruptions from the original Hebrew. Fernández Marcos 
(2000, p.117) agrees with this and, in direct reference to Aquila’s translation, states that,  
there are passages where the translation must suppose a different Vorlage from the 
Masoretic text as an indication that the standardization of the Hebrew text 
supposed by the Synod of Yamnia (c.100 CE) did not take effect immediately or in 
a radical way, but instead was more the expression of an ideal to be aimed for. 
 
Most scholars today believe LXX represents a period in the textual and literary 
development of the Hebrew consonantal text before it was fixed (presumably some time 
                                                 
42 Later Müller (1996, p.113) said “the texts finds made after the Second World War reveal that the many 
more or less substantial discrepancies found in the Septuagint in relation to the later Masoretic text 
are not necessarily owing to the translator’s lack of conscientiousness … [but] they may in fact 
signify that the Hebrew text underlying the translation was different”. Of note, the text of Jeremiah is 
one-seventh shorter in the Greek than in the Hebrew and has a different chapter order.  Page 28 
surrounding the destruction of the Second Temple).
43 Regardless of the exact time when 
the Hebrew text was fixed and accepted, this still means that extant LXX MSS may 
provide us with implicit insights into pre- or even proto-Masoretic Hebrew text(s); and 
therefore interpretation and theological exegesis from that time. Likewise, MT’s unique 
‘plusses’, not evidenced in LXX, can also provide similar insights into the continued 
development of the Hebrew text. For this reason we should treat the variants found in 
each MSS with respect, and accord them equal value to what may have been original, as 
both provide us with interpretive insights to these early Jewish communities.  
  We must also consider that whilst the Hebrew text did at some point become 
‘standardised’, this was never the case with the Greek text, as evidenced by the varying 
quality of each biblical book found in the various Codices. Metzger (1981, p.74) points 
out that different LXX MSS vary in the translational accuracy of each book, such as 
with Codex Vaticanus, which has “a good text in Ezekiel, and a bad one in Isaiah”. 
Jobes & Silva (2000, p.31) agree:   
The particular collection of Greek texts of the biblical books that comprise the 
earliest one volume Bibles, such as Codex Sinaiticus and Codex Vaticanus, usually 
came to be by the historical happen-stance of whatever texts were at hand, 
irrespective of their origin or character. Therefore, whatever one may say about the 
history and characteristics of the Greek text of one biblical book may not be true of 
the others, even though they are bound together in one codex. 
 
2.2.7.  Translation Quality and Glosses  
Scholarship seems divided over the translational and textual quality of LXX 
Ezekiel. Following his evaluation of LXX translations, Blaiklock (1976, p.345) notes 
“Ezekiel is not well done”. However, Tov (1999d, p.397) counters this, stating “this is 
actually an overstatement as many of the differences between the MT and LXX were 
                                                 
43 Talmon (1999, p.25) argues that “the Masada biblical fragments give witness to the existence of a 
stabilized proto-masoretic textual tradition which had taken root in ‘normative Judaism’ of the time.” 
He (1999, p.25) also points out that the “textual fluidity, which can be observed in the Qumran 
scrolls and fragments of biblical books and bible-related works, which stem from the last centuries 
BCE, proves that these manuscripts were not subjected to such a stabilizing process”. Page 29 
created at the time of the literary growth of the book, and therefore should not be 
ascribed to textual factors”. Tov (1997, p.250) earlier comments that “the recensional 
rewriting is not extensive” and “the Greek translation of Ezekiel is relatively literal”. 
Metzger (1981, p.74) claims that G
B Ezekiel enjoys a high level of agreement with MT. 
In his work examining the ‘consistency of lexical equivalents’, Marquis (1986a, p.417) 
concludes that “LXX-Ezekiel, in all three of its supposed translation units, is very 
literal” when dealing with nouns and verbs, and especially with verbs in unit b.
44 
Marquis’s finding holds special significance for us, as noun and verbal variants in 36-39 
may therefore be more ‘intentional’ than in books that do not enjoy such a high degree 
of literalness. Perhaps one reason for the division of scholarship over the translational 
quality of Ezekiel is that scholars are each referring to the quality found within the 
actual LXX MSS/Codex available to them at the time they formulated their assessments 
(cf. Metzger, 1981, p.74). 
It is significant that LXX Ezekiel is approximately 4-5 percent shorter than MT 
Ezekiel,
45 and the percentage is even greater if we take G
967 into account. This has 
added to the debate over whether MT or LXX represents the Hebrew Urtext. The even 
shorter text of G
967  also raises debate as to which particular LXX MSS may more 
accurately represent the Urtext. Tov (1997, p.250) uses the literalness of LXX Ezekiel 
as the basis to argue for a shorter Hebrew parent text than that represented in MT.
46 
Often the plusses of MT have been explained away as later glosses or interpolations.
47 
Yet Tov (1997, p.250) argues that this description “is less appropriate because of the 
                                                 
44 Marquis (1986a,  p.417) furthermore claims “LXX-Ezekiel clearly stands closer to the literalness 
reflected in LXX-2 Kings and at a considerable distance from LXX-Isaiah”.  
45 Tov (1997, p.250) notes the plusses found in MT are also found in the Targum, Peshitta and Vulgate. 
46 Jobes and Silva (2000, p.176) suggest that “the evidence offered by the two Hebrew texts of Jeremiah 
increases the probability that other books were translated into Greek from a shorter, different Hebrew 
edition that is no longer extant”. 
47 For more on the glosses in Ezekiel see Dijkstra (1986, pp.55-77); also our Excursus on unique plusses 
at the end of our discussion on chapter 39. Page 30 
large number of these elements and because of the occurrence of parallel elements and 
synonymous words among the pluses of MT and new material”.  
Tov (1999d,  p.410 n.19) does state that “such glosses or interpolations have 
been detected more in Ezekiel than in any other book of the Bible, and the model of 
Ezekiel negatively influenced the analysis of other books”. This point may have caused 
Cooke (1936, p.xl) to claim that “in the Hebrew Bible perhaps no book, except 1 and 2 
Samuel, has suffered more injury to its text than Ezekiel”.
48 In reference to glosses, 
Allen (1990a, p.408) says “the Massoretic Text of Ezekiel is notoriously beset with 
problems”.
49 After researching the glosses in Ezekiel, Dijkstra (1986, p.76) found that 
“MT and in a lesser degree the LXX show a clear tendency to preserve as many 
readings and grammatical-exegetical clarifications as possible”. Tov (2001,  p.283) 
suggests that “these additions should not be viewed as individual elements, but as 
components of a large-scale literary layer”.
50 We may therefore examine MT plusses 
also as exegetical representatives from some early Jewish community.  
Our studies reveal four groups of plusses in Ezekiel 36-39: firstly those unique 
to G
967, secondly those found in both MT and G
A, thirdly those unique to G
A, and 
fourthly, those unique to MT (cf. Chapter 6: Excursus 6.6.0). These plusses have their 
genesis in the Jewish community, and were almost certainly added to the Greek texts to 
bring closer conformity to the Hebrew. G
A’s plusses likely reflect Origen’s desire to 
match LXX to the Hebrew of his day.  
                                                 
48 Cooke (1936, p.xxvii) states, “everywhere uncertainty prevails about the text, due partly to the usual 
accidents of translation, but even more to the extraordinary nature of the events described …. We 
may blame the scribes; yet the very state of the text, with all its corruptions and inaccuracies, bears 
witness to the eager handling of those who studied it”. 
49 Allen’s (1990a, p.408) comment that is in relation to the “apparent addition of a word or two” which he 
explains as ‘glosses’. It is interesting that Allen (1990a, p.408) concluded “the heavy annotation that 
underlies the texts in question [Ezek. 32:20, 21b; 33:31b; 34:26a; 35:6a; 39:16a] appears to reflect 
interest in their eschatological content”. Note: writers differ as to the spelling with single or double 
‘s’ (Massoretes / Masoretes etc.). 
50 Tov (2001, pp.333-334) supplies a list of such glosses, but these are all from Thackeray’s section a and 
thus do not include any from Ezek. 36-39.  Page 31 
It is difficult to imagine that the Jewish community would embrace any 
Christian plusses and insert these into their Hebrew texts, particularly when the efforts 
of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion sought to make LXX more reflective of the 
Hebrew text before them.
51 We can therefore propose that the Christian community 
adjusted their Greek texts to match changes in the Hebrew, perhaps in an effort to 
alleviate criticism that their LXX did not accurately reflect the Hebrew. We may also 
suggest that the addition of MT’s later plusses by Christians into ‘their’ Greek texts is 
also an implicit example of theological choice by the Christian communities.  
Finally, Lust (1986a, p.221) observed that “longer plusses in [LXX] Ezekiel are 
rare. Three of them are to be found in Ezek a [1-27] and six in Ezek g [40-48], whereas 
none of them occur in Ezek b [28-39]. Their exegetical contents are not really relevant. 
They have not much bearing on the theology of the book”. It is significant here that no 
major plusses occur in LXX Ezek b, as this shows that although the translator 
interpretively interacted with the Hebrew before him, he did not seek to insert 
innovative material, and therefore revealing a degree of respect for the text. 
 
2.2.8.  Continued Dominance of the Hebrew 
It has become increasingly obvious that the early Jewish communities did not 
discard their Hebrew texts once they had been translated into Greek. Early disputes over 
variants and wording are “tangible proof of the increasing dominance of the Hebrew 
Bible text, also among Greek speaking Jews” (Müller, 1996, p.71f).
52 As noted above, 
the Prologue for Sirach appears to appeal to the reader to continue comparisons with the 
Hebrew. Feldman (1988, p.455f) observed that the later Josephus quoted from both the 
                                                 
51 Swete (1989, p.31) claims that “the purpose of [Aquila’s] translation was to set aside the interpretation 
of the LXX, in so far as it appeared to support the view of the Christian Church” [italics mine]. 
52 Gruen (1998,  p.111) proposes that the various writings of that day, including LXX, “existed as 
accompaniments, commentaries, alternative versions, or provocative reinterpretations, inviting the 
reader to make comparisons or engage in reassessments of the tradition”. Furthermore, Gruen 
(1998, p.111) believes “the authors of these divergent treatments had no intention of challenging or 
replacing biblical narrative”.  Page 32 
Hebrew and Greek texts. We suggest that the Hebrew continued in use, even alongside 
the Greek translations, especially in synagogue liturgical and educational applications.
53 
The continued dominance of the Hebrew texts may also be seen with the later 
translations done by Aquila,
54 Theodotion and Symmachus, that set the Hebrew as the 
‘master’ text, which the Greek must follow.  
Swete (1989,  p.299) importantly notes that “the manner of the LXX is not 
Greek, and does not even aim at being so. It is that of a book written by men of Semitic 
descent, who have carried their habits of thought into their adopted tongue”. This may 
also be seen in instances where LXX syntax follows the Hebrew rather than a Greek 
pattern. Lust (in LEH, 2003,  p.xviii)  brings this out, stating: 
Although it may be based on it, Septuagint Greek cannot simply be characterized 
as Koine Greek. It is first of all translational Greek. This is most obvious on the 
level of syntax and style. The order of the words in the translation most often sticks 
to that of the Hebrew original. In fact, in many passages, the Hebrew and Greek 
can be put into parallel columns, word by word. The result is that the syntax of the 
Septuagint is Hebrew rather than Greek. 
 
Lust (2001,  p.395) defends this point, clarifying that the syntax of LXX “is largely 
affected by the syntax of the Hebrew source text due to the literal methods of translation 
employed” and is thus not strictly Koine Greek syntax.
55 Significantly Ezekiel is one of 
the books “that are translated more literally [and] the influence of the source language 
on the syntax is more pronounced than in those [books] that are translated more freely” 
(Lust, 2001, p.397).  Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.41) also states that “it is evident 
                                                 
53 Müller (1996, pp.46-67) discusses this issue in his third chapter outlining how Aristeas, Aristobulus, 
Philo, and Josephus all saw the Greek of the Pentateuch as equally inspired as the Hebrew. 
54 Müller (1996, p.40) points out that Aquila “distinguished himself by rendering the text almost word for 
word, thus making it almost unintelligible to those who did not master the Hebrew language. But 
exactly this may have been the point with the enterprise, because it made the Hebrew text 
indispensable. Theodotion … wrote in a more elegant literary style than Aquila, but it is 
characteristic of him that he used Greek transcriptions of Hebrew words to a great extent”. 
55 Lust (2001, p.395) further clarified that he does not mean “LXX syntax equals Hebrew syntax … the 
syntax of the Septuagint, and especially its word order, comes closer to Hebrew than to Greek, or in 
other words, ‘is Hebrew rather than Greek’. It leans more towards the syntax of the source language 
than to that of the target language”.  Page 33 
from the Hebraisms that the translators were familiar with the original tongue, but while 
they had a fairly extensive Greek vocabulary they were not at home in writing idiomatic 
Greek”. This suggests that the LXX Ezekiel translators, including Thackeray’s 
translator b, were perhaps more familiar with Hebrew than traditionally thought, and 
were not seeking to completely replace their Hebrew texts.
56 Therefore, this indicates 
they did not misunderstand the Hebrew in every variant, but rather performed 
theological and exegetical interpretations in their translations.   
 
2.2.9.  Summary of LXX as Translation and Interpretation 
  We have presented support that LXX can be seen as an implicit commentary 
reflecting theological and exegetical ideas of the translators and their communities. Our 
representative MSS therefore provide us trajectories of interpretive thought. 
Significantly, many scholars believe the LXX MSS, especially the Prophets, were most 
likely written by early Jewish communities for their own liturgical, exegetical and 
educational use.  
  Extant MSS, especially the Greek, represent recensions to a Hebrew text in a 
state of flux. Our quest is not to recreate an Urtext, but rather to observe textual variants 
that reflect theological and exegetical interpretations, giving each variant value as a 
witness to its community. We noted that scribes continued to transmit textual variants, 
indicating they accepted these as part of their tradition.   
  We suggested an overall timeframe for the Old Greek Ezekiel between 230 BCE 
(Dorival, Siegert) and 135 BCE (Swete, Jobes and Silva), thus placing the OG 
translation, and the resulting theological variants that are followed by later LXX MSS, 
firmly in Jewish hands.  
                                                 
56 Fernández Marcos (2000,  p.10) also says “Bilingualism … is responsible both for the syntactic 
peculiarities of the Greek of the Old and New Testaments”. Page 34 
  Whilst scholars may adapt and modify Thackeray’s two translator theory, we 
find they all ascribe Ezek. 36-39 to the same translator (Thackeray’s b). There is 
scholarly confidence in Thackeray’s claim that this translator was not ‘markedly’ 
inferior to the other. Therefore variants likely do not result from scribal incompetence.  
  Greek and Hebrew variants began at an early date. Implicit evidence of this may 
be seen in the Prologue to Sirach (ca. 135 BCE). While extant LXX MSS come to us by 
Christian hands, the various LXX recensions show movement towards the Hebrew, 
supporting later variants as being Jewish. Some of these variants may be the result of a 
different Hebrew text before the translators, again indicating these variants as Jewish. 
Other variants, especially MT plusses, also evidence a Hebrew text in a state of flux 
until it became a fixed text.    
  The literalness of LXX Ezekiel, especially with nouns and verbs, permits us to 
have a high degree of confidence that variants are not always scribal errors, and 
therefore we can examine these for possible theological interpretations. Finally, that few 
long plusses are found in LXX Ezekiel also gives confidence that the translator was not 
seeking to make an innovative text, but rather, he sought to interact theologically with 
the Hebrew before him, whist maintaining respect for the Hebrew. 
The Hebrew text continued its dominance in use alongside the Greek, 
particularly in the Synagogue. The way translators often followed the Hebrew syntax 
shows they understood the Hebrew, and were not seeking to replace it. This again 
supports our proposal that not all variants are scribal errors, but often reflect interpretive 
interaction with the Hebrew.  
 
2.3.  Theological Interpretation in the MSS  
In exploring early Jewish interpretation of the restoration of Israel in Ezekiel 36-
39, we seek to provide possible interpretative reasons for variants in our representative Page 35 
MSS. As stated above, our methodology is to take MT as a starting point, then compare 
the three earliest LXX texts with MT, while at the same time performing an intra-LXX 
comparison. Each MS will be given equal ‘value’, and variants will not be used to 
determine the superiority of one MS over another, or to determine which is ‘correct’. 
Instead, we will examine each variant to see if there is any evidence, implicit or explicit, 
of early Jewish theological interpretation. 
  In the following chapters, several features will be dismissed as not having any 
interpretative or theological intent. These include words where there is a clear scribal 
error, or where LXX smooths out the Hebrew by using two verbs for MT’s one,
57 or 
where LXX uses a noun for an MT verb (and vice versa), with no substantive change in 
the meaning. We will not take the variations of the divine name into account, as, whilst 
evidencing theological intent, they are not directly related to just 36-39 and the 
restoration of Israel, but the entire book.
58 Likely Hebrew glosses will be acknowledged 
where they evidence theological intent, but not where the gloss has permitted a 
smoother reading. We will not always note differences in word order or syntax, without 
any discernible theological or exegetical reason. Also, we will not comment on variant 
LXX spelling where there is no theological influence.
59  
  Frequently scholars have explained away many of the translational variants 
between LXX and MT as scribal errors, often suggesting the LXX translator did not 
fully comprehend the Hebrew. While at the beginning of the current investigation this 
seemed likely, detailed observation of the data as a whole, rather than instance by 
instance, led to patterns that undermined the typical ‘scribal error’ explanations.  
 
                                                 
57 As Tov (1997, p.43) puts it “the identification of Greek words with Hebrew equivalents is based on a 
reconstruction of the translators’ intentions, so Greek-Hebrew equivalents need not be equal from a 
quantitative point of view”. 
58 For a detailed examination of the divine name in Ezekiel see McGregor (1985).  
59 For example, G
A frequently uses ai for G
967,B’s e.   Page 36 
2.3.1.  Trans-linguistic Wordplays 
A few instances lead to the proposal that at times the LXX translator of Ezekiel 
36-39 deliberately interprets the Hebrew, utilising trans-lingual ‘wordplays’, presuming 
the LXX reader (or hearer) would be familiar with the Hebrew, and so catch these 
wordplays and their theological and exegetical points. This scenario would find its 
fulfilment in the synagogue liturgy where the reading of the Hebrew is followed by the 
common language, permitting the bilingual hearer to appreciate the wordplay.  
With a bi-lingual translator, operating within community theological framework 
for liturgical, educational and/or apologetic reasons, trans-lingual wordplays provide 
creative interpretation. This is often done by making a pun with the Hebrew spelling, 
often switching Hebrew letters within a word. Evidence of wordplay and other 
interpretive practices should not surprise us, as wordplay was one of their ‘habits of 
thought’ (cf. Swete above). Wordplay also occurs within the Hebrew text (and in later 
rabbinic literature).
60 
Wordplays should be considered where a Greek variant can be observed to 
exegete and interpret the Hebrew by reversing letters in the Hebrew, or making 
interpretive interaction on the ‘sound’. Such variants should not be automatically 
ascribed to scribal error, but rather considered as interpretation. Interestingly, 
commentators have largely ignored or overlooked these possible language wordplays, 
usually attributing such variants to ‘scribal error’ and/or the translator misunderstanding 
the Hebrew. We will demonstrate in our detailed study of these four chapters that this is 
not the case in a significant number of verses.  
 
                                                 
60 For an overall explanation of wordplay as a rabbinical exegesis see Brewer (1992)  and for example of 
wordplay in the Hebrew text of Ezekiel 35:1-36:15 see Allen (1990b, pp.170-171). Page 37 
2.3.2.  Other Observed Exegetical Practices 
  Analysis in the following chapters shows some directions in implicit theological 
exegesis and interpretation: the LXX translator provides a reason for MT’s action or 
event; or outlines the result and/or consequence of actions stated in MT; or at other 
times provides an insight into the motivation or ‘heart’ behind such action. Often these 
interpretations can be seen to contemporise the text to their audience.  
When confronted with metaphors in the Hebrew, the LXX translator typically 
exegetes them for the reader. This again is evidence that the LXX translator seeks to 
speak theologically to his community, or perhaps reflect community beliefs.  
A comparative investigation between MT and LXX has revealed an implicit but 
consistent theological difference in the way MT and LXX view ‘the land’. For MT, the 
land is an active participant in the restorative plans of God, whereas in LXX the land is 
more passive, even the recipient of action. Included here are instances where MT 
records an action or event, but LXX uses the passive to translate as an action against 
Israel, the mountains, and/or the people. This may indicate that the LXX community felt 
victimised by events in both past and present, in that they felt they were harshly and 
unjustly treated by the nations around them.
61 LXX often uses the passive voice in these 
instances.  
There are times where it appears the translator sees himself and his community 
as ‘post’ the events of 36-39, or even that they were in the historic present. This also 
appears to have influenced their word choice.
62   
There are a number of significant plusses and minuses in both MT and LXX 
(also intra-LXX). Some of these are just one or two words, yet other times they cover 
                                                 
61 We do not use ‘victim’ or ‘victimized’ in any negative psychological sense; LXX’s use of the passive 
at these points suggests they felt these things had been done to them and they did not deserve it to 
that extent.    
62 The aspect of a translator inserting “ideological changes” to make the texts fit the translator’s 
timeframe is covered by Tov (2001,  p.94f). Whilst Tov is directly dealing with the Samaritan 
Pentateuch, there is no reason why this same timeframe adjustment would not have occurred with 
LXX translators.  Page 38 
whole phrases. A number of these plusses and minuses hold theological and exegetical 
insights for us and are therefore given due attention.  
As noted above, that later LXX copiers or redactors did not correct these 
variations, and in fact continued transmitting them, may indicate that these later 
communities recognised and accepted them as representative of their theological 
traditions. Thus, we have both MT and LXX as two acceptable representations of 
theological trajectories of early Jewish communities for Ezekiel 36-39. Our textual-
comparative methodology allows us to treat exegetical variants in each separate Hebrew 
and Greek MS with equal value as interpretive insights into their communities.  
Commentators do not often mention many of the theological and exegetical 
aspects of variants covered in this thesis, perhaps because they require such detailed 
comparison intra-LXX and/or between LXX and MT. Some commentators note MT-to-
LXX variants in their text critical notes, but frequently have no reference to these 
variants in the body of their commentary. This is likely due to the tradition of noting 
variants to establish a critical text, which then forms the basis for the commentary. 
These aspects we cover may be a phenomenon throughout Ezekiel, but our focus is on 
Ezekiel 36-39, and our findings remain; irrespective of whether similar features occur 
elsewhere in the book.
63   
 
2.3.3.  Summary of Theological Interpretation 
This section has outlined some parameters on what will, and will not, be 
examined. Our interest is interpretive significance. We will not cover verses without 
discernible theological interaction with the text by our representative MSS, while at 
                                                 
63 It is beyond the scope of this thesis to evaluate the whole book of Ezekiel. However, a cursory 
examination of Ezekiel chapters 6 and 16 has found similar theological and exegetical traits as 
experienced in 36-39.  However, there was more evidence of variants in chapter 6 than in chapter 16.  
These two sample chapters were chosen, 1. Because they fall in the domain of translator a; 2. 
Because of the thematic similarity between chapter 6 and 36; and 3. Because of the dissimilarity 
between chapter 16 and 36-39. Page 39 
other times we will comment on verses that are not often considered by many 
commentators.  
Typically, variants have been attributed to scribal error, but we will examine 
possible trans-lingual interpretive wordplays, a common Jewish exegetical practice. We 
also propose various other exegetical practices employed by the LXX translator to 
contemporize the text for his community. These include: interpreting MT’s events and 
actions; exegeting MT’s metaphors; translating with a passive view of the land that may 
imply they felt harshly treated, even ‘victimized’; and then interpreting they way in 
which they viewed themselves post MT’s events. Theological plusses and minuses are 
also identified as possibly holding theological value.  
Importantly, later LXX scribes did not amend all changes in their Greek texts, 
even when correcting to the Hebrew of their day. This indicates that they understood 
and accepted the original translator’s implicit interpretive interactions. This point is 
frequently overlooked. Our textual comparative methodology permits us to treat these 
variants as significant in their own right.  
 
2.4.  Sense Divisions 
Whilst textual scholars in the past have not seen significance in sense divisions 
in extant texts, several today are beginning to re-examine these textual markers to 
determine the existence of implicit exegetical thought, in particular the international 
team in the Pericope Project.
64 Olley (1998, p.111) highlighted the need to acknowledge 
the existence of paragraphs and other sense dividers in the text, and to consider variants 
of these divisions in extant MSS.
65 The lack of significance attributed to MT sense 
divisions by modern scholars can be seen today where “many a Hebrew student does 
                                                 
64 For an online view of this project: http://www.pericope.net [accessed Dec, 2005]. There is also a 
Pericope series being published by Van Gorcum (2000 onwards). 
65 Olley's initial (1993) work focused on Isaiah, and made special reference to the Hebrew University 
Bible Project (cf. Olley, 1998).  But the same principles can be applied to the book of Ezekiel (cf. 
Olley, 2003)  and for our purposes to the passage of particular focus (Ezek. 36-39). Page 40 
not even know what a petuḥa or setuma is” (Korpel and de Moor, 1998, p.2). Today we 
may discuss sense definers of ‘chapters and numbered verses’, yet these are later 
additions to the Bible and may not reflect the chapter and verse structure of early Jewish 
or Greek scribes.
66 
Previously, emphasis in research was placed on individual words as the focus for 
an understanding of meaning. However, it is common in contemporary research to 
“include the significance of paragraphing (sense division) and even the form of the 
whole document” (Olley, 1998, p.113). To understand a text one must divide it into 
sense divisions, or pericopes, that will reflect the central thought of a text. Observing 
existing sense divisions in our representative manuscripts can highlight what was 
important in the text for these early scribes and their communities, revealing interpretive 
and exegetical insights. This can have a major impact on interpretation. As Korpel and 
de Moor (1998, p.1) say, “whether some verses do belong to a unit or not can make all 
the difference between a prophecy of doom and a prophecy of salvation”.  
We agree with Tov (1998, p.142) that “the division of the text into sense units 
reflects the earliest visible component of context [sic] exegesis of the written texts”. 
This has increased significance for us as the Masoretes do not appear to be textual 
innovators, and therefore most likely transmitted the sense divisions they received, 
which may reflect some of the earliest extant Jewish exegesis. Therefore, it would be 
unwise for us to exegete a passage today without any regard to the sense divisions 
placed by these early scribes.  
These early sense divisions should cause us to question why they were placed at 
that point in the text, and to investigate their history: were they part of previous texts or 
placed by later scribes who sought to put the text into interpretive sections for 
                                                 
66 Chapter and verse divisions numbering familiar to the modern reader were “introduced into the Latin 
Bible by Stephen Langton at the beginning of the thirteenth century …. [and] numbered verses were 
first worked out by Rabbi Isaac Nathan in about 1440” [Hebrew Bible only] (Metzger, 1981, p.41). Page 41 
theological and/or liturgical use? On this, Tov (2003, p.473) says: “it remains difficult 
to know where and in which period the tradition of verse division developed, although it 
stands to reason that the division into small sense units originated in conjunction with 
the reading from Scripture in public meetings”. Sense divisions may have their genesis 
in the synagogue when structuring the Torah and haftarah reading, reflecting early 
Jewish interpretation.  
However, we do not intend to suggest that all sense divisions (and thus exegesis) 
placed by the MT or LXX scribes are correct, or that we should embrace their 
interpretations and exegesis today. This is pointed out by Korpel and de Moor 
(1998, p.11) in their examination of sense divisions in Isaiah: 
Of course we do not contend that the Masoretes were always right. On the contrary, 
we intend to prove that in many cases they were simply wrong. In some cases we 
are able to suggest that the Masoretic distinctive accents rest on rabbinic exegesis 
which cannot be followed by modern scholarship anymore. 
 
Olley (1993, p.49) also concludes that the sense divisions in 1QIsa
a “are not definitive 
for modern exegesis and reading. Nevertheless there is value in taking them into 
account, along with the words of the text”. Having said this, we can also agree with 
Korpel and de Moor (1998, p.11) when they continue to say that “in the majority of 
cases the Masoretic delimitation of cola, verses and strophes rests on ancient, reliable 
tradition which should not be rejected without proper discussion”. Our textual 
comparative methodology allows us to compare where sense divisions occur in the 
various MSS, to determine any interpretive insights in how these various scribal 
communities paragraphed their texts.  
 
2.4.1.  Hebrew Sense Division Markers 
In MT paragraph divisions, called twqsp pisqot or twyXrp parashiyyot, were 
marked typically with varying gaps signifying either a major division known as a Page 42 
petuḥah (open), or a minor division called a setumah (closed) sense division. All three 
representative MT MSS use these sense dividers. Yeivin (1980, p.41) describes these in 
the following diagrammatic form [xx’s mine]: 
Sense division location  Petuhah (open)  Setumah (closed) 
(a) Paragraph ends near 
the beginning of a line. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx          xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
(b) Paragraph ends at, 
or near the end of, a 
line. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
       xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
It is believed that the sense division markers indicate interpretive breaks, 
whereby “in principle a closed section is ‘thematically related to what immediately 
precedes it’” (Siegel cited in Tov, 1998, p.124).
67 A petuḥah is where a less relational 
theme is found. Tov (2001,  p.51) says “the subdivision itself into open and closed 
sections reflects exegesis on the extent of the content units”, and explains that “the 
subjectivity of this exegesis created the extant differences between the various sources”.  
Whilst acknowledging the subjectivity, we will typically follow the pericope 
divisions as found in MT in our attempt to hold to some form of continuity with early 
Jewish interpretation. This is not to suggest these ‘sense divisions’ occurred in the 
Urtext,
68 but that MT is a starting point due to its general consistency among the three 
MSS. Variants do exist intra-MT, yet these are more often petuḥah and setumah 
                                                 
67 Tov (1998, p.124) does state “the vagueness of this definition leads to differences of opinion with 
regard to the interpretation of this relation”.  However, whilst admittedly vague, this definition is still 
functional.  
68 However, sense divisions can be dated very early. The call for a tradition of sense division is found in 
the Talmud of b. Shabb.103b “An open section may not be written closed, nor a closed section open 
(cf. b. Ber. 12b). Also Sof.1.15: ‘If an open section was written as closed or a closed section as open, 
the scroll must be stored away’” (Tov, 1998, p.130). There is also a Talmudic discussion regarding 
sense division in the writing of the Mezuzot, wherein Rabbi Helbo wrote the two sections closed, 
whilst Rabbi Meir “wrote them as open sections” (Tov, 1998, p.129f). This provides evidence that 
sense divisions existed at the time of Rabbi Meir, and thus the Temple period. Metzger (1981, p.41) 
also notes that “verse divisions in the Hebrew Bible by ~yqwsp is witnessed to as early as the 
Mishnah (Megillah iv.4)”. These markers do appear in MasEzek, therefore signifying they date to at 
lest this timeframe.  Page 43 
variants at a particular sense division break rather than in the location of such divisions 
(although location variants do occasionally occur). 
  
2.4.2.  LXX Sense Division Markers  
There is a wider variance with pericope division locations between LXX and 
MT, and even intra-LXX, which indicates that “the development of Greek paragraphing 
[is] independent of the Hebrew verse tradition [as] evidenced by the number of [LXX] 
divisions within [MT] verses” (Olley, 2003, p.4). Yet, significant for our study, Olley 
(2003,  p.209) observed in Ezekiel “the closer matching amongst both Greek and 
Hebrew codices in chs 12-39 (at least 80%) suggests either some interaction in the 
development tradition, or similar criteria operating in both traditions”.
69 Intra-LXX 
variances also indicate some independence among these various LXX communities, 
although Olley (2003, p.209) also found that in Ezekiel “the Greek codices show higher 
matching amongst themselves than that with the Hebrew, suggesting some Greek 
tradition”.
70 Just as a wider variance exists intra-LXX with pericope division locations, 
there is also a wider variance with styles of division markers, requiring us to outline 
each LXX MSS’s style.  
Paragraphing in G
967 “is usually indicated by two short parallel lines sloping 
upwards to the right
71 …. [and] the following line is usually slightly offset in the left 
margin, and the initial letter is often written in a larger script”
72 (Johnson in Johnson et 
al., 1938, p.15). Olley (2002, p.204) also notes “the common scribal practice of a space, 
usually of one letter, [with] the script continuing on the same line”. Significantly, whilst 
                                                 
69 For a detailed examination of how G
967,B,A compare with the sense division units intra-LXX and with 
MT see Olley (2002, pp.210f ; and 2003).  
70 Metzger (1981, p.70) says that “the two-stroke sign occurs in 24 of the 31 cases where the Masoretic 
text has petuha (77%), and in 38 of the 62 cases where setuma occurs (66%)”. 
71 Olley (2003, p.206, n.7) has recently questioned the origins of these markers saying “it is unclear 
whether the original scribe was responsible for these marks …. These are probably later insertions”. 
Regardless of their origins, we find these marks do occur in Ezek. 36-39 in the same location as any 
ekthesis marker, and hence for us identify these paragraphs.  
72 This scribal practice is called ekthesis.  Page 44 
G
967 has fewer pericope divisions than our other two representative LXX MSS, it does 
enjoy approximately 90% agreement in Ezekiel with the MT tradition (Olley, 
2002, p.209). This suggests that these sense divisions come from an earlier existing 
tradition than G
967 and MT.  
G
B shows evidence of both minor and major sense unit dividers; the minor 
division is marked often with only a one letter break, and often ekthesis (e.g., 36:1, 4).
73 
G
B’s major sense division breaks are often marked with the text on one line finishing 
part way across a column, and the next line showing ekthesis (e.g., 36:16; 37:1).
74  
G
A contains more sense divisions in Ezekiel than any other representative MSS. 
These are typically marked as follows “the first letter of each paragraph, or, if the 
paragraph begins in the middle of a line, the first letter of the first complete line in it … 
is enlarged and projects into the left-hand margin” (Metzger, 1981,  p.86).
75 If the 
paragraph begins in the middle of the line there is typically a 2-3 letter break. G
A also 
exhibits major breaks in a similar manner to G
B, but with the first letter of the next 
paragraph enlarged as well as protruding into the side column.  
 
2.4.4.  Summary of Sense Divisions 
Sense divisions found in each of our representative texts provide important 
insights into how the early Jewish scribes exegeted and interpreted their texts. However, 
their sense divisions are not necessarily where the modern reader would place them, due 
to different exegesis. It is possible that sense divisions originated through liturgical use 
in the synagogue, and are therefore part of early Jewish interpretation.   
                                                 
73 Whilst a one letter break may not seem much to the modern mind, this does occur in a text that uses 
scripta continua. 
74 This ‘major’ division in G
B (also in G
A) may reflect MT’s petuḥah sense division.  
75 For more on the scribal practices of G
B,A  see Milne and Skeat (1938,  pp.87-93); also Swete 
(1989, p.125f). Page 45 
We have also observed the differing styles of sense division markers, covering 
MT’s petuḥah and setuma markers, and LXX’s gaps and extended letters. Due to the 
consistency of sense division locations in the MT MSS, along with our use of MT as a 
starting point for textual comparison, we will use MT’s divisions to organise our 
discussions in the following chapters, while also considering the significance of other 
divisions. 
 
2.5.  Overall Summary: Chapter 2 
There are limited primary resources available from the time of the Second Temple 
for determining how early Jewish communities interpreted the restoration of Israel in 
Ezekiel 36-39. However, we do have three Hebrew Masoretic texts that stand in unity: 
with each other, and with MasEzek, indicating MT’s Ezekiel tradition extends back to 
ca. 50 BCE. In addition we have three Greek texts that provide evidence of variants 
between themselves, and with the Hebrew text. Within the following chapters we 
explore ways in which these variants exhibit implicit and exegetical interpretations. 
Whilst these Greek texts are transmitted by Christian hands, they contain early Jewish 
variants. This is supported by the OG translation date of ca. 230-135 BCE, and how 
later LXX MSS are seen as recensions towards the Hebrew of their day. In addition, 
major variants between G
967 and G
B,A reflect interaction with the Hebrew of MT and 
MasEzek, again indicating these variants are early and Jewish. Extant plusses in the MT 
and G
A also reveal early Jewish theology. Lust (1986a, p.201) says that when dealing 
with LXX variants we should “pay special attention to the differences with the 
Masoretic text. The study of these differences should reveal elements of the background 
and thinking of the translator, or of the final editors of the Hebrew text”.  Such study is 
the focus of this thesis. Many of the variants that commentators typically ignore or 
attribute to scribal error are found to contain implicit interpretations (e.g., resulting from Page 46 
trans-lingual wordplays, LXX interpreting MT’s metaphors, and their variant sense 
divisions).   
Both Hebrew and Greek texts, including their variants and sense divisions, should 
be seen as pointing to viable theological trajectories from their various early Jewish 
communities. We agree with Müller’s (1996, p.102) point that “the Greek translation 
may reasonably be seen as evidence of a process reflecting changing traditions
76 which 
only gradually came to a standstill once a particular Hebrew text became normative” 
[italics his].   
Further, these early Jewish communities did not discard their Hebrew texts once 
translated into Greek. Rather, the Hebrew continued its dominance as the final 
authority; as indicated by the various Greek recensions. However, we agree with Lust 
(1986d, p.16) who said that “both the Septuagint and Massoretic text of Ezekiel may 
have preserved a <<final form>> of the Book”. Both Hebrew and Greek textual 
witnesses must be seen to have value in their own right. Whilst they can be compared 
for exegetical and theological insights, we should not seek to use one to determine the 
Vorlage of the other, nor “reduce or adjust one to the other” (Fernández Marcos, 
2000, p.77).  
This equal treatment of both traditions is the same acceptance the Greek had with 
the early Jewish communities, who viewed the Septuagint as a viable translation, and, at 
least in some quarters for the Pentateuch, as inspired as the Hebrew, and equally 
revered. For variants to continue to be transmitted in LXX, after so many recensions, 
indicates that later LXX scribes saw these variants as part of the LXX theological and 
exegetical tradition, and therefore as acceptable when read alongside the Hebrew. While 
the traditional textual-critical methodology determines the ‘original’ text, our textual 
                                                 
76 Müller (1996, p.103f) uses the book of Daniel as an example of the way variants may indicate flux in 
textual and theological traditions.  Page 47 
comparative methodology gives insight into how the various textual communities 
interpretively interacted with the texts before them.
77   
 
 
 
                                                 
77 Our equal treatment of texts and variants may cause some readers to feel they are left without resolve as 
which is the ‘correct’ text. Our approach may result in a degree of ‘disjointedness’; it is 
recommended that the reader also refer to the various commentaries for the general issues 
surrounding a particular verse or passage. Page 48 
3.0.  Chapter 3: The Text of Ezekiel 36   
3.1.  Introduction: Ezek. 36  
This, and the following three chapters, will contain a textual comparison to 
determine any variants that may indicate theological or exegetical activity. We will 
perform an intra-MT comparative study as well as an intra-LXX assessment. We will 
also compare MT with LXX trans-linguistically.  
Overall, in our representative manuscripts, chapter 36 appears to be thematically 
divided. The first section (vv. 1-15) covers the restoration of the mountains and the 
accusations against the mountains and land as if it was a living entity,
78 yet at the same 
time challenges the ‘enemy’ concerning their words and deeds against God’s land and 
people. The second section (vv. 16-21), explains the people’s sin as the reason for their 
dispersion. The third section (vv. 22-38) focuses on the restorative activity of God, 
announcing what he will do for Israel, and gives the reason for his actions: ‘for the sake 
of my name’ (v. 22).  
 
3.2.  Section 1: Ezek. 36:1-15 
3.2.1.  36:1-4  
We will treat 36:1-4 as one paragraph. All three MT texts studied have a 
petuḥah division before 36:1. Each of the three LXX MSS also show a sense division 
break before 36:1: G
967 has its standard pericope division marker, G
B its one letter 
break; and G
A starts 36:1 on a new line, perhaps reflecting MT’s petuḥah divider. All 
representative texts signify that their communities saw the start of chapter 36 as separate 
from chapter 35, perhaps to distance the destruction of Edom
79 from the restoration of 
                                                 
78 For more on the land see Galambush (1999), Habel (2001),  and Stevenson (2001).   
79 Included in Edom is Mount Seir, which the LORD is against, and its destruction (35:2, 3, 15), as 
compared with the ‘Mountains of Israel’ which the LORD is taking back from the ‘enemy’ and is 
restoring because he is ‘for you’ (36:1-9). Page 49 
Israel. This is significant, as many scholars today tie these two chapters together,
80 and 
even see the speech in 36 as being said against Edom. Yet, for these earlier Jewish 
communities, the speech is against the ‘enemy’ (v. 2) and the ‘nations around’ (v. 3). 
This signifies a wider group than just Edom (v. 5). This break from chapter 35, dealing 
with ‘Edom’, enables chapter 36 to have a closer thematic link to chapter 6, which 
speaks of the judgement on the mountains of Israel. 
Both MT
C and MT
L contain a setumah division break after 36:4. However, MT
A 
and MasEzek do not witness any break. G
967 does not have a break after v. 4. Yet G
B 
has its one-letter break after both v. 3 and v. 4. G
A has a small break after v. 4 (also after 
vv. 2, 5, 6). This all indicates varying sense division views for these communities. For 
the communities of MT
C,L and G
B,A, vv. 1-4 with its own sense division theologically 
encloses: the boast of the enemy; the LORD’s response to that boast; and the address that 
goes out to the mountains (v. 1, 4) that the mountains should receive the prophetic 
proclamation, even of what is stated to the countryside (v. 4). These communities see 
the countryside (v. 4) as being within the proclamation to the mountains, whereas those 
who do not see a break here (MT
A, MasEzek, G
967) have the countryside as the 
addressees for vv. 5, 6.   
Through its interpretive translation of this pericope, we will observe that the 
LXX community sees itself surrounded by nations who despise and hate it, and who 
insult and trample them down, and they exhibit signs of feeling victimised.
81  
 
hv'r'Aml. ~l'êA[ tAmb'W xa'+h, ~k,yle[] byEAah' rm;a' ![;y: hwIêhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo 36:2 
`WnL' ht'y>h' 
                                                 
80 For example, Zimmerli, Block and Allen all treat 35:1-36:15 as a theological block.  
81 As noted in the previous chapter, we do not use ‘victim’ or ‘victimized’ in any negative psychological 
sense; LXX’s use of the passive at these points suggests they felt these things had been done to them 
and they did not deserve it to that extent. Page 50 
36:2 ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj avnqV w-n (G
967,A:
 w-n; G
B: ou,) ei=pen o` evcqro.j evfV u`ma/j 
eu=ge (G
A: eu=ge eu=ge) e;rhma aivw,nia eivj kata,scesin h`mi/n evgenh,qh      
MT says ~l'A[ tAmb'W (‘ancient heights’), but LXX has e;rhma aivw,nia 
(‘everlasting waste places’). Allen (1990b, p.168) states that “LXX presupposes twmmvw 
or twmvw ‘and ruins’ for Heb. twmbw ‘and high places’, probably by assimilation to 
~lA[ twmmv  ‘perpetual ruins’ in 35:9”. Block (1998, p.324) also says LXX “looks 
suspiciously harmonistic; cf. 35:9”. Scholars often ascribe this variant to scribal error. 
Cooke (1936,  p.386) says LXX “suggests a more probable reading”. This may, 
however, be an example of a trans-linguistic wordplay, an implicit interpretation of how 
the LXX community saw the effects of idolatry on the high places
82 (cf. vv. 17-18), 
which caused the desolation of these mountainous heights and the land of Israel, 
requiring restoration for the nation. Therefore, LXX exegetes ‘waste places’ (the effect), 
from MT’s ‘high places’ (the event). G
A’s additional eu=ge may be to emphasise the 
‘snort’ of the enemy against the mountains of Israel.
 83  
 
bybiS'mi ~k,t.a, @aov'w> tAMv; ![;y:B. ![;y: hwI+hy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo T'êr>m;a'w> abeN"hi !kel' 36:3 
 `~['-tB;dIw> !Avl' tp;f.-l[; Wl[]Tew: ~yIêAGh; tyrIaev. li hv'r'Am ~k,t.Ayh.li  
36:3 dia. tou/to profh,teuson kai. eivpo,n ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj avnti. tou/ avtimasqh/nai 
u`ma/j kai. mishqh/nai u`ma/j (G
967: - u`ma/j) (G
A: + avpo. tw/n evqnw/n) (G
967,B:
 u`po.) tw/n 
ku,klw| u`mw/n tou/ ei=nai u`ma/j eivj kata,scesin toi/j kataloi,poij e;qnesin kai. avne,bhte 
                                                 
82 tAmb' in Ezekiel typically refers to the high places where idolatry took place (cf. 6:3, 5; 16:16; 20:29). 
Fisch (1985, p.238) says tAmb' “in the mouth of a Hebrew prophet normally denotes idolatrous altars; 
but as used by the enemy it is a designation for the Holy Land in general”.   Block (1998, p.328) also 
believes that in this context it is used “geographically” and “is therefore a poetic designation for the 
mountains of Israel”. Yet Cooper (1994, p.311, n.42) points out that “although it can have a less 
technical sense, the use of the term in 36:2 does allow the hearer to remember the misuse of those 
mountain shrines”. This concept appears to have been in the mind of the LXX translator, especially 
as these first verses of chapter 36 appear to be a reversal or a restoration from the judgement outlined 
in chapter 6. 
83 G
967,B only have a single eu=ge which follows MT (cf. Gehman, 1938, p.124). Page 51 
la,lhma glw,ssh| (G
967,A:
 glw,sshj) kai. eivj ovnei,disma e;qnesin (G
967: kai. eivj ovneidismo.n 
evqnw/n)
84       
MT describes the action of the enemy as ~k,t.a, @aov'w> tAMv; ![;y:B. ![;y: 
(‘because [they] devastate and crush you’), yet LXX says avnti. tou/ avtimasqh/nai u`ma/j 
kai. mishqh/nai u`ma/j (‘because you have been dishonoured and you have been hated’). 
There is difficulty in translating @aov'w> tAMv;, and Block (1998, p.325 n.11) provides 
examples of how some have emended the Hebrew; yet he concludes such are “ill 
advised given the frequency of the root šmm in the context”.
85 Cooke (1936, p.386) says 
that LXX “may be nothing more than a guess”. While forms of ~mv can mean 
‘appalled’ or ‘astonished’ (Ezek. 27:35; 28:19; 32:10) its primary meaning is 
‘devastate/desolate’ or ‘waste’, which suits its context here (Williams, 1997, p.168; also 
HALOT).
86 In other places where MT uses ~mv with this primary meaning, LXX 
embraces the sense with evrhmo,w/evrh/moj (‘desolate/wasted’ 29:12; 30:7, 12; 32:15; 
35:12, 15), avpo,llu/mi (‘destroy/demolish’, 30:14), avpw,leia (‘destruction’, 32:15), 
avfani,zw (‘destroy/ obliterate’, 36:4, 34, 35, 36). Whilst LXX uses avtima,zw 
(‘dishonour’) here in 36:3 for tAmv, LXX uses avtima,zw elsewhere in Ezekiel (28:24, 26; 
36:5) for jwv  (‘contempt/despise’). In 36:7 LXX also uses the noun form avtimi,a 
(‘dishonour’) for MT’s hM'liK. (‘reproach/insult/ shame’) (cf. Ezek. 16:52, 54, 63; 39:26; 
44:13).
87 Perhaps LXX’s use of ‘dishonour/shame’ for these occurrences in 36:5, 7 
influenced LXX’s use of avtima,zw in 36:3 when translating tAmv. LXX may have seen 
                                                 
84 Gehman (1938, p.124) states “syntactically Sch[eide] agrees with [MT]”. 
85 Zimmerli (1983, p.228) also states “it is inadvisable to depart from the root ~mv”. 
86 Cooke’s (1936, p.394) ‘preferred’ suggestion ‘c’ has tAMv; as the pi‘el of tmX with the meaning of 
“have malicious joy in Jewish Aram.”, and then says the LXX translation “suits” this suggestion. Yet 
Cooke’s suggestion here still does not match the meaning of avtima,zw as ‘dishonoured’. Cooke’s 
suggestion ‘a’ has tAMv; as ‘devastated’, which is our preference above. 
87 M T  a l s o  u s e s  hM'liK. in 36:6, 15 but in both places LXX translates with ovneidismo,j  (‘reproach’), 
perhaps as a continuation of the ‘insult/reproach’ stated in v.3 (where MT used ~['-tB;dIw>).  The use 
of hM'liK./avtimi,a is also found in Ezek. 16:52; 39:26; 44:13, where we find the concept of bearing 
shame/dishonour. Page 52 
MT’s ‘contempt’ (v. 5) and/or ‘reproach/shame’ (v. 7) behind the action of the nations 
which LXX then interprets as ‘dishonouring’ here in v. 3 as the reason for MT’s 
‘devastate’ (i.e., the surrounding nations devastated them because these nations 
dishonoured them). Overall, rather than finding an emendation here, or seeing the LXX 
translator as taking a guess, we can establish that the LXX translator
88 was aware of 
‘destroy/desolate’ as a primary meaning for tAMv;, but made an exegetical choice here.  
@av does not occur elsewhere in Ezekiel, but it is found in Isaiah (42:14), 
Jeremiah (2:24; 14:6), and Psalms (119:131), where it has the contextual meaning of ‘to 
pant after’ (Fredericks, 1997, p.11). However, both the Psalmist (56:2, 3; 57:4) and 
Amos (2:7; 8:4) use @av with the meaning of ‘be a nuisance, pester’ [HALOT], and 
LXX embraces this meaning, often translating with pate,w (‘trample down’).
89 The LXX 
translator(s) of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Psalms and Amos each capture the Hebrew meanings 
in the various contexts and translate them accordingly.  Only in Ezek. 36:3 do we find 
LXX using mise,w ‘hate’. We therefore suggest that rather than LXX ‘guessing’ here (so 
Greenberg, 1997, p.717), LXX has theologically interpreted MT’s action (‘crush and 
trample’) by showing the heart of the enemy behind that action, exegeting that this 
happened to them because they were ‘dishonoured and hated’. Thus, MT provides an 
explanation for how they became the possession of the surrounding nations, whereas 
LXX gives the attitude of the enemy as the reason why they became a possession.  
  The later communities of G
B,A  both implicitly emphasise this interpretive 
‘dishonoured and hated’ by their u`ma/j plus that is not witnessed in G
967 or MT. This 
                                                 
88 We may note that by ‘the LXX translator’ we are referring to Thackeray’s ‘Translator b’, as this 
person(s) is the accepted translator of Ezekiel 36-39 (see our previous chapter 2). This applies for all 
future references to ‘the LXX translator’, unless otherwise noted. 
89 Fairbairn (1969, p.387) claims that @av means “to snuff up, in the manner of a wild beast, which with 
a keen and ravenous appetite smells after its prey, in order to seize and devour it.” And in Psa. 56:2 
“it is used by the Psalmist … of his cruel enemies: ‘Be gracious to me, O God, for there snuffs after 
me man [sic] etc.” Page 53 
causes the phrase to read ‘you have been dishonoured and you have been hated’, 
emphasising the attitude of the enemy against them.   
Further, MT has two qal infinitive construct verbs, yet LXX uses two passive 
verbs to make explicit that this action is clearly done to the people. LXX’s use of 
passive verbs, here and in other instances in vv. 1-15, may indicate that LXX sees the 
people of the land, and therefore themselves, as victims, with the action being done, or 
having been done, to them. In this way the LXX communities personalise the text to 
their situation and environment. We will find as we progress through the text that the 
LXX community appears to see themselves surrounded by nations who continue to 
oppose them (here, dishonour and hate them), especially with the later G
A, as shown by 
its various plusses. 
For example, G
A’s plus of avpo. tw/n evqnw/n (‘from the nations [around you]’) is 
not represented in either G
967,B, which both have u`po. tw/n ku,klw| u`mw/n (‘by those 
around you’), nor in MT (bybiS'mi ‘from around’). G
A’s plus interprets the identity of 
‘those around’ and the direction from where the hatred is coming (avpo,): that the enemy 
is not just an individual, or individuals, but the nations surrounding them. G
A’s use of 
avpo, here (cf. G
967,B u`po,) most likely occurs because of its plus (cf. avpo, and u`po, in 
36:13). 
At the end of this verse, MT just states that they were the objects of people’s talk 
(~['-tB;dIw>),
90 yet G
B,A’s
  use of the dative produces a meaning that they were a 
‘reproach/insult  to the nations’, and G
967’s use of the genitive, that they were the 
‘reproach/insult of the nations’. Thus, LXX implicitly interprets what kind of talk MT 
refers to, that it was reproachful and/or insulting talk. The ‘insulting/reproachful talk’ is 
taken up again in v. 6, and also in v. 15 where the ‘insult’ is identified 
                                                 
90 Eisemann (1994, p.549) says hB'DI “is generally used in a sense of defamation”. Page 54 
(miscarriage/bereavement). In vv. 6, 15 MT uses hM'liK. (‘insult/reproach/shame’), 
which LXX translates with ovneidismo,j. This may have influenced LXX’s use of 
ovneidismo,j here in v. 3 rather than lo,goj, as one would anticipate. It is possible that 
MT’s use of ~['-tB;dIw> is a reference to the hB'DI (‘evil report’) as part of the ancient 
charge against the land (cf. Num. 13:32; 14:36f), and as such LXX has interpreted hB'DI 
here as not just ‘evil report’ but as ‘insult/reproach’. This may well be the case when we 
consider the context of 36:12b-15, which also alludes to the ‘evil’ report of the spies. 
We also note that LXX uses e;qnesin for MT’s ~[', which interprets ‘nations’ instead of 
‘people’. Often ~[' is used for the people of Israel, so LXX makes it clear that this talk 
is against them and coming from the nations. MT’s attention is on the action done by 
the ‘enemy’ to the mountains by the people – they were ‘a subject of talk’; yet LXX 
focuses on the result of that ‘talk’ – they were an insult/reproach to the nations. This 
comes from the view of those who have been spoken against (we have been 
reproached/insulted) and may again suggest they felt victimised. When we combine this 
point with the ‘dishonoured and hated’ attitude that the LXX communities indicated in 
their interpretion, we then have reason for the surrounding nations’ insulting talk against 
Israel. We may also note that LXX’s exegetical use of ovnei,disma does not give room for 
LXX to reflect MT’s intra-Hebrew word play with the following verse (tB;dIw> ~[' cf.  v. 
4 yn"doa]-rb;D>).  
Thus, in v. 3 MT has the action of the enemy, which is given as the reason for 
the word of the LORD to be spoken to the countryside in v. 4. Yet LXX has interpreted 
this action as the result of attitude of the nations around, who are insulting them. This is 
LXX’s reason for the word of the LORD in v. 4. 
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tA[b'G>l;w> ~yrIh'l, hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo hwI+hy> yn"doa]-rb;D> W[m.vi laeêr'f.yI yreh' !kel' 36:4 
g[;l;êl.W zb;l. Wyh' rv,a] tAbêz"[/N<h; ~yrI['l,w> tAmm.Voh; tAbr'x\l,w> tAya'GEl;w> ~yqiypia]l'  
 `bybiS'mi rv,a] ~yIAGh; tyrIaev. li  
36:4 dia. tou/to o;rh (G
967: - o;rh) Israhl avkou,sate lo,gon kuri,ou ta,de le,gei ku,rioj toi/j 
o;resin kai. toi/j bounoi/j kai. tai/j fa,ragxin kai. toi/j ceima,rroij kai. (G
A: + tai/j 
na,paij) toi/j evxhrhmwme,noij kai. hvfanisme,noij kai. tai/j po,lesin tai/j 
evgkataleleimme,naij ai] evge,nonto eivj pronomh.n kai. eivj (G
P,A: - eivj) katapa,thma toi/j 
kataleifqei/sin e;qnesin (G
967: - e;qnesin) periku,klw| (G
A: + toi/j periku,klw|)    
G
967’s minus of o;rh directs the prophecy to ‘Israel’ as a nation, rather than to 
the mountains as in the other MSS. In 36:1 G
967 is minus the genitive definite article 
before Israhl, which also makes the speech appear to be directed to ‘Israel’ as a people 
rather than to the mountains of Israel. However, in v. 8 G
967 follows the other LXX 
MSS and has the speech directed to the mountains.  
As one of the recipients of the LORD’s word MT has tAbr'x\l,w> (noun f.pl.) and 
tAmm.Voh; ( qal ptc. f. pl.) (lit. ‘ruins of desolating’), whereas LXX has kai. toi/j 
evxhrhmwme,noij kai. hvfanisme,noij (both ptc. perf. pass. dat. neut. pl.) (‘and to those 
[places]
91 which have been made desolate and destroyed’). The LXX translator has also 
added kai. hvfanisme,noij (‘and been destroyed’). Thus LXX emphasises the destruction, 
and its use of the passive emphasises that this action has been done to them, that they 
have been made desolate and have been destroyed. The action is done against the people 
in MT, but our suggestion is that LXX implicitly emphasises this by its use of the 
passive; MT uses the qal rather than the niphal. LXX’s use of the passive participle may 
suggest that the LXX community saw this as an ongoing action, and that they continued 
to suffer reproach from surrounding nations (v. 3), and continued in their desolation and 
destruction (v. 4). This again echoes a feeling of victimisation. We may suggest this 
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reflects the viewpoint of Diaspora Jews, or even those in the land during Greco-Roman 
rule.   
  Again in v. 4, MT has g[;l;l.W zb;l. ([the cities have become] ‘a spoil and 
ridicule’), and LXX says eivj pronomh.n kai. eivj katapa,thma ([the cities have become] ‘a 
spoil and trampled/trodden down, destroyed’ [LEH]).
92 MT’s ‘ridicule’ is in reference 
to the ‘talk’ (v. 3b), and ‘insults’ (v. 13).  Instead of repeating its use of ‘reproach/insult’ 
from v. 3, which would have fitted the context of ‘ridicule’, LXX here again appears to 
interpret MT’s action of being ridiculed, stating they are being ‘trodden underfoot’, 
perhaps again feeling victimised, by the surrounding nations.
93 G
A’s plus of toi/j reads 
‘to those round about’, specifying the proximity of these nations. Overall, LXX catches 
and interprets MT’s concept in v. 3 of being crushed and spoken against, and here in v. 
4 of being an object of ridicule. This may indicate that LXX saw their being trampled or 
trodden on as the result of the ‘nations round about’ dishonouring and ridiculing them 
(so MT). These surrounding nations are spoken against in v. 5.    
 
3.2.2.  36:5-12  
  As stated above, some MSS do not have a break between vv. 4-5 (MT
A, 
MasEzek, G
967), whereas the others do, affecting the identity of the addressees for v. 5-
6. It is significant that all MT MSS have a break after v. 12, with MT
C a petuḥah, and 
MT
A,L  and MasEzek a setumah.
94 LXX varies with its sense divisions, with G
967 
witnessing its division marker after v. 12, yet G
B exhibits no clear break after v. 12. 
This is possibly due to G
B finishing v. 12 at the end of a line, giving no opportunity for 
a single letter break. G
B does exhibit a paragraphos marker at the start of the following 
                                                 
92 G
967,A’s minus of eivj here does not change the meaning as eivj is mentioned earlier and carries over here. 
93 G
967’s minus of e;qnesin leaves the text saying ‘those remaining round about’ leaving ‘nations’ as only 
implied. This may have been a later clarifying plus by the other MSS.  
94 It should be noted that this part of MasEzek is a ‘reconstructed’ section and the break is proposed 
(Talmon, 1999, pp.64, 73).  Page 57 
line, but we are left unsure as to whether these markers were placed by the original 
scribe or a later one. It is therefore possible that G
B does exhibit a break here. However, 
if not, then G
B may have seen the ‘no more cause you to miscarriage’ (vv. 13-15) as the 
ultimate overturning of the insults (vv. 5-7) and of the restoration and fruitfulness (vv. 
8-12). G
A has small breaks after vv. 5 and 6, and a larger one in v. 7b (see below), 
signifying vv. 5-7a and vv. 7b-12 as self-contained theological units. G
A has a break 
after v. 12, with v. 13 having the first letter large and protruding into the column. As 
according to its practice, G
A has numerous breaks not witnessed in any other 
representative text, and sees vv. 7b-12 as its own theological unit.  
Overall, this pericope has the tone of Israel re-entering the land, where other 
nations are seen as illegal occupants of the land (v. 5). Yet these nations will be 
removed (vv. 6-7), and the LORD’s people ‘Israel’ will occupy his land (cf. ‘my people 
– my land’ vv. 8-9). They will multiply and be established as before, thus again 
inheriting the land (vv. 11-12). We will again find LXX interpreting and/or intensifying 
MT, and again reflecting a feeling of victimisation. LXX may indicate that these 
communities do not see the fulfilment of this text in their generation, and therefore 
interprets the text with their current situation in mind. MT appears to have a couple of 
theological plusses in this section (cf. vv. 7, 11), and G
A has a rare minus (v. 9).  
 
~yIAGh; tyrIaev. -l[; yTir>B;dI ytia'n>qi vaeB. al{-~ai hèwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo !kel' 36:5 
bb'le-lK' tx;m.fiB. hv'r'Aml. ~h,l' ycir>a;-ta,-Wnt.n" rv,a] aL'+Ku ~Ada/-l[;w>  
`zb;l' Hv'r'g>mi ![;m;l. vp,n<ê ja'v.Bi  
36:5 dia. tou/to ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj eiv mh.n evn puri. qumou/ mou evla,lhsa evpi. ta. 
loipa. e;qnh kai. evpi. th.n Idoumai,an pa/san o[ti e;dwkan th.n gh/n mou e`autoi/j eivj 
kata,scesin metV euvfrosu,nhj avtima,santej yuca.j tou/ avfani,sai evn pronomh/| 
  For the MSS that do not see a break between vv. 4 and 5 (MT
A, MasEzek, G
967), 
v. 5 completes the speech to the countryside begun in v. 4 and sees those locations as Page 58 
the places of plunder. The focus here is the clash of attitudes between the LORD and the 
nations, including all of Edom.
95 Firstly, we find the LORD’s attitude. Where MT says 
the LORD speaks against the nations and Edom ytia'n>qi vaeB. (‘in the fire of my 
jealousy’), LXX says it is evn puri. qumou/ mou (‘in the fire of my wrath’). We must ask 
why LXX did not use zh/loj (‘jealousy’) as in v. 6 (also 16:38). We find that earlier in 
5:13 LXX also used zh/loj for anq, and there are several times in Ezekiel when qumo,j 
and zh/loj are used together (e.g., 5:13; 16:38, 42; 23:25; 36:6; 38:19). These may all 
have influenced the usage of qumo,j here, as may the use of ytim'x]b;W (‘and in my wrath’) 
in v. 6. Regardless, here MT gives us the basic action or attitude of God acting out of 
his jealousy regarding his land, whilst LXX appears to intensify this by giving the result 
of God being jealous, he is now angry/wrathful and this wrath appears to be directed 
against the nations and Edom.    
In the same way, in v. 5 MT has rXa (‘who/which’), that refers to “the actions 
of Edom and the nations involved staking claims on Yahweh’s land” (Block, 1998, p. 
330). Yet LXX’s use of o`ti (‘because’) highlights the reason for the LORD’s wrath. In 
so doing, LXX clarifies the reason for MT’s action that God is burning in wrath against 
the nations and Edom because they have taken his land away from his people. Thus 
LXX’s use of o`ti here must be considered in conjunction with the interpretive qumo,j, as 
they both show exegetical intent.   
Secondly, we have the attitude of the nations. MT says it was vp,n< ja'v.Bi (‘with 
contempt of soul’ cf. 25:6, 15), but LXX has avtima,santej yuca.j (‘having dishonoured 
the lives’). LXX has not treated vp,n< as a noun describing the soul/mind of the 
plunderers, but as the object of their plunder – the people of the land. This enables LXX 
                                                 
95 Some, like Cooke (1936, p.387), say that “some later hand has specified Edom in particular.” Yet the 
context of chapter 35, and the textual evidence that does not have a MSS without ‘Edom’, suggests 
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then to use avtima,zw  as an aorist participle, describing the action of ‘having 
dishonoured’ the land/people. LXX may have recognised the ‘contemptuous soul’ but 
interpreted the action of ‘contempt’ as ‘a disregard’ for their lives. This again echoes the 
heart of those who believe they have been plundered (v. 5c), downtrodden (v. 4), and 
hated (v. 3). This again may indicate the idea of victimisation. The use of the participle 
may suggest that LXX sees their surrounding nations continuing to ‘dishonour’ them. 
MT’s plus
96 here of bb'le-lK' also theologically expands the attitude of the plunderers 
regarding the ‘contempt of soul’ that it introduces.
97    
Again, MT has zb;l' Hv'r'g>mi ![;m;l. (‘in order to plunder her pastureland’)
98, 
whilst LXX has tou/ avfani,sai evn pronomh/| (‘to destroy by plunder’), which appears to 
interpret the result of being plundered; perhaps from the viewpoint of those who have 
been plundered.
99 LXX has no mention of ‘pasture’, thus omitting the object that was 
plundered. The concept of ![;m;l. as the purpose for the action in MT is only implicitly 
referred to by LXX through its use of the infinitive. LXX appears to use the infinitive to 
interpret the result of MT action that ‘to plunder is to destroy’ [possessions]. Thus, the 
focus of LXX appears to be on the people being destroyed rather than the land. MT’s 
use of ‘pastureland’ fits with the context of ‘land/ground’. Even if LXX saw the 
                                                 
96 It is difficult to see why LXX would have omitted this, and so we are left with it being a later MT plus. 
97 Interestingly, Greenberg (1997,  p.718) says “wholehearted rejoicing, with wholesouled contempt. 
These are examples of Ezekiel’s play on the wording of his sources”.  Thus Greenberg also finds 
‘wordplay’ in the Hebrew text and Deuteronomic sources. 
98 Or ‘because of its pasture, to plunder it’ (NRSV). 
99 LXX may have seen Hv'r'g>mi as vrg ‘to drive out’ rather than open pastures, making ‘in order to drive 
out as spoil’ (Hulst, 1960, p.213). Allen (1990b, p.168) sees MT Hv'r'g>mi as an early gloss. Cooke’s 
(1936, p.394) suggestion that “possibly hXrgm ![ml is a miswritten form of hXrqml ~hl in the 
line above” is speculative and without substance. The interpretation of Hv'r'g>mi is complex and LXX 
could have simplified. Block (1998, p.326) points out that “In Leviticus and Numbers migráš denotes 
the territory adjoining the walls of a city given to the Levites as ‘pastureland,’ and this is how many 
understand it here. However, the sense of ‘pastureland’ derives from the contexts in which the 
expression occurs, not from the word itself”. We can suggest that LXX did understand the 
‘pastureland’ meaning in Numbers and Leviticus, due to an evident awareness of those two books 
found in the way LXX interacts with them here in Ezekiel 36 (e.g., vv. 8, 13-15). Page 60 
meaning of Hv'r'g>mi as ‘cast out’, its use of ‘destroy’ (avfani,sai) can be seen to interpret 
MT’s action of being cast out: the people are destroyed.  
We note Symmachus says u`pe.r tou/ avdo,kimon poih/sai auvthn, kai. tou/ diarpa,sai 
(‘so as to make it worthless, and to plunder’) (Field, 1964, p.867). Whilst Symmachus 
here could still be based on MT, yet treating the noun ‘pastures’ as a participle, we 
nevertheless find his understanding is similar to that of LXX, and that it provides an 
intent for the plunder – to make God’s land worthless.  
Whilst we will not deal directly with v. 6, due to the absence of any apparent 
theological variants, we may note that it continues the running themes of ‘jealousy’, 
‘wrath’, and ‘insults of the nations’. These themes appear to be the influencing factor in 
LXX’s theological interpretation in previous verses (e.g., ovnei,disma ‘reproach’ v. 3). 
 
~k,l' rv,a] ~yIAGh; al{-~ai ydI+y"-ta, ytiaf'n" ynIa] hwIêhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo !kel' 36:7 
`WaF'yI ~t'M'liK. hM'he bybiêS'mi  
36:7 dia. tou/to (G
A: + ivdou,) evgw. avrw/ th.n cei/ra, mou evpi. ta. e;qnh ta. periku,klw| u`mw/n 
ou-toi th.n avtimi,an auvtw/n lh,myontai  
LXX does not reflect MT’s declarative formula hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo, and only 
implies it by connection to the previous verse which also contains it. Zimmerli 
(1983, p.230) says “this textual lacuna is undoubtedly a result of a harmonizing of the 
text in G”. Cooke (1936, p.387) says that LXX omits this formula “perhaps rightly; the 
formula stands in its proper place in v. 
4b; here it may have come in with the insertions 
vv. 
5. 
6”. Yet Cooke does not offer any other support for his suggestion. We also note 
that LXX does not reflect MT’s oath formula of al{-~ai (‘surely’). This needs to be 
considered together with its declarative formula minus, especially as LXX included the 
oath formula in v. 5 (cf. eiv mh,n). Zimmerli (1983, p.230) suggests that LXX’s use of evpi, 
(‘against’) for MT’s al{-~ai presupposes la, which indicates this oath formula may Page 61 
have been in LXX’s Vorlage. Of note, MasEzek witnesses both the declarative and oath 
formulas. G
A’s plus of ivdou, may indicate awareness of the oath, but making ‘my hand 
against’ a stronger statement. On the other hand, LXX may not have understood the 
declarative and oath formulae used together here in MT. However, if LXX 
misunderstood the oath here, then why was it understood elsewhere? The declarative 
formula is followed by the oath formula in Ezek. 17:19; 33:27; 34:8; 35:6; 36:5, where 
LXX reflects the usage of both (with eiv mh,n). While none of these passages include the 
further oath of ydIy"-ta, ytiaf'n" ynIa], these passages do demonstrate LXX’s awareness of 
the declarative and oath formulas. Leaving out the declarative and oath formula here 
changes the flow of this verse, and allows LXX to have the LORD’s hand raised ‘against 
(evpi,) the nations’. LXX’s minus here may well have been intentional in order to have 
the LORD lifting his hand against the nations in a punishing action, rather than lifting 
his hand just in an oath as in MT.   
LXX turns MT’s qal perfect into future, from ‘I have’ to ‘I will’ [lift up my 
hand], suggesting LXX’s focus is on the future (or even their present). The focus is on 
what God’s hand will do, rather than on an oath that has been made but is not yet fully 
realized, as suggested by MT’s ‘I have’ and ‘they will’. This also could be a subtle 
interpretation of the Lord’s action of lifting his hand: it will be against the nations. It 
may indicate that the LXX communities either do not see these events as having yet 
occurred, or perhaps they are looking for it to happen again in their generation.
100 The 
context of v. 7b, when compared to v. 6b, indicates that the ‘dishonour’ (avtimi,a LXX) 
and/or ‘insults/reproach’ (hM'liK. MT) that Israel is experiencing will be turned back 
upon those nations who are currently uttering these insults (cf. ovneidismo,j 
‘reproach/shame’ for hM'liK. in 36:6, 15; yet avtimi,a again in 39:26). LXX may also be 
                                                 
100 Even today, many interpret texts in light of current situations rather than examining where 
fulfilment(s) may have already occurred in the past. This is particularly true in the interpretation of 
eschatological texts.  Page 62 
seen interacting with MT’s ‘insults’ here by its use of ‘dishonour’, which appears to 
indicate that they saw these insults as bringing dishonour to them. We have already seen 
(as we will again) the feeling of ‘victimisation’ in the LXX community. Perhaps v. 6b is 
how they see their situation, and v. 7b is not their reality.  
We may note that G
A has a large gap in v. 7b, with ou-toi, beginning on a new 
line with an enlarged and bolded O that signifies a larger sense division break. This then 
attaches the last phrase of v. 7c to the beginning of v. 8, causing this section to start with 
the contrasting phrase ‘They shall bear their dishonour, but you, mountains of Israel…’.  
Perhaps G
A’s community saw the restoration of Israel, both land and population, as the 
way the nations would ‘bear their dishonour’. Their attempt to trample Israel would then 
be ultimately defeated. 
 
aAbl' Wbr>qe yKi lae+r'f.yI yMi[;l. Waf.Ti ~k,y>r>p,W WnTeêTi ~k,P.n>[; laer'f.yI yreh' ~T,a;w> 36:8 
36:8 u`mw/n de, o;rh Israhl th.n stafulh.n kai. to.n karpo.n u`mw/n (G
P,B: u`mw/n; G
A: -) 
katafa,getai o` lao,j mou o[ti (G
967: evggi,zousin; G
B,A: evlpi,zousin) tou/ evlqei/n 
Modern commentators often see the ‘But you’ of v. 8 as a sense division marker, 
and place vv. 8-12 as its own thought unit. G
A is the only ancient witness for these 
verses as its own division; although starting with the preceeding phrase in v. 7b.  
The instruction to the mountains of laer'f.yI yMi[;l. Waf.Ti ~k,y>r>p,W WnTeêTi ~k,P.n>[; 
(‘your branches you will give, and your fruit you will carry to my people Israel’) in MT 
and MasEzek is not matched by LXX, which simply informs the mountains th.n 
stafulh.n kai. to.n karpo.n u`mw/n katafa,getai o` lao,j mou (‘your grapes and fruit, my 
people shall eat’). It could be that LXX “misreads ‘npkm’ [‘branches’] as ‘nbkm’” 
[‘grapes’] (Block, 1998, p. 331, also Zimmerli, 1983, p. 230). 
101 Alternatively, this 
could be another implicit LXX wordplay, interpreting what fruit will be on the 
                                                 
101 Cooke (1936, p.395) says “the parallel 17
8 taXlw … twX[l makes M’s text preferable”. Page 63 
branches; especially as grapes are symbolic in Judaism for joy. This wordplay may be a 
deliberate reference to the grapes that the ‘spies’ brought back, carried between two 
men (Num. 13:23). If so, this reinforces the idea that the LXX translator (and perhaps 
his community) had the Numbers passage in mind when translating this section (cf. 
Ezek. 36:3, 13), and perhaps saw their return to the land as another re-entering and 
possessing the land as their forefathers did (cf. v. 11 ‘as in your beginning’). It is 
possible that MT also had the Numbers passage in mind, yet more implicitly than in 
LXX. If so, LXX exegetes, catching MT’s implicit echo, and providing the result of 
MT’s action. This may be seen in LXX’s katafa,getai o` lao,j mou (‘my people shall 
eat’), which interprets the need for the fruit: consumption by God’s people. It is 
interesting that the later Symmachus
102 has tou.j kla,douj u`mw/n. dw,sete, which matches 
MT perhaps as a correction to LXX (Field, 1964,  p.868). Greenberg (1997,  p.719) 
suggests that MT had Genesis 2 and the trees in the Garden of Eden in mind. This may 
also be correct as Ezekiel contains several mentions of Eden (Ezek. 27:23; 28:13; 31:9, 
16, 18 [2x]; and 36:35). There is the possibility that both the Genesis and Numbers 
accounts were in the mind of MT, yet LXX only had the Numbers event in mind.   
We also note that for MT, the producing of branches and fruit was a future 
action that would be done for the returnees. Yet for LXX, the branches already exist and 
are fruitful. In addition, MT has the mountains as an active participant providing for the 
returnees, informing the mountains that they shall ‘give branches and carry/bear fruit’. 
Yet LXX only informs the mountains what will happen to them passively when the 
Lord’s people will return (‘your grapes and fruit my people shall eat’).   
                                                 
102 As noted in the Introduction to the LXX chapter, the fragmentary nature of the Hexapla leaves only 
this one witness, and we are without evidence for Aquila or Theodotion. This will also be the case in 
following examples where we refer to the Hexapla.  Page 64 
G
A is minus u`mw/n, just reading ‘the grapes and [the] fruits’, which emphasizes 
the passive participation of the mountains, avoiding any personal message to the 
mountains (cf. v.  10 where G
A adds u`mw/n, to personalise it more).    
MT has laer'f.yI yMi[;l., whilst LXX has only o` lao,j mou (cf. yMi[; 37:12). This 
may be an MT plus, especially as Targum follows LXX, being inserted by MT to 
emphasise the identity of the Lord’s people, perhaps to clear up any confusion in their 
community (or surrounding nations). However, MasEzek witnesses laer'f.yI, so if it was 
a Hebrew plus then it was quite early, and as such narrows the timeframe to the Greco-
Roman period, even in the Maccabean time. It is surprising that the later G
A did not 
include this plus, as it often follows MT plusses. We do not know why Targum 
followed LXX here, but perhaps this was not in the Hebrew MSS used by Targum.
103   
LXX does not reflect MT’s wordplay with afn, where different idioms are used: 
you afn the insults of the nations (v. 6); I afn my hand (v. 7a); [the nations] shall afn 
insults (v. 7b); [you mountains] shall afn your fruit (v. 8). Similarly, the reversal where 
the enemy !tn themselves the land (v. 5), and then the mountains (i.e., land) !tn their 
fruit to the people (v. 8). These MT wordplays may be an implicit indication of how 
restoration would be realised, and the ruinous activity of the enemy reversed. It is 
curious that LXX did not capture and reflect these and other similar Hebrew wordplays.  
We find a subtle yet important intra-LXX difference where G
967 has evggi,zousi,n 
(‘they are drawing near’ [to return]) reflecting MT’s Wbr>qe, yet G
B,A have evlpi,zousi,n 
(‘they hope to’ [return]). This ‘hope’ shows the heart, or attitude, of the returnees rather 
than just the event of ‘drawing near’, as in MT and G
967. Gehman (in Johnson et al., 
1938, p.125 [cf. p.19]) notes that G
967 “is alone amongst all Greek MSS in preserving 
                                                 
103 The uniqueness and peculiarities of Targum are a separate discussion and outside the scope of this 
thesis. But this is one example where we see “the targums are dependent on the Septuagint, not the 
reverse” (Müller, 1996, p.43).  Page 65 
the correct rendering of the Hebrew wbrq”. He believes that this, and other similar 
textual indicators,
104 demonstrate that G
967 was directly influenced by the Hebrew 
original (Urtext), and that “the Scheide version represents an early tradition which may 
be closer to the original LXX than either B or the Syro-Hexaplar” (Gehman in Johnson 
et al., 1938, p.76).  
Cooke (1936, p.395) suggests “evlpi,zousi,n [is] a corruption of evggi,zousi,n”.
105 
However, this suggestion may be questioned as evlpi,zousi,n does not appear anywhere 
else in Ezekiel (and only found in Psa. 30:20, 144:15, 146;11; Jer. 51:14), and, perhaps 
more relevant, evlpi,zw is not found in any form in Ezekiel. Whilst G
967’s use is the only 
occurrence of the form evggi,zousi,n in Ezekiel, evggi,zw is a common word in Ezekiel (7:4; 
9:1, 6; 12:23; 22:4, 5; 23:5; 36:8; 40:46; 42:13; 43:19; 44:13; 45:4), and therefore a 
word with which the later scribes of G
B,A would have been familiar. Thus we may 
suggest that, rather than a corruption, as suggested by Cooke, the later G
B,A 
communities deliberately used evlpi,zousi,n perhaps to indicate that they were still 
awaiting the fulfilment of the promised return. Whilst our suggestion appears to be in 
conflict with other evidence indicating that the LXX community viewed the text from 
the attitude of those within the land, it could be that they used evlpi,zousi,n in the sense of 
a hope not in the distant future, but rather, as an event about to occur. We also note that 
the use of evlpi,zousi,n was continued by all other Greek MSS, perhaps because they also 
shared this ‘hope’ of return, leaving G
967 as the sole Greek witness to the Hebrew.
106 
We note Ziegler has evggi,zousi in his text, following G
967.   
                                                 
104 In fact, Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.74) states that “an examination of the readings with have 
no counterpart in the other Greek MSS shows that Sch. has 43 cases which are an exact translation of 
the Hebrew.” These include 36:8 already mentioned, but also 37:1; 38:8, 11, 16-17; 39:4. We must 
note here that Scheide’s text finishes at 37:4 (which follows chapter 39 in this text).  
105 Cooke’s suggestion of a ‘corruption’ also implicitly supports evggi,zousi as original. 
106 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.19 [cf. p.125]) does note that “it is significant however that the Old 
Latin follows the Scheide text in reading appropinquat”. This again helps support G
967’s use as the 
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`~T,[.r:z>nIw> ~T,d>b;[/n<w> ~k,êylea] ytiynIp'W ~k,_ylea] ynIn>hi yKi  36:9  
36:9 (G
967,B: o[ti ivdou. evgw. evfV u`ma/j kai.; G
A:  ivdou. evgw.) evpible,yw evfV u`ma/j kai. 
katergasqh,sesqe (G
967,B: kai. sparh,sesqe; G
A: -) 
G
967,B both follow MT by saying the LORD is ‘for them’,
107 which is most likely 
a reference to Lev. 26:9. G
A’s minuses here are curious: firstly, it is minus o[ti, which 
gives the reason for the promise of v. 8; secondly, it is minus evfV u`ma/j kai,; thirdly, it is 
minus kai. sparh,sesqe. This leaves G
A saying ‘See, I will look upon you, and you shall 
be tilled/prepared’. Block (2000, p.39 n.59) points out that “the formula ~kyla ynnh, 
‘Behold, I am for you’ followed by ~kyla ytynpw, ‘and I will turn towards you,’ in 36:9 
deliberately reverses Yahweh’s disposition” (cf. 5:8; 35:3). By its minus, G
A does not 
reflect this reversal, nor the inclusio of thought from v. 5, where the LORD was ‘against’ 
the nations, and now here is ‘for’ his people.
108 This second minus in G
A may well be a 
case of homeoarchon (evfV … evfV). Yet this does not explain G
A’s o[ti minus, nor the 
inclusion of evpible,yw between the two evpi,. Nor does it explain G
A’s third minus of kai. 
sparh,sesqe (see below). We are left with a measure of uncertainty as to the reason for 
G
A’s minuses, especially since elsewhere G
A’s tendency is towards plusses. The first 
two minuses may well be scribal errors, but G
A’s third minus may be the result of 
theological choice.  
For G
A the land is only tilled, but not sown, and does not have people birthed on 
it (cf. v. 12) (cf. kai. sparh,sesqe minus). The ‘sowing’ in the other MSS prepares the 
reader for the population multiplication in vv. 10-11, and even for G
967,B’s ‘I will birth 
people on you’, in v. 12. Either G
A’s Vorlage did not have kai. sparh,sesqe, or there was 
a choice to omit this, perhaps because G
A’s community did not feel the LORD was ‘for 
                                                 
107 Waltke and O’Connor (1990, p.194) note the differing senses of la here, “I am concerned for you, 
and will turn to you [with favor]” (italic theirs). 
108 Perhaps G
A did not capture this as it has vv. 5-7a as a separate ‘sense division’ unit to vv. 7b-12 (or 
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them’ (G
A’s second minus), or had sown them (G
A’s third minus). The latter suggestion 
appears more likely. However, we should consider G
A’s minus here alongside its 
‘dw,sw’ variant in v. 12a (see below) that avoids G
967,B’s birth metaphor; together they 
suggest that G
A’s community was uncomfortable with the thought of the land being 
sown or ‘impregnated’, resulting in people being birthed on it (v. 12). Thus G
A’s minus 
here show evidence of theological choice. We may note that for MT and G
967,B, the land 
is sown, even pregnant (v. 9),
109 and for G
967,B the land has people born on it (v. 12). In 
MT, the land also carries the charge of it miscarrying the people, yet in LXX, it is 
(passively) made childless (vv. 12b-15).   
 
`hn"yn<B'Ti tAbr'x\h,w> ~yrIê['h, Wbv. nOw> hL{+Ku laer'f.yI tyBe-lK' ~d'êa' ~k,yle[] ytiyBer>hiw> 36:10 
36:10 kai. plhqunw/ evfV u`ma/j avnqrw,pouj (G
967: + kai. kth,nh) pa/n oi=kon Israhl eivj 
te,loj kai. katoikhqh,sontai ai` po,leij (G
A: + u`mw/n) kai. h` hvrhmwme,nh oivkodomhqh,setai 
It is possible that G
967’s ‘cattle’ plus comes from v. 11, as both verses start the 
same way, but this plus has no place here (Gehman in Johnson et al., 1938, p.126). G
A’s 
plus of u`mw/n (your [cities]) makes this more personalised (cf. MT, G
967,B ‘the cities’). 
This is a reversal of the previous few verses, where the ‘personalised’ aspect was not 
present in G
A (cf. minus u`mw/n in v. 8, and its other minuses in v. 9). 
That both MT and LXX include ‘the whole house of Israel, all of it’, may be 
saying “the two Kingdoms will be restored to the land. The reunion is the theme of the 
latter part of the next chapter” (cf. 37:15-28) (Fisch, 1985, p.240).
110 LXX may be seen 
                                                 
109 Whilst [rz means ‘seed’ and is generally used agriculturally, it is also used metaphorically as in Num. 
5:28 where a woman is made pregnant (niphal); and in Lev. 12:2 ‘bore children’ (hiphal), for which 
Hamilton (1980, p.923) says this “denotes the Lord sowing Israel” into the land.  We suggest that 
this is also the context here (vv. 8-12), particularly if we accept the metaphor of ‘miscarriage’ (vv. 
12c-15).  
110 Eisemann (1994, p.551) says “the phrase alludes to the return of the ten tribes”. Yet this may be too 
narrow a viewpoint. The context here, and in 37:16f, is the re-uniting of the Northern and Southern 
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to intensify this with its use of eivj te,loj for MT hL{Ku, reading ‘all
111 the house of Israel 
to the end/completion/totality’ [LEH].
112 Polak (1994, p.57) claims that typically in the 
Prophets, LXX uses sunte,leia for hL{Ku (cf. 11:15). Only here in 36:10, and in 20:40, 
which is also a promise of salvation, does LXX use eivj te,loj.
113 Polak (1994, p.69) 
states that “this solution was triggered by syntactic as well as exegetical considerations. 
In a promise of salvation the concept of sunte,leia  would be inappropriate, so the 
translator could not apply the traditional rendering”. This LXX intensifying here may 
have been influenced by chapter 37, both in the regathering of the dry bones as the 
whole house of Israel (37:11), and the uniting of the two kingdoms (37:16f).  
 
~k,yteAmd>q;K. ~k,t.a, yTib.v;Ahw> Wr+p'W Wbr'w> hm'heb.W ~d'a' ~k,yle[] ytiyBer>hiw> 36:11 
`hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi ~T,[.d;ywI ~k,êytevoarIme ytibojihew>  
36:11 kai. plhqunw/ evfV u`ma/j avnqrw,pouj kai. kth,nh kai. katoikiw/ u`ma/j w`j to. evn avrch/| 
u`mw/n kai. eu= poih,sw u`ma/j w[sper ta. e;mprosqen u`mw/n kai. gnw,sesqe o[ti evgw, eivmi 
ku,rioj 
MT’s Wrp'W Wbr'w> (‘and they will multiply and be fruitful’) is a reversal of the word 
order for the priestly blessing.
114 The restored part of MasEzek includes this, but it is 
not witnessed in LXX, including G
A,
115 which frequently follows other later MT 
                                                 
111 Thackeray (1909, p.175, n.4) notes that “this use of pa/n appears clearly to go back to the translator or 
an early scribe of ‘Ezekiel b’ (pa/nta acc.sing. only in xxxvii.21, xxxix.20 in all uncials)”. 
112 Polak (1994, p.68 n.18) states that “the phrase eivj te,loj may mean ‘forever’ …. However, in Koine 
Greek this phrase regularly means ‘completely’”. 
113 Ezek. 20:40, as 36:10, also has the phrase hL{Ku laer'f.yI tyBe-lK'.  
114 Greenberg (1997, p.790) notes this “reversal exemplifies late Biblical Hebrew’s penchant for reversing 
traditional pairs.” Whilst Greenberg says this is a ‘late’ practice, this must be balanced with its 
inclusion in MasEzek. It may have been present early enough in MT’s Vorlage for the later LXX 
MSS to have witness to it. However, we do not know if it was in the Vorlage for any of our 
representative texts. Kutsko (2000a, p.131) says “I can offer no explanation for this inversion beyond 
the observation that the use of chiasm (or introversion) characterizes both P and H”. 
115 This MT ‘plus’ is witnessed in Aquila and Theodotion with kai. auvxhqh,sontai kai. plhqunqh,sontai 
(Field, 1964,  p.868). Significantly this follows the normal order of the priestly blessing, which 
‘corrects’ MT’s order here. However, this may assist with the general consensus of this phrase being 
a later MT plus. We also note here that this translation does not reflect the ‘perfect’ tense of MT, but 
rather uses the future passive, indicating they saw this ‘be increased and multiplied’ as something 
that will be done for or to them in the future.  Page 69 
plusses. This causes scholars like Allen (1990b, p.169) to believe this is a later MT plus, 
as it  
interrupts the direct address in the context. Probably it was a loose comparative 
annotation, which sought to compare the command  wbrw wrp  ‘be fruitful and 
multiply’ in Gen 1:22, 28; 9:1 with the occurrences of ~kyrp ‘your fruit’ (v 8) and 
ytybrhw ‘and I will increase’ (vv 10, 11). 
 
Wevers (1982,  p.190) says, “Its intrusive character is clear from the 3
rd plural 
reference”. Block (1998, p.332) also states that it “interrupts the sequence of first person 
statements”, but he goes on to say “however, the third person also occurs in v. 12”, 
which answers Wever’s point. Zimmerli (1983, p.230) also says that MT is “probably 
… a secondary interpretive element”. Cooke (1936, p.388) claims “the two words are 
characteristic of P[riestly authorship], e.g. Gen. 1:
22. 28”. This phrase is also found at the 
end of Jer. 23:3, but there MT has the words in the ‘normal’ Priestly order, and it is 
witnessed in LXX.
116 Therefore, we may suggest that MT inserted this as a priestly 
blessing upon the restorative process, and may indicate that the later MT community
117 
saw a re-creative aspect taking place with the new possession of the land and the 
restoration of Israel (cf. Gen. 1:22; 8:17; 9:7; Lev. 26:9; Ezek. 36:8). MT’s use of 
~k,ytevoarIme here may also have invoked the remembrance of Genesis 1 for this later 
scribe who then inserted the priestly blessing. Kutsko (2000a, p.131) also finds this plus 
originated due to its connection to “creation motifs” in v. 11 and other passages in 
Ezekiel 36-37. MT therefore interprets with its expansive plus, perhaps because of the 
chain of thought from v. 8 to v. 12 of fruitfulness (v. 8), sowing/impregnating (v. 9), 
                                                 
116 In Jer. 23:3 LXX uses kai. auvxhqh,sontai kai. plhqunqh,sontai which matches MT’s word order. 
Significantly, this is the same word order used by Aquila and Theodotion who witness this plus in 
Ezek. 36:11. This indicates that Aquila and Theodotion perhaps borrowed from Jer. 23:3 and placed 
these words here to match MT (howbeit with a ‘corrected’ word order). The word order for both MT 
and LXX in Jer. 23:3 follow that of Gen. 8:17.  For more on the debate if Jeremiah is dependant on 
Ezekiel for plusses or vis versa see Leene (2000) as this discussion is outside our parameters for this 
verse.  
117 The ‘later’ here nevertheless must have been early enough to be available for the MasEzek 
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multiplying people (vv. 10-11), and people walking on the land (v. 12).
118 Interestingly, 
37:26 also has an echo of this Priestly blessing (‘I will place and multiply’), which is 
not represented in LXX. We suggest both were added to MT at a similar time. 
 
hl'+x]n:l. ~h,l' t'yyIh'w> ^WvêreywI laer'f.yI yMi[;-ta, ~d'a' ~k,yle[] yTik.l;Ahw> 36:12 
 `~l'K.v;l. dA[ @siAt-al{w>  
36:12 kai. (G
967,B: gennh,sw; G
A: dw,sw) evfV u`ma/j avnqrw,pouj to.n lao,n mou Israhl kai. 
klhronomh,sousin u`ma/j kai. e;sesqe auvtoi/j eivj kata,scesin kai. ouv mh. (G
967,B: 
prosteqh/te; G
A: proste h sesqai)  e;ti avteknwqh/nai avpV auvtw/n  
Ezekiel 36:12 is the end of this pericope, and serves the two-fold purpose of 
wrapping up what has been stated in the previous verses, about the LORD’s people 
returning and the land being fruitful with people, and then introducing the new concept 
of ‘childlessness/ miscarriage’ that will be taken up in the following pericope. This 
verse presents a number of complex issues.   
In speaking of the restoration of the mountains, MT states ~d'a' ~k,yle[] yTik.l;Ahw> 
(‘and I will cause people to walk on you’), whereas G
967,B say kai. gennh,sw evfV u`ma/j 
avnqrw,pouj (‘and I will give birth to people on you’).
119 Block (1998, p.332) says that in 
LXX this is “perhaps an inadvertent mistake or reflective of a different Vorlage”.
120 The 
‘different Vorlage’ suggestion is possible, considering the number of variants in 36:12-
15, showing evidence of a text in a state of flux. However, Zimmerli (1983, p.231) 
dismisses this variant as a scribal error,
121 stating that LXX  “seems to presuppose 
ytdlAhw” (‘and I shall cause you to give birth’). He then states, “from the point of view 
of content, a reference to Yahweh’s ‘begetting’ would, in view of the context, be 
                                                 
118 For more on the phrase ‘I  am the Lord’ (found in both MT and LXX), see (Zimmerli, 1982, pp.29-98). 
119 Brenton has ‘I will increase people on you’ but in so doing Brenton interprets the basic meaning of 
gennh,sw – to beget, bring forth.  
120 Greenberg (1997,  p.721) also says “G’s bizarre ‘I will beget’ arose from an erroneous Vorlage 
(whwldty).  
121 Cooke (1936, p.395) says LXX “cannot be right”, but does not explain why he believes this.  Page 71 
extremely odd. Thus [MT] is to be preferred” (Zimmerli, 1983, p.231). On the other 
hand, rather than a different Vorlage or scribal error, LXX may well be reflecting on the 
‘sowing’ (cf. v. 9) as ‘impregnating’, and then on the metaphor that continues regarding 
childlessness/miscarriage in this and the following pericope (vv. 12b-15). This would 
then enable G
967,B to complete another word play here on ytklAhw as ytdlAhw (d for 
k), causing an interpretive and exegetical shift to match the context, and their theology. 
For G
967,B,
 the mountains of Israel (cf. v.8) will give birth and will not miscarry, a 
charge that LXX appears to want to avoid (cf. vv. 12b-15 below).  
We noted in v. 9 that G
A was minus the land being ‘sown’, and suggested this 
was done by theological choice, and that this minus should be considered with G
A’s 
variant here in v. 12, where it avoids G
967,B’s birth metaphor by using dw,sw (‘and I will 
give people on you’). The concept of ‘giving people’ may be an attempt to find middle 
ground between MT and other LXX MSS. This may indicate that the G
A community 
was uncomfortable with the concept of the land being ‘sown’ (v. 9) and having people 
brought to birth on it (v. 12), and therefore made theological choices in both verses.
122  
We also note in 36:12 that where MT states ~l'K.v;l. dA[ @siAt-al{w> (‘and you 
shall never again make them childless’ OR ‘miscarry them’),
123 LXX states kai. ouv mh. 
prosteqh/te e;ti avteknwqh/nai avpV auvtw/n (‘and you will no longer be made childless of 
them’). Here we see that MT has the mountains as an active agent (cf. v. 8) that will no 
longer ‘bereave/make childless’ the people (or nation/s; cf. yAG vv. 13-15) of their 
children; or a more contextual preference, that the mountains will no longer ‘miscarry’ 
                                                 
122 We have no suggestion for G
A’s proste h sesqai for G
967,B’s prosteqh/te.    
123 Duguid (1994, p.99) notes that dA[ … al{ is “a characteristic idiom of the prophet’s contrast between 
the way things were in the past and the way they will be in the future” (cf. vv. 14, 15, 30; 37:22, 23; 
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their people.
124 Hamilton (1980, p.923; 1997, p.106 [also HALOT]) outlines the overall 
use of lkv as ‘to become/make childless’, and even ‘to miscarriage’
125, stating here that 
“Judah
126 is accused of ‘robbing her nation of its children’”. However, he (1980, p.923) 
curiously discusses whether the usage of lk;v' here is in reference “to the practice of 
infant sacrifice or cannibalism”.
127 Whilst we may question this last usage here, 
Hamilton [also HALOT] has established that lkv, whilst typically used for 
childlessness (being deprived of children), also has the meaning in the piel of 
miscarriage, which fits the context of vv. 12-15. The charge of ‘miscarry’ for MT, and 
even ‘childless/bereaved’ for LXX, here and in the following pericope, may well be the 
insult spoken against the mountains back in 36:3, 6. This is most likely a reference to 
the ancient charge against the land that the spies brought back, ‘a land that devours 
(lka) its inhabitants’ (Num. 13:32). Now their ‘enemies’ are restating this charge as an 
insult (cf. vv. 3, 6, 13). Cooke (1936,  p.388) claims that “the mountains …. when 
ravaged by famine or wild beasts, they could be said to make the inhabitants childless”. 
Yet this does not appear to be what MT is stating here. Rather, the mountains are an 
active agent in this action. Greenberg (1997, p.721) points out that the use of the pi‘el 
here “signifies an active rather than a passive losing of one’s children, meaning to doing 
away with them or killing them off”. This again supports our proposed meaning of 
‘miscarriage’ here, and in vv. 13-15. Eichrodt (1970, p.492) notes this phrase “directly 
                                                 
124 Whilst directly addressing the mountains here (the subject since v. 8), this may nevertheless include all 
the land (cf. vv. 4, 6). 
125 Hamilton (1980, p.923) states “Finally we note those passages in which the idea of "miscarriage" is 
prominent. The reference may be to the miscarriage of (1) animals: ewes and she-goats, Gen 31:38; 
sheep, Song 4:2; Song 6:6; calf, Job 21:10; (2) the land (non-productive): 2Kings 2:19, 21; Mal 3:11; 
(3) a woman: Exo 23:26; Hos 9:14, "give them a 'miscarrying' womb."  Significant for us, is the piel 
form in Gen. 31:38; Exod.23:26; Job 21:10; Mal.3:11, which gives us ground to hold the piel here in 
Ezek. 36:12 also refers to ‘miscarriage’. 
126 That Hamilton is exegeting may be seen in how he refers to ‘Judah’ and not to the ‘mountains’ of the 
text.  
127 Hamilton brings his own interpretation to this passage in claiming that the land was bereaved or 
caused miscarriage, as there is nothing explicitly in the text to indicate infant sacrifice or 
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express[es] a very grim view of the land, regarding it as a sort of monster which devours 
its own inhabitants”. That the land will no longer miscarry appears to be a reversal for 
MT of Ezek. 5:17 and 14:15. Overall, for MT it is the mountains that have performed 
this action of miscarriage to the people, but they will never do so again.  
However LXX, both in translation, and by use of the passive verb 
(avteknwqh/nai), does not reflect ‘miscarriage’. Instead, LXX has the mountains as 
passive, with the action of ‘being made childless’ done to them, and stating the 
mountains will be no longer be made childless of their people. LXX’s use of the passive 
requires its avpo, ‘plus’ (also in v. 13). In this, LXX appears to absolve the mountains, 
and therefore the people, of any wrong doing in the past, and passes the blame for 
barrenness onto the other nations, who are implicitly charged with removing the people. 
If LXX was written at a time when they saw their enemies surrounding them (Greco-
Roman era), then one can understand their statement here that the land will not be made 
childless by their removal, as happened to their forefathers. The LXX community may 
well have seen this as something that was done to them, or their forefathers, again 
showing evidence they felt victimized. LXX’s use of the passive appears to offer a 
sense of ‘comfort’ to the people, saying that childlessness or expulsion from the land 
will not happen to them again. Theologically, this ancient charge may have been a 
primary concern for the potential returnees, who may have been saying, ‘what is the 
point of returning to a land that is only going to devour us?’. MT answers this with the 
LORD informing the mountains of his personal involvement, and stating that the 
mountains will not miscarry his people Israel again. LXX answers this concern by 
informing the mountains that ‘childlessness’ will not happen to them again, therefore 
requiring the passive.   
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3.2.3.  36:13-15  
It is significant that all representative MSS have sense division breaks before 
and after this pericope. MT
C has a petuḥah in both locations, MT
A a setumah before v. 
13 and petuḥah after v. 15, and MT
L a setumah in both locations. Likewise, both G
967,A 
exhibit breaks either side of this pericope. As discussed above, G
B does not have a clear 
break after v. 12 owing to this verse finishing at the end of a line, yet there is a 
paragraphos marker at the start of the following line which may be from the original 
scribe. We concluded that G
B shows evidence of a sense division after v. 12,
128 and it 
exhibits a clear break after v. 15. All these MSS thus build on the childlessness/ 
miscarriage statement at the end of v. 12, and now deal with the insults of their enemies 
(cf. v. 3, 6), which may be referring to the charge of miscarriage (MT) and/or 
childlessness (LXX).   
This pericope is quite complex, and MT appears to struggle with the concept that 
the mountains/land ‘miscarried’ or devoured its inhabitants. We also find an interchange 
between the singular and plural forms in the ancient insult as the focus shifts from the 
mountains (masc. pl.) to the land (fem. sg.). This can cause confusion in our 
understanding of who is being addressed, and may be the reason behind MT’s ketiv and 
qere readings, and other variants. Overall, again there is evidence of a text in a state of 
flux.  
 
tl,K,v;m.W ÎT.a'+=QÐ ¿yTia'=KÀ ~d'a' tl,k,ao ~k,êl' ~yrIm.ao ![;y: hwIêhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo 36:13 
`tyyIh' Î%yIy:AG=QÐ ¿%yEAG=KÀ  
36:13 ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj avnqV w-n ei=pa,n soi kate,sqousa avnqrw,pouj ei= (G
967: + 
su.) kai. hvteknwme,nh (G
967: avpo.; G
B,A: u`po.) tou/ e;qnouj sou evge,nou  
                                                 
128 As also noted above, if G
B does not exhibit a break here, then this indicates they viewed vv. 13-15 as 
continuing the motif of ‘childlessness/miscarry’ from v. 12b.   
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In the previous verses there has been a growing reference to the insult given to 
Israel by ‘the enemy’ (v. 2) and ‘people’ (vv. 3, 4, 6). In v. 12b we find the first 
indication as what this ‘insult’ was. In v. 13 it is clarified with the actual words of their 
‘enemies’. We now find that “the hostile neighbours alleged that the Land of Israel 
destroyed its inhabitants” (Fisch, 1985, p.241). This again is likely a continuation of the 
ancient charge found in Num. 13:32 (cf. v. 12 above, and vv. 14-15).  
In v. 13 we suggest that (as with v. 12b), LXX remains reluctant to portray the 
mountains as active, even as a charge from the surrounding nations. LXX again uses the 
passive so the mountains are being made childless. MT on the other hand continues the 
accusation that the mountains are an active participant, devouring their people and 
causing miscarriage. Cooke (1936, p.388) says, “the land is now addressed as if it were 
a beast of prey which devoured its people, by not producing the necessaries of life”.
129 
MT uses two verbal participles for the charge against the mountains: tl,K,v;m.W and 
tl,k,ao, (‘devouring’ and ‘miscarrying’).
130 LXX reflects MT’s first participle in the 
present participle (kate,sqousa) permitting the charge ‘you are devouring’. However, 
LXX then uses a passive participle hvteknwme,nh (with evge,nou) to say, ‘you are being 
made bereaved/childless’, which continues the theological thought from v. 12b (cf. vv. 
14-15). LXX therefore states, as in v. 12b, that the action of bereavement or being made 
childless is being done to the mountains. This again could be indicative they felt 
victimised: ‘we had this happen to us and we didn’t deserve it’.  
                                                 
129 Greenberg (1997, p.721) points out that Ezek. 19:3-6 accuses the kings of Judah of being like young 
lions ‘devouring people’ (cf. 34:10). However, the context of Ezek. 36:12b-15 has the 
land/mountains as the addressees and the accusation against the land by others (v. 13). However, 
Greenberg does mention the ancient charge against the land in Numbers 13; this is further discussed 
below in vv. 14-15. 
130 Harland (1999, p.116) suggests that in Ezekiel the people were “so evil … that they may even have 
indulged in cannibalism (5:10; cf. 36:13).”  Whilst a possible reference to cannibalism may be found 
in 5:10, the context in this pericope is the land devouring (so MT) or being made childless (so LXX). Page 76 
MT starts the pericope using ~yrIm.ao (ptc.)
131, whereas LXX uses ei=pa,n (aorist). 
MT appears to make this a present and continuous accusation, or perhaps referring to an 
event yet to happen. Yet LXX appears to be referring to a past event, or perhaps LXX 
sees the accusation as in the past. This may indicate LXX’s theological use of the 
passive to imply that ‘it won’t happen again’. The ‘speakers’ are not identified here, but 
are likely those uttering the insults in previous verses (cf. vv. 2, 3, 6, also 15). After 
these words, MT uses the plural ~k,l', whereas LXX uses a dative singular soi, perhaps 
to match the singular used in the accusation in both MT and LXX. MT’s use of the 
plural continues the LORD’s speech to the mountains as a plurality (cf. vv. 1, 4, 8), and 
has the accusers’ charge been a statement to the mountains as a whole.   
We may question whether MT’s ketiv %yEAG and qere %yIy:AG variant, and in vv. 14-
15,
132 refers directly to the two nations of Israel and Judah (cf. 37:11, 15-28). However, 
it may have been intended to include not just Israel, but the various nations that had 
sought to inhabit the land over the years, which the land had cast out.
133   
Finally, the intra-LXX variant where G
967 has avpo,, which continues the avpV 
auvtw/n from v. 12b. Yet the later G
B,A have u`po,. This change for G
B,A from avpo, to u`po, 
appears to be deliberate. While avtekno,w passive with avpo, is also found in Gen 27:45, 
there is no instance in LXX of avtekno,w passive with u`po, other than here. G
967 has 
‘you
134 have been made childless from your nation’, while G
B,A say ‘you have been 
made childless by your nation’ (cf. u`po, as genitive with tou/ e;qnouj sou). Both 
                                                 
131 Block (1998, p.332) notes that BHS emends ~yrIm.ao to ~r'm.a', but argues “the indefinite pl[ural] before 
a quotation is encountered elsewhere in 8:12; 13:7; 37:11” (cf. Zimmerli, 1983, p.231). 
132 MT’s other ketiv yTia' and qere T.a' variant here, both are 2
nd person feminine singular pronouns. Block 
(1998, p.332)  says  the  ketiv is “archaic” but the qere is “more conventional” (also see Yeivin, 
1980, p.56f, #100). However, there is no difference in meaning between the ketiv and qere. 
133 Cooke (1936, p.388) notes that “the word nation (gôǐ) is rarely applied to Israel and Judah in exilic and 
post-exilic prophecy.” The insult is therefore directed at the land itself rather than the people. This 
also strengthens our previous point against Greenberg’s suggestion of the ‘young lions’ or leaders of 
Israel devouring the people.  
134 As noted above, all the ‘you’ here in LXX are singular. In MT, only the reported speech uses the 
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prepositions are related to the Greek use of the passive, but it appears that the idea of 
who ‘makes childless’ varies. The later G
B,A communities may have been making a 
statement that the land was made childless by its nation (i.e., its people). Although ‘by’ 
matches Greenberg’s (1997, p.721) suggestion of Israel’s young lions devouring and 
causing the barrenness, and ‘by’ agrees with MT, it does not match LXX’s implicit 
feeling of being victimised that we have previously observed. However, G
B,A may have 
included the land as one of their oppressors, feeling cast out and therefore victimised by 
the land.  
   
Î-yliK.v;t. =QÐ ¿-ylXkt =KÀ al{ Î%yIy:Agw>=QÐ ¿%yEAgw=KÀ dA[ê ylik.ato-al{ ~d'a' !kel' 36:14 
`hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> dA[ 
36:14 dia. tou/to avnqrw,pouj (G
967: ouv ka,tafa,gesai; G
B,A: ouvke,ti fa,gesai) kai. to. e;qnoj 
sou ouvk avteknw,seij (G
B: e;ti; G
967,A: ouvke,ti) le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj  
There is a significant MT variance in v. 14 between the qere  yliK.v;t. 
(‘miscarry’), and ketiv ylXkt  (‘stumble’).
135 Allen (1990b, p.169; similarly Block, 
1998, p.332) says the “K[etiv] ‘you will cause to stumble’ appears to be an error by 
metathesis for Q[ere] ‘you will make childless’, the verb in vv. 12, 13”. Zimmerli 
(1983,  p.231) claims the ketiv “is doubtless a scribal error” (also Greenberg, 
1997, p.722). We suggest that later MT scribes, finding the error, but reluctant to adjust 
the written text, inserted a qere ‘correction’ in the side column to avoid confusion for 
both reader and hearer.
136 If the ketiv was original, then one would expect LXX to have 
embraced ‘stumble’ over the qere ‘miscarriage’. That LXX follows the qere supports 
                                                 
135 See v. 13 for discussion on the first ketiv and qere variant here of ‘nation/s’. 
136 It is acknowledged that there are various other explanations for the occurrence of ketiv/qere variants 
including that of a ‘textual variant’. But here we find support for Allen’s (and others) ‘metathesis’ 
proposal, which was then ‘corrected’ by the qere. For more on how the qere can correct the ketiv, 
even by the use of wordplay, see Tov (2001, pp.58-63). Note that Tov also provides other main 
explanations for ketiv/qere variants (also see Yeivin, 1980, pp.56-58).    Page 78 
the scribal error theory, particularly as Targum also follows the qere.
137 However, 
whilst the ketiv was most likely a scribal error, it could also be a deliberate, yet subtle 
theological adjustment within MT (or an earlier Hebrew community). By means of 
wordplay they allow the text itself to say ‘stumble’ rather than ‘miscarry’, as it lessens 
the severity of the ancient charge against the land (Num. 13:32). Then, when publicly 
read, the text would allow the charge of ‘miscarriage’ to continue. Fairbairn 
(1969, p.388) also finds word play here, and claims that 
the repetition of yliV.k;t. al in the next verse is a proof that here a change of 
meaning is introduced,
138 and a change that also very suitably prepares the way for 
the truths to be declared in the next section (ver. 16, etc), which unfolds the moral 
cause of the past destructions, the sins and defections of the people. Canaan must 
not only cease to devour and swallow up its people, but even to prove an occasion 
of stumbling to them. 
In this Fairbairn makes a good point, as it does allow a ‘double charge’ against the land 
of devouring and stumbling. This concept may have influenced an earlier editor, who 
adjusted the written text (ketiv) with wordplay, while a later editor corrected this in the 
margin (qere). This also may explain the ketiv ¿$ywgwÀ which is singular and as such may 
be referring to just the nation of Israel; that the land caused Israel to stumble. We may 
also suggest both these MT variants were put into the text by the same editor, and done 
later than LXX’s Vorlage.   
This, along with LXX’s use of the passive in the surrounding verses, and G
A’s 
variant in v. 12 (ie, ‘give’ rather than ‘birth’), may all suggest that the various early 
                                                 
137 The reconstructed MasEzek text consistently follows the ketiv. However, the actual letters are not 
extant due to MSS damage, so we cannot be totally certain whether the reconstructed text is accurate 
here. There is no difference in letter number between the ketiv and qere, and we have no conclusive 
evidence from MasEzek. If the reconstruction is accurate, then we can still stand in agreement with 
Allen and Zimmerli’s proposal of scribal error, and the qere as a later inserted correction. 
138 However, Fairbairn does not note that the yliV.k;t. al phrase is not extant in v. 15 in early LXX and 
some later MT MSS (cf. discussions v.  15). While this may appear to undermine his point, we may 
suggest here, as we do above, that these variants were put into the text by the same MT editor.  Page 79 
Jewish communities were uncomfortable with the ancient charge against the land.
139 If 
this was the case, then this attitude perhaps influenced the ketiv and qere variant here in 
v. 14 (also v.  15).  
LXX makes a slight, and rather unexpected, shift by using two indicative future 
active verbs to say ‘you will no longer devour people, and you will no longer make 
childless your nation’. This is a reversal from LXX’s past pattern of using the passive to 
say ‘being made childless’ (cf. vv. 12, 13). LXX’s use of the future verbs indicates they 
see this as a promise that they will not be childless now, or in their future. They are not 
repeating the accusation of past events requiring the passive.  
 
dA[+-yaif.ti al{ ~yMi[; tP;r>x,w> ~yIêAGh; tM;liK. dA[ %yIl;ae [;ymiv.a;-al{w> 36:15 
 `hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> dA[ê ylivik.t;-al{ Î%yIy:Agw>=QÐ ¿%yEAgw>=KÀ 
36:15 kai. ouvk avkousqh,setai (G
B,A: ouvke,ti; G
967: e;ti) evfV u`ma/j avtimi,a evqnw/n kai. 
ovneidismou.j (G
967,B: law/n; G
A: evqnw/n) ouv mh. (G
B: avnene,gkhte; G
967,A: evne,gkhtai e;ti) 
le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj 
MT has three ‘never again’ actions, but LXX only represents the first two, 
making no reference to MT’s dA[ ylivik.t;-al{ (%yIy:Agw> =Q / %yEAgw> =K), (‘you will never 
again cause your nation/s to stumble’).
140 Zimmerli (1983, p.231) says this third action 
in MT “has been inadvertently recopied from v. 14 (with its scribal error)”.
141 Allen 
(1990b, p.169) also agrees, saying that “V 15b appears to be a dittograph, copied from 
v. 14. It is absent from one MS [sic], LXX, and Syr. A copyist's eye evidently strayed 
                                                 
139 We may also note LXX’s reluctance to allow the ancient charge in Lev. 18:25, 28, where MT states 
the land hy"q' (vomits [out inhabitants]) yet LXX lessens this with prosocqi,zw (‘be offended/ 
aggravated/ angry’). Whilst this is largely outside of the scope of our discussion, which is focused on 
Ezekiel 36-39, it does indicate that LXX also theologically lessened this ancient charge in other 
books. Further studies by others may establish to what extent this occurs.  
140 Block (1998, p.333) erroneously says this phrase is present in G
B. The later Hexaplaric texts include 
the wording from v. 14 (but as ‘sou ouk ateknwqhsetai’ [future passive]), yet it is not extant in G
A) 
(Ziegler, 1977, p.263). 
141 Block (1998, p.333) suggests the same “metathetical error” occurs in v. 15 as in v. 14, but we do not 
find a qere variant for this occurrence in v. 15. Page 80 
back to dw[ ‘any longer’ in v 14aa”.
142 This phrase is also minus in some later MT MSS 
(Greenberg, 1997, p.722). However, we should also consider the possibility that a later 
MT scribe deliberately included this phrase as a plus to restate that Israel will not 
stumble again in their future. It may have been done perhaps at the same time as the 
ketiv/qere variants in v. 14. This is in keeping with MT’s theme of the mountains 
causing the childlessness/miscarriage, and thus causing the people to stumble. We 
should also consider that LXX may have deliberately dropped this phrase, as it once 
again accuses the mountains of causing the people to stumble, invoking the previous 
references to MT’s ‘miscarriage’ in the previous verses, which LXX has sought to avoid 
in vv. 12, 13. It is perhaps significant that Targum includes this phrase, as Targum often 
follows LXX.
143 Yet Targum follows its qere reading of lkv from v. 14, bringing it 
also into v. 15. This may have been a Targumic adjustment towards MT (in both 
verses), or it may suggest that lkv was originally in both vv. 14, 15. Overall, we are 
left here with a slight puzzle, with MT having lvk (the ketiv in v.14), Targum with 
lkv (the qere in v. 14), and LXX minus both.   
We also note that in v. 15 MT, the LORD as subject of the action towards the 
mountains (‘I will never cause you to hear’), is not represented in LXX, which simply 
has the passive (‘it will not be heard’). There is no reference to the LORD doing the 
action, or to the mountains. The only reference is to unidentified listeners (kai. ouvk 
avkousqh,setai ouvke,ti evfV u`ma/j ‘there shall no longer be heard against you’). Again, 
LXX uses the passive to denote the inactivity of the mountains, whereas MT continues 
                                                 
142 We note that ylivik.t;-al in v. 15 is hiphil. It is unknown whether ylXkt was hiphil or piel in v. 14 as 
the ketiv takes the pointing of the qere (the qere in v. 14 was pointed as piel) (for more on K/Q 
pointing see Yeivin, 1980, p.55 #97).   
143 Again, MasEzek is not much help in v. 15 as the actual words are not extant. The reconstructed text 
finds room for this entire phrase, but without absolute certainty if MasEzek actually says ylXkt al 
or ylkXt al.  Page 81 
its use of active verbs. G
A’s variant of evqnw/n does not follow MT’s ~yMi[; as does G
967,B 
(law/n).  
 
3.3.  Section 2: Ezek. 36:16-21 
3.3.1.  36:16-21  
All representative MSS, both Hebrew and Greek, show evidence of a major 
sense division break between vv. 15 and 16, with v. 16 starting on a new line. MT
C,A 
both have a petuh[ah, with MT
L having a ‘lesser’ setumah before 16.
144  
Each Hebrew MS has a division after v. 21: MasEzek and MT
C,A each have a 
petuḥah after v. 21, and MT
L again having a setumah. While each LXX MSS has a 
break before v. 16, they show a greater variance at the end of this pericope. The later G
A 
has a major division like MT
C,A, showing similar emphasis on this pericope. G
B has a 2 
letter break after the first phrase in v. 22, which curiously places ‘dia. tou/to eivpo.n tw/| 
oi;kw| Israhl’ as the closing statement for this pericope rather than as the opening 
statement for the following pericope. It is possible that G
B saw this phrase as an inclusio 
with the ‘oi=koj Israhl’ in v. 17, and saw ta,de le,gei ku,rioj as the start of the next 
‘verse’.
145 The earlier G
967 places its paragraph marker in the middle of v. 23 and then 
proceeds directly into chapter 38 on the same line.
146 For G
967 the ‘concern for my holy 
name’ (v. 21) is given more emphasis in this pericope, as the reason for both the 
scattering (vv. 16-20) and the regathering (vv. 21-23b) of ‘the house of Israel’. 
Overall, these communities signify that they all witnessed a change of topic 
between vv. 15 and 16. In the previous pericopes of Section 1 the prophecy was 
addressed to the mountains and land regarding: the ‘insults’ against them, and their 
                                                 
144 Yet MT
L shows evidence of a preference for setumah breaks, so there may be no ‘sense’ reason for its 
setumah break rather than MT
C,A’s petuh[ah here. 
145 See comments below under 36:22-32 for ta,de le,gei ku,rioj as a common sense division marker in 
LXX. Also see Olley (2003, p.214). 
146 As stated previously, the uniqueness of G
967 in terms of order and the ‘missing’ pericope of 36:23c-38 
will be discussed in chapter 7. Page 82 
destruction at the hands of the nations around them (vv. 1-12); the ancient charge 
against the land (vv. 12b-15); and how the LORD will restore the mountains, and bring 
the people back (vv. 8-12). In this pericope, the LORD is addressing the prophet, 
describing the sins of ‘the house of Israel’. Their sins are seen as the reason for their 
dispersing out of the land; because they defiled the land (vv. 17-18), and profaned the 
LORD’s name (vv. 20-21). This pericope gives a theological answer to the ‘charge’ of 
the land ‘miscarrying’ its people (so MT), or even that the land was made childless by 
nations around (so LXX). It shows that the LORD removed the people because of their 
apostasy that defiled the land (v. 19). Here, ‘the house of Israel’ is spoken of in the third 
person. We may have been curious in the first section (vv. 1-15) as to why the prophecy 
of restoration was addressed to the mountains, rather than to humans. In this second 
section (vv. 16-21) we are now given the explanation. The humans, as inhabitants of the 
land (both ‘my people’, vv. 8, 17, and ‘the nations’, v. 5), have defiled the LORD’s land 
(cf. vv. 5, 20) by their deeds (vv. 17-19).  Ezekiel 36:8-15 speaks about the future of the 
‘house of Israel’, but here we find the past being discussed (vv. 17, 21, 22, 32). A major 
theological shift appears to happen for LXX in this pericope, unlike in the previous 
section, now there is no hint that they felt victimised. We also find LXX tends to use the 
active voice here rather than, as previously, the passive. It appears that the LXX 
community readily acknowledged the sins of their ancestors, especially that of idolatry. 
This may be the consequence of a growing Torah-focused community, whether in 
Alexandria, Jerusalem, Babylon or elsewhere.  
This pericope also shows evidence of a text in a state of flux. This is possibly 
due to the respective communities’ wrestling with the various theological issues in the 
text. We will find: a syntax change and an added line (v. 17); LXX communities 
wrestling with sensitive metaphors (v. 17); MT and G
A with an exegetical plus (v. 18); 
the various LXX MSS interpretively interacting with the Hebrew text.  Page 83 
~t'_Alyli[]b;W ~K'r>d;B. Ht'êAa WaM.j;y>w: ~t'êm'd>a;-l[; ~ybiv. yO laer'f.yI tyBe ~d'a'-!B, 36:17 
`yn"p'l. ~K'r>d; ht'y>h' hD'êNIh; ta;m.juK.  
This layout aids in comparison between the three LXX MSS. The line breaks are as they 
appear in the codices, with abbreviations expanded, and spacing and accents added. 
  G
967  G
B  G
A (layout as in the MSS) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
               ui`e. avnqrw,pou 
oi=koj Israhl katw,|khsen  
evpi. th/j gh/j auvtw/n kai. evmi, 
anan auvth.n evn toi/j eivdw, 
loij auvtw/n kai evn th/| o`dw/|  
auvtw/n kai. evn tai/j amarti 
aij auvtw/n kata. th.n avka 
qarsi,an th/j avpokaqhme, 
nhj evgenh,qh h` o`do.j auvtw/n 
pro. prosw,pou mou 
          ui`e. avnqrw,pou  
oi=koj Israhl katw,|kh 
sen evpi. th/j gh/j auvtw/n  
kai. evmi,anan auvth.n evn  
th/| o`dw/| auvtw/n kai. evn toi/j  
eivdw,loij auvtw/n kai tai/j  
avkaqarsi,aij  auvtw/n kai  
kata. th.n avkaqarsi,an th/j 
avpokaqhme,nhj evgenh, 
qh h` o`do.j auvtw/n pro. pro 
sw,pou mou 
ui`e. avnqrw,pou oi=koj Israhl kat 
w,|khsan evpi. th/j gh/j auvtw/n   
kai. evn tai/j avkaqarsi,aij auvtw/n 
evmi,anan auvth.n evn th/| o`dw/| auv 
tw/n kai. evn toi/j eivdw,loij auvtw/n 
kai. evn tai/j avkaqarsi,aij auvtw/n  
kata. th.n avkaqarsi,an th/j  
afedrou  evgenh,qh h` o`do.j auvtw/n  
pro. prosw,pou mou 
 
This verse in LXX shows evidence of a verse in a state of flux, or suggesting 
different Vorlagen, or a flux influenced by theological and exegetical intent. 
We find a unique repeated line in G
A wherein all the words found in ‘line 6’ 
(their correct location), are inserted as a plus forming ‘line 3’ (kai. evn tai/j avkaqarsi,aij 
auvtw/n). This plus may be the result of homioteleuton with the scribe’s eyes skipping 
from kai. evmi,anan … kai. evn tai/j. On the other hand, the scribe may be theologically 
restating with a doublet, strengthening the charge ‘in their uncleanness’, as he did not 
start line 4 with kai. (just stating evmi,anan auvth,n).
147 Ziegler (1977, p.264) lists ‘line 3’ as 
a plus for G
A.
148    
MT says that the house of Israel defiled their land ~t'Alyli[]b;W ~K'r>d:B. (‘in their 
way and deeds’).
149 Whilst all LXX MSS have evn th/| o`dw/| auvtw/n (‘in their way’), the 
                                                 
147 Rather than saying “the house of Israel dwelt in their land, and they defiled it”, G
A says “the house of 
Israel dwelt in their land they defiled it”. 
148 This is ascertained by the order in which Ziegler deals with variants in the verse.  
149 There are six occurrences in Ezekiel where %r,D, and hl'yli[] are found together (Ezek. 14:22, 23; 
20:43; 24:14; 36:17, 19). Page 84 
second phrase differs: kai. evn tai/j a.marti,aij (G
967) / avkaqarsi,aij (G
B,A) auvtw/n (‘and in 
their sins / uncleanness’). LXX also has a plus evn toi/j eivdw,loij auvtw/n (‘in their idols’) 
that is not found in MT or MasEzek. In this way, LXX gives two concepts for MT's 
~t'Alyli[]b;W (a.marti,aij/avkaqarsi,aij and eivdw,loij), or, as Cooke (1936, p.395) says, “a 
double rend[ering]”. Zimmerli (1983, p.241) also says this is a “double translation of 
~h,yleWLgIb.W” and that it prepares “the way for v. 17b”. Thus, Cooke and Zimmerli have 
LXX theologically modifying the text with a double translation. Block (1998, p.343) 
suggests LXX translates the Hebrew with both these concepts, “probably reflecting 
either a different Vorlage or a misreading of [~h,yleWLgIb.W]”.
150 This ‘misreading’ 
proposal is possible, as ~yliWLGI (idols) is found in surrounding texts (vv. 18, 25; also 
30:13; 33:25; 37:23 [as ~h,yleWL)gIB.]), and has a similar ‘shape’ to hl'yli[] (~t'Alyli[]b;W).
151 
However, rather than a misreading, or even a different Vorlage, we may suggest that 
LXX has performed a deliberate ‘double translation’ (cf. Cooke, Zimmerli), and may be 
another example of LXX wordplay with the Hebrew text. LXX may have, by wordplay 
based on shape with hl'yli[] and ~yliWLGI, theologically expanded MT’s generalized deeds 
of ‘sin/uncleanness’ to the specific deed of ‘idolatry’.   
We also suggest LXX made a theological choice here, interpreting MT’s 
‘deeds’: G
967 with a`marti,a and G
B,A with avkaqarsi,a. LXX Ezekiel translates hl'yli[] in 
various ways: evnqu,mhma (‘thought, reasoning’ 14:22, 23; 24:14), evpith,deuma (‘way of 
living’ 20:43, 44), a`marti,a (‘sins’ 21:29; 36:19  [36:17 G
967]). Only here do we find 
avkaqarsi,a used (by G
B,A), which is normally used for MT’s ha'm.ju (see below). These 
two Hebrew words appear in the final phrase of this verse and may have influenced 
                                                 
150 As noted elsewhere, the change from Block’s transliteration to Hebrew lettering is noted by the square 
brackets and done to assist the reader.  
151 Whilst MT has ~h,yleWLgIb.W in v. 18, this is part of a later MT’s plus and is only found in G
A, not 
G
967,B.  Page 85 
LXX’s word choice(s) here, as well as the theological thought that included its eivdw,loij 
plus.  
There is a differing word order between the LXX MSS. G
967 places the eivdw,loij 
plus before the following words (eivdw,loij / o`dw/| / a`martiaij), whereas G
B,A place this 
plus between these words (o`dw/| / eivdw,loij / avkaqarsi,aij). The latter interrupts MT’s 
syntax, yet at the same time emphasises the plus, which may be the reason for the move.  
There are differences how ‘their way’ (%r,D,/o`do.j) of ‘uncleanness’ was seen: 
MT (and MasEzek) says it was hD'NIh; ta;m.juK.
152 (‘as the uncleanness of a menstruous’ 
[woman]).
153 Cooke (1936, p.389) states ta;m.juK is “a figure for idolatry”, which may 
have influenced LXX’s eivdw,loij plus.
154 G
967,B say it was th/j avpokaqhme,nhj (‘as a set 
apart woman’, cf. 22:10). G
A plainly states it was th/j avfe,drou (‘menstruation’, cf. 
18:6). LXX uses both avpoka,qhmai
155  and  a;fedroj
156 for hD'nI. Both words echo 
                                                 
152 HALOT points out that ta;m.juK. is the ‘state of ceremonial uncleanness.’ Eichrodt (1970, p.494) also 
notes that amj means “‘to make unclean’, [and] is derived from sacral law. He thus takes a cultic 
term and applies it not only to cultic sins, as, for example, in 20:30f., but also in the more general 
sense of showing contempt for God’s holiness by breaking his commandments”. Thayer (1979,  says 
“the Septuagint equivalent to am,j' is avka,qartoj” and means “not cleansed, unclean; in a ceremonial 
sense, that which must be abstained from according to the Levitical law, lest impurity be contracted” 
(cf. Lev. 15: 26, 31; 25:22). 
153 Galambush (1992, 147) says “the behavior of the people was ‘like the pollution of a menstruant’”.  
Galambush (1992, p.146) also claims that “the nddh of the book of Ezekiel is Jerusalem”. If the LXX 
communities also grasped this analogy, then this may have influenced their apparent wrestling with 
how to interpret the text here.  
154 Fisch (1985,  p.241f) clarifies that “metaphorically Israel is compared with a wife and God to a 
husband. Therefore in the times of unfaithfulness to Him, Israel is spoken of as having the state of a 
woman in her impurity. She is temporarily avoided by her husband, becoming reunited with him 
after purification. Similarly, Israel’s banishment from the soil was due to moral impurity, but 
restoration to his homeland will follow upon purification”. Eisemann (1994, p.554) also speaks to 
this point but adds “such a woman is only in a transitional state, whereas a dead body remains 
contaminated. Included here is how a priest can enter a home of a menstrual woman but not where 
there is a dead body”. Galambush (1992, p.146) claims that Jerusalem is Yahweh’s wife who has 
defiled herself with bloodshed (especially from child sacrifices) and idolatry.  
155 Typically Numbers uses avpoka,qhmai for hD'nI in a sense of ceremonial impurity, which is the context 
of Ezek. 36:17. The ceremonial impurity link with Numbers here is supported by the idea that the 
LXX translator had Numbers in mind, as seen above (cf. vv. 3, 13-15), and interacted accordingly 
with the Hebrew text. Ezekiel also uses hD'nI in 7:19; 18:6; 22:10. 
156 Leviticus often uses a;fedroj for hD'nI when directly referring to a menstruous woman. Cooke 
(1936, p.389) claims that “the connexion between the present passage and the Law of Holiness is 
noticeable”. Page 86 
ceremonial impurity aspects in Numbers and/or Leviticus. We may suggest that the 
earlier communities of G
967,B avoided the direct language of a menstruant woman, 
perhaps due to cultural sensitivity. This can also be seen through LXX’s ‘eivdw,loij’ for 
MT’s ‘~yliWLGI’ (cf. v. 18). The later G
A community appears to have strengthened the 
wording with avfe,drou, perhaps to follow MT more closely, or to create a greater impact 
regarding the offence of the idolatrous sacrifices. If so, this, and its other ‘line doublet’ 
noted above, provides room for G
A to follow MT’s plus in v. 18, which is not witnessed 
in the earlier G
967,B. Overall, the context of MT refers to the offence of blood sacrificed 
to idols, with the people defiling the land and themselves by their idolatrous sacrifices. 
LXX has taken this contextual point and theologically expanded it for their community.  
 
`h'WaM.ji ~h,yleWLgIb.W #r,a'+h'-l[; Wkp.v'-rv,a] ~D'h;-l[; ~h,êyle[] ytim'x] %Pov. a,w" 36:18 
36:18 kai. evxe,cea to.n qumo,n mou evpV auvtou.j (G
A: + peri. tou/ ai[matoj ou-  evxe,cean evn th/| 
gh/| kai. evn  toi/j ivdw,loij auvtw/n evmi,anan auvth,n)  
MT and MasEzek have h'WaM.ji ~h,yleWLgIb.W #r,a'+h'-l[; Wkp.v'-rv,a] ~D'h;-l[; (‘for 
the blood they had poured on the land, and with their dung pellets
157 they had defiled 
it’).
158 This sentence is minus in both G
967,B. However, it is represented in G
A; yet G
A 
                                                 
157 Block (1998, p.346f) says “cultic (idolatry) …. is identified appropriately by Ezekiel’s favorite term 
for idols, gillûlîm, pellets of dung, for that is what idols are in Yahweh’s sight”. In 38 of the 47 
occurrences of ~ylIWLGI in Ezekiel, idolatry is identified with sexual immorality and prostitution (also 
see Block, 1997a, p.226f). Kutsko (2000b, p.121) covers the “basic meaning ‘heap of stones’”, but 
then says “it would be easy to emphasize the rhetorical force of a meaning associated with dung”. 
Elsewhere Kutsko (2000a,  p.34) says Ezekiel “exploited the dual association of (idol-)stone and 
excrement in order to imply that pagan gods are … ‘Scheissgötter’”. Kutsko does point out that this 
word appears in literature held as exilic and post exilic (also Kutsko, 2000a, pp.32-35). This could 
signify how these communities viewed the idol worship of the pre-exilic communities. Tuell 
(2000a, p.112) says “Ezekiel vehemently rejects idolatry, referring to divine images pejoratively as 
~ylIWLGI (‘dungballs’) and steadfastly refusing even to call them gods”. We may suggest that LXX’s 
eivdw,loij does not fully capture this meaning and as such can be seen as a theological interpretation 
of MT’s ‘metaphor’ perhaps due to cultural sensitivities.  
158 The concept of blood defiling the land is found in 16:38; 22:4, 6, 9, 12, 27; 23:45; 33:25. Lasine 
(1993, p.178) notes that “Exile, bloodshed and idolatry are linked in Ezek. 36:18”, and indicates that 
this was a reference to times like those of Manasseh. Fisch (1985, p.242) also notes “that the sins of 
homicide and idolatry were among the chief causes of Israel’s banishment was stressed in xvi.36, 
xxiii.37”. Page 87 
translates ~h,yleWLgIb.W (dung pellets) with ivdw,loij.
159 Cooke (1936, p.xli) notes this as 
one example of “the superiority of G to M in cases where they differ … [as] G implies 
a Hebrew text free from words and phrases which appear to be additions or glosses in 
M”.
160 Most see this as a later MT plus that gives theological reason for God’s wrath 
referred to in the first part of the verse. It is hard to imagine that G
967,B would have 
deliberately omitted this sentence, due to the previous reference to idols and 
uncleanness in v. 17. Wevers (1982,  p.192) suggests it “may be a late expansion 
explaining the impurity in terms typical of Ezekiel, viz. social violence and idolatry, cf. 
22:4”. Eichrodt (1970, p.493) says “this short sentence, in a bad style … gives a brief 
and late characterization of the besetting sins of Israel”. Allen (1990b, p.176) agrees, 
stating that MT  
reads awkwardly both in respect of the repetition of l[  ('upon/because of') in 
different senses and in the change of construction in the last clause. It appears to 
have originated as two explanatory comments on v 17ag and v 17abg respectively.  
The first appears to depend on Num 35:33, 34. LXX reflects in v 17ag a similar 
need to define the vague terms: 'with their idols and their defilements.' Both sets of 
clarifications depend on v 25. 
 
Kutsko (2000a, p.127, n.112) also believes this phrase was “added on the basis of v. 
25”. If these ‘clarifications’ depend on v. 25 then one can understand why G
967 doesn’t 
have this phrase as G
967 is minus 36:23c-38.
161 But this does not explain the minus here 
in G
B. It is possible that this phrase was added to MT after the Vorlage of G
967,B, but 
early enough for the later G
A (or its Vorlage) to include it. That MasEzek has this 
phrase suggests that it may have been added into the text, possibly around the same time 
                                                 
159 Interestingly, neither Block, Allen, Zimmerli, nor any of the other major commentators, note this is 
extant in G
A. It is also witnessed by both Aquila and Theodotion in the hexapla (Field, 1964, p.868). 
160 Cooke also lists Ezek. 37:7, 12, 23; 38:16; 39:11, 14, 27 under this category.  
161 Greenberg (1997, p.728) says the phrase ‘and by their idols they defiled it’ “is almost identical to that 
in Jer. 30:14f”. This may be another place where later redactors referred to the book of Jeremiah (see 
discussions below on 36:23c-38 being a later addition influenced by the book of Jeremiah).  Page 88 
as the Hebrew plus of ‘Israel’ in v. 8, except here G
A included the ‘plus’. This may 
narrow down the possible timeframe of the plus. Overall, this can be seen as a 
theological and exegetical plus for MT and G
A.  
This sentence refers back to the mention of ‘menstruation’ in v. 17b, which 
permits this plus that now speaks of blood being ‘poured on the ground’, indicating a 
wasted sacrifice.
162 This plus, combined with v. 17, is a theological interpretation 
regarding the value that the LORD placed upon sacrifices offered to idols;
163 it is just 
menstrual blood that defiles the land.
164 G
A also catches MT’s wordplay of ‘I poured 
out’ [because] ‘they poured out’, which gives theological reason for their being expelled 
from the land. We agree with Allen and Block’s suggestion that the first clause of this 
plus reflects back to Num. 35:33, 34. We propose this is another example of a later 
community reflecting back to Torah and interpreting the text for their generation (cf. the 
‘evil report’ 36:3; ‘grapes’ 36:8). 
  
`~yTij.p;v.  ~t'Alyli[]k;w> ~K'r>d;K. tAc+r'a]B' WrZ"YIw: ~yIêAGB; ~t'ao #ypia'w" 36:19 
36:19 kai. die,speira auvtou.j eivj ta. e;qnh kai. evli,kmhsa auvtou.j eivj ta.j cw,raj kata. 
(G
967,B: th.n o`do.n; G
A: ta.j o`dou.j) auvtw/n kai. kata. (G
967,B: th.n a`marti,an; G
A: ta.j 
avnomi,aj) auvtw/n e;krina auvtou,j 
                                                 
162 Block (1998, 346) believes this is referring to murder (cf. Num. 35:33), but the context suggests the 
blood sacrifice to idols. Harland (1999, p.120) also believes the violence spoken of in Ezekiel is 
murder and says “What Ezekiel stresses is that murder was not just a social crime but that it 
separated people from God. Those who had shed blood could have no relationship with God because 
of their impurity”. Both murder and sacrifices could be included in this context if we consider the 
practice of child sacrifice (cf.20:26; 23:36). However, whilst murder may be implied here (blood on 
the land), child sacrifice is not explicitly stated.  
163 On the other hand, Kutsko (2000b, p.138) suggests that here and elsewhere in Ezekiel the “frequent 
charge against Israel that its people shed much blood is based on the same imago Dei rationale as 
Gen. 9: the shedding of blood is prohibited because humans are the images of God”. He 
(2000b, p.138) does admit “this association with Ezekiel lacks direct proof”. Whilst there may be a 
case for Kutsko’s hypothesis, it is a study outside the scope of this work. We can say that there is no 
clear link with v. 18 (and this pericope), with the bloodshed resulting from murder mentioned in Gen. 
9. The only possible, but unlikely link, is if we consider human (child) sacrifices as part of the 
sacrifices spoken of in v. 18.   
164 Greenberg (1997, p728) observes this plus “answers to and motivates the foregoing ‘I poured out my 
fury on them,’ while interpreting (as an allusion to blood) the ndh element of the simile ktm’t hndh of 
vs.17”. Page 89 
  Both Hebrew and Greek MSS have the LORD causing the dispersion of Israel 
from the land,
165 yet again there are subtle differences. As Greenberg (1997, p.728) 
points out, MT’s “‘I scattered … so that they were dispersed’ [is a] typical sequence of 
actions (active verb)–achieved state (passive) …. G obliterate[s] the distinction by 
tendering both verbs as active”.
166 Unlike LXX in 36:1-15, LXX here turns from a 
passive view of the past and makes it an aorist active, even when MT has the second 
verb in the niphal. The reason for this may be that in vv. 1-15 the action was being done 
by the enemy to the mountains, whereas here in v. 19 (and surrounding verses) the 
LORD has done the action in response to the people’s ‘sin’. Thus, there is no theological 
room here for LXX’s prior feeling of being victimised, and its subsequent use of passive 
verbs.   
G
A pluralises ‘ways’ (ta.j o`dou,j), whereas G
967,B follow MT’s singular with ‘th.n 
o`do,n’. G
A pluralises again with ta.j avnomi,aj (‘lawlessnesses’, cf. 36:31, 33; 37:23), 
whereas  G
967,B again have the singular th.n a`marti,an (‘guilt/sin’) following MT’s 
hl'yli[] (‘deed’), as in v. 17.
167 In this, we suggest that G
A subtly intensifies the text over 
the other MSS. This may indicate a text in a state of flux. However, it is possible that 
G
A’s community saw the idolatrous sins of their ancestors (and perhaps their own) in a 
plural sense, rather than a collective occurrence, and as an act of lawlessness against the 
LORD. This may be the case with G
A’s (and MT’s) plus in v. 18 that covers both blood 
sacrifices and idol worship.  
                                                 
165 Maybe both communities saw the dispersion as a fitting response by God to the sins of Israel, and that 
it reflects the warning of Leviticus that the land would vomit out those who defiled it (Lev.  18:25, 
28; 20:22). 
166 Greenberg (1997,  728) points out that this “levelling [is] facilitated by the fact that in all other 
(previous) occurrences of this verb pair both verbs are indeed in the active (12:15; 20:23; 22:15; 
29:12; 30:23, 26). In this last occurrence the prophet makes a change, as it were a closure of the 
series”. Block (1998, p.344) sees this as LXX harmonising MT (as in 22:15; 29:12; 30:23, 26).  
Whilst it may well harmonise, we suggest theological intent behind any resulting harmonisation.  
167 hl'yli[] is used six times in conjunction with %r,D, in Ezekiel (14:22, 23; Ezek 20:43; Ezek 24:4; Ezek 
36:17, 19). Page 90 
hw"hy>-~[; ~h,l' rmoa/B, yvi+d>q' ~ve-ta, WlL.x;y>w: ~v'ê WaB'-rv,a] ~yIAGh;-la, aAbY"w: 36:20 
`Wac'y" Acr>a;meW hL,aeê  
36:20 kai. eivsh,lqosan eivj ta. e;qnh ou- eivsh,lqosan evkei/ kai. evbebh,lwsan to. o;noma, mou 
to. a[gion evn tw/| le,gesqai auvtou,j lao.j kuri,ou ou-toi kai. evk th/j gh/j (G
967,B: auvtou/ 
evxelhlu,qasin; G
A: auvtw/n evxh,lqosan)   
  This verse has a subtle difference intra-LXX. The earlier G
967,B use the perfect 
kai. evk th/j gh/j auvtou/ evxelhlu,qasin (‘and they have come out of his land’), whereas G
A 
uses the aorist kai. evk th/j gh/j auvtw/n evxh,lqosan (‘and they came out of their land’). The 
use of the aorist may permit G
A to say ‘they came out’, perhaps seeing this as an event 
in their distant past.  
More importantly, MT and G
967,B have ‘his land’ (auvtou/), whereas G
A has ‘their 
land’ (auvtw/n).
168 This may indicate a deliberate shift to make their claim on the land 
more personalised, and echoes back to v. 17a. G
A may also be seeking to say that the 
defilement spoken of in the previous verses (vv. 17-19) caused personal defilement 
upon their own land. In other words, their sin defiled their land.
169 Zimmerli 
(1983,  p.247) believes that the translator may again have had Num. 14:16 in mind 
here.
170 This does appear likely, and therefore G
A appears to miss the reason for their 
departure from the land: that the land is the LORD’s, and he gifted it to them (cf. 28:25; 
37:25), but they had polluted his land, and so they had to leave his land (vv. 17-19). The 
reason for the dispersion is therefore given as theological. It was not due to any mystical 
fault in the land, or capricious action of the land, or because God could not protect his 
people; these may have been the insults previously mentioned (vv. 1-15).  
                                                 
168 Only here in 36:20 does ‘his land’ appear in Ezekiel; ‘their land’ is found in Ezek. 28:25, 33:29; 34:13, 
27; 36:17; 37:25; 39:26; and ‘my land’ in 36:5; 37:22; 38:16.  
169 This may be similar to the modern English saying that “they messed in their own nest”, indicating their 
sin directly affected their own lives.   
170 Zimmerli (1983, p.246-7) points out that the “The fact of the exile had now revealed to the nations the 
fact that Yahweh can no longer hold together the two entities, Israel and the land, on both which his 
name lay. What Moses, according to Nu 14:16, held up to Yahweh in prayer as a thing to be feared 
now became reality”. Page 91 
`hM'v' WaB'-rv,a] ~yIAGB; laeêr'f.yI tyBe WhWlL.xi rv,a] yvi+d>q' ~ve-l[; lmox.a,w" 36:21 
36:21 kai. evfeisa,mhn auvtw/n dia. to. o;noma, mou to. a[gion o] evbebh,lwsan oi=koj Israhl evn 
toi/j e;qnesin ou- eivsh,lqosan evkei/ 
When speaking of the focus of the LORD’S action, MT and MasEzek say it was 
because yvid>q' ~ve-l[; lmox.a,w" (‘and I had compassion/spared
171 on account of my holy 
name’), whereas LXX has kai. evfeisa,mhn auvtw/n dia. to. o;noma, mou to. a[gion (‘and I 
spared them for the sake of my holy name’).
172 The primary difference here is LXX’s 
auvtw/n plus. Zimmerli (1983, p.241) claims that LXX “finds the divine mercy for the 
people promised here already and thereby alleviates the sharpness of the statement that 
Yahweh is first concerned for his name”. Rather God is concerned for them. Both 
accounts claim that the action was done for of the sake of ‘my holy name’, which the 
people had profaned (cf. v. 20, 22).
173 Greenberg (1997,  p.729) says that LXX 
“obviate[s] the peculiar use of the [MT] verb by interpretively supplying a personal 
object” (i.e., ‘auvtw/n’). Block (1998, p.348, n.62) notes for us to compare “the repeated 
pairing of hāmal with hûs (‘show/have pity’) in the judgement oracles to express 
Yahweh’s repression of any pity towards his people: 5:11; 7:4, 9; 8:18; 9:5, 10”. 
Schwartz (2000, p.51) states that unlike Jeremiah, “Ezekiel speaks of YHWH’s unilateral 
resolve to extend the existing covenant, unconditionally and indeterminately, even 
against their will, for his own satisfaction”.
174 This appears to be the concept here in 
MT, but the LXX translator has softened this by the pronoun plus. Overall, we find that 
in MT God’s action of compassion was directed at his holy name. God was concerned 
                                                 
171 So HALOT; DCH has ‘spared’. Block (1998, p.344) has ‘concerned’. Zimmerli (1983,  p.247) has 
‘grieved’ and refers to Ezek. 5:11; 7:4, 9; 8:18; 9:5, 10. Greenberg (1997,  p.729) has ‘moved’. 
Thayer indicates fei,domai (‘spared/pity’) is commonly used for lmx (also LEH).  
172 There are a number of parallels with 36:21-23 and chapter 20 regarding God’s concern for his name. 
Whilst these parallels are beyond the scope of this thesis, we will note that chapter 20 deals with 
Israel’s wilderness journey and draws reference to the Book of Numbers. This holds significance for 
us as we also have found references in chapter 36 to Numbers.  
173 Wong (2003,  p.226) suggests that “God’s holy name in contrast to God’s name is mentioned in 
contexts where God is said to exhibit his holiness among the nations (36.20-23; 39.7)”. 
174 Whilst Schwartz may have some good points, we do not find such an overall ‘dim’ view of Israel’s 
restoration in Ezekiel. More importantly, the LXX pronoun plus is perhaps evidence that an early 
Jewish community interpreted this action was done for them and not just for the Lord’s name.  Page 92 
(so Block) for the reputation of his holy name. LXX’s pronoun plus interprets that the 
result of this compassion was ultimately for them: God had compassion / spared them. 
Thus, for LXX, God’s focus is on the mercy given to them rather than to his holy name. 
G
B’s unique sense division break after the first phrase in v. 22, placing this phrase in v. 
21, brings added emphasis to this point.  
This verse, and those following (vv. 22, 23), may well be echoing Moses’ 
intercession with God in the wilderness to spare the people who had sinned for the sake 
of his name, and to persevere with that generation (Num. 14:11-23) (Vawter and Hoppe, 
1991,  p.163). LXX appears to suggest that their generation saw themselves as the 
recipients of the LORD’s compassionate action for his name, in that they had returned to 
the land. However, they still looked for a greater fulfilment by the removal of their 
enemies (cf. 36:1-15). 
 
3.4.  Section 3: Ezek. 36:22-38 
3.4.1.   36:22-32  
As mentioned previously, whilst there is agreement within MT (including 
MasEzek) for a division before v. 22, MT
C,A have a petuḥah, while MT
L has a setumah. 
LXX again exhibits varying breaks. G
967 has a division marker at v. 23b (after which it 
goes directly into chapter 38), presenting vv. 16-23b as the one pericope. While G
A 
follows MT, G
B has a 2 letter break after the first phrase in v. 22a, causing dia. tou/to 
eivpo.n tw/| oi;kw| Israhl to be the concluding phrase for both the previous pericope and 
Section 2 (cf. comments under Section 2). This brings emphasis to the LORD sparing 
them because of his holy name. On the other hand, Olley (2003, p.215) points out that 
the following phrase, ta,de le,gei ku,rioj, in Ezekiel “is a significant traditional factor in 
the expanding number of sense divisions. The diversity in precise location of the 
division, however, points to scribal idiosyncrasy, often seeming to be mechanical”. This Page 93 
may well be the reason for G
B’s break here. We must also consider that vv. 23c-38 is 
minus in G
967 and is likely an inserted text in other MSS, which may well have had a 
bearing on the varying sense division markers at this point.  
Variants also exist for the completion of this pericope. Significantly, MasEzek, 
as the oldest extant text, does not exhibit a break again until after v. 38, treating vv. 22-
38 as the one pericope. This may also give implicit support to vv. 23c-38 being an 
inserted text. All other MT MSS have a setumah break after v. 32. G
B also has a break 
after v. 32. G
A has breaks after vv. 29 and v. 32, forming vv. 30-32 as a kind of 
summary for the previous verses.  
In the first section of this chapter the prophet was commanded to initially 
proclaim the LORD’s words to the mountains (vv. 1-15), and in the second section the 
prophet was the recipient of the LORD’s monologue regarding the iniquity of the house 
of Israel (vv. 16-21). Yet in this pericope, the prophet is now commanded to pass on the 
LORD’s words to the ‘house of Israel’ (vv. 22-32). This causes a thematic change, where 
the people themselves are finally addressed regarding their restoration, and how their 
restoration will take place.   
This pericope focuses on the LORD’s acting on behalf of his ‘holy name’ as the 
motive for restoration (cf. vv. 20-21). It then describes what the LORD will do for his 
name, putting together a string of future ‘I-will’ actions.
175 Now the ‘house of Israel’ is 
addressed in the second person (contrast vv. 16-21). They are the recipients of the 
promise of restoration, that includes a Jeremianic sounding ‘new heart and new spirit’ 
motif (v. 26; cf. Jer. 31).
176 The ‘sanctification’ of the people is designed to remedy the 
problem, and the ancient charge, of the land casting out its inhabitants, even the LORD’s 
people. Again there is an echo here of their forefathers possessing the land (cf. v. 28). 
                                                 
175 See Cooper (1994, pp.316-318) for a breakdown of seven “elements of the restoration” in vv. 24-32. 
176 Block (1998, p.353) also believes that “the influence of Deut. 30:1-10 is apparent” here. Page 94 
This further supports the thought that both the Hebrew author and the LXX translator 
had the twelve spies narrative in mind (cf. 36:3, 8), as well as other related passages in 
Numbers, including the whole Exodus event and the original possessing of the land.
177 
The LORD will perform all these actions for the sake of his holy name (cf. Num. 14:11-
23), as “by restoring Israel to its land, God could uphold God’s own dignity before the 
rest of the world” (Vawter and Hoppe, 1991, p.163). 
In contrast to the surrounding texts, there is a surprising level of agreement 
amongst MT, LXX, and intra-G
B,A in vv. 23b-38,
 again lending support to the idea that 
this is a later inserted text. As our goal is to observe variants as possible theological 
interpretations, we will not discuss verses where agreement is found. Therefore, we will 
not touch on a number of important verses (e.g., v. 26 ‘new heart/spirit’). Nor will we 
discuss the different Hebrew and Greek style used here in comparison with the rest of 
the book. Others have already examined these aspects (e.g., Thackeray, 1921, pp.125-
126; Turner, 1956, pp.12-24; Lust, 1981a, pp.521-525)  and we will cover linguistic 
issues in our Chapter 7: Papyrus 967. Our discussion of vv. 22-38 may therefore appear 
disjointed owing to the omission of the majority of verses.   
One main comment, germane to this thesis, is that LXX typically translates 
verbs in the future active, rather than the passive as in vv. 1-15. Perhaps in this pericope 
the person or group who translated this section believed that they would not be 
victimized in their future, which they appeared to have felt they were in the past (cf. vv. 
1-15). This may indicate a time of translating when there was a degree of hope for 
                                                 
177 Block (1998,  p.353) notes that “the new exodus motif occurs ten times in Ezekiel, but it gains 
increasing prominence in the restoration oracles”, and in a footnote lists these as “11:17; 20:34-35; 
20:41-42; 28:25; 29:13; 34:13; 36:24; 37:12; 37:21; 39:27”. We can agree that this new exodus motif 
is present in Ezekiel. Yet here it appears that the writer, and translator, has the imagery of the spies in 
Numbers. The implied challenge to those in this new exodus is, will they be like the ‘evil’ spies 
bringing a bad report of the land, or will they be like the two good spies who were the ones to take 
possession of the land. Here in Ezekiel 36 there is a strong motif of a new entering or possessing the 
land; a restored land that is fruitful and ready to receive its inhabitants. It is a land that will not cast 
its inhabitants out again, and will never have to bear the insults of the nations.  Page 95 
freedom from oppression in their future, and that their nation would again be established 
as of old (cf. 37:15-28). 
 
hf,[o ynIa] ~k,n>[;m;l. al{ hwIêhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo laer'f.yI-tybel. rmoa/ !kel' 36:22 
 `~v' ~t,aB'-rv,a] (MasEzek: 
tyb) ~yIAGB; ~T,êl.L;xi rv,a] yvid>q'-~vel.-~ai yKi lae+r'f.yI tyBe  
36:22 dia. tou/to eivpo.n tw/| oi;kw| Israhl ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ouvc u`mi/n evgw. poiw/ oi=koj 
Israhl avllV h' dia. to. o;noma, mou to. a[gion o] evbebhlw,sate evn toi/j e;qnesin ou- eivsh,lqete 
evkei/ 
This verse has a rare intra-Hebrew variance between MT and MasEzek. A 
MasEzek scribe has inserted tyb (small, almost as superscript) into the text after ~ywgb 
and before rva. Talmon (1999, p.68) suggests the scribe was seeking to insert tyb 
larvy “under the influence of … larvy tyb … in the preceding verse (Ezek. 36:21), 
either due to a lapus calami (vertical dittography) or on the strength of his Vorlage 
which differed from MT”. It is interesting that the scribe did not finish the whole 
‘insert’, suggesting that either the scribe did not find the required room, or decided 
against the insert. If the insert was completed it would have made the text read with a 
second vocative, making the rebuke harsher, but it stands in MasEzek now without 
sense.
178 That LXX follows MT questions Talmon’s suggestion that larvy tyb was in 
MasEzek’s Vorlage.  
As noted above, G
B begins this verse with ta,de le,gei ku,rioj. Therefore, this 
verse in G
B does not include the first phrase, which gives reason for the following 
restorative words (cf. dia. tou/to).  G
B has this as the concluding statement to the 
previous pericope, which causes v. 22 (and this pericope) to lose some of the prophetic 
impact.  
 
                                                 
178 This ‘superscript’ style insertion also occurs in MasEzek in v. 25 with the m in ~k,²yteAam.ju, and in v. 
30 with the w in the middle of tb;Wnt.W.  Page 96 
~yIAGh; W[d>y"w> ~k'_AtB. ~T,l.L;xi rv,a] ~yIêAGB; lL'xum.h; lAdG"h; ymiv.-ta, yTiv.D;qiw> 36:23 
 `~h,ynEy[el. ~k,b' yvid>Q'hiB. hwIêhy> yn"doa] ~aun> hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi  
36:23 kai. a`gia,sw to. o;noma, mou to. (G
967,B: me,ga; G
A: a[gion) to. bebhlwqe.n evn toi/j 
e;qnesin o] evbebhlw,sate evn me,sw| auvtw/n kai. gnw,sontai ta. e;qnh o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj
179 
(G
A: + le,gei Adwnai ku,rioj) evn tw/| a`giasqh/nai, me evn u`mi/n katV ovfqalmou.j auvtw/n 
Our three representative MT texts and MasEzek all witness the declarative 
formula (hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun>). However, Allen (1990b, p.176) says this is “lacking in two 
Heb Mss and LXX
B”, following the note in BHS (cf. Block, 1998, p.349). G
967 also 
does not witness this declarative formula, ending chapter 36 in the middle of this verse 
right after the recognition formula, and proceeding directly into chapter 38 on the same 
line.
180 G
B is also minus this declarative formula, yet has the subsequent verses and 
received chapter order. G
A has this formula, the subsequent verses, and received chapter 
order, all which match MT (and MasEzek).
181 Wevers (1969, p.273) says G
967,B “omit 
the declaration formula, which is peculiar after the recognition formula”, and then asks 
“but why would it be added by a traditionalist?”, proposing the possibility that “it was 
incorporated [later in MT] to make this key verse even more impressive”. We find 
significance in G
A’s use of ‘Adwnai’ in its declarative formula, as ‘Adwnai’ is often 
attributed to the later linguistic style of Theodotion. Thus we may suggest that this 
declarative formula was a later plus for MT and G
A, as part of additional later editorial 
work seeking to weave 36:23c-38 into the text (cf. see further in chapter 7, where we 
discuss distinctive features of style and language in both Hebrew and Greek).
182 This 
would have been added at a similar time to other later changes supporting the chapter 
reorder (e.g., the change from lh'q' to lyIx: in 37:10, and hmx to xWr in 39:29)  
                                                 
179 G
967 ends at this point and immediately proceeds into 38:1. 
180 We will discuss with the uniqueness of G
967 and these issues in our Chapter 7 (cf. 7.4.1).  
181 This again may indicate a possible time frame for textual inclusion.  
182 The use of single and/or double divine names in Ezekiel is outside the scope of this thesis. For a recent 
detailed discussion on this topic see McGregor (1985).  Page 97 
We also note that MT and G
967,B have ‘my great name’
183 (‘lAdG"h; / me,ga’), 
whereas G
A has ‘holy name’ (‘a[gion’). This may be a theological adjustment by G
A, 
perhaps to match the previous verses (cf. vv. 20-22), or even a theological echo or 
duplication based on a`gia,sw. Yet again we see evidence of a text in a state of flux. 
 
~k,yteAam.ju lKomi ~T,_r>h;j.W ~yrIAhj. ~yIm; ~k,yle[] yTiq.r:z"w>
  36:25 
`~k,(t.a, rhej;a] ~k,yleWLGI-lK'miW 
36:25 kai. r`anw/ evfV u`ma/j u[dwr kaqaro,n kai. kaqarisqh,sesqe avpo. pasw/n tw/n 
avkaqarsiw/n u`mw/n kai. avpo. pa,ntwn tw/n eivdw,lwn u`mw/n kai. kaqariw/ u`ma/j 
The MT accents link ‘from all your uncleannesses and idols’ with ‘I will cleanse 
you’. For LXX, the addition of kai, means that the cleansing from their uncleannesses 
and idols is linked back to the sprinkling of clean water at the beginning of the verse, 
with the last phrase being an independent clause (Block, 1998,  p.349). Vawter and 
Hoppe (1991, p.164) point out that “what Ezekiel wanted to affirm was that without 
God’s initiative a genuine conversion on Israel’s part is impossible”. LXX’s 
independent clause emphasises this point, clearly showing that it is the LORD doing the 
‘cleansing’ and that the people are the recipients of this cleansing. Greenberg 
(1997,  p.730) notes that this verse is a “reversal of the personal impurity (‘like the 
impurity of a menstruous woman [hndh]’) incurred by the evils of vss. 17-18”. 
Eisemann (1994, p.556) brings out the interpretation with a comparison to the mikvah 
which a woman enters after her monthly menstrual cycle (also those defiled from the 
dead or defiled objects), and says “Just as a mikvah cleanses those who have become 
defiled, so God cleanses Israel (Yoma 85b)”. The LXX translator may have been 
reflecting on vv. 17-18 (cf. variants there), and now, perhaps with the concept of the 
                                                 
183 Wong (2003, p.229) suggests that “‘Holy name’ and ‘great name’ may be synonyms here. It is also 
possible that ‘great name’ is used to avoid an overloading of the Xdq terminology and at the same 
time underlines the great power of God”. Page 98 
mikvah and the haftarah reading of Num. 19:9-22 in his mind,
184 exegetes to clarify it is 
the LORD who cleanses Israel.  
 
dA[ Wxq.ti al{ rv,a] ![;m;l. hd,+F'h; tb;Wnt.W #[eêh' yrIP.-ta, ytiyBer>hiw> 36:30 
`~yIAGB; b['r' tP;r>x,  
36:30 kai. plhqunw/ to.n karpo.n tou/ xu,lou kai. ta. genh,mata tou/ avgrou/ o[pwj mh. la,bhte 
(G
A: + e;ti) ovneidismo.n (G
B: limou/; G
A: laou/) evn toi/j e;qnesin 
Unlike G
A, G
B does not attest MT’s dA[ (‘again’). This could be a later MT and 
G
A plus to emphasise the hope that they will not repeat their past tragedies in the land, 
and have to endure the resulting abusive insults from the nations.  
In addition to this, MT and G
B have ‘the insult
185 of famine among the nations’, 
but G
A has ‘the insult of people among the nations.’ Rather than scribal error, this may 
be an intra-Greek word play by G
A’s scribe, writing laou/  (‘people’) for limou/ 
(‘famine’). Both MT and G
B fit the context, and refer back to previous references to 
‘insults’. However, the charge now appears to be ‘famine’ rather than childlessness. 
Famine may have been one of the events that caused the ‘childlessness’ (so LXX) or 
‘miscarrying’ (so MT) from the land (cf. 36:6, 12b-15). This would fit our observation 
that the Hebrew author and LXX translator has the Exodus event, especially from 
Numbers in mind. Thus they would know that the reason for their ancestors’ original 
departure from the land was because of famine (Gen.  45:8-11).  
G
A’s use of limo,j instead of laou/ (which is in the previous verse), may be 
because the context now refers to the insults Israel received from the surrounding 
                                                 
184 There is a strong link between this verse, and even the pericope, with Num. 19:9-22. It was one of the 
earliest haftarah readings in the Synagogue (Thackeray, 1921, p.126). Our suggestion here presumes 
the early date of the haftarah reading as proposed by Thackeray, and early use of the mikvah. See our 
chapter 7 on Papyrus 967 for more on the use of vv. 23c-38 in the Synagogue lectionary and haftarah 
readings. For more on the mikvah see Kotlar (1972, p.1542), who points out that in the “closing 
years” of the Second Temple, the mikvah was used by the “common people [who] were particular 
about the laws of cleanness”. 
185 The Greek ovneidismo.n  means ‘disgrace/insult/reproach’ [LEH]. The Hebrew hP'r>x, means 
‘disgrace/shame’ [HALOT]. The context here leans towards ‘insult’ due to the previous occurrences 
of them being insulted by the nations (cf. 36:3, 6, 15).   Page 99 
nations, invoking the memory of previous verses dealing with insults of childlessness 
(cf. vv. 1-15). G
A appears to change the reason for the insults (of famine) to focus on 
where the insults were coming from (the people among the nations), and inform their 
community that these insults will not happen again (cf. e;ti). G
A may be referring back 
to the ‘childlessness’ of 36:15, and using wordplay to state that they will not experience 
a ‘famine’ (limou/) of ‘people’ (laou/).
186 However, the context of this verse fits the 
former suggestion, as ‘famine’ was often the reason why the inhabitants had to leave the 
land, and the fertility of the land is restored before the people are said to return (vv. 8-
9). G
A does not bring this aspect out as clearly as the other MSS. 
 
~yb_iAj-al{ rv,a] ~k,ylel.[;m;W ~y[êir'h' ~k,yker>D;-ta, ~T,r>k;z>W 36:31 
`~k,yteAb[]AT l[;w> ~kê,ytenOwO[]  l[; ~kê,ynEp.Bi ~t,joqon>W 
36:31 kai. mnhsqh,sesqe ta.j o`dou.j u`mw/n ta.j ponhra.j kai. ta. evpithdeu,mata u`mw/n ta. mh. 
avgaqa. kai. prosocqiei/te kata. pro,swpon auvtw/n evn tai/j avnomi,aij u`mw/n kai. evpi. toi/j 
bdelu,gmasin u`mw/n 
MT says they will jWq (‘loath’) themselves for their sins. If we take auvtw/n as a 
reflexive pronoun, then LXX says ‘they will. prosocqiei/te be angry/offended [LEH] or 
loathed
187 with themselves’, and the later reading of Symmachus’ kai. smikrunqh,sesqe 
evnw,pion auvtw/n would read ‘and you will be diminished
188 before yourself’. However, 
pro,swpon auvtw/n is never used reflexively in LXX for non-3
rd person subjects, and 
always has the meaning of ‘their face’. Where the reflexive subject is the 2
nd person, 
pro,swpon auvtw/n is used (cf. Deut. 8:20; Jer. 49:15; Ezek. 14:16; Dan. 1:10; Mal. 2:3). 
LXX twice uses u`mw/n in a reflexive sense in this verse, and if the translator intended 
                                                 
186 In Ezek. 36:15 the phrase is in the plural, yet here in v. 30 it is in the singular. This indicates deliberate 
adjustment and thus signifies exegetical intent. 
187 prosocqi,zw here means “to be angry, to be offended, to be provoked” [LEH]. Muraoka’s lexicon says 
‘be weary of, dislike’. We find prosocqi,zw in Psa. 95:10 as ‘angry’, and as ‘loathed’ in Lev. 26:15, 
30, 43, 44; Num. 21:5; Deut. 7:26; Psa. 35:5.  
188 For smikru,nw as ‘reduced / diminished’ see Jer. 29:6; Hos. 4:3; Sir. 17:25; 35:7; Bar. 2:34. Page 100 
this sense here then he would have used u`mw/n again. We also note the Hebrew clearly 
uses a niphal, yet the Greek uses an active verb rather than a passive.  
If we apply a non-reflexive aspect of auvtw/n here, and translate ‘their’, we must 
determine the referent. It is possibly the preceding ‘your evil ways and your practices’, 
so ‘in accordance with their presence [“face”]’, meaning in the presence of their evil 
ways and practices. Symmachus thus has Israel diminished in the sight of their deeds.  
Alternatively, we may suggest LXX is reflecting back on the reproach by the 
nations mentioned in the previous verse, and elsewhere, saying that Israel’s deeds 
caused Israel to be loathed in the sight of the nations. This view permits Symmachus to 
read ‘you will be diminished before them’, reflecting a concern that the nations around 
would think less of Israel. LXX appears to have translated with a non-reflexive 
application for auvtw/n to give reason for the reproachful words spoken against them by 
the surrounding nations. However, it is difficult to be sure whether the translator was 
referring to their deeds (v. 31a), or deeds of the nations (v. 30b).  
G
B uses auvtw/n  in the final phrase of v. 31 as bdelu,gmasin auvtw/n (‘their 
abominations’), whereas G
A has u`mw/n (‘your’), following MT. This does appear to be a 
scribal error based upon the first occurrence in the verse. 
 
3.4.2.   36:33-36   
All representative MSS exhibit division breaks before v. 32 and after v. 36, 
except MasEzek, which treats vv. 22-38 as one pericope. We will discuss vv. 33-36 and 
vv. 37-38 under the same thematic division (our Section 3). While there are several 
minor textual differences in this block, G
A is of key interest, showing evidence of an 
eschatological slant in v. 33. There is also a variant in v. 35 regarding Eden. 
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~k_,yteAnwO[] lKomi ~kê,t.a, yrIh]j; ~AyB. hwêIhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo 36:33 
`tAbr'x\h,  Wnb.nIw> ~yrêI['h,-ta, yTib.v;Ahw>  
36:33 ta,de le,gei ku,rioj (G
B: evn h`me,ra|; G
A: evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh|) h-| kaqariw/ u`ma/j evk 
pasw/n tw/n avnomiw/n u`mw/n kai. katoikiw/ ta.j po,leij kai. oivkodomhqh,sontai ai` e;rhmoi 
  There is one minor variant where MT and G
B both say ‘in the day’, whereas 
G
A’s plus of the definite article and evkei,nh|  reads ‘in that day’, which appears to 
emphasise a specific day or time. The phrase evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh| is not very common in 
Ezekiel (24:26, 27; 29:21; 30:9; 38:14, 19; 39:11), but in other books, especially Isaiah, 
it appears to have a messianic concept. It cannot be known whether this concept was in 
the mind of G
A’s scribe, or whether this time of cleaning was seen as a specific day in 
their future. Regardless, G
A’s plus permits us to see an eschatological slant to this verse.  
 
`rbeA[-lK' ynEy[el. hmê'm'v.  ht'y>h' rv,a] tx;T; db_e['Te hM'v;N>h; #r,a'h'w> 36:34 
36:34 kai. h` gh/ h` hvfanisme,nh evrgasqh,setai avnqV w-n o[ti hvfanisme,nh evgenh,qh katV 
ovfqalmou.j panto.j (G
B: parodeu,ontoj; G
A: diodeu,ontoj) 
 G
B acceptably has parodeu,ontoj  ([those] ‘passing by’), a word not used 
elsewhere in Ezekiel. G
A’s diodeu,ontoj ([those] ‘passing/travelling through’) captures 
MT’s wording (rbEA[), and gives answer to the desolation found by those who are 
passing through in 5:14, and to the fear of travelling in 14:15 (both verses use diodeu,w).  
 
tAMv;n>h;w> tAbrex\h, ~yrI['h,w> !d,[e+-!g:K. ht'y>h' hM'êv;N>h; WzLeh; #r,a'h' Wrm.a'w> 36:35 
`Wbv'y" tArWcB. tAsr'h/N<h;w>  
36:35 kai. evrou/sin h` gh/ evkei,nh h` hvfanisme,nh evgenh,qh w`j kh/poj trufh/j kai. ai` po,leij 
ai` e;rhmoi kai. hvfanisme,nai kai. kateskamme,nai ovcurai. evka,qisan 
MT says that the ‘restored’ land has become !d,[e-!g:K. (‘as [the] Garden of 
Eden’), which LXX reflects with w`j kh/poj trufh/j (‘as a garden of delight’ [LEH]). 
Only here in LXX OT do we find ‘kh/poj’ being used in the context of the garden [of Page 102 
Eden]. Elsewhere in Ezekiel (and other books) LXX translates ‘[!d,[e]  !G"’ with   
para,deisoj (cf. Ezek. 28:13; 31:9; Gen. 2:23, 24).
189  
The theology behind the use of Eden in this inserted pericope appears to reflect a 
view of what the ‘cleansed, rebuilt, and recreated’ Israel would be in its ideal state.  
Fishbane (1985, p.370) suggests that 
Ezekiel (or his redactor) juxtaposed the oracle of hope that the old Eden would be 
restored (36:25) with the parable of dry bones, whereby he envisages the re-
creation of the corporate body of Israel–much like a new Adam–with a new flesh 
and a new spirit (37:4-9). But with this coupling of Edenic and Adamic imagery, 
national nostalgia and primordial fantasies are blended. 
 
Levenson (1986, p.33) also points out that Eden in Ezekiel’s theology, is “an ideal of 
pre-political existence, and [hence] redemption which ends in the Garden of Eden is 
deliverance from the tensions of political life”. The returnees will not have to endure the 
tumultuous politics that they suffered before the exile (cf. Ezek. 34). In both MT and 
LXX this verse, along with the surrounding verses, showcases a fully restored land 
abundant in produce (vv. 33-36) and people (vv. 37-38).    
We must keep in mind that this verse is part of the pericope not found in G
967, 
and likely a later inserted text. The use here of kh/poj is another linguistic feature 
pointing to the later origin of this block in LXX. Its use may indicate that the allusion 
here to Eden as the nostalgic Garden of Eden for the people of God should not be 
confused with the earlier more mythological references to Tyre and Assyria in 28:19 
and 31:9.
190 
 
                                                 
189 LXX Ezekiel, as with other books, translates ‘!d,[e’ rather than transliterating, bringing out the 
meaning of ‘delight/luxury’ to its readers. LXX’s trufh/j can mean ‘a state of intense satisfaction, 
delight, luxury’ [BAGD].   
190 Kutsko (2000a, p.130) notes that use of Garden of Eden here “reflects the creation tradition found in 
Gen. 2:15  …. [and] for the exilic community the language reverberates with images from the 
Israelite creation traditions.”  Kutsko does not mention LXX’s use of kh/poj.   Page 103 
tAsr"h/N<åh; ytiynIB' hw"hy> ynIa] yKi ~k,yteAbybis. Wra]V'yI) rv<åa] ~yIAGh; W[åd>y"w> 36:36  
 `ytiyfi(['w> yTir>B:DI hw"hy> ynIa] hM'_v;N>h; yTi[.j;n" 
36:36 kai. gnw,sontai ta. e;qnh o[sa a'n kataleifqw/sin ku,klw| u`mw/n o[ti evgw. (G
A: + eivmi) 
ku,rioj wv|kodo,mhsa ta.j kaqh|rhme,naj kai. katefu,teusa ta.j hvfanisme,naj (G
A: + o[ti) evgw. 
(G
B: ku,rioj; G
A: ku,rioj ku,rioj) evla,lhsa kai. poih,sw 
  G
A has two plusses that are not found in the other MSS. The first plus of eivmi 
helps support “the interpretation of hw"hy> ynIa] as a self-contained recognition formula” 
(Block, 1998, p.362). This plus causes the text to read “…know that I am the LORD 
[that] have built…”. It is interesting that G
A did not repeat this eivmi plus in the second 
occurrence of evgw. ku,rioj in this verse, as it also has o[ti as a plus as if copied from the 
first use, and a unique double divine name (see below). G
A also repeats eivmi in v. 38, 
but without any significant theological change other than to bring a greater emphasis (so 
it will not be covered separately). We may speculate that the eivmi plus by G
A’s Christian 
scribes may have been influenced by evgw, eivmi used by Jesus in John’s Gospel.
191 If so, 
this may be an indication that the early Christian communities saw Jesus as the one who 
will bring about the restoration of his people. Alternatively, it may have been inserted 
by later Jewish scribes.  
G
A’s other plus of o[ti refers back to the new-found knowledge of the nations, 
and gives reason for the LORD’s speaking and doing these restorative actions. However, 
o[ti appears out of place here, as does G
A’s double divine name (ku,rioj ku,rioj), that is 
                                                 
191 Thackeray (1909, p.55) says that “the use of evgw. eivmi followed by a finite verb” is a “flagrant violation 
of Greek syntax”, and lists the occurrence here in G
A as a possible example. He (1909, p.55) explains 
that “it is due to a desire to discriminate in the Greek between … yna and ykna. The observation of 
the fact that ykna is the form usually employed to express ‘I am’ led to the adoption of the rule”. 
Furthermore, he (1909, p.55) notes that this ‘rule’ “may be regarded as among the latest additions to 
the Greek Bible”, and suggests influence by Theodotion. While the Hebrew does not have ykna in v. 
36 (cf. v. 28), G
A nevertheless has translated with theological intent in both cases of hw"hy> ynIa]. Page 104 
not found in the other MSS. These may have been added to emphasise the LORD’s 
action of ‘built’ and ‘planted’.
192   
LXX’s use of the future poih,sw (‘I will do it’) may be seen as an interpretation 
of MT’s ytiyfi['w> (w> + perfect), putting the action definitely into the future. This may 
indicate that the LXX community saw this building as both complete, yet with more to 
take place. 
 
3.4.3.  36:37-38 
All representative MSS have a break after v. 36, except MasEzek, which treats 
vv. 22-38 as one pericope. All the representative MSS have a major break between 
chapters 36 and 37. The exception is G
967, which proceeds directly from 36:23b into 
what we know as chapter 38 on the same line. 
As noted in the section above, vv. 37-38 will be discussed as part of the same 
thematic division (our Section 3). This pericope has only one minor intra-Greek variant. 
  
~h,_l' tAf[]l; laer"f.yI-tybel. vrED"ai tazO dA[ hwIëhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo
  
36:37 
`~d"a' !aCoK; ~t'ao hB,r>a;  
36:37 ta,de le,gei ku,rioj e;ti tou/to (G
B,A: zhthqh,somai;  A, S, Q: zhth/ma qh,somai) tw/| 
oi;kw| Israhl tou/ poih/sai auvtoi/j plhqunw/ auvtou.j w`j pro,bata avnqrw,pouj 
Whilst MT and LXX agree here, there is a small variant in the Greek between 
LXX and the translations of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion (Field, 1964, p.868; 
Ziegler, 1977, p.266). G
B,A say zhthqh,somai tw/| oi;kw| Israhl (‘I will be sought by the 
house of Israel’). However, these three exegetes write zhthqh,somai as two separate 
words, zhth/ma as a noun and qh,somai as a future middle rather than future passive. This 
changes the sentence to ‘So the LORD says: Yet for this inquiry, I will place the house 
of Israel, to establish them’. This may have been due to scribal error, or it may be 
                                                 
192 For more on God as builder see Brettler (1989, pp.116-118). Page 105 
evidence of a different theology, whereby the later ‘three exegetes’ saw the ‘I will be 
sought’ as something that had happened in their past intercessions. Now they look for 
the reality of God placing and establishing Israel again, especially by their time they had 
again been dispersed, this time at the hands of the Romans in 70 CE.   
 
3.5.  Overall Summary: Chapter 3 
Throughout chapter 36 we have found a number of differences between MT and 
LXX, and intra-LXX, that are often passed over by commentators as scribal errors. 
However, we have suggested numerous possible exegetical and theological 
interpretations that have influenced the varying shape of the text for both MT and LXX. 
LXX’s translator(s) often appear to exegete and interpret the text for their community. It 
is our suggestion that LXX did this at times through intra-lingual wordplays (cf. vv. 2, 
8, 12, 17, 30).  
Overall, we have found very few variants intra-MT, and likewise between 
MasEzek and MT, indicating that these all came from the same textual ‘family’. We 
have also found that the later hexaplaric G
A typically, but not always, followed MT’s 
exegetical plusses, yet these are often minus in G
967,B.
193 G
A also has its own plusses not 
witnessed in any other representative MSS.
194 We observed that the declarative formula 
is plus for MT and G
A in 36:23b, but is minus in G
967,B, perhaps indicating a text in a 
state of flux towards its final shape.  
Our study has found Ezekiel 36 can be broken up into three major thematic 
sections with different addressees: the first section addresses the mountains (vv. 1-15); 
the second section, the prophet (vv. 16-21); and the third section, the ‘house of Israel’ 
(vv. 22-38).  
                                                 
193 Talmon (1999, p.70, n.19) observes that “where preserved the Hexaplaric tradition is adjusted to MT”. 
194 Tov (2001, p. 139) observes that “Codex A is greatly influenced by the Hexaplaric tradition and in 
several books represents it faithfully. The scribe of A often adapted the text to similar verses and 
added harmonizing details”. Page 106 
The first section, vv. 1-15, outlines the restorative work of the LORD towards the 
mountains/land of Israel, and at the same time covers the action of the enemy and the 
enemy’s insults towards Israel. In this section we found that LXX’s use of the passive 
verbs suggests that they felt victimised, and perhaps saw the ‘dishonour’ continuing 
from the enemy against their various communities. Their feeling victimised can also be 
observed in the way LXX at times interprets the attitude of the enemy towards them, 
whereas MT states the enemy’s action (vv. 2-5). LXX also clarifies the enemy’s action 
and ‘insult’ in MT as ‘dishonour’ (v. 3). This feeling of being victimised appears to 
indicate that these communities had the view that ‘it was done to us, and we didn’t 
deserve it to the extent that it happened. The land is not to blame: the enemy is’. LXX 
also displays a propensity towards clarifying MT, such as defining MT’s ‘~['(-tB;dI’ in v. 
3 as ‘ovnei,disma’, and identifying the ‘fruit’ as ‘grapes’ in v. 8.    
This first section indicates that the LXX translator, and perhaps the original 
author, had the book of Numbers in mind, particularly the event of the 10 spies and their 
‘evil report’ (vv. 3, 8, 13-15, cf. Num. 13:32; 14:36f). This suggests that these 
communities may have seen the restoration of Israel as a new exodus and re-possessing 
of the land. Other commentators have observed this motif elsewhere in Ezekiel.
195  
                                                 
195 Patton (1996, p.73) also finds a clear reference to the exodus tradition in Ezek. 20 and 23, and says 
“these two chapters demonstrate that, although the exodus motif does not dominate the book of 
Ezekiel, the traditions were clearly known to the author”. Patton (1996, p.85) goes on to say that “if 
exodus motifs lie behind the restoration texts, they are latent and unexploited. For Ezekiel the 
restoration draws more clearly on royal motifs. The return is likened to the gathering of scattered 
Israelites by its ‘shepherd’, clearly a royal image. The restoration will be that of the United 
Monarchy, with full occupation of the land rule by a Davidide. Central to this restoration is the re-
establishment of the temple”. Page 107 
Some commentators suggest that Ezekiel saw himself as a new Moses;
196 
however, we are unable to find this motif in the variants of 36:1-15.
  We do find 
evidence of a ‘new creation’ motif, especially in MT’s unique plus of the priestly 
blessing in 36:11. This motif may also be seen in v. 8, which describes a fruitful place. 
One may even find it in the layout of the text: as in Genesis, first the land is prepared 
and vegetated (vv. 1-15), then people placed on the land with direction for living (vv. 
16-23), and thirdly the people are cleansed from their sins for future living (vv. 24-38 
[minus in G
967]).  
We observed a degree of uneasiness within both MT and LXX communities 
regarding the ancient accusation against the land in vv. 12b-15. Yet MT appears to be 
more willing to permit the charge of ‘miscarriage’ against the land to be active, as if the 
land itself was the one miscarrying, whereas LXX’s use of the passive verb has the land 
being made childless.
197 This again shows evidence of their feeling victimised. MT’s 
uneasiness with the ancient charge can be seen with the wordplay (ketiv/qere) between 
‘miscarry’ (lka) and ‘stumble’ (lvk) (v. 14). MT has the charge of ‘stumble’ 
appearing again in v. 15, which is not found in LXX. In v. 8 MT has the land active in 
preparing for the return of the people, whereas LXX has the mountains as passive.  
                                                 
196 McKeating (1994, p.99) argues along with Levenson (1986) that Ezek. 40f has a number of parallels 
with Moses, and says “Ezekiel might be seen as fulfilling the prophecy of Deuteronomy 19, that a 
‘prophet like Moses’ would appear”. McKeating (1994, p.103f) also notes parallels between exodus 
and the return in Ezek.  20.  He (1994, p.107) believes that “The Moses/Ezekiel parallelism must go 
back at least to this primary stage of the organisation of the book”, yet it is “not necessarily that he 
saw himself as a Moses figure, but that he believed he had a key role in the fulfilment of his own 
prophecies”. Kohn (1999, p.511) says “while never mentioning Moses of old, Ezekiel in fact portrays 
himself as a new Moses”.  Kohn (1999, p.516) saw this happening as “Ezekiel modelled himself on 
the ancient lawgiver Moses, issuing laws in anticipation of the ‘Second Exodus’ and the resettlement 
of the land”. Greenberg (1984,  p.183) points out that “Biblical tradition regards Moses as the 
mediator of Israel’s divine constitution, the Torah; it recognizes no other legislator—excepting 
Ezekiel …. As Moses spelled out the meaning of a ‘holy nation’ to an unformed people just liberated 
from Egypt, so Ezekiel specified the needful changes in the vessels and symbols of God’s presence 
in the future commonwealth of those near redemption from the Babylonian exile. Analogy of the 
situation produced similar prophetic roles”. 
197 G
A appeared reluctant in this area, avoiding the land being ‘sown’ (v. 9) and avoiding the ‘birth’ 
metaphor (v. 12).  Page 108 
If we accept the proposal that G
967 represents the Urtext with this chapter 
finishing at v. 23b, then textually, vv. 12-15 is central in this chapter, forming a chiastic 
‘answer’ to the people’s concerns. For G
967, 36:1-12a covers the action of the enemy 
and their insults (vv. 1-7), and the return of ‘my people Israel’ to the mountains (8-12a); 
vv. 12b-15 answers the ancient charge and perhaps the returnees’ current concern about 
the mountains/land; in vv. 16-19 the LORD deals directly with the people regarding their 
idolatry; and in vv. 20-23b the LORD outlines that the reason for his current action of 
restoration is for the sake of his holy name that had been profaned.   
The second section, vv. 16-21, addresses the prophet regarding the sin of 
idolatry which it gives as the reason for the dispersion into the nations. On this, Kutsko 
(2000a, p.129) says, “it appears that Ezekiel 36 begins to describe the restoration of 
Israel as cleansing from sin, specifically, idolatry. Furthermore, Ezekiel portrays Israel 
in terminology associated with that very sin, namely idols: Israel has taken idols into its 
heart”. This second section gives the LORD’s reason for the restoration as ‘for the sake 
of my holy/great name’. In this section we do not find any indication the LXX 
community felt victimised as in the previous section, and LXX typically uses active 
verbs. This suggests that the LXX community accepted the LORD’s charge of idolatry, a 
point that may be found in its exegetical expansion of ‘idols’ in v. 17, especially with 
G
A. However, G
967,B both show a reluctance to state clearly that their deeds were like a 
‘menstruating woman’ (cf. MT, G
A), instead preferring to say a ‘set apart woman’, 
showing evidence of cultural sensitivity. Adjustment for the sake of cultural sensitivity 
may also be found where LXX uses ‘eivdw,loij’ for MT’s ‘~yliWLGI’ (cf. vv. 17, 18).       
MT and G
A have an extended unique plus in v. 18, perhaps indicating addition 
by a later community. The first clause may indicate that these communities were also 
reflecting on the Book of Numbers (Num. 35:33). Page 109 
The third section, vv. 22-38, addressing the house of Israel, covers what the 
LORD will do to restore Israel to her fullness. There are not as many differences as in 
the previous two sections.
198 As with the first section, we can find the ‘new exodus’ 
motif in v. 30 (also v. 24), a finding observed by others (Block, 1998, p.353). We also 
found a possible link with Num. 19:17 in the ‘cleanse you’ passage in v. 25, especially 
in LXX, which treats this as an independent clause.  The ‘new creation’ motif may be 
found again in v. 35 with the reference to Eden. As Batto (1987, p.189) says, “that 
Ezekiel patterned the restoration upon primeval motifs is confirmed by 36:35”. Whilst 
the absence of discernible variants caused us not to refer directly to 36:36, Kutsko 
(2000a,  p.129) claims the concept of a new heart suggests “the language of 
(re)creation”.  
Overall, in Ezekiel chapter 36, we can observe that LXX has consistently 
translated the Hebrew text for their community; likewise MT with its exegetical plusses.  
 
                                                 
198 See the discussions above in introduction to 36:22-32 for possible reason for the lack of differences, 
and our discussions in the chapter dealing specifically with G
967. Page 110 
4.0.  Chapter 4: The Text of Ezekiel 37  
4.1.  Introduction: Ezek. 37    
When seeking to determine early Jewish interpretation in Ezekiel 37, we must 
keep in mind the likelihood that this chapter originally came after chapter 39, as found 
in G
967. The placement of chapters (or a group of pericopes) in the text has definite 
theological and exegetical implications. While we refer to this aspect at various points 
below, its complexity will receive detailed consideration in a later chapter in this thesis 
(cf. our Chapter 7: Papyrus 967).    
Chapter 37 has two discernible thematic sections: the first deals with the 
‘resurrection’ of the dry bones (vv. 1-14), and the second with the reuniting of the two 
kingdoms under a Davidic king (vv. 15-28). This chapter can be seen as the ultimate 
fulfilment of the restoration of Israel, in which they are back in their land with a leader 
like David of old. Yet, in the received chapter order, the destruction of their enemies has 
yet to take place; in G
967’s order the Gog epic has already occurred. Duguid 
(1994,  p.104) points out “The re-creation and restoration of the bones serves as a 
guarantee of the promised ultimate restoration of Israel as a nation. Thus in a very real 
sense, the vision of chapter 37 provides the ultimate answer to the prophet’s question in 
11:13”. Kutsko (2000a)   finds also a creation motif in Ezek. 37:1-14.
199 Fishbane 
(1985, p.452) finds a chiastic structure for this pericope with verse 11 as the central part, 
where he sees a “profound theological transformation” taking place.
200 Curiously, Fox 
(1995, p.184) says that “Ezekiel’s role is not messenger but spectator” [italics his]. Yet 
                                                 
199 There are a number of good studies done on the structure and rhetorical aspects of Ezek. 37:1-14, 
including Fox (1995) and Allen (1993). Unfortunately these, along with the plethora of ‘preaching’ 
sources on this ‘dry bones’ pericope, rarely comment on variances between MT and LXX. Likewise 
few appear concerned about what the text may have meant to the original recipients or other early 
Jewish communities which remains our focus. 
200 Fishbane (1985, p.452) also says “For if Ezekiel, an individual, was initially inspired and relocated in 
the exile, in the valley of dry bones, the entire unit closes with the divine assertion that YHWH will 
inspire the entire nation (i.e., revive them to a new life) and relocate them upon their land”. Page 111 
we see Ezekiel’s active involvement in the delivery of the prophetic word in vv. 7, 10 
just as he was involved in the previous chapter.
201   
  As with chapter 36, we will examine intra- MT and LXX comparisons, and then 
compare MT and LXX trans-linguistically, to determine if any variants contain 
discernible theological or exegetical insights into these various communities. We will 
again follow MT’s main sense divisions. 
 
4.2.  Section 1: Ezek. 37:1-14 
4.2.1.  37:1-10 
Both MT
C,A feature a petuḥah break between chapters 36 and 37, whilst MT
L has 
a setumah. It is difficult to determine if MasEzek has a petuḥah or a setumah, as chapter 
37 starts at the head of a column, but it does appear to be a petuḥah (Talmon, 
1999,  pp.65, 73). Likewise, both G
B,A  witness a major break between these two 
chapters. As its normal practice, G
967 starts chapter 37 on the same line that 39:29 
finishes on; but the space between 39:29 and 37:1 is unique since it is the only place in 
Scheide where a six letter break occurs (elsewhere just one letter).
202  
With regard to the next sense division break, we find a wide degree of variance 
within the representative MSS. MT
C and MasEzek do not witness another break until 
after v. 14, reflecting the two thematic sections. MT
A has a setumah in the middle of v. 
9, and does not evidence another break until after v. 14. MT
L has a setumah after v. 10, 
which is also witnessed by G
B,A. G
967 exhibits its next sense division marker after v. 14, 
agreeing with the two earliest Hebrew MSS. G
A again exhibits more divisions than the 
other representative MSS, with breaks after vv. 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12a, 14. Such a 
                                                 
201 We may disagree when Fox (1995, p.184) argues that “it is true that he speaks the words that bring 
about the rising of the bones, but his part in the event is similar to that of a spectator invited up from 
the audience to ‘help’ a stage magician by waving a wand over the magician’s hat”. 
202 G
967 finishes in the Scheide collection at the very beginning of v. 4 (only kai. ei=pen witnessed). But the 
remainder of this verse, and chapter, for G
967 is found in the Madrid collection, picking up exactly 
where Scheide left off, thus there is no sense division here at v. 4. Page 112 
collage of sense divisions makes the text lose its sense of thematic order, and is not so 
helpful for our purposes of seeking to establish where the early Jewish communities saw 
the major themes in their texts. For the purposes of our examination, we will follow 
those MSS that treat vv. 1-10 as its own sense division unit within our section 1.  
 
ha'lem. ayhiw> h['+q.Bih; %AtB. ynIxeynIy>w: hw"êhy> x;Wrb. ynIaeciAYw: hèw"hy>-dy: yl;[' ht'y>h' 37:1 
`tAmc'[] 
37:1 kai. evge,neto evpV evme. cei.r kuri,ou kai. evxh,gage,n me evn pneu,mati ku,rioj kai. e;qhke,n 
me evn me,sw| tou/ pedi,ou kai. tou/to h=n mesto.n ovste,wn (G
B,A: avnqrwpi,nwn; G
967: -) 
It is interesting that LXX starts this chapter with kai, signifying an on-going text, 
which is not witnessed in MT. This may be a legacy remaining from when the text of 
chapter 37 followed 39, but removed from MT with the chapter reorder.   
For MT, the valley was filled with generic tAmc'[] (‘bones’), which is also 
attested in G
967. Yet G
B,A specify these as ovste,wn avnqrwpi,nwn (‘human bones’).
203 That 
G
967 does not witness avnqrwpi,nwn as other LXX MSS,
204 suggests that this may have 
been an interpretive plus added to the later G
B,A (or G
B,A’s exemplar), as a clarifying 
point associated with the rearrangement of the chapter order. We suggest that 
avnqrwpi,nwn is not necessary with G
967’s chapter order, in which chapter 37 comes after 
the warfare with Gog, and the textual flow signifies that the bones are human, especially 
since 39:11-16 outlines the action of clearing human bones from the land. While the 
                                                 
203 Lang (1986)  suggests that the bones just lying on the ground was most likely influenced by the 
Zoroastrian practice of exposure rather than burial. Block (1992a, pp.137-138) initially says this 
“influence seems more likely”, but then says Lang’s “suggestion that Ezekiel may have been familiar 
with, and may even have visited Zoroastrian funeral grounds is speculative wishful thinking”. Block 
(1992a,  p.138f) also argues that “the reference to hahărûgîm, ‘the slain,’ in 37:9 rules out the 
possibility of Ezekiel’s valley of dry bones being a cemetery of any kind, Israelite, Babylonian, or 
Persian”. Furthermore, this theory may be questioned by the direct mention of graves in the 
‘interpretive’ section (37:12) (For more, also see Block, 1998, pp.383-392). Overall Block rules out 
any such connection, and holds that if anything Ezekiel would speak against Zoroastrian ideas. Block 
(1992a, p.137 n.127) also says “There are no hints of Egyptian influence at all in Ezekiel 37”. 
204 Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.74) lists this as one of the occurrences of Scheide’s “43 cases 
which are an exact translation from the Hebrew” (so also 36:8; 38:8, 11, 16-17; 39:4, 8). Page 113 
context of the received chapter arrangement implies these bones are human (cf. 37:11-
14), G
B,A’s clarifying plus of ‘human bones’ assists the reader with this point.  
With G
967’s chapter order, the ‘slaughter’ (cf. ~ygIWrh]B; 37:9) in 38-39 included 
Israel, which required a physical, even eschatological
205 resurrection of Israel’s people 
(37:1-14), to unite under Davidic leadership (37:15-28), and then build the new Temple 
(40-48). Yet, with the received chapter order, the ‘slaughter’ is of Israel’s enemies. This 
point, along with the motif of ‘spiritual renewal’ from the ‘inserted’ text of 36:23c-38, 
indicates more of a ‘moral’ or ‘spiritual’ resurrection for national Israel, rather than a 
physical bodily resurrection following warfare (cf. vv. 6c, 11).
206 Thus, G
B,A have the 
interpretive or clarifying plus of ‘human’ bones, possibly pointing to a physical 
resurrection and not only a moral / spiritual one, although, it could still include the 
moral/spiritual resurrection motif.  
However, we still must examine why MT does not witness this plus. This could 
be an implicit representation of MT’s theology that desired to have the resurrection as a 
national moral and spiritual one, as witnessed by the chapter reorder and plus of 36:23c-
38. This leaves G
967 as a possible witness of the Urtext that originally saw a physical 
resurrection. Then, while accepting MT’s chapter order and plus, a later LXX scribe 
made a theological decision to insert avnqrwpi,nwn to support their theological view that 
the dry bones are human, and that there will be a physical resurrection of Israel, 
                                                 
205 It is possible that Ezekiel was not aware of an eschatological resurrection, as even the text indicates 
(cf. v.3) (see Zimmerli, 1983, pp.260, 264-66). Yet others like Lang (1986, p.308) argue “there are 
reasons, however, for assuming that Ezekiel did in fact expect more – that Israelites would rise from 
the dead”. Block (1992a, p.141) also argues for a belief of resurrection in ‘ancient’ Israel, saying 
“Ezekiel offered his countrymen powerful declarations of hope. There is life after death, and there is 
hope beyond the grave. Yahweh remains the incontestable Lord, not only of the living, but also of 
the dead”. See Dimant (2000) regarding how Pseudo-Ezekiel reveals early knowledge of individual 
physical eschatological resurrection, that was based on the individual’s own purity. Ezek. 37:1-14 
however, reveals national resurrection, without direct mention as the result of individual purity.   
206 The issue of a ‘moral/spiritual’ verses a ‘physical’ resurrection is discussed in our Chapter 7: Papyrus 
967. See Lust (1981a, pp.529-532) for his proposal regarding the moral/physical resurrection issues. 
Here, we only seek to raise possible answers for the variants intra-LXX and LXX to MT.  Page 114 
therefore still agreeing with the theology of the Urtext.
207 This may indicate a timeframe 
where Israel had experienced some measure of a ‘slaughter’, perhaps during Greco-
Roman times. MT could indicate a timeframe before such a ‘slaughter’, as they sought 
to ‘resurrect’ the hearts of their nation and unite them against a common enemy (cf. vv. 
15-28), and so does not witness the plus found in G
B,A. This of course is speculative, but 
we are seeking to propose possible reasons for textual variants. It could be as simple as 
the later LXX scribes adding avnqrwpi,nwn just to clarify the meaning of bones in the 
context. 
There is one other implicit indicator that G
967 follows the Hebrew, and perhaps 
even the Urtext, more closely than G
B,A. G
967 follows the syntax of hw"hy> x:Wrb. ynIaEciAYw: 
with kai. evxh,gage,n me evn pneu,mati ku,riou (‘and he brought me out by the Spirit of the 
Lord’), whereas G
B,A have kai. evxh,gage,n me evn pneu,mati ku,rioj (‘and the Lord brought 
me out by the Spirit’). G
B,A follow the Hebrew word order, but interpret the syntax 
differently. On the other hand this is more likely an interpretation of the event, as 
Greenberg (1997, p742) points out that LXX     
construe[s] the second clause of the verse thus: ‘The Lord brought me out by a 
wind’; but if this were meant, the placement of the subject (YHWH) after the 
adverb (brwḥ) is awkward. This forced reading may reflect an interpretation of the 
event as real rather than visionary. 
Therefore we propose that MT and G
967 saw this as a visionary event, but the intra-LXX 
variant for G
B,A exegetes and interprets this as a real event. If so, then this theology may 
have influenced G
B,A’s  avnqrwpi,nwn plus above.  
Whilst pneu/ma, like x:Wr, may alternatively mean ‘wind’, ‘breath’ or ‘s/Spirit’, we 
suggest that the various LXX MSS alternate between these meanings as is evident by 
                                                 
207 We do not know if these later LXX scribes had access to G
967 or other MSS that witnessed its chapter 
order. Their plus, however, does match the theology of that original order even if they did not have 
access to these MSS (or ones similar to them). Page 115 
their practice of abbreviating pneu/ma as they do with ku,rioj and qeo,j.
208 Fluctuation 
between abbreviating and not abbreviating may be stylistic, but v. 9, which has pneu/ma 
abbreviated twice and once written in full in all representative LXX MSS, suggests 
theological intent. Sometimes there are variants in 37:1-15 of this practice intra-LXX, 
which may indicate their various attempts to translate and interpret the alternative 
nuances of x;Wr. As all representative LXX MSS abbreviate pneu/ma in v. 1, we suggest 
that the copying communities interpreted x;Wr here as ‘the Spirit’ rather than ‘a wind’ 
(contra Greenberg above).  
We need to be aware of the different ways in which x;Wr is used here, and in the 
rest of this pericope. Lemke (1984, p.179) outlines these ways saying,   
rûah occurs no fewer than ten times in these fourteen verses, with varying nuances 
which embrace virtually the whole gamut of meanings which the term has in the 
Hebrew Bible. In verse 1, rûah refers to the spirit of the Lord as the source of 
visionary rapture and prophetic inspiration. The term rûah may also denote the life-
giving breath or spirit coming from God, which creates living beings out of 
inanimate matter (cf. vs. 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and cf. Gen.2:4b-7 or Ps.104:29-30). In verse 
9, the term rûah occurs in the plural and refers to the four winds of heaven. Finally 
in verse 14 a suffixed form of rûah clearly refers to Yahweh’s spirit as the ultimate 
source of life in the full range of both its physical as well as its spiritual 
connotations. 
 
h['êq.Bih; ynEP.-l[; daom. tABr; hNEhiw> bybi+s' bybis' ~h,yle[] ynIr;ybi[/h,w> 37:2 
`daom. tAvbey> hNEhiw> 
37:2 kai. perih,gage,n me evpV auvta. kuklo,qen (G
B,A: + ku,klw|) kai. ivdou. polla. sfo,dra evpi. 
prosw,pou tou/ pedi,ou (G
A: + kai. ivdou.) xhra. sfo,dra 
MT has bybis' bybis' (‘all around/round about’), and G
B,A have kuklo,qen ku,klw| 
which follows the MT doublet, yet G
967 has only kuklo,qen. This may be an early 
                                                 
208  G
967,B  agree together with each occurrence of abbreviation or not for pneu/ma, with the only non 
abbreviation being the third mention of pneu/ma in v. 9. G
A has the least number of abbreviations 
matching G
967,B only in vv. 1, 8, and the second occurrence in v. 9. Thus, G
A does not abbreviate 
pneu/ma in vv. 5, 6, 9a, 10, 14. Also see Isaacs (1976), especially her second chapter ‘PNEUMA In 
The Septuagint’ (pp.10-17). Page 116 
‘doublet plus’ in MT as emphasis that the bones were everywhere, and then added to the 
later G
B,A MSS. On the other hand, it is more likely to be a G
967 minus, seeking to 
smooth out MT’s ‘stylistic doublet’.
209 Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.75) uses this 
G
967 ‘minus’ as one of the evidences (also 32:18), “that the text of Sch[eide] represents 
a translation which is based either on a faulty Hebrew text, or is due to error in reading 
the Hebrew … [and] the text of Sch[eide] apparently represents an attempt to restore 
order out of chaos of the LXX”. This doublet also occurs at 8:10 where the idols and 
abominations of the house of Israel are bybis' bybis' ( G
B,A  just  ku,klw| [NB: 8:10 is 
Thackeray’s translator a]). Now the writer may be implicitly stating this is the reason 
for the bones of Israel now being bybis' bybis' (cf. 37:11). After the occurrence here, 
bybis' bybis' is frequently used in chapters 40-43 (24 times)
210 describing the Temple 
dimensions. In 40-43 bybis' bybis' is typically translated with ku,klw| and occasionally 
with  kuklo,qen, but significantly never with both.
211 Unfortunately, these other 
occurrences do not leave us with any clarity regarding this occurrence in 37:2. Overall, 
we find that G
967 follows normal LXX practice of simplifying MT doublets using a 
single  ku,klw|  here, and that G
B,A  have added a doublet to match MT, perhaps to 
emphasise the fact of the ‘human’ (cf. 37:1 G
B,A) bones being all around.  
We also note that MT has a second hNEhiw>, perhaps as an emphasising gloss, 
which is only witnessed by G
A (kai. ivdou,). This is another example of how the later G
A 
follows MT glosses, as observed in chapter 36.   
                                                 
209 This may be more the case, as Block (1998,  p.367) notes that duplication “is characteristically 
Ezekielian style, occurring frequently in chs. 40-41” and then says “That the duplication is stylistic 
rather than emphatic is confirmed by Targumic Aramaic” (Block gives a couple of examples to back 
his point).  
210 Outside of Ezekiel bybis' bybis' occurs only in 2Chron. 4:3 where LXX has ku,klw| kuklou/sin. It is 
undeterminable if this LXX doublet in 2Chron. 4:3 influenced Translator b here in Ezekiel 37:2. 
211 Thackeray (1921, p.38) proposed both Ezek. 8:10 and chapters 40-43 were translated by the same 
person, but just because that translator only used a single word for the MT doublet in those locales 
does not mean ‘translator b’ used a single word in 37:2. Page 117 
`~t,yyIx.wI x;Wr ~k,b' aybime ynIa] hNEhi hL,ae+h' tAmc'[]l' hwIêhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo 37:5 
37:5 ta,de le,gei ku,rioj toi/j ovste,oij tou,toij ivdou. evgw. (G
967: evpa,gw evfV; G
B,A: fe,rw 
eivj) u`ma/j pneu/ma zwh/j 
LXX takes MT’s verb ‘and you shall live’ (~t,yyIx.wI), as if it was a noun, ‘life’. 
Thus, it can be seen to interpret the kind of x;Wr: pneu/ma zwh/j (‘the Spirit/breath of life).
 
We also note the intra-LXX abbreviation variant here, where G
967,B abbreviate pneu/ma, 
perhaps indicating they see this as the Spirit of Life. Yet G
A writes pneu/ma out in full, 
with the possible meaning of ‘wind/breath of life’. Regardless of ‘Spirit’ or ‘breath’, 
LXX syntax does not provide MT’s result of the Spirit entering them: ‘and you shall 
live’ (also witnessed in MasEzek). This is a little unusual for LXX, since in chapter 36 
LXX often took MT’s action and interpreted the result, but here it appears to ignore a 
clear result (i.e., a practical application). Perhaps LXX was stating that they will live by 
the ‘Spirit of life’, and this was a sufficient ‘result’.
212 The LXX translator may well 
have been reflecting on the previous occurrences of pneu/ma zwh/j (Ezek. 1:20, 21; 10:17: 
the pneu/ma zwh/j was in the wheels), and now sees the LORD’S activity fulfilled here in 
resurrecting the people to life.
213 Both MT and LXX may also have been alluding to 
Gen. 2:7, and seeing this pericope as reflecting an act of recreation by God whereby the 
‘human’ is standing but now requiring the ‘Spirit/breath of life’, and thus LXX 
exegetically clarifies this by reading ‘of life’. It may also be significant that Gen. 2:17 
                                                 
212 Greenberg (1997, p.743) says LXX “does not show this structure, since it reads the last two words of 
the verse as ‘breath of life’, reflecting a Hebrew text influenced by the language of Gen.6:17; 7:15”. 
This may well be the case, as Kutsko (2000b, p.135) points out the parallel with the Priestly Flood 
narrative (including the Noahide covenant) and Ezekiel. Kutsko (2000a, p.137) also finds a parallel 
here (and throughout Ezek. 36-37) with the creation event of Gen.1-2, and finds that “the recreation 
process must continue, as it did at creation, with God’s breathing life into them” (Kutsko says this in 
reference to 37:8). However, speaking against Ezekiel writing out of any ‘creation traditions’ 
Petersen (1999, p.498) claims “there do appear to be allusions to creation texts, e.g., the references to 
a vivifying breath/spirit though the vocabulary in Ezekiel 37:5 is different than that in Genesis 2. 
Nonetheless, apart from these allusions, the larger creation traditions, along with their attending 
theological implications, are absent from Ezekiel”. Fitzpatrick (2004, p.179) also finds a creational 
aspect here, stating “the point is that this national restoration will be nothing less than an act of 
creation”.  
213 Block (1992a, 134) lists this as the third way Ezekiel perceives death and afterlife: “Third, the means 
whereby the corpses are revitalized is by being infused with Yahweh’s own life-giving spirit. This is 
how the first lump of clay became a living being; this is how these dry bones will come to life”.   Page 118 
gives death as the result of disobedience/sin (cf. 3:19), a concept which also fits here 
(cf. 37:23). MT’s context indicates that the Spirit will be upon them so they could have 
life and live in the land, to enable them to live holy lives, and LXX appears to capture 
this as an exegetical interpretation clarifying that this recreation is the activity of the 
Spirit of life. Duguid (1994, p.105) points out that here in Ezekiel “the result of Yahweh 
placing his rûah upon his people was to be life in the land, not prophecy (Ezek. 
37:14)”.
214  
There also seems to be an implicit theological choice of words intra-LXX 
regarding the Spirit/breath, with G
967 stating evgw. e,pagw evfV (‘I bring upon [you]’), yet 
G
B,A state evgw. fe,rw eivj (‘I bring into [you]’) [the Spirit/breath]. This may indicate a 
subtle shift in theology for how these LXX communities saw the interaction of the 
Spirit with humanity, as to whether they saw the Spirit’s interaction with humanity as 
internal leading or external directing (however, see below regarding G
A in v. 6). We 
also ask if these communities were reflecting back on the Spirit’s being taken from 
Moses and placed upon the leaders of Israel (Num. 11:24-30).   
 
~k,b' yTit;n"w> rA[ê ~k,yle[] yTim.r;q'w> rf'B' ~k,yle[] ytile[]h;w> ~ydIGI ~k,yle[] yTit;n"w> 37:6 
`hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi ~T,[.d;ywI ~t,+yyIx.wI x;Wr  
37:6 kai. dw,sw evfV u`ma/j neu/ra kai. avna,xw evfV u`ma/j sa,rkaj kai. evktenw/ evfV u`ma/j de,rma 
kai. dw,sw pneu/ma, mou (G
967,A: evfV; G
B: eivj) u`ma/j kai. zh,sesqe kai. gnw,sesqe o[ti evgw, 
eivmi ku,rioj 
LXX’s mou (pneu/ma, mou) plus seems to interpret and make plain whose Spirit the 
text is referring to. This could be simply making x;Wr/pneu/ma, point more to ‘Spirit’ than 
to ‘breath’, thus avoiding reader confusion. This may well be the case with G
967,B due to 
                                                 
214 This he contrasts with the usage in Joel 3:1f and Numbers 11 where the coming of the Spirit was for 
the purpose of everyone having the ability to prophesy, but here “the endowment with the rûah of 
Yahweh will not result in charismatic gifts but power for right living, which is itself the prerequisite 
for life in the land (Ezek. 36:27f)” (Duguid, 1994, p.105). Page 119 
their abbreviation of pneu/ma,. Yet G
A again does not abbreviate, leaving the potential 
reading of ‘my breath/wind’. Block (1998, p.368) points out that both 36:27 and 37:14 
may have influenced LXX’s mou plus here. Even if this is the case, we see further 
evidence here of the LXX communities seeking to avoid theological confusion.   
There may also be a slight theological difference with the variant between G
967,A 
saying the LORD’s pneu/ma, will be evpi, (on/upon) them, and G
B, which follows MT (~k,²b') 
saying eivj (into) them (cf. v. 5). It is difficult to know if the earlier G
967 and later G
A 
made a theological choice here, but it appears they did. Both G
967 and G
B are consistent 
in their separate terminology in vv. 5 and 6 (evpi,/eivj respectively), yet G
A’s use of evpi, 
here reverses its use of eivj in v. 5, which suggests that it saw eivj and evpi,  as 
interchangeable. On the other hand, G
A’s scribe may have just mechanically followed 
the three occurrences of evfV u`ma/j preceding this last occurrence.  
 
~c,[, tAmêc'[] Wbr>q.Tiw: v[;r;ê-hNEhiw> yaib.N"hiK. lAq-yhiy>w: ytiyWE+cu rv,a]K; ytiaBenIw> 37:7 
`Amc.[;-la, 
37:7 kai. evprofh,teusa kaqw.j evnetei,lato, moi kai. evge,neto (G
A: + fwnh.) evn tw/| evme. 
(G
967,B: profhteu/sai; G
A: profhteu,ein) kai. ivdou. seismo,j kai. prosh,gage ta. ovsta/ 
e`ka,teron pro.j th.n a`rmoni,an auvtou/  
G
A’s plus of fwnh, reflects MT’s lAq. Either G
967,B did not seek to reproduce 
lAq, or it is a later MT and G
A plus as suggested by Allen (1990b, p.182), who says that 
it “probably originated as a [MT] comparative gloss inspired by 3:12,13 where the terms 
[lAq & v[r] occur together”.
215 If lAq was a plus, then it was early, as it is attested in 
MasEzek. Block (1998, p.368) says that the whole Hebrew construction is “awkward 
but not unintelligible, nor is the construction unprecedented”.  
                                                 
215 As in 36:18, Cooke (1936, p.xli) lists this MT as an occurrence where “G implies a Hebrew text free 
from words and phrases which appear to be additions or glosses in M”. Page 120 
We also see LXX providing an interpretation of MT’s action of tAmc'[] Wbr>q.Tiw: 
Amc.[;-la, ~c,[, (‘and the bones came together, bone to its bone’), by indicating its result 
when it states kai. prosh,gage ta. ovsta/ e`ka,teron pro.j th.n a`rmoni,an auvtou/ (‘and the 
bones approached each to its joint’).
216 Therefore, LXX develops the result of the bones 
coming together; they will form joints.
217    
There is a slight difference intra-LXX, with G
967,B saying profhteu/sai (aorist), 
and G
A saying profhteu,ein (present). G
A’s variant should be considered in conjunction 
with its fwnh, plus, and may be seen as an emendation to align with MT seeing K. as 
emphasising continuous action.  
 
hl'[.m'+l.mi rA[ ~h,yle[] ~r;q.YIw: hl'ê[' rf'b'W ~ydIGI ~h,yle[]-hNEhiw> ytiyair'w> 37:8 
`~h,B' !yae x;Wrw>  
37:8 kai. ei=don kai. ivdou. evpV auvta. neu/ra kai. sa,rkej evfu,onto kai. avne,bainen evpV auvta. 
de,rma evpa,nw kai. pneu/ma ouvk h=n evn auvtoi/j 
MT speaks of the action of the flesh coming on the bones (hl'[' rf'b'W ‘and flesh 
came up’), whereas LXX appears to translate the result to convey how the flesh came up 
on the bones (kai. sa,rkej evfu,onto ‘and flesh grew up/germinated’).
218   
All 3 LXX MSS abbreviate pneu/ma here, suggesting they saw an absence of the 
Spirit and not just ‘breath’. This may have been influenced by their ‘Spirit of life’ 
variant in v. 5 (except there G
A did not abbreviate pneu/ma as G
967,B did).  
                                                 
216 Block (1998, p.368), following BHS, notes that tAmc'[] is minus in 2 Hebrew MSS, but these are later 
texts. It is present in all representative Hebrew texts, and so we will not treat it as a minus.  
217 Allen (1993, p.132) finds a wordplay between wbrqtw here in v. 7 and ~kytwrbq in v. 12, 13 that he 
says “unites these parts” of the internal structure (specifically his ‘first and third parts’). LXX is 
unable to match this wordplay due to the words differences in Greek for ‘joined’ and ‘graves’ (cf. v. 
9). 
218 Weissert (2002, p.138) argues that ~r;q.YIw: should not be changed from the qal to niphal as some would 
want, and concludes “that none of the ancient translations, each following the common ways of 
expression in their language, asks for one”. Page 121 
219 x;Wrh'-la, T'r>m;a'w> ~d'a'-!b, abeN"hi x;Wr+h'-la, abeN"hi yl;êae rm,aYOw: 37:9  
`Wyx.yIw> hL,aeh' ~ygIWrh]B; yxip.W x;Wrêh' yaiBo tAxWr [B;r>a;me hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo 
G
967 (layout as in MSS)  G
B (layout as in MSS)  G
A (layout as in MSS) 
      kai. ei=pen pro,j me 
profh,teuson evpi to pna® 
profhteuson uie anqrw 
pou kai. eivpo.n tw/| pni®  ta,  
de le,gei kj® o qj® evk tw/n 
tessa,rwn sou pneuma,twn 
evlqe kai. evmfu,shson evpi  
tou.j nekrou.j tou,touj  
kai. zhsa,twsan 
                  kai. ei= 
pen pro,j me profh,teu 
son epi to pna® profh 
teuson uie anqrwpou 
kai. eivpo.n tw/| pni®  ta,de  
le,gei kj® evk tw/n tessa, 
rwn   pneuma,twn evlqe  
kai. evmfu,shson eivj tou.j 
nekrou.j tou,touj kai. 
zhsa,twsan  
kai. ei=pen pro,j me profh,teuson 
ui`e. avnqrw,pou profh,teuson evpi. 
to. pneu/ma kai. eivpo.n tw/| pni­  
ta,de le,gei kj® kj® elqe ek twn 
tessarwn anemwn tou ounou­   
evlqe to pneuma kai. evmfu, 
shson eivj tou.j nekrou.j tou, 
touj kai. zhsa,twsan 
 
 
This verse exhibits a number of variants between MT and LXX, and intra-LXX, 
and more unusual, it exhibits an intra-MT sense division variant, all which indicates a 
text, and perhaps theology, in a state of flux.  
MT
A stands alone amongst our representative MSS by having a setumah break 
in the middle of a verse, leaving the command to prophesy in v. 9, while placing the 
words of the prophecy for the x;Wr to come into MT
A’s v. 10, and thus in a separate 
division. This is one of five examples in Ezekiel where MT
A shows evidence of apsyp 
qwsp [cma (‘a section division in the middle of a verse’). Here, this division occurs 
right before the phrase hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hK; MT
A also does this in 27:3 (cf. Tov, 2001, 
p.53-55; Olley, 2003, pp.208, 211). This phenomenon most likely preserves another old 
tradition of verse division that appears to be independent of the paragraph tradition.
220 
                                                 
219 MT
A appears to evidence a break mid verse, with x;Wrh'-la, at the end of a line, and rm;a'-hKo starting 
with a two letter indent on the following line signifying a setumah break. We observe in Ezek. 36-39 
that MT
A typically does not use a sof pasuq when a ‘verse’ finishes on the end of a line, but does 
have a silluq.  
220 Olley (2003, pp.208, 211) notes that “as one might expect, instances of this independence are sparse. 
In [MT
C] … only one instance, in 3:16, also in [MT
A, L] (preceding ‘and the word of the Lord came 
to me saying’). [MT
A, L] have a further division in 43:27 (before ‘and it will be on the eighth day’), 
and [MT
A] a further three, in 20:31 (after ‘to this day’); 27:3 and 37:9 (both before ‘thus says the 
Lord’)”.  Page 122 
Perhaps MT
A saw hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo as a sense division ‘phrase’ marker,
221 or MT
A 
theologically treated the first phrase in v. 9 as an inclusio to the previous verses, and set 
the divine speech as the beginning to the ‘interpretive’ section (which in MT
A would be 
vv. 9b-14). However, MT
A still continues the same reading tradition as found in MT
C,L, 
and as such can be seen to preserve two traditions, one of verse division and another of 
reading tradition.
222 LXX faithfully follows MT until the end of this phrase (G
967,B also 
follow MT in syntax), but after this point LXX exhibits several variants, mostly which 
exhibit LXX’s wrestling with the various possible meanings of x;Wr.  
G
967 has a personal plus of sou to read ‘from your four winds/breaths come’. 
This plus may have been influenced by v. 6 and v. 14, and appears to clarify that this is 
the work of the Spirit, especially as G
967 has twice abbreviated pneu/ma. G
967,B do not 
abbreviate pneuma,twn, as they both did in the first two occurrences of pneu/ma for this 
verse, suggesting they interpreted the action of the Spirit here as ‘wind’ or ‘breath’. This 
may be due to the ‘four’ directions from which the pneu/ma was to come that led them to 
interpret ‘wind’ rather than ‘Spirit’.
223 G
B’s manuscript evidences some ‘tampering’ 
here, that may suggest pneuma,twn was either corrected from an abbreviation,
224 or more 
likely, that it was written over another word(s) now lost to us. The whole word is very 
spaced out in G
B, especially the p.  
                                                 
221 Both Olley (1993, p.29) and Tov (2000, p.338) note that divine speech can begin new sense divisions 
in the Greek text.  
222 Note that MT
A has the same ‘geresh’ accentuation evident in MT
L (cf. BHS) (Yeivin, 1980, p.167, 
#194; p.168, #195; and p.172, #201). This indicates that the reading tradition observed in MT
A does 
not have a significant pause where the written paragraph exists.  
223 Greenberg (1997, p.744) notes that “the concept ‘four winds/directions’ is found only in late books: 
e.g., Jer 49:36, ‘four winds, from the four extremes of heaven’; Zech 6:5 ‘the four winds of heaven’”. 
Cooke (1936, p.400) also mentions this point, but adds that the concept “goes back to an Akkadian 
idiom; this accounts for the use of the same word rûah in two such different senses”. 
224 The following word (evlqe,) does not evidence any such textual correction, which may suggest that a 
later scribe just rewrote pneuma,twn, or even that the original scribe made an error that he immediately 
corrected. It is undeterminable as to what exactly happened here, and when it happened. Swete 
(1989,  p.128) notes that “the MS. has been corrected more than once; besides the scribe or 
contemporary diorthotes (B
1), we may mention an early corrector to B
a, and a late instaurator, who 
has gone over the whole text, spoiling its original beauty, and preserving oftentimes the corrections 
of B
a rather than the original texts”. This may be one such case here! Page 123 
G
A has a series of variants that must be considered together. G
A does not match 
G
967,B’s abbreviation for the first use of pneu/ma, yet it does match their abbreviating the 
second use of pneu/ma. In the third occurrence (for MT’s tAxWr) G
A does not follow 
G
967,B’s unabbreviated pneuma,twn, but instead G
A clearly interprets with avne,mwn 
(‘winds’). This suggests G
A (or its exemplar) exhibits some confusion whether MT’s 
x;Wr is meaning ‘Spirit, breath, or wind’. Certainly G
A’s use of avne,mwn is an attempt to 
clear up any theological ambiguity, a practice we have previously seen with G
A. But 
G
A’s use of avne,mwn must be considered in conjunction with its unique tou ounou® plus, 
which is a common G
A abbreviation for ouvranou/ (Ziegler, 1977, p.268).
225 This causes 
G
A’s text to speak of the Spirit (pneu/ma abbreviated) coming from ‘the four winds of 
heaven’ or ‘the four heavenly winds’. G
A may see these as spiritual winds coming from 
heaven (and even commanded to come with its additional evlqe, plus).
226 This may have 
been influenced by the contextual allusion to creation (see below). G
A’s scribes may 
also have been reflecting upon v. 5 and pneu/ma zwh/j, along with reflection on v. 14 
where the LORD will fill them with his Spirit (Eichrodt, 1970, p.508f). Interestingly, the 
Hexapla shows support for avne,mwn from Aquila, yet he does not witness G
A’s  tou/ 
ouvranou/ plus (Field, 1964,  p.869). This supports our point that this is a unique 
interpretative plus for G
A. We may also suggest that Aquila was seeking to clarify that 
MT’s tAxWr here referred to ‘winds’ and not to ‘Spirit’. 
Block (1998, p.369) says LXX “mistakenly” omits the vocative x;Wrh', yet G
A 
does include it here, stating evlqe to pneu/ma (evlqe as an emphasising plus). As this 
                                                 
225 For more on abbreviations in G
A see Thompson (1883, p.11; Swete, 1989,  p.126). 
226 The primary usage for ouvranou/ in Ezekiel is with the phrase ta. peteina. tou/ ouvranou/ (‘the birds of the 
sky/heaven’) [ouvrano,j also abbreviated in G
A] (cf. Ezek. 29:5; 31:6, 13; 32:4; 38:20). The only other 
occurrence (other than G
A here in 37:9) is in 8:3 where the Prophet is lifted up between ‘earth and 
sky/heaven’. For more on ouvrano,j see Bietenhard (1976, pp.188-196).  Page 124 
vocative is found only in MT and G
A, we may suggest this is a later plus, perhaps added 
at a similar time to the other unique MT/G
A plusses. The vocative makes this an 
imperative cry for the breath to come, and even contextually for the breath of the Spirit 
to come and create life in the raised but not resuscitated Israel (especially the case in 
MT). This emphasises the call for the Spirit to come back to Israel, even as a creative 
force.  
LXX follows MT’s xpn (yxip.W) with its use of evmfusa,w.
227 These words were 
also used by MT and LXX in Gen. 2:7, and the matching use here suggests that the 
LXX community also caught this allusion for the Spirit to ‘blow’ as creation.
228 
Greenberg (1997, p.744) also says the “the verb, from the root npḥ [breathe] is the very 
one used with God as subject in the creation of man [sic] in Gen 2:7. An allusion to that 
story is unmistakable”.
229 This suggests that these various communities saw the ‘dry 
bones’ event as a re-creation, or even a new-creation, of God’s people. 
Fairbairn (1969, p.401) claims that MT’s “x;Wr here and throughout the section, 
is not to be identified with the wind, for the thing wanted was to be called from the four 
winds. It is the life-breath, the spirit of life, immediate efflux of God, as the source of 
animated life in the creature”. This may be an oversimplification of the use of x;Wr here, 
yet his point of ‘the thing wanted was to be called from the four winds’ appears to be 
                                                 
227 As in v. 7, Allen (1993, p.132) also finds a wordplay that “bridges the second and third [structural] 
parts: yxp ‘breathe’ (v. 9) and xtp yna ‘I will open’ together with yxtpb ‘when I open’ (vv. 12, 
13)”. As noted in v. 7, LXX is unable to repeat this wordplay due to the different words used in 
Greek.  
228 Kutsko (2000a, p.137) says “It appears that the vision in Ezekiel 37 halts (in v. 8) at a point that leaves 
Israel equal to its idols – and no better. Neither they nor the intermediate formation of bodies has 
x;Wr. Thus the re-creation process must continue, as it did at creation, with God’s breathing life into 
them. It seems certain, then, that Ezekiel 37 is consciously drawing this analogy with idols and 
thereby sharply signalling the distinction in the creation of the people of Israel”.  
229 Seitz (1992, p.53) also finds that “the scene of humankind’s creation in the garden comes to mind. 
That scene is similarly graphic: Yahweh forms human creatures from the dust and then breathes the 
breath of life into the nostrils (Gen. 2:7-8). Without God’s spirit, there is no life. The biological 
reality is inherently a theological reality”. Page 125 
how G
A interpreted it. We suggest these variances that emphasise the work of the Spirit 
here, and in the surrounding verses, may have even come from G
A’s Christian scribes. 
G
967 also follows its previous use of evpi, (‘upon’ cf. evpi, vv. 5-6). In the same 
way G
B uses eivj (‘into’ cf. vv. 5-6), and G
A also uses eivj, which agrees with its use in v. 
5, but disagrees with v. 6 (cf. evpi,). Again, this may indicate a theological stance of the 
Spirit being ‘upon’ or ‘in’ humans, or it may just be a stylistic difference.  
Also in v. 9, rather than using twm (‘dead’: 51x in Ezekiel), MT has ~ygIWrh]B;  
hL,aeh' (‘these who have been slaughtered’, [HALOT]), whilst LXX has tou.j nekrou.j 
tou,touj  (‘these dead’). Whilst a slain person is dead, there seems a theological 
softening here away from ‘slaughtered’.
230  
 
~ygIWrh]B; yxip.W x;Wrêh' yaiBo tAxWr [B;r>a;me hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo  MT
A v.9b 
Wyx.yIw> hL,aeh' 
  ~h,êyleg>r;-l[; Wdm.[;Y:w: Wyx.YIw: x;Wrh' ~h,b' aAbT'w: ynIW"+ci rv,a]K; ytiaBeN:hiw> 37:10 (All) 
(MT
C,L, MasEzek: s, but not MT
A [cf. v. 9b]) `daom.-daom. lAdG" lyIx;  
37:10 kai. evprofh,teusa kaqo,ti evnetei,lato, moi (G
967: KS®) kai. eivsh/lqen eivj auvtou.j to. 
pneu/ma (G
A: + zwh/j) kai. e;zhsan kai. e;sthsan evpi. tw/n podw/n auvtw/n sunagwgh. (G
967,B: 
pollh.; G
A: mega.lh). sfo,dra  
As in v. 9, we note that MT
A retains another verse tradition separate from MT
C,L 
that clearly links v. 9b with v. 10 in ‘sense division’ and thus theme, with the pericope 
ending at v. 14. This thematically places the command to the four winds as a lead into v. 
10 that then gives the fulfilment of the command. This also causes vv. 9b-10 in MT
A to 
be the part of the summary, or interpretive, pericope of vv. 11-14. For the other MSS v. 
10 remains in the former pericope outlining the raising and resuscitating of the dry 
bones. However, as also noted above, MT
A continues the reading tradition of MT
C,L 
                                                 
230 Block (1992a, 115 n.13) says note “also the abstract noun, hereg, ‘slaughter,’ in 26:15. Four of these 
associate the slaughter directly with the sword (23:10; 26:6, 8, 11)”. Page 126 
which allows MT
A to be heard as if there is no sense division in v. 9b, therefore 
preserving two traditions for us.  
This verse (37:10) is pivotal as it concludes the pericope of the resurrection of 
the dry bones by having them standing ready for their future. Therefore, here we may 
have an implicit shift in how the various communities saw themselves before the 
surrounding hostile nations. MT says they are: daom.-daom. lAdG" lyIx; (‘an exceedingly 
great army/strength’).Yet LXX says sunagwgh, (G
967,B: pollh,; G
A: mega,lh). sfo,dra (‘an 
exceedingly great assembly/congregation/multitude’). Cooke (1936,  p.405) says that 
LXX “wrongly [uses] sunagwgh,” here. In the other occurrences of lyIx; in Ezekiel (cf. 
17:17 27:10 29:28, 19; 38:4, 15), LXX translates with duna,mij, meaning ‘power/ 
strength/army’ [LEH], and once with ivscu,j  ‘power/strength’ (32:31). Significantly, 
each of these occurrences refers to the armies of Israel’s enemies.  Sunagwgh, is used for 
lyIx; only here where it refers to Israel’s army, suggesting a theological choice of words. 
In 38:4, 15, LXX uses both sunagwgh, and duna,mij to match MT’s lh'q'
231 and lyIx: 
respectively, yet again in reference to the armies of Israel’s enemies. Significantly, the 
Hexapla records Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion all supporting MT stating duna.mij 
mega,lh (Field, 1964, p.869). This shows clear awareness of the meaning for lyIx: as 
duna,mij, which raises the question why LXX uses sunagwgh, in 37:10 now that the 
context refers to Israel’s ‘army’ (lyIx:). While sunagwgh, also means ‘multitude’ [LEH], 
this still does not reflect the military image of MT’s lyIx:. Likewise, sunagwgh, can be 
associated with ‘hostile intent’ (cf. Psa. 21:17; cf. BAGD # 5), yet this does not appear 
to be LXX’s meaning in 37:10. It is significant that LXX only uses sunagwgh, elsewhere 
in Ezekiel in reference to the ‘gathering/multitude’ of the enemies against Israel, but 
                                                 
231 lh'q' has the meaning of ‘a company/assembly’ or ‘a contingent for battle’ [HALOT]. LXX always 
translates this with sunagwgh, (cf. 26:7; 27:27; 34; 32:22 (2x); 38:4, 7, 13, 15). Page 127 
each occurrence is for lh'q' not for lyIx: (cf. 26:7; 27:27; 34; 32:22 (2x); 38:4, 7, 13, 15). 
There appears to be a deliberate lessening in LXX from MT’s ‘a great army’ when 
referring to Israel, to just a ‘great multitude/congregation’. Therefore, we suggest that 
whereas MT saw the ‘purpose’ for the resurrection of the dry bones was for a ‘great 
army’ as the whole house of Israel (v. 11), ready to be united into one kingdom (vv. 16-
21), under a Davidic ‘king’ (vv. 22-25), able then to go into battle (ch. 38-39),
232 LXX 
has seen this in a slightly different perspective.   
We may suggest two possible scenarios: firstly, that LXX theologically 
translated sunagwgh, for lyIx: in 37:10 as a pointed statement against the sunagwgh, of 
Israel’s enemies in 38-39. This was perhaps to show Israel is not insignificant amongst 
the ‘gatherings/multitudes’ of the surrounding nations. At the same time it lessens any 
interpretation by other nations that Israel would arise to be a military threat. Intra-LXX 
support may be found with how the earlier G
967,B have pollh, yet G
A strengthens this 
with mega,lh. It is perhaps indeterminable if the use of the synagogue movement as a 
place of prayer and spiritual activity has any bearing on this translation, but we can 
propose this possibility.
233  
However, preference is to be given to our second suggestion: that LXX’s use of 
sunagwgh, reflects the original chapter order witnessed in G
967. In this chapter order the 
dry bones are raised to be a ‘congregation/multitude’ gathered for spiritual purposes to 
live out God’s Torah as one nation under a ‘peaceful shepherd Davidic ruler’, and not 
for military purposes (requiring du,namij). This David comes with his harp, not his sword 
(see Excursus below). This also appears to be the explanation found in the following 
interpretive pericope (cf. ‘knowledge of the Lord’ and ‘my Spirit’, vv. 11-14). Thus, 
                                                 
232 However, it is significant that Ezekiel does not record this ‘army’ as entering any battle, not even in 
Ezek. 38-39. There we find God as the Divine Warrior, not his people, who fights for Israel 
(Greenspoon, 1981, pp.290-294).  
233 For the uncertainty of the synagogue’s origins see ‘The Synagogue’ in Cohen (1987, pp.111-115). Page 128 
rather than LXX ‘softening’ the text, MT instead has performed a ‘play’ on the Hebrew 
letters, strengthening from lh'q' (‘assembly/congregation’) to lyIx: (‘army’). Therefore, 
we suggest that LXX’s use of sunagwgh, in 37:10 reflects the original Hebrew, which 
was later changed from lh'q' to lyIx:, as further support for the change of chapter order, 
and the ‘call to arms’ motif (cf. Chapter 7: Papyrus 967). The later three exegetes’ use 
of duna,mij also supports our conclusion that this was an MT change done after the 
Vorlage for our three representative LXX MSS. This change from lh'q' to lyIx: would be 
likely to have been at a similar time to other such later editorial amendments (cf. MT’s 
declarative formula in 36:23b; the change from ayfin" to %l,m, in 37:22-24; and from hmx 
to xWr in 39:29). 
G
A’s plus of zwh/j continues the wording, and thus theology, from v. 5 (cf. 
‘breath of life’). Thus, this plus theologically interprets what kind of breath entered into 
the slain (cf. v. 5). G
967 also has a theological plus by clarifying with a proper noun 
(ku,rioj) where MT and G
B,A have only a pronoun (also in v. 11). 
 
4.2.2.  37:11-14 
This pericope appears to be an interpretation, or an exegesis, of the previous 
pericope (cf. ‘these bones’ v. 11), yet it is not a clearly defined pericope in the various 
MSS. As noted above, MT
A starts a sense division in the middle of v. 9, but does 
evidence a petuḥah with the other MT MSS at the end of v. 14. We again note that 
MasEzek and MT
C have vv. 1-14 within the one sense division. MT
L differs, having a 
setumah after v. 10, and also after v. 12, finishing this pericope with a petuḥah after v. 
14. This causes vv. 11-12 to stand alone in its own sense division in MT
L, emphasising 
the explanation that the dry bones in the previous verses are the ‘whole house of Israel’. 
This also indicates that MT
L’s community saw the interpretive lament of hope being 
dried up in v. 11 as being answered by the prophecy of their graves being opened in v. Page 129 
12. The result of knowledge of the LORD and indwelling of the Spirit is also given a 
greater emphasis. The change in metaphor from ‘bones’ to ‘graves’ in vv. 12-14 may 
also have influenced MT
L to mark this as a separate division. 
G
967 has vv. 1-14 as its own pericope, matching the two earliest MT MSS. G
B 
has a two-letter break after v. 10, and a major break after v. 14, with v. 15 starting on a 
new line. G
A again exhibits more sense divisions than any other representative MSS, 
with divisions after v. 9, 10, 11, 12a, 14. The MSS that have a division after v. 10 (MT
L, 
MT
A [break v. 9b], G
B,A), appear to recognise that vv. 11-14 is a summary, or perhaps 
an interpretation, of the vision in vv. 1-10. 
Only two verses contain discernible variants in this pericope (vv. 12, 13).
234  
These variants are only minor plusses, but they do carry theological weight regarding 
the dry bones as being the people of God.  
 
~k,yteArb.qi-ta, x;tepo ynIa] hNEhi hèwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo ~h,ylea] T'r>m;a'w> abeN"hi !kel' 37:12 
  `laer'f.yI tm;d>a;-la, ~k,t.a, ytiabehew> yMi+[; ~k,yteArb.Qimi ~k,t.a, ytiyle[]h;w>  
37:12  dia. tou/to profh,teuson kai. eivpo,n (G
A: + pro.j auvtou.j)  ta,de le,gei (G
A: + 
VAdwnai) ku,rioj ivdou. evgw. avnoi,gw u`mw/n ta. mnh,mata kai. avna,xw u`ma/j evk tw/n mnhma,twn 
u`mw/n kai. eivsa,xw u`ma/j eivj th.n gh/n tou/ Israhl  
Both Zimmerli (1983, p.256) and Block (1998, p.369) state that LXX does not 
represent MT’s two plusses of ~h,ylea] and yn"doa], yet the later G
A represents both (pro.j 
auvtou,j and VAdwnai). This again may evidence a later MT plus inserted in time for the 
later G
A to witness it (yet early enough for MasEzek to include both).   
However, no representative LXX MS witnesses MT’s other plus yMi[;  (‘my 
people’). It is strange that G
A did not follow its typical practice and include this plus, 
especially as it is included in MasEzek. Allen (1990b, p.183) sees this as “a comparative 
                                                 
234 Whilst we do not cover 37:11, Olyan (2003) has examined some nuances of Wnl' Wnr>z:g>nI. LXX uses 
h`mw/n diapefwnh,kamen here, which appears to capture MT’s meaning of being cut off and/or divided.  Page 130 
gloss on ~[l ‘to a people’ in the verbal covenant formulation of v 27, citing ym[ in the 
nominal clause of 34:30; it became attached to the wrong column”.
235 While Allen’s 
‘scribal’ proposal has merit, there may be a deliberate theological reason for this MT 
plus. Zimmerli (1983, p.256) points out that MT’s ym[ plus “introduces into the text the 
fully theological interpretation of covenant renewal and acceptance of the people of 
Yahweh”. We agree with Zimmerli’s point, and state that it is unlikely that LXX would 
have deliberately omitted such an important theological statement. Therefore, we can 
see this as an MT (and MasEzek) plus, theologically designed to give specific identity 
to those in the graves (cf. ‘bones’ vv. 1-11): they are ‘my people’. This avoids any 
thought of the surrounding nations being included in the restorative action, or the 
nations amongst whom God’s people live in exile.
236 MT perhaps added this plus to 
provide a motive for the LORD’s restorative actions. This brings out the theology that if 
the people of God are slain, and in the grave (cf. ‘battlefield’ vv. 1-10), then it is God’s 
name and reputation that is at stake (cf. 36:22, 32). Block (1998, p.382) points out that 
any deletion of yMi[; “robs the promises in vv. 12-13 of a crucial theme. The exiles’ 
despondency arose from the conviction that with the fall of Jerusalem in 586 the deity-
nation-land relationship had been ruined for ever”. Therefore, yMi[; helps restore this 
relationship of God’s people in his land (cf. 36:5; 38:16; 37:21). 
 
`yMi[; ~k,yteArb.Qimi ~k,t.a, ytiAl[]h;b.W ~k,yteArb.qi-ta, yxit.piB. hw"+hy> ynIa]-yKi ~T,[.d;ywI 37:13 
37:13 kai. gnw,sesqe o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj evn tw/| avnoi/xai, me tou.j ta,fouj u`mw/n tou/ 
avnagagei/n me (G
A: + u`ma/j) evk tw/n ta,fwn (G
A: + u`mw/n) to.n lao,n mou  
                                                 
235 When commenting on the presence of ym[ in v. 13 Allen (1990b,  p.183) proposes that it was 
assimilated into v. 12 from v. 13. 
236 The pictures of ‘dry bones’ and ‘grave’ are most likely metaphors of exilic Israel (Eichrodt, 
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Allen (1990b, p.183) sees MT’s use of ym[ as a “dittography from v. 12”. Yet 
both MasEzek and LXX represents ym[.
237 There is a intra-LXX variance where G
967,B 
read ‘and I have brought up my people from the graves’,
238 whereas G
A’s double plus of 
u`ma/j/u`mw/n  again matches MT, (‘and I have brought you up from your graves, my 
people’). MT and G
A can be seen as emphasising that God is speaking to the people 
(yMi[;), whereas G
967,B provide information of God’s intended action.  
 
4.3.  Section 2: Ezek. 37:15-28 
As noted above, Ezekiel 37 can be divided thematically in half. The second half 
speaks of a United Kingdom (vv. 15-23), that will be governed by a Davidic ruler (vv. 
24-28).
  Kutsko (2000a,  p.139) says that 37:13-28 “expands the image of human re-
creation into the restoration of the kingdom of Israel …. As section one promises re-
creation, section two promises reunification. Both are restorations of a previous reality”. 
Fox (1995, p.180 n.7) claims that “Ezek. 37:15-28 is probably a separate oracle joined 
editorially to vv. 1-14 because both speak of the future restoration of Israel”. However, 
we are without any textual evidence to support this proposal, and this last half can be 
seen as the ultimate fulfilment of the first. 
Each representative MS evidences a major sense division before v. 15. All MT 
MSS have vv. 15-28 as one large sense division, as does G
967. Yet G
B,A show a 2-3 
letter break in the middle of v. 19, after the opening phrase of kai. evrei/j pro.j auvtou,j; 
with no further break until after v. 28. The break mid v. 19 may have been inserted to 
provide an inclusio reply to v. 18 ‘they will say to you’, v. 19 starting with ‘but you will 
                                                 
237 Allen (1990b, p.183) previously stated that ym[ in v. 12 is a “comparative gloss”, and then states here 
that ym[ is a “dittography from v. 12”. This seems to be almost ‘double-dipping’ into his frequent 
‘scribal-error’ explanation box.  
238 Curiously LXX switches between using ta. mnh,mata in v. 12 (2x) to tou.j ta,fouj here in v. 13 (2x), yet 
MT uses rbq in all four locations. Page 132 
say to them’. This brings emphasis to the answer of ‘oneness/unity’ that follows in v. 
19.  
This whole pericope is intertwined with the themes of a scattered nation being 
formed again into a united kingdom, under one king/ruler, even a Davidic one, and a 
careful reading is required to grasp them all. We will find that LXX typically exegetes 
MT’s metaphors that hold the various themes together (e.g., #[e vv. 16-20). We will 
treat David as ‘king/ruler/leader’ in an excursus after v. 22, as this complex issue deals 
with more than one verse.  
 
laer'f.yI ynEb.liw> hd'êWhyli wyl'[' btok.W dx'êa, #[e ^l.-xq; ~d'a'-!b, hT'a;w> 37:16 
 ~yIr;êp.a, #[e @seAyl. wyl'[' bAtk.W dx'êa, #[e xq;l.W Îwyr'+bex] =QÐ ¿Arbex] =KÀ 
`Îwyr'bex] =QÐ ¿Arbex] =KÀ laer'f.yI tyBe-lk'w> 
37:16  ui`e. avnqrw,pou labe. seautw/| r`a,bdon kai. gra,yon evpV auvth.n to.n Ioudan kai. tou.j 
ui`ou.j (G
967,B: Israhl; G
A: auvth/j) tou.j proskeime,nouj (G
967,A: pro.j; G
B: evpV) auvto,n kai. 
r`a,bdon deute,ran lh,myh| seautw/| kai. gra,yeij auvth,n tw/| Iwshf r`a,bdon Efraim kai. 
pa,ntaj tou.j ui`ou.j Israhl tou.j (G
967,B: prosteqe,ntaj; G
A: proskeime,nouj) pro.j auvto,n  
This verse has several plusses and minuses, and an LXX interaction with MT’s 
metaphors. Firstly, MT has hT'a;w> that is not represented by LXX. MT Ezekiel’s hT'a;w> is 
typically used as a theme change indicator, or even for special emphasis. Of the 23 
verses in MT Ezekiel that begin with ~d'a'-!b, hT'a;w>, LXX translated nearly all with kai. 
su, ui`e. avnqrw,pou. It is only here and in 27:2 that kai. su, is omitted (also in 32:12 where 
the whole phrase is omitted), so it is curious that LXX does not represent this. hT'a;w> 
could be a later Hebrew plus in 37:16, but it is witnessed in MasEzek, showing early 
inclusion into the Hebrew.   
 Secondly, LXX omits the first dx'a, ‘one’ [stick], yet in the next occurrence of 
dx'a, uses deute,ran, thus showing knowledge of the former and LXX’s choice to omit Page 133 
it. On the other hand, this is a good rendering of Hebrew idiom ‘one …. and one….’ as 
‘a … and the second’.  
Thirdly, some suggest that ‘Ephraim's stick’ may be an early addition to the text 
(cf. ‘Ephraim’ in v. 19). Allen (1990b, p.190, n.16e) claims this is something “MT and 
the ancient versions add … [and] is generally taken as an early gloss explaining the 
uncommon ‘Joseph’ as a designation of the northern tribes”.
239 Zimmerli (1983, p.268) 
also says, “in comparison with the parallel of the first inscription, [Ephraim’s stick] is 
additional, [and] is to be judged as an explanatory interpretative element”. However, 
MasEzek also includes ‘Ephraim’s stick’, as do the three earliest LXX MSS. Therefore, 
this ‘early gloss’ must have been in the Vorlage of the earliest extant manuscripts, and 
we are without witness of a text that does not represent it. While ‘Ephraim’s stick’ does 
appear to explain the context, there is no reason why this could not have been in the 
Urtext. Hence, we find that this phrase fits the context, is found in all our representative 
texts, which must call into question any ‘gloss/plus’ proposal.   
We suggest that there is a wordplay in MT between ~c,[, that had to come 
together (v. 1f), and #[e that now also have to come together (v. 16, 19). However, this 
is not found in LXX.   
We also note that MT says #[e  (‘wood/stick’), whereas LXX says r`a,bdon 
(‘ruler’s rod, sceptre’).
240 It is significant that in Ezekiel LXX only uses r`a,bdon for 
MT’s #[e here in 37:16, 17, 19 and 20, with xu,lon for all other occurrences in Ezekiel. 
The context here, as well as in the following verses (cf. vv. 17-20), indicates that MT’s 
#[e appears to have the metaphoric concept of a ‘ruler’s rod’, and not just a plain ‘stick’, 
                                                 
239 Fisch (1985, p.250) points out that “the Northern Kingdom was named after Ephraim because its first 
king was Jeroboam, a descendant of that tribe”.  
240 In its simple meaning r`a,bdon may be translated as ‘rod/stick/staff’, however it is reasonably clear in 
this context that the LXX translator has the fuller meaning of ‘ruler’s rod, sceptre’ in mind [LEH]. 
This is all part of LXX catching MT’s metaphor and translating accordingly. Page 134 
or even a ‘writing board’ (cf. v. 19 where the concept of sceptre is clearer).
241 Fisch 
(1985,  p.249) also captures MT’s metaphor and says the ‘stick’ here in MT is an 
“emblem of the royal sceptre”. Therefore, the LXX translator appears to have interacted 
theologically with MT’s metaphor of #[e.
242 It is quite possible that Ezekiel again had 
his mind on the book of Numbers as we found earlier (cf. Ezek. 36:14 and Num. 14), 
and is here echoing the 12 rods (hJ,m;) gathered by Moses (Num. 17:1-11)
243, now 
stating that the northern and southern kingdoms should be united into the one ‘accepted’ 
rod, even as Aaron’s which budded showing God’s support for Aaron. Aaron’s rod was 
used to unite the 12 tribes of Israel and correct the rebellion that separated them (Num. 
17:10).
244 Even if this event in Numbers was not in Ezekiel’s mind, it seems to have 
been in the LXX translator’s mind, who may have either caught this ‘echo’, or made the 
link himself, as r`a,bdon is also used in Numbers 17, where it may well be referring to 
Aaron’s rod. Here it appears to carry the fuller meaning of a symbol of authority, as a 
ruler’s sceptre, (cf. Zimmerli, 1983, pp.273-274; Block, 1998, p.398). LXX may well 
                                                 
241 Block (1998, pp.397-406) and Wegner (1999, p.93) propose that these are just ‘writing boards’ used 
for ‘temporary messages’, which appears to miss MT’s metaphor. Even if Block and Wegner are 
correct, we can argue that LXX understood, or interpreted #[e, as royal staffs, even as a ruler’s 
sceptre. Furthermore, Greenberg (1997, p.753) correctly notes that “while it is easier to write on a 
tablet or a diptych [i.e., a hinged writing board], the former does not associate with king or kingdom, 
and the latter in essence (di- ‘two’) contradicts the emphasis on oneness in this prophecy”. We can 
agree with Greenberg that both suggestions miss the metaphor. 
242 Kutsko (2000a, p.140) argues that by using #[e here, and in the following verses, “Ezekiel may be 
associating Israel with idols” and uses Hos. 4:12 to back his point. However, Kutsko appears to be 
guilty of fitting his thesis into the text instead of observing that the text itself explains the meaning of 
#[e as the tribes of Israel, and not as idols (cf. vv. 18, 19). Furthermore, the text does not mention 
idolatry until v. 23, and then to say that the united kingdoms/tribes (#[e) will not defile themselves 
with idols. Even if Kutsko is correct that this was Ezekiel’s intent, which is unlikely, this 
interpretation was certainly not given to the text by the LXX translator who correctly understands the 
#[e metaphor (alternatively as a ‘ruler’s rod’, and as ‘tribes’) and now exegetes this for his 
community.  
243 However, hJ,m; is not used with this meaning in Ezekiel, except in chapter 19.  
244 The context in Numbers declares this against the rebellion of Korah, Dathan and Abiram (Num. 16:1-
40), and against the murmuring of the people (Num. 16:41-50), resulting in each tribe being required 
to present a representative leader with a ‘rod’ on which his name was written, and present them along 
with Aaron to the LORD for his ‘selection’ (Num. 17:1-13). That the LORD chose Aaron’s rod above 
the tribal representatives showed all Israel that their unity before the LORD would be with Aaron, and 
thus the priestly tribe of Levi. Here in Ezek. 37:16-28 the context is that both Northern and Southern 
tribes will only find the LORD’S acceptance and selection if they unite under the one Davidic leader. 
Their future was as a united kingdom, not a divided one.  Page 135 
have made this connection, as this pericope deals with the uniting of Israel’s divided 
nation, and it chose exegetically to use r`a,bdon to make the link clearer for the reader. 
Commentators suggest that LXX may also be reflecting back on Ezek. 19:11 “where the 
hjm ‘rod, stem’ that became a ruler’s sceptre is thrice rendered” (Allen, 
1990b, p.193).
245 With either thought, or even with both in mind, LXX looked into the 
fuller context of this pericope dealing with ‘king/kingdom’ (cf. vv. 22-25), and 
theologically expanded upon the metaphoric thought of #[e now to state explicitly that a 
ruler’s staff or sceptre would be used to unite their nation (cf. v. 19). This is another 
case where LXX is happy to embrace metaphors and interpret them according to its 
community.  
We also find that MT has laer'f.yI ynEb.liw>, which in this verse appears as a 
metaphor for the southern kingdom,
246 and is translated by G
967,B  with  tou.j ui`ou.j 
Israhl. Yet G
A has tou.j ui`ou.j auvth/j, thus avoiding the concept of Israel’s sons, 
making the context state ‘the sons of Judah’. This may be G
A’s attempt to bring out 
MT’s Judah/Israel (southern/northern) metaphor in this pericope, again seeking to 
interpret a metaphor bringing clarity to the reader.  
At the end of v. 16 MT has laer'f.yI tyBe, likely as a contextual metaphor for the 
northern kingdom. Yet LXX translates this again with tou.j ui`ou.j Israhl, instead of 
oi=koj Israhl as in v. 11 (cf. v. 21 oi=koj for ynEb.). One the one hand, LXX may have 
                                                 
245 Allen (1990b, p.193) correctly points out “the factor of a different Greek translator [between Ezek. 19 
and 37] must be borne in mind”.   
246 Debate exists over the theological meanings and use of laer'f.yI tyBe (83x in Ezekiel), and laer'f.yI ynEb. 
(11x in Ezekiel). It is generally agreed laer'f.yI refers to the covenant nation as a whole. Block 
(1998, p.402) suggests laer'f.yI ynEb. has an ethnic focus, and is used in v. 16 to refer to the southern 
kingdom, whilst the use of laer'f.yI tyBe is a reference to the tribes of the northern kingdom. Zimmerli 
(1983, p.565) does not believe that laer'f.yI tyBe is a general designation for the northern kingdom. 
The lack of consistency may have influenced Zimmerli’s disagreement, especially since this is the 
predominant phrase in Ezekiel referring to both northern and southern kingdoms. Regardless of how 
these terms are used elsewhere in Ezekiel, we can find support for Block’s suggestion of 
northern/southern designation here in v. 16. Page 136 
translated with ui`ou,j  here to harmonize with the beginning of the verse. However, 
whilst Ezekiel’s LXX translator(s) evidence some ambiguity when translating tyBe and 
ynEb. (cf. 2:3; 35:5; 43:7), we may ask if there is a possible interpretative aspect, since 
ui`ou,j means not only ‘sons’ but also ‘descendants’ (cf. v. 21).
247 This could be LXX’s 
way of including a reference to their present. The ‘house’ of Israel has been scattered 
into the Diaspora where the ‘descendants’ of Israel now largely exist. LXX may be 
attempting to capture the contextual motif of ‘oneness’ by using ui`ou,j  for both 
designations. This may be the case, with the concern for continued unity and 
identification amongst the scattered tribes, and may be the genesis for LXX’s 
interpretation of the ‘tribal’ metaphors in v. 19.    
There is an intra-LXX and MT ketiv/qere variant in this verse. With the intra-
LXX variant, G
967,B state prosteqe,ntaj (‘those added to’), yet G
A has proskeime,nouj 
(‘those attached to’), which is a closer reflection of MT’s ketiv Arbex] (‘attached to him’; 
the qere wyr'bex] adjusts to the plural).
248 
 
`^d,y"B. ~ydIx'a]l; Wyh'w> dx'+a, #[el. ^l. dx'a,-la, dx'a, ~t'ao br;q'w> 37:17 
37:17 kai. suna,yeij auvta.j pro.j avllh,laj sautw/| eivj r`a,bdon mi,an tou/ dh/sai auvta,j kai. 
e;sontai evn th/| ceiri, sou  
MT has ~ydIx'a]l; (one [pl.])
249, and LXX has tou/ dh/sai auvta,j (‘to bind 
them’).
250 Zimmerli (1983,  p.268) proposes that MT’s “~ydxal has been 
                                                 
247 We may also suggest that laer'f.yI tyBe has had a political concept attached to it, even as a royal house, 
and refers to the whole nation. Thus LXX’s use here of ui`ou.j Israhl may be an interpretative shift to 
focus on the people of Israel, and not a political entity (cf. v. 19 where LXX’s focus is on the 
corporate aspect of the people uniting as one). 
248 Whilst rbx can have the meaning of ‘companions’ (KJV; NASB) or ‘associates’ (NIV; NRSV), in 
this context we find meaning of ‘joining’ as the reference is to the tribes of Israel joined to Judah and 
the tribes joined to Joseph.  
249 Whilst rare, ~ydIx'a] is also found in Gen. 11:1; 27:44; 29:20; Dan. 11:20, where, as an adjective, it 
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misunderstood by [LXX] tou/ dh/sai auvta,j as a verbal form, and this has consequently 
brought about the independence of the conclusion in the form kai. e;sontai evn th/| ceiri, 
sou”. We do note that the Greek is ambiguous.
251 However, this may indicate exegetical 
thought rather than scribal error, as it may reflect the priestly view of being the spiritual 
caretakers for the people. This again shows the translator(s) of LXX speaking to their 
present times (cf. v. 16).  
It is possible that MT’s use of brq here was to echo the action of the bones in v. 
7 as the same verb was used there. This same echo does not appear to be evident in 
LXX which uses suna,ptw here in v. 17 (‘tie/bind together’), yet prosa,gw in v. 7 (‘bring 
forward’).   
 
`%L' hL,ae-hm' Wnl' dyGIt;-aAlh] rmo+ale ^M.[; ynEB. ^yl,êae Wrm.ayO rv,a]k;w> 37:18 
37:18 kai. e;stai o[tan le,gwsin pro.j se. oi` ui`oi. tou/ laou/ sou (G
967,B: ouvk avnaggelei/j; 
G
A: le,gontej ouvk avpaggelei/j) h`mi/n ti, evstin tau/ta, soi 
Only G
A follows MT rmoale with le,gontej. This may be another later MT plus 
followed by G
A. The meaning of both avnaggelei/j and avpaggelei/j is ‘report, declare’, but 
avpaggelei/j also has the concept of ‘explain, interpret’ [LEH]. This may have been the 
intended meaning by G
A, as it fits the context of not just telling the story, but explaining 
and interpreting to their community. It is significant that in this context ynEB./ui`oi, means 
‘descendants’, and is contextually referring to a united kingdom (cf. vv. 16, 21).  
                                                                                                                                               
250 Brenton translates this verse from LXX as “And thou shalt joint [sic] them together for thyself, so as 
that they should bind themselves into one stick; and they shall be in thine hand”. Brenton is able to 
do this as his text has e`auta,j (reflexive) rather than auvta,j. However, to date I have been unable to 
locate any LXX MSS that evidences e`auta,j in this location; neither Swete nor Ziegler lists any such 
variant. Brenton’s (1851) translation was based on the ‘Vatican text’, which probably means the 
Sixtine text (cf. Swete, 1989, pp.183-184; Jobes and Silva, 2000, p.71). 
251 There are three possible ways to translate here: 1. ‘And you shall join them to one another, for yourself 
to bind them into one stick; and they shall be in your hand’ (taken as a unit); 2. ‘And you shall join 
them to one another for yourself, to bind them into one stick; and they shall be one in your hand’ 
(Dative of advantage); 3. ‘And you shall join them to one another for yourself into one rod to bind 
them; and they shall be in your hand’ (infinitive as epexegetically; or it could express purpose as in 
2).  Page 138 
 
  rv,a] @seAy #[e-ta, x;qel{ ynIa] hNEhi hèwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo ~h,lea] rBeD; 37:19 
hd'Why> #[e-ta, wyl'[' ~t'Aa yTit;n"w> Îwyr'+bex]Ð ¿Arb.x,À laer'f.yI yjeb.viw> ~yIr;êp.a,-dy:B. 
`ydIy"B. dx'a, Wyh'w> dx'êa, #[el. ~tiyfi[]w: 
 
37:19 kai. evrei/j pro.j auvtou,j ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ivdou. evgw. lh,myomai th.n fulh.n Iwshf 
th.n dia. ceiro.j Efraim kai. ta.j fula.j Israhl ta.j proskeime,naj pro.j auvto.n kai. dw,sw 
auvtou.j evpi. th.n fulh.n Iouda kai. e;sontai (G
967: + moi) eivj r`a,bdon mi,an evn th/| ceiri. 
Iouda  
As above, we note that G
B,A have a small 2-3 letter break after the first phrase, 
thus placing this phrase with the preceding verse. This is possibly part of “scribal 
idiosyncrasy” wherein ta,de le,gei ku,rioj was often treated as a divisional marker, 
almost in an “mechanical” way (Olley, 2003, p.212). Yet, in so doing, G
B,A highlight the 
speech that follows and at the same time place vv. 19-28 into its own pericope, 
emphasising the uniting of the kingdoms under the Davidic ruler.  
Allen (1990b, p.190) claims MT and ancient versions add ~yIr;p.a,-dy:B. rv,a] as a 
‘gloss’. Yet Block (1998, p.397) argues the MT “represents a natural explanation, given 
anachronistic reference to Joseph, probably added by the prophet himself”. This is 
found in MasEzek, and all representative LXX witnesses (ceiro.j Efraim), therefore if a 
gloss it would have been very early, making Allen’s ‘gloss’ proposal unprovable (cf. v. 
16, ‘Ephraim’s stick’).
252    
 
 
Again in this verse, as in v. 16, LXX interacts with MT’s metaphors, exegeting 
and making them explicit for the reader. MT has @seAy #[e-ta, (‘the stick of Joseph’), 
and later hd'Why> #[e-ta, (‘the stick of Judah’). LXX has th.n fulh.n Iwshf (‘the tribe of 
                                                 
252 Ephraim was a son of Joseph and received inheritance in the land, and as such ‘Ephraim’ is a reference 
to the Northern Kingdom, whist Judah is a clear reference to the Southern. The importance of this 
plays out in the following verses where two kingdoms are united as one under a Davidic ruler. Page 139 
Joseph’), and later th.n fulh.n Iouda (‘the tribe of Judah’). With these two occurrences 
LXX deliberately interprets MT’s metaphors, twice using fulh,n for #[e (not r`a,bdon as in 
v. 16, or xu,lon elsewhere in Ezekiel). Allen (1990b, p.190) points out that this is “due to 
the translator’s wish to replace metaphor with reality in this statement of Yahweh’s 
actions”. Block (1998, p.397) also notes that LXX is “interpreting the expression in 
accordance with šēbet, which also appears, rather than translating it”.
253 This does not 
mean that the LXX translator is incorrect, but is capturing the concept that #[e in this 
pericope has the larger meaning of a ‘ruler’s sceptre’ (cf. v. 16). LXX views this 
rulership as corporate within the united northern (Joseph) and southern (Judah) tribes. 
MT appears to focus on the concept of the ‘ruler’ with reference to tribes (cf. v. 16), 
where LXX focuses primarily on the corporate aspect of ‘tribes/people’ and of their 
uniting. MT’s focus on the ‘ruler’ makes way for the one Davidic ruler in vv. 22, 24. At 
the same time, LXX’s focus on the oneness of the united tribes makes way for the one 
kingdom in v. 22. For the last MT wording of dx'a, #[el., LXX uses eivj r`a,bdon mi,an (as 
in vv. 16, 17), perhaps because there is no direct tribal name attached with which to 
associate fulh,n, and the context speaks of one ‘rod/staff’. This metaphoric 
interpretation by LXX is a wider expansion from its existing use of r`a,bdon for #[e, 
which only emphasises this usage as interpretation (and again echoes v. 16 and the 
interaction with Num. 17). Overall, as in v. 16, LXX has captured MT’s metaphor of 
‘ruler’s sceptre’, and exegeted it in the light of its community, seeing the tribes of Israel 
uniting together under one ruler (cf. vv. 22-25). As Greenberg (1997, p.755) puts it, the 
translators of LXX “reflect the views of the sticks as sceptres. They belong to the 
                                                 
253 In Ezekiel, jb,ve can mean either ‘rod/staff’ but with the concept of a ‘sceptre’ and LXX follows this 
translating with r`a,bdoj (19:11, 14; 20:37; 21:10), yet other times the meaning is ‘tribe’ wherein LXX 
uses fulh, (21:18; 37:19; 40-48 passim). Page 140 
history of interpretation, anticipating in vs. 19 what is to be revealed only in vs. 22 – the 
restored monopoly on kingship of the Judahite Davidites”. 
Also, in 37:19, MT states ydIy"B. dx'a, Wyh'w> dx'a, #[el. ~tiyfi[]w: (‘and I will make 
them one stick and they will be one in my hand’), where LXX combines the first 
thought with the concluding phrase kai. e;sontai eivj r`a,bdon mi,an evn th/| ceiri. Iouda 
(‘and they will be (G
967: + moi ‘to me [as]’) one rod in the hand of Judah’). Allen 
(1990b,  p.190) says “LXX renders ydyb  as if  hdwhy dyb which is an interesting 
evidence of the practice of abbreviation in Heb. MSS”. However, Block (1998, p.397) 
notes that LXX  
captures the intended sense of hd'Why> #[e-ta, wyl'[' ~t'Aa yTit;n"w>
254, presumably 
reading ta, wyl'[' as l[ (=evpi,). BHS suggest deleting ~t'Aa, but this results in an 
unlikely reversal of roles for the respective tribes. MT is awkward but not 
ungrammatical if the pl. suffix on ~t'Aa is understood to refer to the tribes that the 
piece of wood represents, whereas the sg. suffix on wyl'[' refers to the piece of 
wood that represents primarily Judah. #[e-ta, hd'Why> is then simply an appositional 
explanation for the suffix.
255  
 
Furthermore, Block (1998, p.397) claims that “LXX evn th/| ceiri. Iouda reads the suffix 
on ydIy"B. as an abbreviation for hd'Why>”. Zimmerli (1983, p.269) also had observed this 
point, and stated that “M speaks of the unity of the nation of Yahweh, G accentuates 
Judean messianism”.
256 This theological shift observed by Zimmerli suggests that the 
LXX translator was aware of the Hebrew, but doing another deliberate theological 
interpretation, as a trans-linguistic wordplay, to leave the balance of power in the hands 
of Judah. This may be the case with the later references in this chapter to Davidic 
                                                 
254 For ease of reading, I have put in the Hebrew letters rather than Block’s transliterations. This change 
applies for the other short quote from Block following this one. 
255 We note that GKC (1910, §117m N) says ‘in 37
19 read with Hitzig la, for ta’. 
256 Cooke (1936, p.401) says that LXX’s “reading looks suspiciously like in the hand of Ephraim above, 
and may also be an explanatory addition”. Page 141 
rulership (vv. 24-25). LXX has already shown theological exegesis in this verse and 
pericope, and we may be observing another example here. The focus on Judah and thus 
Jerusalem, and the centralising of the cultus, was a priority for the exilic and postexilic 
communities, as was their concern to eradicate idolatrous worship, which is also evident 
here in the text. Thus, instead of scribal error by LXX’s scribe, we suggest theological 
intent by wordplay to establish Judean priority. We further suggest that G
967’s unique 
moi plus strengthens this, indicating that this is the LORD’s view. The key word and 
concept in this pericope is ‘oneness’, and this is found, especially for LXX, in the 
restoration of the Davidic Kingdom and rulership (vv. 22-25). This also finds support 
from LXX’s interpretation of the Hebrew metaphors here, and in vv. 16-17. This is not 
to be seen as circular reasoning, but as further indication that LXX is interpreting and 
exegeting the Hebrew text.  
We also ask why Ezekiel used ‘Joseph’ in the metaphor (vv. 16, 19), and it may 
be that this was a deliberate reference to the person in Patriarchal times that united his 
brothers together whilst in a foreign land, and brought unity and sustenance to the 
family. Joseph’s dry bones were those brought up out of the land of Egypt, which also 
fits the other primary metaphor of this chapter (Exod. 13:19; cf. Gen. 50:25). Thus 
Joseph was a participant in the Exodus, which again echoes the ‘new exodus motif’ 
found here and elsewhere in Ezekiel.
257 Joseph is also representative of the 10 tribes of 
the so-called Northern Kingdom. 
There is curious variant in 37:19, where Symmachus exegetes and expands on 
MT saying, kai. dw,sw auvta.j meta. tou/ sunie,nai th.n fulh.n th.n basilikh.n VIou,da 
(Field, 1964, p.870; Ziegler, 1977, p.270f). 
258 There are a number of difficulties in 
understanding Symmachus’ intent here, as well as translating the words into English. 
                                                 
257 Refer to my comments introducing Ezek. 36:22-32, and Block’s (1998, p.353).  
258 It should be noted that the text of Symmachus here is Field’s retro-version from the Syriac into Greek 
(cf. Ziegler, 1977, p.271). Therefore the following discussion is based on Field’s speculation that this 
was in Symmachus’ Greek text. Page 142 
Firstly, rather than using auvtou,j as other LXX MSS, he has auvta,j (fem. pl.) which 
refers to the preceding ‘tribes’ (fulh,n), therefore focusing on the tribal identity. 
Secondly, he has his own unique plus of ‘meta. tou/ sunie,nai’, which elsewhere in both 
Tanach and New Testament is translated as ‘with understanding/wise’ [LEH]. But here, 
with another accusative following, Symmachus appears to have intended the literal 
meaning of !tn and thus ‘bring/set/join together’ [Thayer; LS]. Thirdly, Symmachus has 
unusually followed LXX’s exegesis of #[e, writing fulh,n, breaking with his normal 
practice of strictly interpreting MT (Fernández Marcos, 2000,  pp.128-133). Then 
fourthly, is his other plus of th.n basilikh,n (‘royal’), implying a king and/or a kingdom, 
something which LXX Ezekiel generally seeks to avoid when referring to Israel. We 
would expect Symmachus to avoid such terminology owing to the constant threat of 
Roman presence in his day, especially when there is no textual evidence for ‘royal’ in 
MT or LXX, indicating this is a theological plus. The accusative form of ‘th.n fulh.n 
th.n basilikh.n VIou,da’, also makes it difficult to understand Symmachus. In addition 
dw,sw already has an object, and cannot refer to this. Perhaps the clearest sense is ‘I will 
put them [the tribes] together with the royal tribe of Judah’. With this phrase, 
Symmachus’ focus appears to be on the joining of all the tribes of Israel (cf. v. 16 for 
the parallel mention of the tribes of Israel associated with Judah). He then may be seen 
as promoting Judean priority by his use of ‘th.n basilikh,n’. Yet, we can offer no 
rational explanation at this point other than to say it is evidence of later theological 
expansion, perhaps resulting from internal tensions in the first centuries CE.  
!yBemi laeêr'f.yI ynEB.-ta, x;qel{ ynIa] hNEhi hèwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo ~h,ylea] rBed;w> 37:21 
`~t'm'd>a;-la, ~t'Aa ytiabehew> bybiêS'mi ~t'ao yTic.B;qiw> ~v'+-Wkl.h' rv,a] ~yIAGh;  
37:21 kai. evrei/j auvtoi/j ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj ivdou. evgw. lamba,nw pa,nta oi=kon 
Israhl evk me,sou tw/n evqnw/n ou- eivsh,lqosan evkei/ kai. suna,xw auvtou.j avpo. (G
A,B: + 
pa,ntwn) tw/n periku,klw| auvtw/n kai. eivsa,xw auvtou.j eivj th.n gh/n tou/ Israhl Page 143 
LXX interprets laer'f.yI ynEB. with oi=kon Israhl rather than ui`ou.j Israhl, a 
reversal of v. 16. It also has pa,nta as a plus. Most commentators correctly view vv. 20-
22 as an interpretative section that exegetes the previous vv. 15-19 (cf. vv. 11-14). 
laer'f.yI ynEB. in this context appears to be a reference to ‘all’ the descendants of their 
ancestor ‘Israel’, which includes both tribes (cf. Jacob, v. 25). On the one hand, LXX’s 
translation may be due to its inconsistency in translating tyBe and ynEb. (cf. v. 16).   
However, it is possible that LXX may be interacting with this interpretative section, 
following the contextual flow of the uniting of tribes (cf. fulh,n v. 19), and of their 
descendants (v. 18), which now enables LXX to see ‘all’ of Diaspora Israel being 
gathered out of the nations, and so interpret them as ‘house’. LXX’s important pa,nta 
plus lends weight to this, and may be an indication LXX is reflecting on v. 11 where 
both MT and LXX use the ‘whole house of Israel’ as an implicit reference to a united 
Israel (cf. G
B,A’s other pa,nta plus below). It may also be that the reversal of ui`ou,j and 
oi=kon between vv. 16 and 21 is an LXX theological inclusio within this pericope.   
We also ask why LXX uses eivsh,lqosan (‘went into’) for MT’s Wkl.h' (‘walk/ 
journey’), when LXX uses evporeu,qhsan (‘go, journey’) for all other occurrences in 
Ezekiel. This may be stylistic, but it may also be a contextual statement regarding the 
Diaspora, to include countries the Jewish people voluntarily entered, and not just 
referring to the exile.  
Again in this verse, MT says bybiS'mi ~t'ao yTic.B;qiw> (‘and I will gather them from 
all around’), where LXX says, kai. suna,xw auvtou.j avpo. (G
B,A: + pa,ntwn) tw/n 
periku,klw| auvtw/n (‘and I will gather them from (all) that are around them’). Block 
(1998,  p.406) believes that “LXX presupposes mikkol  se6bîbōtām, ‘from all that 
surround them’”. Yet, LXX could be coming from the viewpoint of one translating in 
the land, and seeing the people gathered from all countries around them (cf. Allen v. Page 144 
22). G
B,A’s plus of pa,ntwn expands MT and G
967 to emphasise the ‘united’ gathering 
will be from all the nations, covering the entire Diaspora and not just some of the 
tribes.
259   
MT also says the LORD will bring them ~t'm'd>a;-la, (‘into their own 
land/ground’), yet LXX interprets this clearly to state eivj th.n gh/n tou/ Israhl (‘into the 
land of Israel’). In so doing, LXX clarifies that ‘their own land’ is the land of Israel, 
which again may be seen as a view from one in the land, as it identifies the land. This 
supports the proposal that LXX is viewing a united and ‘whole house’ of Israel.   
However, we note that the entire phrase in both MT and LXX here in v. 21, and in Ezek. 
36:24; 37:12, echoes the ‘new-exodus’ motif in Ezek. 36-37. That this phrase is found 
in Exod. 6:8 also supports the concept that Ezekiel saw the restoration of Israel from the 
exile as a ‘new-exodus’. Allen (1993, p.133) points out that  
the restoration of the exiles to their own land is an important element in the 
interpretation. It grounds the metaphor of new life in Ezekiel’s general positive 
agenda of a new exodus. By implication it serves to identify the bringing up from 
the graves with the actual phase of exodus, which is then followed by the phrase of 
entry into the promised land.  
 
 
 
%l,m,+l. ~L'kul. hy<h.yI dx'a, %l,m,W laeêr'f.yI yreh'B. #r,a'B' dx'a, yAgl. ~t'ao ytiyfi['w> 37:22 
`dA[  tAkl'm.m; yTev.li dA[ Wcx'yE al{w> ~yIêAg ynEv.li dA[Î-Wyh.yIÐ ¿-hy<h.yIÀ al{w> 
37:22 kai. dw,sw auvtou.j eivj e;qnoj evn th/| gh/| mou kai. evn toi/j o;resin Israhl kai. a;rcwn 
ei-j e;stai (G
A: + pa,ntwn) (G
B,A: auvtw/n; G
P: auvtoi/j) kai. ouvk e;sontai (G
A: + ouvk) e;ti 
eivj du,o e;qnh ouvde. mh. diaireqw/sin ouvke,ti eivj du,o basilei,aj  
                                                 
259 For more on ‘gathering and return’ see Lust (1981b, p.139) who says, “most remarkable in Ezekiel is 
that the Gathering of the people and their Entry in the Land is pictured as an eschatological event as 
evidenced by ‘the clouds and the thick darkness’ accompanying it”. Lust (1981b,  p.414) also 
concludes that “the formula of the Gathering and the Return does not occur in the early layers of the 
Book … In Ezekiel the formula does not strictly speaking mention a Return. It rather foretells the 
first real Entry into the Promised Land”. Page 145 
Again this verse has a number of implicit theological variants that bear 
examining. MT starts with ~t'ao ytiyfi['w> (‘I will make them’ [as one nation
260 in the 
land]), whereas LXX states kai. dw,sw auvtou,j (‘I will give/make them’ [into one nation 
in my land]). One of the uses of di,dwmi eivj is ‘to make someone as’ (cf. 2Chr. 25:16, 
[LEH]),
261 which is how Brenton translates here. Typically LXX uses dw,sw (di,dwmi) to 
translate !t;n" (cf. vv. 6, 14, 19). Significantly, LXX translates every other occurrence of 
ytiyfi['w> (in this form) in Ezekiel with poie,w.
262 We suggest that dw,sw can still retain the 
primary meaning here of ‘to give’, and that LXX is reflecting back on 37:14 (dw,sw to. 
pneu/ma, mou).
263 LXX may also have been reflecting on 36:5, and using dw,sw here as a 
reversal of the enemy’s gifting (di,dwmi) the LORD’s land to themselves (see mou below). 
Likewise, in 37:25, we find the LORD giving the land to Jacob (also di,dwmi). All these 
verses may well have influenced the translator to use dw,sw here rather than poie,w.  
Whereas MT records that the LORD will make them as one nation, LXX appears to 
exegete this ‘making’ as the LORD giving or even gifting them ‘into a/one’ nation in his 
(LXX: mou) land. Thus, we may suggest that LXX sees ‘nationhood’ as a gift in the 
Lord’s land (cf. mou).  
 
 
The concept of land ownership arises as the next point in 37:22, where MT says 
#r,a'B' (in the land), yet LXX says evn th/| gh/| mou (in my land). Greenberg (1997, p.756) 
                                                 
260 We note the unique Ezekielian use of ~yIAG here for Israel; the other 86 occurrences of ~yIAG refer to 
other nations. That LXX uses e;qnoj here indicates that ~yIAG was in its Vorlage and thus may well be 
original.  
261 The context of 2Chr. 25:16 is in reference to an appointment, of a prophet being ‘made’ a royal 
counsellor.  
262 cf. Ezek. 5:8, 9, 10; 11:9; 17:24; 22:14, 24:14; 25:17; 30:14, 19; 35:11; 36:27, 36; 37:14. 
263 We note that Ezek. 36:28 is not extant in G
967 and that 36:23c-38 is most likely an inserted pericope 
along with the chapter reordering. However, the wording th/j gh/j h-j e;dwka u`mi/n found in 36:28 is 
also found elsewhere which may well have also influenced the translator here (1Kgs. 9:7; 2Kgs. 
21:8; 2Chron. 7:20; 33:8; Jer. 24:10; 25:5; 42:15).   Page 146 
says “‘the land’ unqualified is the land of Israel, as in 20:40, hence G ‘my land’ is not 
preferable.” Cooke (1936, p.402) likewise says that “on the mountains of I[srael], a 
phrase charged with sentiment, gives all the definition required” [italics his]. Allen 
(1990b, p.190) also says that  
not only is [mou] inappropriate here … but it is significant that in the context the 
LXX reflects assimilation to other passages: to v. 11 rendering ‘house’ for ynb 
‘sons’ in v. 21a; to 28:24 in translating ‘from all around them’ for bybsm ‘around’ 
in v. 21b; and to v. 12 in its translation ‘the country of Israel’ for ~tmda ‘their 
country.’ Correspondingly, here the influence of 36:5 is probable.
264 
Commentators like Allen point out a number of the implicit theological exegeses that 
LXX is undertaking in this pericope. This plus of mou helps support the suggestion that 
LXX has not misunderstood this pericope, but is doing a deliberate theological exegesis, 
seeking to apply the text hermeneutically to their community. As such, we need to 
consider the above mentioned variant of dw,sw along with this mou plus, and suggest that 
LXX viewed this as God’s land gifted to his people. For the Hebrew text, these are all 
future projections and hope, but for the later LXX translators they appear to be present 
possibilities and even partial realities. Thus the use here of ‘evn th/| gh/| mou’ may be an 
attempt to bring personal ownership and involvement of God in the land and people. 
After proposing various reasons why MT should not be emended here (#r,a'B' to ycir>a;B., 
and with ~t'm'd>a; v. 21),
265 Zimmerli (1983, p.269) states “nevertheless, it might be 
wondered whether the whole complex, which is decidedly superfluous in the parallel 
structure of v 22a/b [nation-king & kingdoms-nations], is not a secondary theological 
interpretation”. But Zimmerli does not state here, nor in the body of his commentary, 
what that secondary theological interpretation might be! At least Zimmerli is willing to 
face the possibility of this being an interpretation rather than a scribal error.   
                                                 
264 In addition to 36:5, we may also include 38:16 as possible influence for LXX. 
265 Block (1998, p.406) says that “LXX presupposes ycir>a;B.”. Page 147 
Again in 37:22, LXX has another subtle plus where the nation will be 
established: MT says laer'f.yI yreh'B. #r,a'B' (‘in the land on the mountains of Israel’, cf. 
chapters 6, 36), whereas LXX says evn th/| gh/| mou kai. evn toi/j o;resin Israhl (‘in my 
land and in the mountains of Israel’). LXX’s kai. evn plus may serve as an exegetical 
clarifier to say ‘that is in’, or it may be that LXX seeks to mention both ‘land’ and 
‘mountains’ as emphasis.  Either way, LXX again interacts with the text.  
There is a minor MT variant, where the qere appears to correct the ketiv
266 to 
state ~yIAg ynEv.li dA[ (Wyh.yI qere) (hy<h.yI ketiv) al{w> (“and (it ketiv) (they qere) shall no 
longer be two nations”). Greenberg (1997, p.756) suggests the ketiv “looks like a scribal 
error influenced by yhyh four words before”. Zimmerli (1983, p.270) notes that the ketiv 
“suggests a king for each nation”. We note that G
A’s unique plus of ouvk strengthens the 
point that the kingdoms will never be divided again into two kingdoms. 
LXX does not reflect MT’s last instance of dA[, perhaps because it was “either 
recognizing its superfluity or reflecting of a different Vorlage” (Block, 1998, p.407). 
The number of variants in this verse may reflect a different Vorlage, but more likely 
these are theological variants. This verse, along with the following verse, and even the 
pericope, indicate a text in a state of theological flux.  
We also find a subtle, yet very important, difference with the leadership of this 
nation. MT says %l,m,l. ~L'kul. hy<h.yI dx'a, %l,m,W (‘and one king shall be king for all of 
them’). LXX says kai. a;rcwn ei-j e;stai (G
A: pa,ntwn) auvtw/n (‘and one ruler/prince shall 
be for (G
A: all) them’). LXX does not translate %l,m, with basileu,j, instead using a;rcwn. 
LXX also does not reflect MT’s double usage of ‘%l,m,’ with either ‘basileu,j/a;rcwn’. 
G
967’s dative auvtoi/j (cf: G
B,A: auvtw/n) variant may reflect awareness of MT’s l, but it 
                                                 
266 See 36:14 for comments on how the qere can correct the ketiv. We may note that given the possibilities 
that the ketiv / qere variants may reflect diverse text traditions, it is a moot point for us as to which is 
earlier. Page 148 
does still not witness %l,m,l. ~L'kul.. G
A’s pa,ntwn reflects MT’s ~L'kul., but we question 
why G
A did not translate the second word, %l,m,l.. Wevers (1982, p.197) suggests that 
LXX “rightly omit[s] the late gloss ‘king’ lmlk … [which] may be a copyist’s 
dittography of lklm, ‘for all of them’, in scramble”. A copy error may be the case here, 
and his ‘late gloss’ suggestion is also possible. Lust (1986a, p.218) says that “in 7:27 
and once in 37:22 the Greek has no equivalent for Hebrew [%l,m,]. Most likely [the 
translator] did not find [%l,m,] in [his] Vorlage”. This also is a possibility, but these 
explanations do not answer why LXX consistently translates %l,m, in this pericope with 
a;rcwn. A ‘simple’ explanation may be that LXX deliberately made these changes with 
theological intent, including using a;rcwn for %l,m,, due to their views on the new 
Davidic leadership. LXX includes the concept of a united Israel but it does not reflect a 
king, but rather an a;rcwn (‘leader/ruler’) for them. Yet this appears to be a complex 
issue, theologically motivated, and affecting more than one verse. Therefore we will 
treat this issue in its own Excursus.  
 
4.3.1.  Excursus on %l,m,, ayfin", and a;rcwn in Ezek. 37:22-25.  
Earlier in Ezekiel, the LORD is declared the one who will ‘be king’ over the 
people (cf. 20:33 %l;m'/basileu,w).
267 Joyce (1998, p.335) suggests that %l,m, in 37:22 
may still refer to “God as king”.
268 This underlying theology appears to have influenced 
the wording when referring to the kings of Israel. Of the 37 occurrences of %l,m, in 
Ezekiel, it is significant that 25 of these refer to kings outside Israel. %l,m, is used for 
Israel’s kings in just five main places: 1:2 (as part of the date formula); 7:27 (%l,m, will 
                                                 
267 For more on how God is King in Ezekiel, and the Hebrew Bible, see Brettler (1989).   
268 Joyce (1998, p.335) does clarify “However, on balance, the most natural reading of 37.22 is probably 
as a reference to a human king”. The ‘humanness’ is clearly seen with the use of ayfin". Page 149 
mourn); 17:12 (%l,m, into exile); and finally that which has specific interest to us, 37:22, 
24 where it speaks of a future Davidic king. While Ezekiel does not avoid using %l,m, 
for Israel’s leaders, he does show a significant preference for ayfin" (‘prince/ruler’; Ezek. 
7:27; 12:10, 12; 19:1; 21:12, 25; 22:6; 34:24; 37:25).
269 Lemke (1984, p.174) suggests 
that %l,m, “may have had misleading or even negative connotations” in Ezekiel’s day. 
Ezekiel’s preferred title of ayfin" for Israel’s kings and leaders appears to bring out the 
vassal aspect of Israel’s kings in a world where Babylon dominated. It also describes 
how Ezekiel typically sees the future leaders (cf. ayfin" v. 25). Duguid (1994,  p.32) 
points this out saying, “it is reasonable to suppose that Ezekiel intended by the term 
nāśî´ to convey a ruler with limited authority, genuinely representative of the people”. 
He also states that “the distinction between melek and nāśî´ is not hard and fast: the 
great emperors of Babylon and Egypt are always designated melek, but petty kings may 
go by either title” (Duguid, 1994, p.20).
270 Joyce (1998, p.330) says that ayfin" is “used 
elsewhere mostly within what has commonly been called ‘Priestly’ material …. It is the 
technical term of the leader of a clan, and is always used of authorities in subordination 
to a greater authority (e.g. alongside Moses in Exod. 16:22)”. After examining its usage 
in other books, McKeating (1993, p.111) concludes that ayfin" as ‘leader’ “certainly does 
not imply royal status, but does not exclude it. That is to say, nāśî´ was not usually a 
king, but it was not felt inappropriate to apply the word to a king”. The title ayfin" rather 
than %l,m, is used in 40-48, and without any clear Davidic-messianic nature. Yet this 
                                                 
269 Some of these occurrences appear to refer to ‘leaders’ rather than just ‘kings’ (e.g., 7:27 has both %l,m, 
and ayfin" in the same verse, indicating ayfin" there refers to a leader under the king (cf. 32:29 of 
Edom). We also find in 22:6 that the laer'f.yI yaeyfin> are guilty of oppressing the people, which again 
appears to include more than just the king. This lends support for our point that ayfin" has a vassal 
concept to it in Ezekiel.  
270 Cross (1975, 15) also notes that “the leader of the first return [from Babylon] was Sin-ab-asur, the heir 
to the house of David, son of Jehoiachin. He is given the title nāśî, which Ezekiel and his circle in the 
Exile preferred to męlęk, ‘king’, in designating the new David’s office” (cf. Ezra 5:14-16). This may 
have been part of the exilic Jewish terminology. Page 150 
“does not imply a denial of its Davidic-messianic nature. The ayfn is a vassal of 
Yahweh, a shepherd who serves under the divine shepherd” (Raurell, 1986, p.85).
271   
Therefore, MT’s use of %l,m, in 37:22, 24 is theologically important, as Block 
(1998, p.414) points out: “the present choice of melek highlights the restoration of Israel 
to full nationhood. To the prophet’s audience, the use of nāśî´ would have signified less 
that complete restoration”. In an earlier work Block (1995, p.171) writes, “in several 
ancient texts the divine appointment of a human king represents … the climax of the 
normalization of the relationship between a deity and his land/people. Accordingly, 
Ezekiel’s anticipation of a new [messianic] king over his own people would have been 
understood by ancient Israelite and outsider alike”. The context in v. 22 deals with a 
‘united kingdom’ which requires a ‘king’, and thus MT uses %l,m,. Greenberg 
(1997,  p.756) says the contextual “parallelism of ‘one nation—one king’ / two 
nations—two kingdoms’ supports the authenticity of the term ‘king’ against G’s 
translation ‘chief’”. MT’s use of l implies that this %l,m, will be a real king, ruling over 
a sovereign united kingdom and maintaining cohesive unity. The identity of this new 
king is not given until v. 24, where we find he will be a king like David, indicating a 
renewed ‘Davidic Kingdom’. Adding to Block’s point above, the exiles would have 
seen this Davidic king and kingdom as the ultimate fulfilment of restoration. Unlike 
ayfin", the use of %l,m, identified with ‘David’ of old, suggests a military leader.  
This raises the question as to which facet Ezekiel’s Davidic leader will exhibit: 
warrior or worshipper, or even both. The use of %l,m, shows that “Ezekiel does not 
discard the Judahite monarchy, he refashions it. The prophet had a place for a monarch 
but not for the monarchy, that is, the social, political, and economic system associated 
                                                 
271 Fisch (1985, p.251) simplifies this by saying “while king signifies a political ruler, shepherd denotes a 
spiritual leader”. Raurell (1986, p.89) says that for “the Greek translator … the ideal future king of 
40-48 cannot be like the one of 1-39, in spite of the fact that MT always defines him as a ayfn.  Page 151 
with the king” [italics mine] (Vawter and Hoppe, 1991, p.204).
272 Sloan (1992, p.150) 
says, “the reunion of God, land and people can only occur at the same time as a new 
political order does”. However, Sloan (1992, p.150) notes that Ezekiel “does not offer a 
new political order as the means by which the people will return to the land”. Nowhere 
does it explicity indicate that this Davidic leader will be a military conqueror, it is only 
implied by the pericope’s position before the Gog epic. Significantly, all four 
occurrences of ‘David’ in Ezekiel are prefaced with ‘my servant’ (cf. 34:23, 24; 37:24, 
25). Furthermore, the context of v. 24 indicates the duties of this Davidic %l,m, will be 
that of a h[r (shepherd), who will enable the people to ‘walk in my judgements and 
observe my statutes and do them’.
273 Then, in v. 25, we find a ‘softening’ in MT where 
ayfin" is used in reference to David, perhaps to state implicitly that this future Davidic 
leader will be a vassal under God, even as the %l,m, of the united kingdom (vv. 22-24). 
As such, this new Davidic king/ruler in v. 25 “will have a pastoral charge, to watch over 
the morals and religion of his people”, rather than being a military leader (Cooke, 
1936, p.402). In the same way, this ayfin" “is to devote himself entirely to the liturgy, just 
as Deuteronomy’s king is to devote himself entirely to the study of the Law (Deut. 
17:18-20)” (Vawter and Hoppe, 1991,  p.204).
274 Speiser (1963,  p.111) says that “in 
Ezekiel’s view, great temporal power does not appear conducive to spiritual excellence, 
hence the prophet’s personal preference for a modest principality as opposed to an 
                                                 
272 Levenson (1986, p.68f) also argues that in Ezekiel %l,m, and ayfin" can appear synonymously and that 
Ezekiel and his school have “not discarded kingship. They have reinterpreted it …. [as they] sought 
to bring the institution of monarchy under the governance of the Sinaitic covenant”. Lemke 
(1984, p.180) concludes that “Ezekiel and his disciples were not necessarily looking forward to the 
restoration of the Davidic monarchy. David in this passage is more an ideal symbol of Israelite unity 
than a specific past or future historical figure”. 
273 Brettler (1989, p.36) points out that “shepherd is one of the oldest appellations for kings in the ancient 
Near East” and then says “it is likely that the metaphorical use of ‘shepherd’ of Israelite kings 
contributed to the literary depiction of David (and possibly Moses) as actual shepherds”.  
274 Cooke (1936,  p.403) also states this future Davidic leader “is overshadowed by the ministry of 
worship; his function amounts to little more than providing and attending the sacrifices on Sabbaths 
and festivals, 44
3 461-12. 16-18”. Page 152 
ambitious empire”. Therefore, we find in MT Ezekiel’s theology more the concept of 
David as ‘worshipper’, than David as ‘warrior’.
275 Sloan (1992, p.150) also says Ezekiel 
“sees both political order and return to the land as simultaneous ends towards which 
spiritual practice is aimed”. This questions MT’s use of %l,m, in vv. 22-25. Overall, we 
find in MT one theology that has a resurrected and restored United Kingdom requiring a 
king, even a Davidic ‘military’ king, and then another theology where this Davidic ayfin" 
would lead the people in spiritual pursuits, and not military activities. These two 
theologies represent that found in the two extant chapter orders of the received text, and 
that in G
967.  
LXX has captured the sense of ayfin" with its use of a;rcwn, as it “reflects 
adequately enough the function, if not the etymology, of nāśî´” (Speiser, 
1963, p.111).
276 Yet, our interest is why LXX has translated %l,m, with a;rcwn, rather 
than with basileu,j in 37:22, 24. LXX does not evidence any major hesitancy in using 
‘king’ when referring to those outside Israel, consistently translating with basileu,j.  
 
McGregor (1985)  and Raurell (1986)  discuss
277 in detail the terminological 
preferences of the various LXX translators of Ezekiel. LXX uses basileu,j for Israel’s 
king only in 1:2 (cf. the date formula), and significantly in 20:33 discussing the LORD’s 
‘kingship’ (basileu,sw evfV u`ma/j), thus capturing Ezekiel’s theology of the LORD as 
                                                 
275 Significantly, and perhaps in support of this point, this Davidic leader is not directly mentioned in the 
battles against Gog and his hordes, but rather there God is the ‘warrior’ (cf. 38:4a, 16, 21-23; 39:1-4, 
6-7, 11). However, if chapter 37 came after chapter 39 in the Urtext, then this could also explain the 
absence of David as warrior against Gog. Ezekiel, and the translators, retained the position of God as 
warrior. 
276 Speiser (1963, p.114) later says “analogously, nāśî´goes back to nāśā’ ‘to raise” …. the title, in short, 
stands for a duly elected chieftain”. 
277 Raurell (1986, p.89) argued that the varied terminology used by LXX translators was due to their 
theological diversity. He proposed that avfhgoumenoj used in 40-48 is used in a positive sense “as the 
ideal future monarch, who never transgresses in either the ritual or social sphere” and as such 
“becomes the antithesis of the a;rcwn” used in 1-39. However both Lust (1986a, p. 219) and Duguid 
(1994, p.22) reject this proposal, largely because of how LXX uses a;rcwn in a positive sense for a 
future Davidic ruler here in 37:22, 24. This ruler is still not presented as a ‘king’, nor have any royal 
sense to this title. Page 153 
Israel’s king. Lust (1986a, p.219) notes that ‘translator b’ consistently uses a;rcwn for 
either %l,m, or ayfin". The exception noted by Duguid (1994, p. 23) is where “melek is 
found together with nāśî´ or nāgîd … [then] LXX harmonized the two terms, 
understandably in the light of Ezekiel’s own usages, and translated both by archōn”. 
Thus, here in 37:22-24 LXX may have simply picked up on Ezekiel’s preference for 
ayfin", and under influence from the use of ayfin" for a Davidic king in v. 25 and 34:24, 
translated with a;rcwn here. At the same time, LXX may well have grasped the implicit 
Ezekielian theology that the future Davidic ruler over the United Kingdom would be a 
spiritual vassal under God’s kingship, and so reflected this, using a;rcwn. 
Block (1998, p.407) notes that some suggest MT should be emended in vv. 22-
24 from %l,m, to ayfin" to follow LXX’s a;rcwn, but concludes supporting MT because 
“melek provides a better correlative with gôy”. Block (1998, p.407) also notes that 
others, like Rofé, “attributes LXX to a theological revision in the Vorlage”. However, 
Zimmerli (1983, p.269) finds in favour of MT, stating that “the clear correspondence 
with the following twklmm, which is also attested without doubt by G basilei,aj, is a 
much stronger argument for the retention of MT and for believing that G has 
assimilated to 34:24”. Allen (1990b, p.190) also believes contextual assimilation with 
34:24 occurs here. While we agree that it appears assimilation and even harmonization 
with 34:22-24 has taken place in 37:22, 24, we have to ask why LXX chose to do this.   
The context of 34:24 supports the ‘vassal’ terminologies of ayfin" and a;rcwn, as it 
talks of Israel as a flock (34:22), over which God will set up a Davidic shepherd (h[r 
34:23), who will be a ‘ruler in their midst’. It is also significant that the context of Ezek. 
34 is reflective, focused on the correct versus incorrect nurturing and leading of God’s 
people by their rulers. The earlier context (34:1-10) challenges the previous ‘shepherds’ 
(h[r  //  poimh,n) who had not cared for the ‘flock’ but only for themselves, thus Page 154 
negatively implicating the kings in pre-exilic times. The latter context (34:22-24) 
corrects this by the appointment of a Davidic shepherd who will rightly care for the 
LORD’s flock. 
But the context of 37:22-25 instead speaks of national Israel which once was 
dead but is now resurrected (vv. 1-14), gathered together again as a united kingdom (vv. 
15-21), and requiring a significant ruler like David of old who will lead this united 
Israel into their future. The context of the surrounding chapters indicates restoration will 
be in the presence of the surrounding nations, who will witness the LORD doing this for 
his sake (36:22). In this context, and in the received chapter order, MT is correct in 
using %l,m, rather than ayfin", because, as Block mentioned above, this will signify to all 
that Israel has reattained the status of full nationhood, and that full restoration has been 
reached because the new Israel is the equal to the high point of its past when it was 
united under David. This theology should have been discerned and embraced by LXX.  
We have two proposals for LXX’s use of a;rcwn. Our first, is that LXX made a 
theological choice in vv. 22, 24 to overlook the original theological context of a 
‘basilei,a’ (cf. v. 22) requiring a ‘basileu,j’. Instead, the translator theologically 
softened MT’s %l,m,, and has Israel in its restored state before the nations being led by a 
non-threatening a;rcwn. Even if this use is harmonizing, there is still the issue as to why 
harmonize. This may have been influenced by their socio-political situation, reflecting 
the ‘vassal’ leadership structure of Israel in Hellenistic and/or Roman times. Ezekiel’s 
ideal may have been a ‘king’ equal to the other kings around them, or as the military 
David in the past, but the reality in LXX’s timeframe was that Israel’s leader could only 
be a vassal ‘ruler’. The translator may also have been influenced by the theology that 
the future leader of Israel will only be a peer from among them (cf. Deut. 17:15), and, as 
noted above, this leader would be for spiritual purposes rather than military, and would 
be a vassal under God. This proposal also includes the possibility of LXX using a;rcwn Page 155 
in this pericope as a political statement to their own ‘leaders’ who were seeking to 
promote themselves above the boundaries of their office. One such office may be that of 
the Maccabean high priests who were not widely accepted as the authentic high priests 
or as the correct [Davidic] king.
278 Lust (1985, p.190) argues that in Ezek. 21:30-32 the 
LXX translator has adjusted the text and now  
the oracle reacts against the unification of the royal and the priestly functions. It 
condemns the high priests who prefer the royal powers over the priestly ones and 
announces the coming of a new high priest who will be worthy of the priestly 
turban. One would call this a priestly messianic expectation as opposed to a royal 
Davidic messianic expectation.
279  
 
  However, our second proposal considers the chapter reorder. In our Chapter 7 
we discuss the different theologies behind the two different extant chapter orders; the 
received order, and that in G
967 where chapter 37 comes after 38-39, which likely 
reflects the original Urtext. In this original order, the theology reveals a peaceful 
shepherd Davidic figure focused on worship and Torah observance, from which the 
textual flow goes into the building of the Temple. G
967’s David does not need to be a 
military leader, as Israel’s enemies (Gog and his hordes) are already destroyed by God. 
However, the chapter change to the received order places the dry bones and uniting of 
the nation before the Gog epic. We propose in our discussions, that this chapter reorder 
was motivated by a ‘call to arms’, which required a military Davidic leader. As 
additional support for this change, and to encourage the ‘call to arms’, and to give 
greater status to current military leadership, we suggest the later Hebrew editor(s) also 
‘strengthened’ the wording in 37:22-24 from ayfin" to %l,m,. Therefore, rather than LXX 
                                                 
278 Lust (1985, p.180) claims that “the LXX version of Ez. xxi 30-32 corresponds with, or prepares for, 
the messianic ideas en vogue at Qumran and in some of the intertestamental literature”. He does note 
that “however, other books of the LXX do not seem to follow this trend” (ibid). 
279 Lust (1985, p.177) also said that “one cannot say that the LXX as a whole displays a messianic 
exegesis. Most often the translation is literal, without any messianic bias. In other cases it shows a 
shift in accentuation, thereby weakening the royal messianic character of the text”. Page 156 
‘softening’ the Hebrew, we propose that they found ayfin" in their Vorlage, not %l,m,. 
This would explain why G
967, which likely represents the Old Greek, and perhaps the 
Urtext, also has a;rcwn, and the later LXX MSS continued this reading. G
B,A witness the 
chapter reorder, but these later minor editorial changes were not in their Vorlage.
280 
This would have been done at a similar time to other changes done after, and in support 
of, the chapter reorder (cf. 36:23b; lh'q' to lyIx: in 37:10; hmx to xWr to 39:29). MasEzek 
witnesses these changes, showing they are early (and Jewish), but yet still not witnessed 
in LXX’s Vorlage.  
 
4.3.2.  37:23-28 (resumes)  
~t'ao yTi[.v;Ahw> ~h,+y[ev.Pi lkob.W ~h,êyceWQvib.W ~h,yleWLgIB. dA[ WaM.j;yI al{w> 37:23 
 ynIa]w: ~['êl. yli-Wyh'w> ~t'Aa yTir>h;jiw> ~h,êb' Waj.x' rv,a] ~h,ytebov.Am lKomi 
`~yhil{ale ~h,l' 
37:23 i[na mh. miai,nwntai e;ti evn toi/j eivdw,loij auvtw/n (G
A: + kai. evn oi-j  h`ma,rtosan evn 
auvtoi/j kai. evn toi/j proso,cqismasin auvtw/n kai. evn pa,saij tai/j basilei,aij auvtw/n) kai. 
r`u,somai auvtou.j avpo. pasw/n tw/n avnomiw/n auvtw/n w-n (G
967: pnomhsan; G
B,A: h`ma,rtosan) 
evn auvtai/j kai. kaqariw/ auvtou,j kai. e;sontai, moi eivj lao,n kai. evgw. ku,rioj e;somai auvtoi/j 
eivj qeo,n    
LXX begins v. 23 with i[na mh., which continues the prophecy from v. 22. Thus 
v. 23 provides a theological reason for the combining of the kingdoms into one nation. 
Under a Davidic ruler, and even for the dry bones to be resurrected to life, they must no 
longer defile (miai,nwntai) themselves with idols. By this, LXX continues to interact 
interpretively with the text, reflecting back on the Davidic kingdom that worshipped 
God under David’s rulership and his tabernacle (vv. 24-28). MT simply gives a 
                                                 
280 Several points already discussed above in this Excursus also lend support to our proposal that the 
original Hebrew contained ayfin". We summarise these as: this reflects the underlying Ezekielian 
theology of God as King; ‘king’ is not used in Ezekiel with a military sense for Israel’s leaders; 
Ezekiel shows a preference for ayfin"; the title of ayfin" is exclusively used in the following block of 
40-48; prophet had a place for a monarch but not for the monarchy; the immediate context vv. 2-24 
has no military indication, only that of shepherding the people as a spiritual leader.   Page 157 
statement that they will not defile themselves, but this is not given as a reason for the 
restorative words in v. 22. LXX’s interpretation again echoes the postexilic concern to 
remove idolatry from the land.  
We also find that MT, MasEzek and the later G
A, include three areas of 
uncleanness, with the earlier G
967,B only one:   
1.  ~h,yleWLgIB. – in their idols (G
967,B,A: eivdw,loij)  
2.  ~hê,yceWQvib.W – in their detestable things (G
967,B: minus; G
A: h`ma,rtosan, commit 
wrong) 
3.  ~h,y[ev.Pi  – rebellion (G
967,B: minus; G
A: proso,cqismasin, offence, idol)
281 
 
There are differing views regarding this section: Allen (1990b,  p.190) says “it is 
difficult to decide whether parablepsis or secondary accretion in MT is the culprit”; 
Zimmerli (1983, p.270) believes MT is secondary;
282 Block (1998, p.407) finds support 
for MT from 14:11. Yet, these two extra words are likely to be another later Hebrew 
plus not present in G
967,B’s Vorlage, but added prior to MasEzek, and in time to be 
reflected in the later G
A. This MT/G
A plus theologically strengthens the simple 
statement of being defiled by idols (lWLGI), and may even be seen as an exegetical 
expansion.  HALOT notes that the concept of ‘horror’ or even ‘monster’ should be 
considered with ~h,yceWQvib.W (#WQVih;), as it is a reference to the statue itself and not just 
to the overall concept of idolatry. This aspect may be captured with G
A’s use of 
proso,cqismasin as “offence, provocation, idol” ([LEH], a neologism; cf. Deut. 7:36; 
1Kgs. 11:33; 16:32). The use of these words in this context may refer to a particular 
                                                 
281 We may also suggest that G
A reversed the Hebrew word order (a not uncommon event), and 
proso,cqismasin actually matches ~h,yceWQvib.W. In all of the other occurrences of #WQVih; in Ezekiel 
(Ezek. 5:11; 7:20; 11:18, 21; 20:7, 8, 30) LXX translates with bdelu,gmata (abomination, idol) rather 
than G
A’s proso,cqismasin (offence, idol) here. Likewise, whilst G
A uses h`ma,rtosan (commit wrong, 
miss mark) here, other occurrences of [v;P, are translated as  paraptw,masin (transgression -14:11; 
18:22);  avsebeiw/n (ungodliness - 18:28, 30, 31; 20:28; 21:29; 33:12); pla,nai (error - 33:10); 
avkaqarsi,aj (uncleanness - 39: 24). 
282 Zimmerli (1983, p.270) says “~hy[vp lkbw ~hycwqvbw is unattested in G”, but he does not note 
that it is attested in G
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event in Israel’s history such as the Seleucid polluting of the temple with the image of 
Zeus.  
G
A’s extensive plus, while initially following MT, also has its own additional 
plus: kai evn pa,saij tai/j basilei,aij auvtw/n (‘and in all their kingdoms’). It is unusual 
that  G
A uses ‘basilei,aij’ here, and not evqnw/n or gh/n u`mw/n, which indicates G
A is 
reflecting on the du,o basilei,aj (v. 22), and referring to the separate northern and 
southern kingdoms discussed earlier (cf. vv. 16-22). Thus, G
A is stating that the new 
United Kingdom will not defile itself with idolatry again. It may also refer to a broader 
spectrum to include the Diaspora, saying wherever they are in ‘all their kingdoms’.   
The first part of this verse survives in part amongst the Qumran fragments (4Q 
Flor.) stating hmhyl[w]l[gb dw[ wamjy a]wl (‘they shall no longer defile themselves 
with their idols’). We do not know if the Vorlage for this Florilegium had the additional 
MT and G
A plus, as it is not represented in this fragment. Brooke (1985, pp.115-118) 
points out that this line in 4QFlor is part of a Midrash for Psa. 1:1, and is used 
theologically by the Qumran community to show how their two groups of ‘House of 
David’ and ‘Sons of Zadok’ will not defile themselves by any use of idols.
283  
MT says the LORD will save them ~h,b' Waj.x' rv,a] ~h,ytebov.Am lKomi (‘from all 
their dwellings where they sinned’), yet LXX says avpo. pasw/n tw/n avnomiw/n auvtw/n w-n 
h`ma,rtosan evn auvtai/j (‘from all their transgressions whereby they have sinned’). Allen 
(1990, p.190) says that MT  
reflects the incorrect insertion of a vowel letter into ~hytbXm = ~hytbwXm (cf. 
BHS) ‘their deviations,’ implied by LXX S. MT was influenced by the triple usage 
of wbXy(w) ‘(and) they will dwell/dwelt’ in v. 25 and perhaps by the association of 
~hytwbXwm lkb ‘in all their dwelling places’ in 6:14 with ~hylwln lk ‘and all 
their idols’ in 6:13.  
                                                 
283 How the Qumran or any other such community used Ezekiel 36-39 is another study outside the scope 
of this thesis.  Page 159 
Block (1998, p.407) agrees with Allen that “MT represents a metathetical error 
involving w and š ”, and emends MT, along with Allen, so changing the meaning from 
‘settlements’ to ‘turnings’, and states that “Ezekiel’s usage reflects Jeremianic 
influence” (also Greenberg, 1997,  p.756). Block (1998,  p.407) does note that “the 
masculine form of [~h,ytebov.Am] is attested in 34:13, … [yet] this sense is clearly out of 
place here”. Zimmerli (1983,  p.270 [also p.275]) is another who believes that lKomi 
~h,ytebov.Am “belongs clearly to the language of Jeremiah”. LXX does seem to make 
more sense than MT. Yet the context speaks of God bringing the people back from the 
nations. The idolatrous sin of Israel also occurred in their homes, and thus MT’s 
‘dwellings in which they sinned’ can also be appropriate. If so, this may be another 
place where LXX exhibits a trans-lingual wordplay: now rather than focusing as MT on 
the place where the sin was done (dwelling places), LXX focuses on the action of 
avnomi,a, the lawlessness that was done within their dwelling places. 
Finally, the plus in G
B,A of ku,rioj (kai. evgw. ku,rioj) is not found in G
967 or MT, 
and clarifies the referent of evgw,.   
 
 
yj;P'v.mib.W ~L'+kul. hy<h.yI dx'a, h[,Arw> ~h,êyle[] %l,m, dwId' yDIb.[;w> 37:24 
`~t'Aa Wf['w> Wrm.v.yI yt;Qoxuw> WkleêyE 
37:24 kai. o` dou/lo,j mou Dauid a;rcwn evn me,sw| auvtw/n kai. poimh.n ei-j e;stai pa,ntwn o[ti 
evn toi/j prosta,gmasi,n mou poreu,sontai kai. ta. kri,mata, mou fula,xontai kai. 
poih,sousin auvta, 
 MT  says  ~h,yle[] %l,m, dwId' yDIb.[;w> (‘and David my servant will be king over 
them’), while LXX says kai. o` dou/lo,j mou Dauid a;rcwn evn me,sw| auvtw/n (‘and David 
my servant will be a ruler in the midst of them’). As in v. 22, LXX again uses a;rcwn as 
if the Hebrew had ayfin" (see Excursus above). We observe a theological movement in Page 160 
MT: in v. 22 MT’s Davidic leader was a ‘king’ over the United Kingdom, yet now in v. 
24 there is a shift to state that he will be a h[r (‘shepherd’) who will enable the people 
to follow the ways of God. MT’s use of h[r reflects the role of Israel’s leader in 
34:23.
284 Then, in v. 25, MT uses ayfin" to also define their Davidic ‘king’. MT’s use of 
h[r and ayfin" supports our suggestion that %l,m, was a later editorial emendation to the 
text, and that LXX translator found ayfin" in his Vorlage. Even if %l,m, was original, the 
presence of h[r here, and ayfin" in v. 25, may have influenced LXX’s use of a;rcwn here, 
and elsewhere in this pericope. 
While MT’s %l,m, is ~h,yle[] (‘over them’), LXX’s a;rcwn is evn me,sw| auvtw/n (‘in 
their midst’), as a passive, non-threatening ruler, reflecting the use of ‘shepherd’ (cf. 
h[r / poimh,n). LXX may again have been influenced by Ezek. 34:24 where MT has the 
Davidic ruler ~k'AtB. (cf. 37:26, 28). Influence may also have come from Deut. 17:14-
20, where Israel’s kings were to be from their brothers (^yx,a;), and were not to 
dominate the people, but rather spiritually lead them (Deut. 17:18f). LXX may also have 
been influenced by the post-exilic shift to ‘priestly rulers’, away from a leader who 
would rule over, or dominate, the people as in pre-exilic times. There is also the overall 
theology in Ezekiel where “Jhwh is the only king over Israel” (Lust, 1986a, p.217), and 
LXX embraces that concept having their Davidic leader as only ‘a ruler in their midst’. 
It could also be out of concern not to cause any ‘threat’ to an occupying force (Seleucids 
or Romans). Whatever the reason, LXX has theologically softened any ‘dominating’ 
role of the Davidic leader here. 
LXX’s  o[ti  plus reflects a theological purpose for the a;rcwn: ‘so that’ they 
would follow the ways of God. MT contextually implies this, but LXX clarifies that the 
                                                 
284 Whilst is a common ANE image for rulers, Jonker (1997, p.1141) correctly points out that “unlike the 
usage in other ANE contexts, the title shepherd is never used in the OT to denote a deified king or 
human leader”. Page 161 
Davidic leader will enable them to fulfil Torah. This captures the point that the new 
Davidic leader will be one who unites Sinai with Zion (Levenson, 1986, pp.57-69). 
Levenson (1986, p.75) believes the use of ayfin" in Ezekiel is “as an a-political Messiah”. 
LXX’s use of a;rcwn may have also increased their Messianic expectation, especially as 
the context is in reference to David and a united Israel.
285 If so, then this helps explain 
LXX’s o[ti plus. Lust (1986a, p.217) appears to agree with this stating that in Ezekiel 
often “Israel’s human messianic leader of the eschatological state does not receive the 
title [%l,m,] but [ayfin"]”.
286 However we agree with Lemke (1984, p.180), who, writing 
on 37:16f, claimed  
 it should be noted that while a messianic motif is present in this passage, it is a 
rather muted one. Ezekiel and his disciples were not necessarily looking forward to 
the restoration of the Davidic monarchy. David in this passage is more an ideal 
symbol of Israelite unity than a specific past or future historical figure. The final 
goal of God’s future activity was his tabernacling presence among his restored 
people.  
Wbv.y"w> ~k,+yteAba] Hb'-Wbv.y" rv,a] bqoê[]y:l. yDIb.[;l. yTit;n" rv,a] #r,a'h'-l[; Wbv.y"w> 37:25 
`~l'A[l. ~h,l' ayfin" yDIêb.[; dwId'w> ~l'êA[-d[; ~h,ynEb. ynEb.W ~h,ynEb.W hM'he h'yl,['  
37:25 kai. katoikh,sousin evpi. th/j gh/j auvtw/n h]n (G
967: edwka; G
B,A: evgw. de,dwka) tw/| 
dou,lw| mou Iakwb ou- katw,|khsan evkei/ oi` pate,rej auvtw/n kai. katoikh,sousin evpV auvth/j 
auvtoi, (G
A: + kai. oi` ui`oi, auvtw/n kai. oi` ui`oi, tw/n ui`w/n auvtw/n e[wj aivw/noj) kai. (G
A: + 
ivdou) Dauid o` dou/lo,j mou a;rcwn (G
967: + auvtw/n; G
A: auvtw/n e;stai) eivj to.n aivw/na  
MT says they will dwell #r,a'h'-l[; (on the land), whereas LXX says evpi. th/j gh/j 
auvtw/n (on their land). Both texts state this was the land given to Jacob (cf. 28:25), but 
now LXX clarifies this as ‘their’ land, which theologically ties the land more directly to 
the future generations.   
                                                 
285 In his examination of Ezek. 17:22-24, Lust (1995a, p.250) concluded that the Old Greek, most notably 
G
967, “is less open to an individual messianic interpretation than MT … the translator clearly has 
plurality in mind”. He also suggested that the changes “in the majority of the [LXX] manuscripts is 
probably due to a Christian reworking of the text”. Yet here in Ezek. 37, the context speaks of a 
future individual Davidic-messianic leader. 
286 Lust (1986a, pp.217-221) goes into detail regarding “Israel’s Kings in Ezekiel’s Vocabulary” finding 
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Following this, MT says ~k,yteAba] (‘your ancestors’), and LXX has oi` pate,rej 
auvtw/n (‘their fathers’). Block (1998, p.407) says that LXX “assimilates the [MT] word 
to the context” (cf. Wbv.y"). Cooke (1936, p.403) also says LXX is “more in accordance 
with the context”. This appears to be another LXX clarifying adjustment to the text. 
MT and G
A both have a long plus: ~l'A[-d[;  ~h,ynEb. ynEb.W ~h,ynEb.W> // ka,i oi` ui`oi, 
auvtw/n ka,i oi` ui`oi, tw/n ui`w/n auvtw/n e[wj aivw/noj (‘and their children and children’s 
children forever’). As in 36:18, Aquila and Theodotion also witness this plus (Field, 
1964, p.870). However, this is minus in both G
967,B. Zimmerli (1983, p.270) says it has 
‘accidentally fallen out’ in the Greek. Yet, this plus, covering perpetual living in the 
land, could be another later MT plus inserted after G
967,B’s Vorlage, but before G
A (cf. 
v. 23). As with other MT/G
A plusses, it was added early enough for MasEzek to witness 
it. This plus may have its genesis from some later editor reflecting on the context of 
David and a united kingdom, and reflecting back to texts such as 2Sam. 7:13, 16, 24-26 
and 1Chr. 28:8 (all with ~l'A[-d[;).  
G
A’s additional following plus of ivdou., which is not represented in MT or G
967,B, 
introduces and gives emphasis to David.  
MT and MasEzek state that David will be their ayfin" (cf. %l,m, vv. 22, 24). LXX 
again uses a;rcwn. Zimmerli (1983,  p.276) says that “the replacement of the $lm 
(‘king’) of v. 24 (v. 22) by ayfn (‘prince’) (v. 25) is due to conscious reflection” [italics 
mine]. This instance of ayfin" “defines David’s role spiritually as Yahweh’s servant and 
their ‘prince,’ rather than politically as ‘king over them’ (v. 24)” (Block, 1998, p.418). 
Duguid (1994, p.25) says that “the message Ezekiel is conveying here seems not to be 
that the future ruler will be a nāśî´ (as opposed to a melek) but rather that the future 
nāśî´ will not be like the [negative] rulers of the past”. Interestingly, Joyce (1998, p.331) 
points out that the use of ayfin" “represents a deliberate archaizing, and echo of the Page 163 
leadership patterns of pre-monarchic Israel, as pictured in the book of Numbers”.
287 
This is significant due to our previous observations concerning how Ezekiel, and 
definitely the LXX translator, had in mind various events relating to the exodus and 
possessing the land as found in Numbers. Therefore, ayfin" is likely to be original, and 
supports our proposal that ayfin" was also found in LXX’s Vorlage (rather than %l,m,). 
Further support can be found in the statement, ‘David my servant’, which emphasises 
the vassal nature of this new Davidic leader under the LORD’s ‘kingship’.   
In the concluding phrase G
967 reflects MT syntax by reading kai. Dauid o` dou/lo,j 
mou a;rcwn auvtw/n eivj to.n aivw/na (‘and David my servant, their prince forever’).
288 G
A 
has e;stai as a plus here, perhaps seeing an implied ‘hyh’, or simply smoothing the 
reading. G
B is minus auvtw/n, causing its phrase to read ‘and David my servant, a prince 
forever’. This may be due to scribal oversight.  
~t'êAa ytiyBer>hiw> ~yTit;n>W ~t'_Aa hy<h.yI ~l'A[ tyrIB. ~Alêv' tyrIB. ~h,l' yTir;k'w> 37:26 
`~l'A[l. ~k'AtB. yviD'q.mi-ta, yTit;n"w>  
37:26 kai. diaqh,somai auvtoi/j diaqh,khn eivrh,nhj diaqh,kh aivwni,a e;stai (G
B,A: metV 
auvtw/n; G
967: auvtoi/j eivj to.n aivw/na)  kai. qh,sw ta. a[gia, mou evn me,sw| auvtw/n eivj to.n 
aivw/na  
G
B,A say the covenant of peace e;stai metV auvtw/n (‘will be with them’), where 
G
967 says  e;stai auvtoi/j eivj to.n aivw/na (‘will be for them forever’), which appears to be 
a homoioteleuton with the end of the verse (aivwni,a … aivw/na).
289 Block (1998, p.408) 
notes that MT’s ~t'Aa “is difficult …. [and is] maybe a dialectical variation” (cf. 16:60).  
                                                 
287 Joyce (1998, p.331) also adds “This appears to be so not only in the critique of past and present but 
also in looking ahead to the future. Moreover, this evocation of early Israel is all the more significant 
since Ezekiel – unlike some others – by no means idealizes the pre-monarchic period”. 
288 Zimmerli (1983, p.276) also notes the reversal from dwId' yDIb.[; (v. 24) to yDIb.[; dwId' in v. 25, which he 
says may be “no more than an essentially unimportant stylistic variation … [or it] could reveal the 
hand of a different author”.  
289 Sloan (1992, p.150) points out that “for the Book of Ezekiel, the presence of God must be in the land 
for the land to be truly the people’s, and just as important, the presence of God must be with the 
people for the people to be truly the land’s”.  Sloan points out that if the people are in exile then God 
is also in exile and thus separated from his land.  For another on the ‘Covenant of Peace’ in the ANE 
see Batto (1987).  Page 164 
Thus, G
B,A may have read ~t'Aa as ~T'ai. It may be that the Urtext once read hy<h.yI 
~l'A[l. ~t'Aa but then ~l'A[l. dropped out of MT, perhaps by scribal error owing to the 
other occurrences of ~l'A[l. in this and the surrounding verses, leaving G
967 as the only 
witness to the Urtext. On the other hand, G
967’s scribe may have added this to 
emphasise the eternal quality of this ‘covenant of peace’.  
MT and MasEzek’s plus of ~t'Aa ytiyBer>hiw> ~yTit;n>W (‘and I will set them, and 
multiply them’), is not represented by LXX, not even G
A. Allen (1990b, p.191) explains 
the minus in LXX by “parablepsis caused by homoeoteleuton” [sic], which may be the 
case as each ~tAa is followed by yttnw. Block (1998, p.408) agrees, saying “the [LXX] 
scribe’s eye probably … skipped from one [~t'Aa] to the other”.
290 However, Zimmerli 
(1983, p.270) says that MT “cannot be correct, as is clear from the perplexity of the 
versions”.
291 It seems unusual that LXX would have deliberately left out such a strong 
‘priestly’ statement. We suggest that this was another later MT plus, added at the same 
time as the other MT ‘priestly blessing’ in 36:11, that is also without LXX witness. As 
with the occurrence in 36:11, this occurrence is also witnessed by the later three 
exegetes of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion (kai. dw,sw auvtou.j( kai. plhqunw/ 
auvtou,j). Symmachus has his own unique and expansive plus of kai. sthri,sw auvtouj 
(‘and I will establish them’) (Field, 1964, p.870). Greenberg (1997, p.757) includes a 
two-step proposal for its inclusion by different MT scribes. Yet, it is difficult to prove 
these steps. Therefore, rather than the scribal error proposals given by others, we 
propose that here, as in 36:11, we have a deliberate MT plus that echoes the ‘re-
creation’ aspect with which the later communities appear to have viewed the restoration 
                                                 
290 Block (1998, p.408) also suggests that “it may be preferable to interpret the final ~ on ~yTit;n> as a 
datival suffix … and to see here an abbreviation for the land grant formula [tm;d>a;-ta, ~k,l' yTit;n"w> 
laer'f.yI] (cf. 11:17)”. 
291 By ‘versions’, Zimmerli means LXX, Vulgate, Targum, and Peshitta.  Page 165 
of Israel (cf. 36:11, 35; 37:1-14). As noted in 36:11, this recreation aspect could have 
had the original creation in mind (Gen. 1-2), or the flood event (Gen. 8:17; 9:1, 7), or 
even both. The scribe inserting this ‘priestly blessing’ may also have had the Levitical 
Holiness code in mind, as ytiyBer>hiw> is found in the concluding part of this code (Lev. 
26:9; cf. Eze. 36:10, 11, 29, 30; 37:26). Overall, this appears to be a later and deliberate 
MT plus, exegeting this text with a recreational view for the return of the exiles and the 
restoration of Israel.  
 
`~['l. yli-Wyh.yI hM'hew> ~yhi+l{ale ~h,l' ytiyyIh'w> ~h,êyle[] ynIK'v.mi hy"h'w> 37:27 
37:27 kai. e;stai h` kataskh,nwsi,j mou evn (G
967: me,sw| auvtw/n; G
B,A: auvtoi/j)  kai. e;somai 
auvtoi/j qeo,j kai. auvtoi, mou e;sontai lao,j  
LXX has a very subtle shift from MT’s ~h,yle[] ynIK'v.mi hy"h'w> (‘and my dwelling 
place will be over them’) to kai. e;stai h` kataskh,nwsi,j mou [G
967: me,sw| auvtw/n; G
B,A: evn 
auvtoi/j] (‘and my habitation
292 will be [G
967: in their midst] [G
B,A: in them]’). LXX may 
have been influenced by Lev. 26:11. G
B,A appear to have also been influenced by the 
surrounding verses (cf. mesw vv. 26, 28) and theologically view the ‘sanctuary’ and the 
Lord’s ‘habitation’ as usually ‘the one and same’. MT’s theology of the Lord’s 
habitation being ‘over’ them “may have been influenced by the kābôd  of Yahweh, 
which resided over … the tent of meeting (cf. Exod. 29:45-46)” (Block, 1998, p.421).
293 
Greenberg (1997, p.757) also observes that for MT, “the tent-sanctuary of the priestly 
writings was closely associated with the divine cloud that covered it by day, appearing 
as fire by night (Exod 40:34-38, abbreviated from Num 9:15-23)”. MT may also be 
referring to the temple being over them, as in height (cf. 40:2) (Cooke, 1936, p.403). 
Either way, LXX appears to miss MT’s point of the LORD being a covering, and thus 
protective, presence ‘over’ them, but rather has his habiting/dwelling in their midst, or 
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293 For more on the kābôd of Yahweh in Ezekiel, see Tuell (2000a, pp.98f). Page 166 
even in them. This may have been influenced by the earlier references to the pneu/ma 
coming into them (cf. 37:8-10, 14). Cooke (1936, p.404) points out that “according to 
O.T. ideas of the blessed future, man [sic] is not translated to dwell with God, but God 
comes down to dwell with man [sic], and His Presence transforms the earth into 
heaven”. LXX has embraced this theology, but has done so by exegeting the Hebrew.  
 
`~l'A[l. ~k'AtB. yviD'q.mi tAyh.Bi lae+r'f.yI-ta, vDeq;m. hw"êhy> ynIa] yKi ~yIêAGh; W[d>y"w> 37:28 
37:28 kai. gnw,sontai (G
967,B: ta. e;qnh; G
A: -)  o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj o` a`gia,zwn auvtou.j 
evn tw/| ei=nai ta. a[gia, mou evn me,sw| auvtw/n eivj to.n aivw/na (G
A: + legei kurioj)   
MT says laer'f.yII-ta, vDeq;m. hw"hy> ynIa] yKi (‘that I am the LORD who sanctifies 
Israel’), whereas LXX says o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj o` a`gia,zwn auvtou.j (‘that I am the LORD 
who sanctifies them’). LXX personalises the objects being sanctified. On the other hand, 
perhaps this is a later MT emendation, taking the Urtext pronoun and clarifying their 
identity. G
A is minus ta. e;qnh, which is represented in G
967,B and MT, causing G
A to 
read ‘and they will know’, leaving the context to refer back to v. 27 with ‘they’ as God’s 
people. The other MSS read that the nations would know what the LORD has done in 
restoring his people, which may fit the concept of the LORD’s restoration done to 
sanctify his name amongst the nations (cf. 36:22).  
G
A’s clarifying plus (not represented by MT or G
967,B) of legei kurioj states the 
speaker to avoid any confusion that this prophetic word came by Ezekiel.  
 
4.4.  Overall Summary: Chapter 4. 
We have found a number of the differences between MT and LXX observed in 
chapter 36 also occurring in chapter 37. In relation to discernible divisions, however, 
unlike chapter 36 which could be divided up into three sections by discernible variants, 
we find no such discernible division. Yet we can discern a thematic division of two Page 167 
halves: vv. 1-14 (resurrection of the dry bones), and vv. 15-28 (the reestablishment of 
the United Kingdom under a Davidic ruler).  
The first section dealing with the dry bones finds LXX inserting clarifiers, such 
as G
B,A’s avnqrwpi,nwn (v. 1), and a`rmoni,an (v. 7). We also found LXX interpreting the 
actions of MT, such as the flesh ‘germinating’ (v. 8). We observed differences regarding 
how these various communities interpreted and viewed the activity of the x:Wr/pneu/ma. 
Yet, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to create a pneumatology for these 
communities based on the observable variants in chapter 37. The various LXX MSS at 
times abbreviate pneu/ma, suggesting they have interpreted as the Spirit of God, and other 
times they wrote out in full indicating an interpretation of ‘wind/breath’. Likewise there 
are other intra-LXX variants with the activity of the pneu/ma towards humans, with the 
various MSS alternating the usage of eivj/evpi,. However, we found more consistency 
between  G
967,B than of either with G
A (cf. vv. 5-6). LXX also appears to have 
interpreted the role of the x:Wr in v. 5 by changing MT’s verb (~t,yyIx.wI) into a noun 
saying pneu/ma zwh/j (also by G
A in v. 10). This may be due to LXX interpreting this 
pericope as a re-creation, and reflecting on the parallels with Gen. 1-2. Ezekiel likely 
intended a ‘recreation’ motif, and LXX was observed as exegetically clarifying this 
(e.g., v. 5). This re-creation motif was also observed in v. 9 with the ‘breathing on the 
slain’ which echoes Gen. 2:7-8 through the use of the same Hebrew and Greek words. 
We also found, as in chapter 36, that there may be an echo in 37:5 of the book of 
Numbers and of Moses with the ‘S/spirit’ coming on Israel’s leaders (Num. 11:24f). 
Some, such as McKeating (1994), have found parallels with Moses in the dry bones 
passage, but this is not clearly observed in any discernible differences between MT and 
LXX.
294  
                                                 
294 McKeating (1994, p.106) says “Just as Moses, through his prophesying, and above all through his law-
giving, virtually creates a people, so Ezekiel, through his prophesying and law-giving (for law-giving Page 168 
As in chapter 36, so in chapter 37 G
A has typically followed MT with various 
plusses/glosses (cf. v. 7 ‘sound’; v. 18 ‘saying’; v. 23 ‘wrong’ and ‘rebellion’; v. 25 
‘sons forever’). However, MT has its own unique theological plusses that were without 
witness in any representative LXX MSS (yMi[; v. 12; ytiyBer>hiw> ~yTit;n>W v. 26). G
A also has 
one long unique plus in v. 23 to say that Israel would not defile itself again in any of its 
kingdoms. This theology of not being defiled by idols is also found in a Qumran 
fragment (4Q Flor.).   
We suggested that LXX’s use of sunagwgh, in 37:10 reflects the original Hebrew, 
and that a later Hebrew scribe changed lh'q' to lyIx:, as support for the change of chapter 
order, and the ‘call to arms’ motif. LXX’s sunagwgh,  reflects a theology that their 
‘resurrection’ was for spiritual and not military purposes. 
The second thematic section covers vv. 15-28, which all MSS had as the one 
sense division. In this section we observed LXX interpreting MT’s metaphors, 
translating #[e with r`a,bdon (ruler’s sceptre). We saw the possibility that MT was again 
creating an echo with the book of Numbers (Num. 17:1-11), which LXX caught and 
interpreted accordingly. Likewise, we noted in v. 19 that LXX interpreted MT’s 
metaphor of #[e with fulh,n, which again clarified the text for their generation. We also 
considered the possibility of these verses echoing a ‘new exodus’ theme as in chapter 36 
(cf. the use of ‘Joseph’). We noted this theme was also evident in vv. 21, 25. Again, we 
noted in v. 19 that LXX appears to have offered a theological interpretation by its 
translation in a manner which gave priority to ‘Judean messianism’, or reflected Judean 
priority. This priority was also found to be evident in Symmachus’ later plus.  
We examined the various uses of ‘%l,m,/ayfin"/a;rcwn in vv. 22-25 in an Excursus. 
Instead of finding LXX had theologically softened %l,m, with its use of a;rcwn, we 
                                                                                                                                               
is what we largely have in chs. 40-48) re-creates the people after the death and dissolution of the 
gôlâ”. Page 169 
proposed that LXX did not find this in its Vorlage, instead finding ayfin". A later Hebrew 
editor emended ayfin" to %l,m,, as support for the chapter reorder from that found in G
967 
to the received order, and for the ‘call to arms’ that motivated this reorder. G
967’s order 
does not require a ‘king’, only a peaceful shepherd ruler in their midst as God’s vassal. 
We proposed that this change would have happened at a similar time to other changes 
done after, and in support of, the chapter reorder (cf. 36:23b; lh'q' to lyIx: in 37:10; hmx 
to  xWr to 39:29). We also noted that use of ayfin"/a;rcwn (37:25) indicated these 
communities saw Israel’s future Davidic leaders in more of a spiritual rather than a 
military sense. 
Overall, we observe that chapters 36 and 37 in both MT and LXX appear to have 
expanded the Urtext, as evident in their plusses and variants. In this it appears that these 
scribes, especially LXX, have reflected on Israel’s past history and then transmitted the 
text for their contemporary communities based on their socio-political-theological world 
view. The initial reflection on Israel’s history came from the Urtext, but was then often 
clarified by these later translator(s) and redactors. Our findings agree with Ellis 
(1988, p.686-697):  
The OT displays a hermeneutical progression in which, on the one hand, sacred 
accounts of God’s acts in the past provided models for later accounts of his present 
and future activity and, on the other hand, the received sacred literature was from 
time to time conformed to its contemporary or future application and fulfilment. 
The first aspect of the process is evident in the way in which the prophets ‘placed 
the new historical acts of God … in exactly the same category as the old basic 
events of the canonical history’: a new creation (Ezek. 36:35), a new Exodus 
(Ezek. 36:8), a new covenant, a new Davidic kingdom (Ezek. 37:24), a new Zion 
or temple (Ezek. 40-48) [verse order adjusted for relevancy]. 
 
One matter that does arise here is the question as to what constitutes restoration. 
Speaking of the different approaches which Jews and Christians have towards the Bible, Page 170 
Müller (1996, p.136) points that “Judaism in its various versions sees the perspective of 
the Law as the constituent factor, [whereas] Christian interpretation concentrates on ‘the 
fulfilment aspect’, that is, the opening towards a decisive new achievement either in or 
beyond history”. Thus, we find the fulfilment of restoration for Jewish communities 
here in Ezekiel 36, and following in chapter 37, as the people being returned to the land 
of Israel, living in peace under local spiritually orientated leadership (e.g., David in 
37:22-25), and with the ability to obey Torah (36:27), and all this to bring honour to the 
LORD (36:23). They do not necessarily look away towards some eschatological future, 
but they see this as possible in their present, which is especially evident in the way in 
which LXX has exegeted the text as it translated. This can be found also with MT’s 
plusses and emendations.  
We now turn to chapters 38-39 to examine these texts and determine what 
discernible exegetical patterns are evident, particularly given the order variation 
between G
967 and the other manuscripts.  
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5.0.  Chapter 5: The Text of Ezekiel 38   
5.1.  Introduction: Ezek. 38   
 Chapters 38-39 stand together as a sub-block dealing with the destruction of 
Israel’s enemies, yet they are still related to the textual context of the Restoration of 
Israel. Many scholars see this unit formed by redaction rather than by the original 
author.
295 However, others have attributed the core of these two chapters to the 
prophet.
296 Interestingly, most who see these two chapters as later do not enter into 
discussion of their placement in G
967, which may remove many of their proposed 
reasons.
297 Other commentators note the unity of these two chapters, including Block 
(1998, p.424), who says “this text provides one of the most impressive examples of 
typically Ezekielian literary ‘halving,’ the panels consisting of 38:1-23 and [39]:1-
29”.
298 While some commentators focus their energies on hypothetical textual re-
constructions and the evolution of chapters 38-39, we will continue to concentrate on 
the text as we have received it in its Hebrew and Greek forms, especially as many of 
these theories are largely unprovable, and are the result of conjecture and speculation.
299  
Both these chapters cover the LORD’s military conflict with Gog and his hordes, 
resulting in their destruction. The placement of these chapters in the block of 36-39 
indicates that the destruction of Israel’s enemies is part of her restoration. Odell 
                                                 
295 De Vries (1995, p.175) is one example who sees the “succession of futuristic formulas in Ezekiel 38–
39 as the work of individual redactors who used these as a device for expressing proto-apocalyptic 
ideals of various kinds”. De Vries (1995, pp.176-7) finds nine “secondary expansions” in these two 
chapters. However, these proposed ‘expansions’ appear to form most of these two chapters!  
296 Block (1987,  p.257) says that “in recent years interpreters have become more modest in their 
understanding of the text, generally acknowledging at least the core of the prophecy as from the 
prophet himself”. Recently Odell (2005, p.552) commented that “nothing in the oracle suggests that 
it was composed after the exile, and in fact, the configuration of Gog’s army makes good sense in the 
light of the political dynamics of the seventh and sixth centuries BCE”. 
297 See discussions in Chapter 7: Papyrus 967. 
298 Whilst Block has ‘29’ in the body of his text, this is a typographical error for ‘39’; his footnote has 39 
(Block, 1998,  p.424, n.1). This also occurs in his earlier work (Block, 1997c,  p.91). See Block 
(1992b, p.157) for another example of his ‘two panel, four frame’ breakdown of these two chapters. 
299 For some of these proposed reconstructions refer to Zimmerli (1983,  pp.296-299), De Vries 
(1995,  pp.175f), and Fitzpatrick (2004,  pp.74-81). Also see Ahroni (1977),  who argues for post-
exilic interpolation.  Page 172 
(2005, p.552) says that “the defeat of Gog becomes the occasion for the full revelation 
of Yahweh’s glory to Israel and the nations. As for Israel, its time of shame and self-
loathing comes to an end”. It is significant in the context of the book that this conflict 
takes place before the rebuilding of the Temple. Equally significant is that Israel itself is 
but a passive observer to the LORD’s destruction of Gog and his hordes: Israel does not 
take an active role in this part of her ultimate restoration, just as in chapters 36-37 all 
they had to do was ‘show up’ as the LORD restored them.
300 This aspect is found more 
so in G
967’s chapter order than in the received order. The LORD intended to restore 
Israel for the sake of his holy name (36:21-23), so that his name would be known 
throughout the nations and no longer be defiled (37:28; 38:23; 39:7).  
We again find a high degree of uniformity in MT’s sense divisions in chapter 38, 
with all three representative MT MSS agreeing at all points with setumah after vv. 9, 13, 
16, 17, 23 (except that MT
C has a petuḥah after v. 23). MasEzek agrees with the vv. 9 
and 13 breaks, but the extant fragment ends after v. 14. MasEzek and MT
C,A separate 
chapters 37 and 38 with a petuḥah, yet MT
L uses a setumah, suggesting that the earlier 
communities saw a greater ‘distance’ between 37 and 38.  
As in the previous chapters, the Greek MSS again offer a greater variance with 
their divisions. G
967 continues 38:1 on the same line immediately after 36:23b, 
exhibiting its normal two stroke markers. The only other discernible divisions in G
967 
are after vv. 16 and 23, therefore dividing chapter 38 into two sections. G
B has a long 
gap after 37:28 with 38:1 beginning on a new line marking a major division. It then has 
a minor 2 letter break after v. 9; then we find paragraphoi at the beginning of vv. 14 
and 18 evidencing a break before these verses (vv. 14, 18 start on new lines, the 
preceding lines being full). However it is indeterminable if these are by the original 
                                                 
300 See Chapter 7: Papyrus 967 for discussions how the two extant chapter orders exhibit different 
viewpoints of Israel’s involvement.  Page 173 
hand.
301 G
A also exhibits a major break before chapter 38:1 with v. 1 starting on a new 
line. There is only a minor break between chapters 38 and 39. As with other chapters, 
G
A exhibits more divisions than other representative MSS, with evidence of breaks after 
vv. 2, 9, 13, 14a (before ta,de le,gei ku,rioj), 16, 21a (after le,gei ku,rioj).   
Overall, there is commonality between MT and LXX, with most MSS 
representing a major break between chapter 37 and 38 (MasEzek, MT
C,A, G
B,A), and 
generally smaller divisions after vv. 9, 13, 16, 17. In chapter 38 we find that each MT 
sense division precedes the statement ‘thus says the LORD’,
302 and each division 
contains a clear oracle from the LORD. These oracles, combined with the four in chapter 
39, form a total of nine oracle divisions, indicating a clear theological thought in this 
early ‘exegesis’. Modern scholars either add or take from the number of these oracle 
divisions in chapters 38-39.
303 We will follow these nine MT divisions in our 
examination of the text in chapters 38 and 39.    
 
5.2.  1
st Oracle: Ezek. 38:1-9.    
As noted above, all MSS exhibit a break before 38:1, and only G
967 does not 
witness a break after v. 9. G
A has one of its frequent breaks after v. 3a, highlighting the 
actual speech, and placing the initial identification of Gog into its own division. This 
pericope establishes that the LORD is ‘against’ Gog (v. 3), and that Gog and his hordes 
will be drawn out for battle (v. 4f) against those dwelling securely (MT) or peacefully 
(LXX) in the land (v. 8), and this invading army will cover the land (v. 9). This oracle 
has Gog being drawn out, but not with any explicit statement that this will be for Gog’s 
                                                 
301 There is also a one letter space in v. 14, before ta,de le,gei ku,rioj. 
302 The occurrence of ‘thus says the LORD’ as a common sense division marker in the Greek has already 
been noted in earlier chapters. Here we find this also occurring in the Hebrew text; for further 
information see Olley (2003, p.212f). 
303 Block (1997c, p.99, n.58) has noted ‘seven’ and states this is a prominent number in the Gog oracle: 
“note the enemies’ seven weapons (39:9), the seven years’ worth of fuel these provide (39:9), the 
seven months needed for the burial of the enemies’ remains (39:12)”.  Page 174 
destruction; that tension is left for the final oracle in this chapter (vv. 18-23). The whole 
mystery surrounding Gog and those with him has captured the imagination of scholars 
for centuries resulting in a plethora of creative opinions regarding the text and identities 
of Gog and his hordes. Our focus remains on textual variants and not on the many issues 
surrounding Gog’s ‘identity’, especially as LXX transliterates Gwg without any 
suggestion of his identity.
304 These verses evidence a text in a state of flux (especially v. 
8), with both MT and LXX exhibiting plusses, and with LXX interpreting the Hebrew 
for their community and based on their world view as in previous chapters.  
 
lb'+tuw> %v,m, (MT
A: mvaro) varo ayfin> gAgêM'h; #r,a, gAG-la, ^yn<P' ~yfi ~d'a'-!B, 38:2 
`wyl'[' abeN"hiw> 
38:2  ui`e. avnqrw,pou sth,rison to. pro,swpo,n sou evpi. (G
967: Wg; G
B,A: Gwg) kai. th.n gh/n 
tou/ Magwg a;rconta Rwj (G
967,B: Mesoc; G
A: Mosoc) kai. Qobel kai. profh,teuson evpV 
auvto.n   
   MT has gAgM'h; #r,a, ([to
305 the land of Magog), which Allen (1990b, p.199) 
claims is “an early gloss from 39:6”. Zimmerli (1983, p.283) also sees “a secondary 
addition” due to the “strange way [it] separates the name of Gog from his title”.
306 Lust 
(1995c, p.1001) says “it is probably a note of an editor who wished to identify Gog with 
                                                 
304 The identity of Gog and Magog remains a mystery amidst the plethora of suggestions both ancient and 
modern, yet without any scholarly consensus, and these “may turn out to be artificial creations” 
(Block, 1998,  p.434). For a good recent resource on Gog and Magog see Bøe (2001).  Railton 
(2003) outlines a number of Christian, Jewish and Muslim interpretations of Gog and Magog through 
the centuries. Lust (1995b, pp.708f [Gog]; and 999f [Magog]) also covers a number of historical and 
modern suggestions for Gog and Magog’s identity. Attempts to align Gog with Russia in some 
modern eschatological fulfilment of these chapters is “an association that, given the changing 
political climate in the past few years, demands a careful re-evaluation” (Tanner, 1996, p.29). Odell 
(2005, p.554) suggests “the unit’s context and reworking of Israelite prophetic traditions allow for 
the possibility that the name is a cryptic allusion to Nebachadnezzar”. However, there is nothing in 
either the Hebrew or Greek texts that explicitly support any of these suggestions, other than Gog 
comes from the north. Significantly, LXX retains ‘Gog’, and, unlike its treatment of the other names 
(cf. vv. 5, 13), does not seek to provide a contemporary equivalent. Alexander (1974, p.161) notes 
that it is “employed , perhaps, as a general name for any of God’s enemies at the time of the 
composition of the Septuagint”.  
305 Cooke (1936,  p.409) says this “should be read towards the land of Magog, if a direction was 
intended”. Block (1998, p.432) uses ‘of’ in his translation, as a place where Gog is from.  
306 Eichrodt (1970, p.518) also says that it “separates the name Gog from the title appended to it, so this 
further description can hardly be original”. 
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Magog as one and the same nation, or as a person symbolizing that nation”. However, if 
this was an MT gloss, then it would have been very early as it is witnessed in MasEzek 
and in all three representative LXX MSS (kai. th.n gh/n tou/ Magwg).
307  
The primary difference between MT and LXX in this phrase is LXX’s plus of 
the kai, copula, which appears to treat Magwg as another people group that Ezekiel is to 
prophesy about (Cooke, 1936, p.409; Block, 1998, p.432). MT appears to have #r,a,  
gAgM'h; as a place of origin for Gog, as Eichrodt (1970, p.518) points out, “Magog could 
possibly mean ‘land of Gog’” (also Block, 1998, p.433).
308 Yet this is a debated point 
amongst scholars, with some suggesting “the earlier form of the gloss [was] h#ra gwgm 
‘Magog in his land’” (Allen, 1990b, p.199). This suggestion treats gAgM' as a people 
group rather than a locale, and thus follows LXX’s reading. This may be influenced by 
39:6 which may treat gAgM' as a people group (cf. discussions 39:6). Unpointed, h#ra 
could be a h of locale, as in Cooke’s translation, which questions this suggestion. We 
note gAgM' appears in Gen. 10:2 and 1Chron. 1:5 where Magog is listed as the second son 
of Japheth, which also may influence commentators in Ezek. 38:2.
309 H e r e  i t  i s  
sufficient to say that in MT’s context gAgM' appears to indicate a land, perhaps Gog’s 
homeland, whereas LXX’s kai, plus suggests Magwg is another people group.
310   
                                                 
307 Most commentators note that this phase is omitted in the later G
62, but Block (1998, p.432) says that is 
“probably a case of homoioteleuton”. 
308 Kline (1996,  p.215) suggests that ^m.Aq)M.mi in Ezek. 38:15 (not discussed here due to absence of 
discernible variants) is “a substitute for the previous ‘land of Magog’ (Ezek. 38:2; cf. 39:6). Indeed, 
the term is probably an etymological play on Magog. Māqôm would interpret the mā- in Magog 
(explained either by the Akkadian māt, ‘land of,’ or as the Hebrew noun prefix signifying place)”.  
309 Outside of MT Ezekiel, Gog is only found 1Chron. 5:4 where he is listed as a descendent of Reuben; 
in LXX, Gog also appears in Num. 24:7 (for MT’s Agag) and Amos 7:1 where LXX appears to 
interpret the identity of yZEGI as one of MT’s locust/caterpillar. Bøe (2001, p.89f) says that “the fact that 
Magog is the name of a person in the genealogy of Gen 10 is no real objection against [Magog being 
a land/country], since several of the names in Genesis 10 are names of ancestors founding tribes 
developing into entire peoples”. 
310 LXX’s treatment of ‘Magog’ as a separate people group would most likely have influenced the writer 
of Revelation to do likewise; for more on this see Bøe (2001),  Kline (1996),  and Tanner (1996).  Page 176 
There is a minor variant intra-LXX, wherein G
B,A have Gwg, yet G
967 has Wg. 
Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.128) says G
967’s Wg “is probably due to 
lipography”. We may question if G
967 was reflecting back in Israel’s history to the 
defeat of Og king of Bashan (Num. 21:33-35), but this is unlikely due to G
967’s use of 
Gwg from this point onwards.
311  
We also note a rare intra-MT variant wherein MT
A has mvaro [non-final m] yet 
MT
C,L have varo, yet this appears to be an error by MT
A’s scribe.
312  
In vv. 2 and 3 there is a difficulty translating lb'tuw> %v,m, varo ayfin>.
313 Block 
(1998,  p.434) points out “the syntax … is problematic. The issue revolves around 
whether [varo] is the name of an ethnic group or a common noun. Both LXX a;rconta 
Rwj and the construct pointing of the Masoretes argue for the former”. Cooke 
(1936,  p.409 [cf. p.415]) states that MT “by its accents intends rōsh to be taken 
as=head, and the phrase is to be rendered chief-head of M. and T.”. Interestingly Syriac, 
Targum, Vulgate, and Aquila (kefalh/j), all interpret varo as ‘chief/head’. Yet Duguid 
(1994, p.20) says “rō’š is not to be understood here as an adjective (‘chief prince’) but 
as a noun in its own right (‘prince of the chiefs’)”. After his discussions, Block (1998, 
p.435) concluded that, 
if Rosh is to be read as the first in a series of names, the conjunction should 
precede ‘Meshech’. [var] therefore is best understood as a common noun, 
appositional to and offering a closer definition of [ayfin>]. Accordingly, the prince, 
chief of Meshech and Tubal …. Ezekiel’s point is that Gog is not just one of many 
                                                 
311 Lust (1995b, p.710) mentions that “in the LXX
B version of Deut 3:1.13; 4:47, Gog stands for Hebrew 
Og (king of Bashan).  Lust also mentions G
967’s reading of ‘Og’ here, yet without comment.  
312 mvar appears at the end of a line, followed by the first part of X. It appears that the scribe anticipated 
room for the following word ($vm), but not finding sufficient room then wrote $vm on the following 
line, yet did not delete the letters on the previous line. There are no vowels under the letters 
remaining on the previous line. 
313 Discussions of varo/Rwj here in v. 2 also apply to v. 3, and to 39:1.  Page 177 
Anatolian princely figures, but the leader amongst princes and over several 
tribal/national groups. 
In their translations, Block (1998,  p.432), Allen (1990b,  p.197), and Zimmerli 
(1983, p.284), all follow MT with Gog as the leader [var] of these other groups. 
LXX, Symmachus and Theodotion all transliterate varo as Rwj; this can either 
be seen as the name of an ethnic group,
314 or as a proper noun of a person called ‘Ros’, 
who is the prince/ruler (a;rconta) of Mesoch and Thobel (cf. Brenton). Yet, most 
commentators see LXX interpreting var as an ethnic group, especially as it also 
transliterated and interpreted ‘Magog’ in this way. Both transliterations should be 
considered together, as the same thought of another ethnic group as an enemy against 
them appears to be the influencing factor.  
LXX also transliterates the other names with slightly alternate spelling as 
Mesoc/Mosoc kai. Qobel. Yet, transliterating these particular places is a practice found 
elsewhere in LXX OT (Gen. 10:2, 23; 1Chron. 1:5; Isa. 66:19: Ezek. 32:26), which may 
indicate that LXX scribes did not know the contemporary identification of these 
countries.   
 
`lb'tuw> %v,m, varo ayfin> gAGê ^yl,ae ynIn>hi hwI+hy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo T'êr>m;a'w> 38:3 
38:3 kai. eivpo.n auvtw/| ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj ivdou. evgw. evpi. (G
967: se; G
B: - ; G
A: se. 
Gwg kai) a;rconta Rwj (G
967: + kai.) (G
967,B: Mesoc; G
A: Mosoc) kai. Qobel  
 MT’s  T'r>m;a'w> is reflected in LXX (eivpo,n), with a dative pronoun plus: auvtw/|, 
which appears to clarify that speech is directed to Gog as the overall leader of this 
gathering.  
                                                 
314 Fairbairn (1969, p.415) suggests that ‘Ros’ is the name of a people group, saying “traces have been 
found of a northern people anciently bearing such a name … and the great probability in the opinion, 
that the people referred to were the Russi, from whom the modern Russians derive their name”. 
However, it is unknown if Ezekiel knew of, or was referring to, this people group. Tanner 
(1996, p.30) points out that “if ‘Rosh’ is not a name place then the etymological connection with 
Russia is eliminated”. However, whilst this may be the concern of the modern eschatological 
exegete, we question if this was a concern to the LXX translator(s). Tanner (1996, p.31) says that 
Ezekiel would “probably not [be referring to] modern Russia” as the name ‘Rus’ is a Viking import 
in the Middle Ages. Page 178 
MT’s gAG is minus in both G
967,B (G
B is also minus se,), yet is represented in G
A.  
This may be another later MT plus inserted early enough for G
A to witness it, and added 
to clarify who the speech is directed towards, as we suggested for LXX’s auvtw/| plus. 
Without this plus it reads that the LORD is against ‘the chief prince’ (MT), or ‘Rwj’ 
(G
967,B). G
967,B may witness the Urtext, which did not explicitly state ‘Gog’ as the object 
of the prophecy, but only implied as the ‘chief prince’ (cf. our discussions on v. 2). 
MT’s inclusion explicitly states Gog as the object of the speech. G
A’s se. Gwg kai, gives 
two objects: Gwg and Rwj. G
967’s kai, plus allows 3 objects: Rwj, and Mesoc and Qobel 
(See v. 2 above for discussions of ‘varo/Rwj’).
315 The possible absence of ‘Gog’ in the 
Urtext may have influenced LXX’s treatment of ‘Rosh’.  
     
  ~yvir'p'W ~ysiWs ^l,yxe-lK'-ta,w> ^t.Aa ytiaceAhw> ^yy<+x'l.Bi ~yxix; yTit;n"w> ^yTiêb.b;Avw> 38:4 
`~L'Ku tAbr'x] yfep.To !gEêm'W hN"ci br' lh'q' ~L'êKu lAlk.mi yvebul.  
38:4 kai. suna,xw se kai. pa/san th.n du,nami,n sou i[ppouj kai. i`ppei/j evndedume,nouj 
qw,rakaj pa,ntaj sunagwgh. pollh, pe,ltai kai. perikefalai/ai kai. ma,cairai 
 MT’s  ^yy<+x'l.Bi ~yxix; yTit;n"w> ^yTib.b;Avw> (‘and I will turn you back, and I will put 
hooks into your jaws’) is minus in LXX. Block (1998,  p.437) suggests that “LXX 
condenses MT’s three verbs … into one”. We find ^yTib.b;vow>
 again in 39:2, but there 
LXX translates with kai. suna,xw se. MT also uses bwv in 39:27 and there LXX has 
avpostre,fw which captures the correct sense of ‘bring back’, indicating that LXX is well 
aware of this usage of bwv. Zimmerli (1983, p.284) also notes the occurrence of kai. 
suna,xw se for ^yTib.b;vow>
 in 39:2 and says “this raises the question whether G in 38:4 did 
not also have $ytbbAvw  before it, while in the original then the words ~yxx yttnw 
                                                 
315 Again, it is beyond the scope of this work to identify possible countries and/or people groups for these 
various nouns, either ancient or modern.  For discussions on this refer to modern commentaries, also 
Bøe (2001) and Tanner (1996).  Page 179 
$yyxlb … might have been missing”. However, in 38:4 LXX’s use of suna,xw fits 
better with ytiaceAhw> and not ^yTib.b;vow>, indicating that the former verb may have been 
the beginning of v. 4 in LXX’s Vorlage. The phrase ‘hooks in your jaws’ is also found 
in 29:4,
316 and fully translated by LXX, again raising the question as to why LXX 
would not translate this phrase. Thus, either this phrase was minus in 38:4 in LXX’s 
Vorlage, or it was omitted on purpose or by accident. It is doubtful that LXX would 
purposefully leave out such a strong statement against Gog, leaving either accidental 
omission, or that it was minus in LXX’s Vorlage, with the latter as the most likely 
occurrence.  
As such, this phrase appears to be a later MT gloss. Allen (1990b, p.200) says 
that it is “a gloss intended for 39:2 [but] was misplaced here because of the similarity of 
context”. Allen (1990b, p.200) also suggests that “at some stage in the LXX’s Vorlage a 
full text like that of MT had been revised against a shorter text but carelessly a wrong 
run of words was struck out”. This is possible, along with the other variants in vv. 2, 3. 
This phrase is witnessed by MasEzek, which indicates early inclusion into the Hebrew 
text, and raises the question as to why later LXX MSS such as G
A did not include it. 
This may be another MT plus added after G
A’s  Vorlage. Theodotion includes this 
phrase, but with a different analogy than MT: kai. peristpe,yw se( kai. evgw. dw,sw 
pagi,daj eivj ta.j siago,naj sou (‘and I will wheel you around, and I will put a bridle in 
your jaws’) (Field, 1964, p.871). This analogy indicates the action of a rider of a horse, 
rather than the ‘fishing’ analogy in MT.
317 Wevers (1982, p.202) claims MT’s analogy 
                                                 
316 The imagery of ‘hooks’ for captives is also found in Hab. 1:15 and Amos 4:2. Odell (2005, p.554) 
states that “Yahweh’s use of hooks has parallels in the Assyrian traditions for subjugating rebellious 
kings. Biblical references to hooks outside of Ezekiel have a similar connotation of control that stops 
short of destruction”. 
317 Block (1998, p.442) notes the first phrase of ^yTib.b;Avw> (‘and I will turn you around’) “suggests the 
image of horsemen turning their steeds around (cf. v. 4b), a metaphor well chosen for peoples who 
come from a region renowned in antiquity for its horses”. However, the metaphor for the second 
phrase is that of a hook in the jaw of a fish, and it is our point that Theodotion’s wording only 
captures the first metaphor and not the second.  Page 180 
“is a late expansion based on the oracle against Pharaoh, 29.4”. Block (1998, p.437) 
appears to disagree saying this “introduce[s] a notion foreign to the present context”. 
MT may have been influenced by 29:4 and 39:2, combining both concepts here as a 
gloss to interpret how they saw Gog and his forces would be ‘brought out’ (ytiaceAhw>): 
they would be turned and drawn out like a fish on a hook, perhaps going in a direction 
Gog did not initially intend nor, keeping in mind the oracle’s context of destruction, to a 
place where Gog would want to go. 
  LXX translates MT’s ^t.Aa ytiaceAhw> (hiph.: ‘I will lead you out’, or ‘I will cause 
you to go out’), with kai. suna,xw se (‘and I will gather you’). We question why LXX did 
not use kai. evxa,xw u`ma/j as in 11:9; 20:34 (also Exod. 6:6; 7:4, 5; Isa. 65:9). This may 
indicate LXX’s view that Gog will be ‘gathered/assembled’ for destruction, which 
interprets MT’s action of ‘leading out’. Equally curious is MT’s use of acy, as the hiphil 
is typically used both in Ezekiel and in Exodus in relationship to God’s ‘bringing’ Israel 
out of Egypt. This may indicate that MT saw the bringing out of Israel’s enemies to 
their destruction as part of the ultimate restoration of Israel, a point which we find with 
the placement of chapters 38-39 in this block.
318 Israel cannot be fully restored if they 
remain under the threat of their enemies.  
 MT  has  lAlk.mi yvebul. (‘perfectly clothed’ [BDB/HALOT], or ‘those clothed in 
perfection’ [DCH]), whereas LXX has evndedume,nouj qw,rakaj pa,ntaj (‘all dressed in 
breastplates’). In the other occurrence in the LXX of lAlk.mi (23:12), LXX has 
evndeduko,taj euvpa,rufa (‘clothed with purple’) which reflects MT. Yet here, LXX seems 
to interpret how an army would be perfectly clothed, that is, in breastplates. LXX may 
have been guessing regarding this ‘perfect clothing’, or more likely, they were reflecting 
on how the soldiers were equipped in their day.  
                                                 
318 This point stands regardless of the placement as in the received chapter order, or as in G
967, as both 
have the context of the destruction of Israel’s enemies as part of their full restoration.  Page 181 
  MT also has this army carrying !gEm'W hN"ci (‘large [body shield] and small 
shields’), or as most EVV ‘buckler and shields’, whereas LXX has pe,ltai kai. 
perikefalai/ai (‘shield and helmet’). Allen (1990b, p.200) notes that ‘body shield’ “is 
not suitable for cavalry” and says in general that “the words appear to be an explanatory 
gloss on lwlkm ‘panoply’ … with ~lk ‘all of them’ functioning as a cue word”. He 
(1990b, p.200) also says LXX’s translation “appears to presuppose [bwkw !gm ‘small 
shield and helmet’ as in 5b” (also in 27:10). While this is likely the case, we question if 
LXX is again adjusting the meaning to match how cavalry soldiers were equipped in 
their day. MT also says ~L'Ku tAbr'x] yfep.To (‘all of them handling/wielding swords’) 
referring to action of the horsemen, yet LXX only says kai. ma,cairai (‘and swords’) as 
just part of the equipment list previously mentioned. Some commentators delete the 
entire line in MT saying it is “a gloss on gorgeous attire” (Cooke, 1936, p.410). If the 
‘handling/wielding’ swords (yfep.To) was a gloss, then we may suggest it was added 
perhaps to emphasise Gog’s strength that would soon be cut down. Yet it is represented 
in all LXX MSS, so if a gloss, then it must have been very early. However, we are left 
with explicit points regarding how LXX viewed Gog’s forces would be equipped.  
 
`[b'Akw> !gEm' ~L'Ku ~T'+ai jWpW vWK sr;P' 38:5 
38:5 Pe,rsai kai. Aivqi,opej kai. Li,buej pa,ntej perikefalai,aij kai. pe,ltaij 
  In this verse we find LXX uses equivalent Greek names of inhabitants, where 
MT lists the names of countries:
319  
sr;P' - Pe,rsai – Persians; 
vWK –  Aivqi,opej (G
B Aiqiopaij)
320 – Ethiopians;  
                                                 
319 Speculation continues amongst scholars regarding the identity of these people groups, yet this is 
outside our sphere. For possible identities see Bøe (2001, pp.99-107). 
320 A later corrector has written ε above the αι; thus one has B* with –αις and B
c –ες. In 30:4, 9 LXX lists 
the country (Aivqi,opi,a). Page 182 
jWpW  –  Li,buej – Libyians;  
G
A’s plus kai. ludoi, adds Ludians to the list of enemies, perhaps because 
of their previous listing as allies of Tyre and Egypt (27:10; 30:5).  
LXX’s use of Greek names for the inhabitants of these countries is another example of 
the translator interpreting the text for his community.  
LXX also reverses the order of ‘shield and helmet’ and makes them both plural 
(perhaps to match MT’s collective). Many delete the reference to ‘shield and helmet’ 
believing it is carried over from v. 4 with ~L'Ku as a “cue word” (Block, 1998, p.437). 
Yet it appears in all representative MSS. It does appear confusing at times when 
commentators say that v. 4 evidences glosses based on v. 5, and then state the glosses in 
v. 5 are based on v. 4! Cooke (1936, p.410) speculatively maintains that “the entire 
verse … has found its way into the text from the margin”. However, there is no textual 
evidence for Cooke’s suggestion.  
 
`%T'ai ~yBir; ~yMi[; wyP'+g:a]-lK'-ta,w> !Apc' yteK.r>y: hm'êr>g:AT tyBe h'yP,êg:a]-lk'w> rm,GO 38:6 
38:6 Gomer kai. pa,ntej oi` peri. auvto,n oi=koj tou/ Qergama avpV evsca,tou borra/ kai. 
pa,ntej oi` peri. auvto,n kai. e;qnh polla. meta. sou/ 
    Here, and in v. 22, MT has wyP'g:a]-lk'w> (‘all his band/army’ [BDB], or ‘troops’ 
[HALOT]), yet LXX in both occurrences says kai. pa,ntej oi` peri. auvto,n (‘and all those 
around him’). Theodotion has “kai. pa,nta ta. u`posthri,gmata auvtou/ (‘and all his 
supporters’) (Ziegler, 1977,  p.273). Block (1998,  p.437) says that ~yIP,g:a] [@g:a]] “is a 
genuinely Ezekielian word, occurring outside this context (cf. vv. 9, 22; 39:4) only in 
12:14 and 17:21”. LXX translates the same way in each occurrence in chapters 38-39. 
The translator of 12:14 (Thackeray’s a) used kai. pa,ntaj tou.j avntilambanome,nouj auvtou/ 
(‘and all those helping him’). In 17:21 the translator took two Hebrew words (one with a 
ketiv/qere variant), and translated with one noun (parata,xei) and a pronoun, without Page 183 
giving a specific equivalence for wyP'g:a]. Overall, we may suggest that wyP'g:a] as ‘his 
band/army’ may have been unknown to the LXX translator(s) and even to Theodotion, 
and hence their use of oi` peri. auvton and ta. u`posthri,gmata respectively. However, both 
these words do catch the basic meaning that all those tied to Gomer would be included.  
 
`rm'v.mil. ~h,l' t'yyIh'w> ^yl,+[' ~ylih'q.NIh; ^l,h'q.-lk'w> hT'a; ^êl. !keh'w> !Kohi 38:7 
38:7 e`toima,sqhti (G
A: + kai.) e`toi,mason seauto.n su. kai. pa/sa h` sunagwgh, sou oi` 
(G
967: evpisunhgme,noi; G
B,A: sunhgme,noi) meta. sou/ kai. e;sh| moi eivj profulakh,n 
G
A’s kai, copula plus follows MT, and allows for a smoother reading. G
967,B’s 
minus of the copula brings out the ‘sharpness’ of the imperative clearer than MT or G
A. 
Zimmerli (1983, p.286) says “G makes it more concise here by omitting the copula”, 
yet he does not note that the copula is present in G
A. 
MT has ~h,l' (‘to them’), while LXX has moi (‘to/for me’). Block (1998, p.437) 
concludes that MT is preferable. However Zimmerli (1983,  p.286) says “G, which 
refers the rmvm to submission to Yahweh (yl), has probably preserved the original 
reading”. Zimmerli (1983,  p.286) observes that “in M one will think rather of the 
function of care and protection which the commander exercises towards his troops” (cf. 
Block, 1998, 443). We must question why MT would adjust from Zimmerli’s proposed 
yli to ~h,l', which moves the theological focus from God as commander to Gog as leader 
and carer of his troops. Rather, we propose that LXX exhibits theological exegesis 
stating clearly that God is leading Gog and his hordes: God is the one in charge of the 
battle and Gog is an instrument in his hand. Wevers (1982, p.202) says that “God and 
his hordes are commanded to be in Yahweh’s service ready for the call to action” (cf. 
REB: ‘hold yourself at my disposal’). This theological shift from MT may have brought 
a sense of comfort to the LXX community, alleviating fears of an enemy about to Page 184 
conquer them again, whereby God is commanding and leading Gog and his hordes to 
their destruction. Gog’s destruction is his service to God!
 321 
There is a small intra-LXX variance wherein G
967 says evpisunhgme,noi,  G
B,A 
having the shorter sunhgme,noi. While both mean ‘gather/bring together’, the prefix evpi,- 
suggests a more hostile ‘against’ (cf. Micah 4:11; Zech. 12:3; 1Macc. 3:58; 40:12).  
 
 tc,B,qum. br,x,me tb,b,Avm. #r,a,-la, aAbT' ~ynIV'h; tyrIx]a;B. dèqeP'Ti ~yBir; ~ymiY"mi 38:8 
 ~yMi[;me ayhiw> dymi+T' hB'r>x'l. Wyh'-rv,a] laeêr'f.yI yreh' l[; ~yBiêr; ~yMi[;me  
`~L'Ku xj;b,l' Wbv.y"w> ha'c'êWh  
38:8 avfV h`merw/n pleio,nwn e`toimasqh,setai kai. evpV evsca,tou evtw/n (G
B,A: + evleu,setai 
kai.) h[xei eivj th.n gh/n th.n avpestramme,nhn avpo. macai,raj sunhgme,nwn avpo. evqnw/n 
pollw/n (G
967, B: evpi. gh/n Israhl; G
A: eivj th.n gh/n tou/ Israhl) h] evgenh,qh e;rhmoj diV 
o[lou kai. (G
967,A: auvto,j; G
B: ou-toj) evx evqnw/n evxelh,luqen kai. katoikh,sousin evpV eivrh,nhj 
a[pantej 
MT’s  dqeP'Ti  nif. refers to being summoned militarily (cf. Jer. 15:3; 51:27; 
[HALOT]). The piel means ‘muster’ (cf. Isa. 13:4), which may permit the niphal as 
‘mustered’ (cf. NRSV).
322 However, LXX has e`toimasqh,setai (3ps) with the meaning 
‘to cause to be ready, put/keep in readiness, prepare’ [BAGD]. This follows the double 
use of e`toima,zw in v. 7, and may be used here to maintain an ongoing theme. Yet, LXX 
may be seen as interpreting the intent of MT’s ‘summoned’: he will be prepared (for 
destruction).   
MT twice says ‘you’ [will be summoned/will come], whereas LXX twice says 
‘he’ [will be prepared/will come]. Both refer to Gog, but MT is preferred as it still keeps 
                                                 
321 Zimmerli (1983, p.286) captures this in his translation: “and you will be at <my> service”. Odell 
(2005, p.555) also notes that this command “establishes Gog as Yahweh’s agent”. In his commentary 
section, Zimmerli (1983, p.306) said “if v. 7b is correctly reconstructed on the basis of G, it refers 
the command to be ready specifically to readiness for ‘obedience’ (rmvm) to Yahweh”. 
322 However, Odell (2005,  p.470) argues against ‘mustered’ (NRSV), stating that the niphal and qal 
meanings cannot be interchanged; and says that this “verse thus suggests not that Gog is mustered to 
go up against the land of Israel, but that he has fallen away from his duty. His attack therefore 
constitutes a defiance of Yahweh’s plan to restore the land and people of Israel (cf. 34:11-13, 25-27; 
36:6-10, 24, 32; 37:13, 21-22)”.  Page 185 
the context of the oracle directly addressing Gog (cf. v. 4f). LXX appears clumsy as it 
shifts from the second person in v. 7, to the third person in v. 8, then back to the second 
in v. 9. The third person appears as a narration rather than God’s speech to Gog through 
the prophet, which continues from v. 4. Zimmerli (1983,  p.286) believes LXX 
‘misunderstands’ the Hebrew 2ms as being 3fs. It is true that the 3fs “assume the lands 
as the subject, but the following killām, ‘all of them,’ has the people in mind” (Block, 
1998, p.438). LXX may have been influenced by the pronoun ayhiw> (3fs ‘she/it’) in 
agreement with #r,a, later in the verse. Yet LXX has the masculine (G
B ou-toj, G
967,A 
auvto,j);
323 possibly LXX initially reading a 2ms as 3fs, and then interpreting a 3fs 
pronoun as ms. LXX possibly uses its ms to refer to ‘Israhl’, as it is odd saying that ‘a 
land’ is brought out as MT states (we note both MT and LXX finish with 3pl). 
For MT ~ynIV'h; tyrIx]a;B. (‘in the latter years’) LXX has evpV evsca,tou evtw/n (‘in 
the last years’). Block (1997c, p.100) points out that “although LXX renders … with 
e;scatoj, it is not clear that the end of time is in mind. The reference may be simply to a 
later time, when the historical phase of the exile is over and the new period of 
settlement in the land has arrived”.  
  MT says ‘you will come to #r,a,-la, (‘to a land’)’, whereas LXX says ‘he shall 
come eivj th.n gh/n (‘to the land’)’. LXX’s addition of the definite article may have 
theological significance by establishing which land – the land: for them there is only 
one ‘land’ and that being Israel. G
B,A have kai. evleu,setai as a plus leading into this 
phrase, which creates a rather clumsy reading; G
967 follows MT.   
 MT  has  laer'f.yI yreh' (‘the mountains of Israel’), yet LXX has gh/n Israhl (‘[the] 
land of Israel’). It is difficult to determine which is the ‘correct’ reading, but as much of 
                                                 
323 The phrase following auvto,j in G
A has the word order reversed. Normally we do not mention this 
practice unless it has possible theological meaning, but this is just another minor point regarding the 
textual anomalies in this verse.  Page 186 
chapters 36-39 relate to the ‘mountains’ of Israel, MT is preferred. This is the only 
occurrence of laer'f.yI yreh' out of 15 in Ezekiel in which LXX uses gh/ Israhl.
324 It is 
unclear why LXX would use gh/, especially when these two chapters makes it clear that 
Gog’s destruction will be upon the mountains of Israel (cf. 39:2, 4, 17). MT may have 
performed a later editorial work here at a similar time to 38:21 where LXX is also 
minus o;rh, and in both locales MT specifies ‘the mountains’ as the place of the conflict 
between God and Gog. Cooke (1936,  p.411) notes that “the expression [upon the 
mountains] is inconsistent with the deliberate vagueness of the previous clause”.
325 
Picking up on Cooke’s point, we suggest that the surrounding context refers to the entire 
land (cf. vv. 8, 11, 12, 16, 18), and only here specifically to the mountains of Israel, and 
so LXX interprets ‘mountains’ to refer to the whole land and translates accordingly. The 
use of gh/ may reflect a different Vorlage. 
While G
967,B have evpi, for MT’s l[;, G
A has eivj, and adds tou/ before Israhl, 
which appears to have the enemy only coming ‘into’ and not ‘against’ the land. G
967 
also does not represent MT’s following rv,a] (G
B,A: h]). 
   LXX use of o[lou for MT’s dymiT' is rather curious, as o[lou is normally used for 
lK'. We again find dymiT' in 39:14 for the ‘continual’ employment of those who seek out 
the remains of the battle (LXX dia. panto,j). dymiT'  is typically used in Torah and 
elsewhere in relation to sacrifices; this context is found in Ezek. 46:14, 15 (also dia. 
panto,j). Ezekiel may have been performing a pun stating that the desolation of the 
                                                 
324 laer'f.yI yreh' is found in Ezek. 6:2, 3; 19:9; 33:28; 34:13, 14; 35:12; 36:1 (2x), 4, 8; 38:8; 39:2, 4, 17.  
Block (1998, p.444) points out that “v. 8 may be interpreted as a shorthand version of Ezekiel’s 
salvation oracles, especially 36:1-15, addressed to the mountains of Israel and highlighting the 
restoration of its population”.  
325 Zimmerli (1983, p.307) says “in mysterious secrecy the ‘mountains of Israel’ are not instantly named 
as the goal of Gog’s campaign, but these mountains are spoken of as a land whose population … has 
been brought back from having been slaughtered by the sword (37:1-14) and has been gathered 
together again from among the many nations (20:32ff)”.  Page 187 
mountains was due to the unsanctioned sacrifices held there (cf. 6:2, 3). If so, this was 
missed by LXX’s translator(s). 
 
 ~yMi[;w> ^yP,êg:a]-lk'w> hT'a; hy<+h.Ti #r,a'h' tASk;l. !n"['K, aAbêt' ha'VoK; t'yli['w> 38:9 
`%t'Aa ~yBir;  
38:9 kai. avnabh,sh| w`j u`eto.j kai. h[xeij (G
B: h[xei) w`j nefe,lh katakalu,yai gh/n kai. 
(G
967: e;sh|; G
B: e;sei; G
A: pe,sh|) su. kai. pa,ntej oi` peri. se. kai. e;qnh polla. meta. sou/ 
We find MT saying Gog and his bands will come upon the land ha'VoK;o, which 
has the basic meaning of ‘as a storm/destruction/desolation’, and also, as in the present 
context, ‘a storm that breaks out violently and suddenly’ [HALOT]. LXX translates this 
with u`eto,j ‘heavy rain’ [LEH]. Yet this does not capture the full sense of ha'Av. As 
ha'Av is not found elsewhere in Ezekiel,
326 we may suggest that LXX reflected on the 
‘cloud’ to arrive with u`eto,j. LXX may have been seeking to lessen the severity of Gog’s 
coming. However, Theodotion (Ziegler, 1977, p.273) later adjusts this towards MT by 
using the more appropriate kataigi,j (‘a sudden blast of wind’ [LS]’ or ‘rushing storm’ 
[Thayer]). Symmachus goes in a different direction by using evxai,fnhj (‘suddenly’ [LS]), 
indicating the speed in which he saw Gog coming against the land. Both these appear to 
go against any attempt of LXX to lessen the severity with its use of u`eto,j.   
LXX also appears to have difficulty dealing with MT’s hy<h.Ti(, perhaps viewing it 
as referring to the following words, and so inserts kai, which Zimmerli (1983, p.287) 
says “is an inelegant secondary insertion which disrupts the syntactical context”. Whilst 
representing hy<h.Ti(, LXX’s kai, plus causes e;sh| / e;sei to refer to the following phrase, 
reading ‘and you will be, you and all with you’. The translator may be excused, as we 
may presume that the Hebrew before him did not have the atnach found in MT, 
                                                 
326 Zimmerli (1983, p.307) translates ha'Av as ‘thunderstorm’ here and says it “might have come from Is 
10:3”. 
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supplied by the later Masoretes, which places hy<h.Ti( with the preceding phrase. On the 
other hand, if the Masoretes had put the atnach under #r<a'h' the text could read ‘… the 
land, you will be [there], you and your bands …’, which would support LXX (not 
counting their kai, plus). However, more perplexing is G
A which also has the kai, plus, 
but distinct from G
967,B, says pe,sh| causing the text to read ‘and it will fall’, apparently 
referring back to either u`eto,j or nefe,lh. G
A may have been influenced by 39:4 which 
has the same wording, but there in reference to Gog falling and being devoured on the 
mountains of Israel (cf. 39:1). Therefore, G
A may have been stating, as in 39:4, that Gog 
and ‘those with you’ will quickly fall as rain upon the land. This is different to the sense 
of both MT and G
967,B,
 which have Gog coming like rain and so numerous even as a 
cloud covering the land.
327  G
A may be seeking to bring comfort to the reader by 
exegeting the end result of destruction as found in 39:4, saying that when Israel sees the 
enemy covering their land as rain or a cloud, they should know that the enemy is there 
for the purpose of ‘falling’. Ziegler (1977, p.273) also notes the use of pe,sh|, and the 
influence from 39:4. 
 
5.3.  2
nd Oracle: Ezek. 38:10-13. 
As noted above, all MT MSS and G
B,A exhibit a sense division break after v. 9 
(except G
967 which has vv. 1-16 in the one sense division). MT’s next break comes after 
v. 13, as does G
A. Yet, G
B does not evidence another break until the end of v. 17, which 
places three MT sense divisions into the one.  
The previous section (vv. 1-9) describes what God will do. In this section the 
LORD speaks to Gog, revealing Gog’s personal thoughts to attack Israel. While we see 
in this pericope that Gog has his reasons for attacking Israel, God is nevertheless 
                                                 
327 Block (1998, p.444) also says the two nouns in the Hebrew are “a metaphor for a sudden invasion by 
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presented as being in complete control. Gog’s reasons include the potential spoils of war 
(v. 12-13) from an easy target (v. 11). The people living in the land in v. 12 echoes the 
repopulation found in chapter 36:10, 33. 
  
~ybiv.yO ~L'Ku xj;b,+l' ybev.yO ~yjiêq.Voh; aAba' tAzêr'P. #r,a,-l[; hl,[/a, T'r>m;a'w> 38:11 
`~h,l' !yae ~yIt;l'd>W x;yrIb.W hm'êAx !yaeB.  
38:11 kai. evrei/j avnabh,somai evpi. gh/n avperrimme,nhn h[xw evpi. h`suca,zontaj (G
B,A: evn  
h`suci,a|; G
967: -) kai. oivkou/ntaj evpV eivrh,nhj pa,ntaj katoikou/ntaj (G
B: gh/n; G
A: poleij; 
G
967: -) evn h-| ouvc u`pa,rcei tei/coj ouvde. mocloi, kai. (G
967: qu,reoi; G
B,A: qu,rai) ouvk eivsi.n 
auvtoi/j 
  MT says they will come tAzr'P. #r,a,-l[; (‘to a land of un-walled towns’), where 
LXX has evpi. gh/n avperrimme,nhn (‘to a land being rejected/discarded’).
328 Whilst the 
context indicates that the towns are without walls due to the people living safely and/or 
securely in the land (cf. vv. 11b, 12), LXX appears to interpret as a state of being 
devastated. LXX could also be giving a postexilic interpretation that the villages are 
unprotected and un-walled because God has rejected or discarded them. LXX’s passive 
perfect participle suggests they saw this ‘rejecting/discarding’ was still ongoing.  
  G
B,A have a unique plus of evn h`suci,a| (‘in stillness/quiet’), that is not witnessed 
in MT or G
967. Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.8) says that this minus in G
967 “may 
be due to hsucazontaj in the preceding line, but the phrase is not in our present Hebrew 
text”. Lust (2002a, p.386) states this is not a case of homoioteleuton in G
967, noting it is 
also minus in the Vetus Latina Codex Wirceburgensis (W). Thus, G
B,A add to the 
description of those in the land living in rest and peace.  
  We also find an implicit LXX interpretation where MT says xj;b,l' ybev.yO (‘those 
living in safety’, or ‘living securely’), and LXX says oivkou/ntaj evpV eivrh,nhj (‘those 
                                                 
328 The literal meaning of avporri,ptw is “to throw away, to put away; to reject; to abandon” [LEH]; also 
“to cast forth from one’s country” [LS].  Page 190 
living in peace’). LXX clarifies again that to live safely or securely is to live in peace. 
The concept of ‘peaceful living’ may be found in the Hebrew (xj;b,l' ybev.yO ~yjiq.voh; ‘the 
peaceful ones who live securely’ [HALOT]), yet LXX makes this point explicit.   
MT’s  hm'Ax !yaeB. ~ybiv.yO ~L'Ku (‘all of them dwelling without walls’), is 
witnessed by G
967, which suggests this was original. However, the other two LXX MSS 
have their own unique plusses, clarifying the place where they are dwelling without 
walls:  G
B  katoikou/ntaj gh/n (‘inhabiting a land’), and G
A  katoikou/ntaj po,leij 
(‘inhabiting cities’). The change from G
B’s land to G
A’s cities may indicate that in G
A’s 
time ‘Israel’ is not just a land, but found in whatever city the people now inhabit. Yet, 
more likely, G
A interprets where in the land that the people are now dwelling: in cities.   
At the end of this verse G
B,A’s qu,rai matches MT’s tl,D, ‘doors’. Yet G
967 has 
an interesting variant of qu,reoi, which means an “oblong shield (shaped like a door)” 
[LEH], or ‘a stone put against a door to keep it shut’ [LS].
329 Gehman (in Johnson et al., 
1938,  p.129) says that “qureoi is never used as a rendering for ~ytld, while qura 
frequently represents tld.” It is difficult to know why G
967 used qu,reoi, other than as a 
word play to state they live without walls, bars or shields.  
Overall, this verse exhibits an LXX text in a state of flux with a different 
understanding to MT, perhaps due to the various timeframes of living in the land.  
 
~[;-la,w> tbov'An tAbr'x\-l[; ^d>y" byvih'l. zB;+ zbol'w> ll'v' ll{v.li 38:12 
`#r,a'h' rWBj;-l[; ybev.yO !y"ên>qiw> hn<q.mi hf,[o ~yIêAGmi @S'aum. 
38:12 pronomeu/sai pronomh.n kai. skuleu/sai sku/la auvtw/n tou/ evpistre,yai cei/ra, mou 
eivj th.n hvrhmwme,nhn h] katw|ki,sqh kai. evpV e;qnoj sunhgme,non avpo. evqnw/n pollw/n 
pepoihko,taj kth,seij katoikou/ntaj evpi. to.n ovmfalo.n th/j gh/j 
                                                 
329 Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.129) also says “in Classical Greek epic qureoj is a door-stone, 
placed by Polyphemus at the mouth of his den”. Page 191 
 MT  has  ^d>y" byvih'l. (‘to turn your hand’), yet LXX has tou/ evpistre,yai cei/ra, 
mou (‘to turn my hand’).
330 Cooke (1936, p.412) says that LXX’s “my hand, [is] more 
consistent, but not necessarily right: the writer forgets for the moment that Gog is 
speaking”. However, it is difficult to know where Gog’s proposed speech from v. 11 
finishes and where God resumes as the direct speaker (both MT and LXX have God as 
the direct speaker in v. 13). MT appears to finish Gog’s speech after zB; in the opening 
phrase with its use of ‘your hand’. However, LXX’s ‘my hand’ appears to continue 
Gog’s monologue throughout v. 12. On the other hand it may be that LXX has the 
LORD as subject of the action against the desolate places. If so, this again could be 
LXX’s view that the desolate places were the result of God having rejected them.  
 LXX’s  pollw/n plus (‘many [nations]’) seems to expand the plurality of their 
scattering (cf. v. 16a). MT also includes !y"n>qiw> hn<q.mi (‘cattle and possessions’, cf. v. 13), 
yet LXX has one embracing kth,seij (‘property’). Zimmerli (1983, p.287) notes that the 
two Hebrew words “are not attested elsewhere in Ezekiel”.  
  Some scholars suggest a similarity between rWBj; (lit. ‘height’) and Mount Tabor 
(cf. Zimmerli, 1983, p.311; Cooper, 1994, p.338).  However, if this connection was 
intended by Ezekiel, it is not represented in LXX’s ovmfalo,j (‘centre/navel’). Block 
(1997c, p.101, n.66) says that “the interpretation of rWBT; [sic] as ‘navel’ is as ancient as 
LXX but should be abandoned”; Block retains the meaning, ‘top of the world’. TWOT 
also understands rWBj; as ‘highest part, centre’, which is the meaning found in Jud. 9:37. 
However, the context there denotes the centre of Israel, and may even implicitly refer to 
Jerusalem. Fairbairn (1989,  p.425) suggests it “may include the two points–of a 
prominent position, and of great fullness of blessing; on both accounts fitted to awaken 
the envy of others”. Surprisingly, HALOT gives only the meaning “navel” and as “the 
                                                 
330 This is for G
967,B,A and Ziegler, yet Ralph has sou along with later LXX (e.g., G
62). Page 192 
centre of the land (or of the earth)”, although all its citations are late (except Jud. 9:37), 
and citing LXX and Vulgate in support. BDB has ‘highest part, centre’, covering both 
bases, yet in the explanation BDB also takes on LXX’s meaning of ‘navel’. LXX’s 
ovmfalo,j (‘navel’ [LEH]; or ‘anything central – like a navel’ [LS]), captures MT’s 
metaphor, and may be speaking out of the theology of early Judaism, that Israel and 
Jerusalem is the ‘centre’ or ‘navel’ of the world (Cooke, 1936, p.412f; Zimmerli, 
1983, p.311).
331   
 
zB; zbol'h] ab'ê hT'a; ll'v' ll{v.lih] ^êl. Wrm.ayO h'yr,piK.-lk'w> vyvir>t; yrex]sow> !d'd>W ab'v. 38:13 
 `lAdG" ll'v' ll{v.li !y"ên>qiw> hn<q.mi tx;q;l' bh'z"w> @s,K, tafel' ^l,+h'q. T'l.h;q.hi  
38:13 Saba kai. Daidan kai. e;mporoi (G
967,B: Karchdo,nioi; G
A: Calkhdonoj) kai. pa/sai 
ai` (G
967,B: kw/mai auvtw/n; G
A: cw/mai auvth/j) evrou/si,n soi eivj pronomh.n tou/ pronomeu/sai 
su. e;rch| kai. skuleu/sai sku/la sunh,gagej sunagwgh,n sou labei/n avrgu,rion kai. crusi,on 
avpene,gkasqai kth/sin tou/ skuleu/sai sku/la  
MT gives vyvir>t; yrex]so (‘the merchants/traders of Tarshish’) as one of Gog’s 
allies
332, yet G
967,B identify them as e;mporoi Karchdo,nioi (‘Carthaginian merchants’, cf. 
27:12, 25), and G
A as Calkhdo,noj (‘Chalcedon merchants’). Only in LXX Isaiah (23:1, 
6, 10, 14) do we find Karchdo,noj used for vyvir>t;; elsewhere Qarsij. These may have 
been the major traders of LXX’s era. Thus, LXX repeats its practice of translating with 
contemporary people group names as in v. 5. 
                                                 
331 Block (1998,  p.447) says that the meaning of #r,a'h' rWBj; “continues to engage scholars. The 
common rendering ‘navel of the earth,’ which derives from LXX ovmfalo,j, is perpetuated in the Vulg. 
umbilici terrae, as well as in pseudepigraphic and rabbinic writings, and is reflected in several 
renown medieval maps. But many modern interpreters have abandoned the literal ‘navel’ 
explanation, preferring to see here a figure of speech for ‘the centre of the earth’. By this 
understanding the land of Israel/Zion is viewed as a cosmic midpoint, which accords better with later 
Hebrew; moreover, our prophet himself declared earlier that Yahweh had placed Jerusalem in the 
middle of the nations (5:5)”. However Block (1998, p.448) then goes on to state “nevertheless, this 
interpretation suffers from several major weaknesses and should probably be abandoned”. He then 
discusses five key points to ‘abandon’ the above viewpoint. Block’s rejection does not explain why 
LXX adopted its ‘navel’ view.  
332 It is unclear at this point in the text if these are military allies or bystanders. Regardless of which, it is 
clear they are awaiting the spoil.  Page 193 
MT has h'yr,piK. (lit. ‘its young lions’ cf. 32:2), which is understood in many 
EVV and elsewhere as ‘its young warriors’. Yet LXX says kai. pa/sai ai` kw/mai auvtw/n 
(‘and all their villages’ [cf. NIV]).
333 Allen (1990b,  p.200) believes “LXX Q Syr 
interpreted [h'yr,piK.] as hyrp'K [sic] ‘its villages’ (= RSV). An emendation hylkr ‘its 
traders’ … is plausible, assuming an insertion of p for sense after corruption to hyrk 
(lkw), but a simpler suggestion would be hyrk ‘its traders’”. The context would point 
to either ‘young lions/warriors’ or ‘traders’, but LXX’s ‘villages’ seems out of place. 
Zimmerli (1983, p.287) also claims that LXX “misunderstood” the Hebrew, yet unlike 
Allen, he does not clarify how. As LXX was working from an unpointed Hebrew text, 
Allen’s first suggestion appears the more plausible. The Hebrew may have been 
‘corrupted’, or, developing Allen’s second suggestion, it may have been a deliberate 
exegetical emendation by a later scribe (cf. lAdG" below). Interestingly, Symmachus has 
kai. pa,ntej ovle,qrioi le,ontej  auvth/j (‘and all her destructive lions’), which whilst 
reading h'yr,piK. as ‘lions’ inserts ‘destructive’ (Ziegler, 1977,  p.274). It may be that 
‘traders’ was original as suggested above, but an earlier Hebrew scribe changed this to 
read ‘lions’ as witnessed by S. This may have been to match the surrounding context of 
devouring plunder, and to clarify that the merchants were not coming as just bystanders 
to Gog for trade, but were allies with the intent of devouring Israel’s resources as lions 
do their prey. This change was misread by the earlier LXX translators as ‘villages’ (cf. 
Allen’s first suggestion above).  
MT has lAdG" ll'v' ll{v.li (‘to seize great spoil’), but LXX does not reflect lAdG" 
either from an accidental omission or because it was not in its Vorlage. It is difficult to 
think that LXX deliberately omitted the opportunity to expand the size of the spoil.  
                                                 
333 G
A’s variant of cw/mai auvth/j appears to be a scribal error (c for k) as ‘and all her mounds/heaps’ (cw/ma 
[LS]) does not make sense. Page 194 
This leaves us with the possibility of lAdG" as a later MT plus, to emphasise the extent 
of the spoil that the community believes it has suffered. Eichrodt (1970, p.518) sees 
“dittography from the beginning of the verse”. However, Zimmerli (1983,  p.288) 
maintains “the triple accentuation of the three parallel infinitive clauses suggests the 
originality of M”. The later Symmachus and Theodotion have polla,  and  mega,la 
respectively, thus both witnessing MT (Ziegler, 1977, p.274). It is possible that a later 
Hebrew editor added lAdG", at the same time ‘adjusting’ the Hebrew to form h'yr,piK. (cf. 
Zimmerli and Allen above).  
 
5.4.  3
rd Oracle: Ezek. 38:14-16   
  Again, we have a uniform sense division break before v. 14 with all MT MSS. 
However, G
967,B do not witness this break, unlike G
A which has breaks both before and 
within v. 14 (between Gwg and ta,de).  
This section now reverts back to the LORD speaking through the prophet to Gog, 
informing what will happen in his upcoming gathering for the intended plunder of Israel 
(as in the 1
st Oracle). It provides the reason why the LORD will allow this to happen: for 
universal recognition of the LORD’s holiness (cf. v. 16b). While Gog may have his own 
plans (the spoil), the text shows that he (and his hordes) are instruments in the LORD’s 
hands, for the purpose of manifesting the LORD’s holiness and knowledge throughout all 
the earth. The LORD previously stated his actions will be done so Israel will know he is 
the LORD (36:11, 38; 37:6, 13), and even the surrounding nations would also know 
(36:23, 36; 37:28), but now the LORD’s defeat of this ‘superpower’ gathering will 
establish this ‘knowledge’ throughout the nations as a world impact statement.  
This pericope again uses the terms ‘my people’ (cf. 36:8, 12, 36: 8, 12, 28; 
37:12, 13, 27; 38:14, 16; 39:7),  and ‘my land’ (cf.  36:5; 38:16). Concerning this, Block 
(1997c,  p.102) states that “since the normal deity-nation-land relationships are now Page 195 
operative, for Gog to attack this people and invade this land is to challenge their / its 
divine patron”.
334 Thus Gog’s defeat is certain.  
 
aAlh] hwI+hy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo gAgêl. T'r>m;a'w> ~d'êa'-!b, abeN"hi !kel' 38:14 
`[d'Te xj;b,l' laer'f.yI yMi[; tb,v,B. aWhh; ~AYB; 
38:14 dia. tou/to profh,teuson ui`e. avnqrw,pou kai. eivpo.n tw/| Gwg ta,de le,gei ku,rioj 
(G
967: kai.; G
B: ouvk; G
A: ouvci) evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh| evn tw/| katoikisqh/nai to.n lao,n mou 
Israhl evpV eivrh,nhj evgerqh,sh|  
MT has [d'Te (‘you will know’), yet LXX has evgerqh,sh| (‘you will be aroused’). 
Allen (1990b, p.200) suggests an MT scribal “error and metathesis” of r and d and he 
emends MT to r[oTe (‘you will be aroused’).
335 Those who hold to an MT error use 
LXX as support. Yet De Vries (1995, p.177) says that “there is no good reason to follow 
the LXX here … because the rhetorical question [in MT] has the intent of synchronizing 
Gog’s earliest awareness that Israel is dwelling securely in his own land (cf. v 8) with 
his departure (bw’) prior to his attack (‛lh) (v 16)”. Block (1998,  p.449) points out that 
“it is equally possible the error was committed by the LXX translators”, which leaves 
MT as original. MasEzek also bears witness to MT.
336 The theological difference is 
subtle, yet needs to be taken into consideration. Based on Block’s point, we suggest that 
LXX may done a trans-lingual word play (cf. Allen: r for d), giving an interpretation 
of what will happen when Gog ‘knows’ about the people dwelling securely (or 
peacefully): Gog will be aroused and brought to the battle (v. 15). LXX uses the 
passive, perhaps continuing the implicit motif of God being in control, as the action is 
                                                 
334 Odell (2005, p.553) notes how “at the beginning of the oracle, the resettled people have no particular 
identity, at least in the eyes of the other nations. A quiet people living in a land restored from war 
and affiliated with neither clan nor king, they appear ripe for the plundering. It is only when Yahweh 
tells Ezekiel to prophesy against Gog that they are claimed as Yahweh’s people (38:14, 16) and the 
land is defended as Yahweh’s land”. 
335 Allen further suggests that [d'Te “may have originated as a comparative gloss relating to the formula in 
39:5b, with 5:13; 17:21 (cf. 6:10) in view, which subsequently displaced the similar-looking r[t”. 
336 This is the last extant word in the MasEzek fragment. Page 196 
done to Gog. LXX changes the context from a question of knowledge as in MT, to a 
statement of action that will be done to Gog, yet still framed as a question. This is even 
clearer with G
967’s minus of ouvk, and its kai,  plus, which turns the context from a 
question into a statement (G
B,A are plus ouvk / ouvci, but minus kai,). For MT, including 
the interrogative aAlåh], the context leads into the action of v. 15, making the 
interrogative into a question that presumes an answer: ‘will you not know it, and you 
will come’. From this theological context we suggest that MT’s reading is original, and 
LXX is an interpretive wordplay that takes Gog’s ‘knowledge’ ([d'Te) into the action of 
‘being raised up’ (r[oT;).  
 
^ytiAabih]w: hy<h.Ti ~ymiY"h; tyrIx]a;B. #r,a'+h' tASk;l. !n"['K, laeêr'f.yI yMi[;-l[; t'yli['w> 38:16 
`gAG ~h,ynEy[el. ^b. yvid>Q'hiB. ytiao ~yIAGh; t[;D; ![;m;l. yciêr>a;-l[;  
38:16 kai. avnabh,sh| evpi. to.n lao,n mou Israhl w`j nefe,lh kalu,yai gh/n evpV evsca,twn tw/n 
h`merw/n e;stai kai. avna,xw se evpi. th.n gh/n mou i[na gnw/sin pa,nta ta. e;qnh evme. evn tw/| 
a`giasqh/nai, me evn soi. evnw,pion auvtw/n  
LXX has a pa,nta plus (‘all the nations will know’). This key plus emphasises 
that the knowledge of the LORD’s actions will not just be known by the nations in the 
immediate vicinity of Israel, but by all nations, even those afar off. This plus may also 
be related to the pollw/n plus in v. 12, where Israel is gathered from many nations (also 
37:21; 39:23). These plusses indicate that LXX was concerned that Israel was gathered 
out of ‘all’ the nations, and that ‘all’ nations would know this, and would know the 
LORD.   
MT explicitly clarifies the subject by its placement of gAG as a vocative at the end 
of this verse. Cooke (1936, p.414) notes that “at the end of the v. G … omit O Gog, 
which comes awkwardly where it stands”. G
967 places Gwg as a vocative at the Page 197 
beginning of v. 17.
337 Yet G
B,A both place Gwg at the end of the introductory formula in 
v. 17, along with a dative article (tw/|) to clarify Gog as the addressee of God’s speech. 
While some, like Zimmerli (1983, p.288), suspect the originality of MT, others like 
Block (1998, p.449) note “the Syr. omission of the vocative and LXX attachment of 
[Gwg] to v. 17 are insufficient grounds for deleting the name”. The placement of Gog at 
the end of MT’s sentence structure “provides the first concrete indication since the 
opening challenge that the real antagonists in this oracle are not Yahweh and Israel, but 
Yahweh and Gog” (Block, 1998, p.451). MT’s placement causes ‘Gog’ to stand as an 
inclusio identifying the object in its sense division from vv. 14-16. These points are 
missed by G
B,A’s placement of Gwg into v. 17, which just identifies Gwg as the object of 
God’s speech. The ‘antagonism’ against Gog may still be found in G
967’s placement as 
a vocative at the beginning of v. 17. If G
967 was the later LXX MSS, one could argue 
‘Gog’ was a later MT placement at the end of the sentence. However, as the earliest 
LXX MSS supports the general locale of Gog, we suggest ‘Gog’ was original, and at the 
end of v. 16 (as in MT). It was initially placed in LXX as an opening vocative for v. 17 
(as in G
967), but then later LXX editors moved it to clarify the addressee in v. 17 (G
B,A). 
This evidences LXX as a text in a state of flux.  
God being honoured by the defeat of Gog echoes Exod. 14:4 where God says he 
will also be honoured by the demise of Pharaoh. The recognition is universal, especially 
with LXX (cf. pa,nta plus above). 
 
                                                 
337 Curiously, Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.74 [cf. p.130]) attributes Gwg to 38:16, and claims it is 
one of the “43 cases which are an exact translations of the Hebrew”. However, Johnson (in Johnson 
et al., 1938,  p.177) has noted G
967’s normal paragraphoi marker (‘=’) in the text and attributes Gwg 
as a vocative at the beginning of v. 17.  Page 198 
5.5.  4
th Oracle: Ezek. 38:17  
Block (1992b,  p.172) argues against ascribing this verse and vv. 18-23 “to 
different editorial hands” as some suggest; then, based on the style and content, he says, 
“it must be concluded that v. 17 enjoys relative [sense] independence from the verses 
that follow”.
338 This statement is supported by MT’s paragraphing: v. 17 stands alone as 
its own ‘sense division’ in all representative MT MSS. It begins G
967’s second sense 
division
 (vv. 17-23); v. 17 also begins G
A’s next division (vv. 17-21a). G
B has v. 17 as 
the last verse of the previous sense division (vv. 10-17).
339  
This indicates that these communities behind these manuscripts, especially MT, 
saw this verse as a fulfilment of their prophetic history, and sought to establish the 
historical aspect of Gog’s animosity against God and his people. Block (1992b, p.157) 
puts a lot of stock in this verse when he says “for the interpretation of the Gog oracle 
Ezek. xxxviii 17 presents a crux”. 
 
yaeybin> yd;b'[] dy:B. ~ynIAmd>q; ~ymiy"B. yTir>B;DI-rv,a] aWh-hT'a;h; hwIhy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo 38:17 
`~h,yle[] ^t.ao aybih'l. ~ynI+v' ~heh' ~ymiY"B; ~yaiB.NIh; laeêr'f.yI  
38:17 (G
967: Gwg) ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj (G
B,A: tw/| Gwg) su. ei= peri. ou- evla,lhsa pro. 
h`merw/n tw/n e;mprosqen (G
967: evn ceiri,; G
B,A: dia. ceiro.j)  tw/n dou,lwn mou profhtw/n 
tou/ Israhl evn tai/j h`me,raij evkei,naij kai. e;tesin tou/ avgagei/n se evpV auvtou,j 
As stated above, G
967’s placement of ‘Gwg’ as a vocative at the beginning of v. 
17 echoes the ‘antagonistic challenge’ against Gog found with MT’s placement of Gog 
as a vocative at the end of v. 16. This is not found with G
B,A’s placement of tw/| Gwg (‘to 
Gog’) after the introductory formula, which just clarifies that the oracle is spoken to 
Gog and not Israel.  
                                                 
338 Block (1998, p.453) later says that “the new citation formula signals the commencement of the fourth 
literary frame. This frame consists of two unequal parts, clearly distinguished in style and purpose (v. 
17, vv. 18-23). 
339 G
B ends v. 16 at the end of a page and starts v. 17 at the top of the next, causing it to be very difficult, 
if not impossible, to determine if any division was intended. Page 199 
MT (supported by Targum) asks an unexpected rhetorical question aWh-hT'a;h; 
(‘are you the one who?’).
340 LXX interprets this as an affirmative statement: su. ei= peri. 
ou- (‘you are the one concerning whom’). Block (1998, p.452) notes that “many follow 
LXX, Syr., and Vulg. in reading an affirmative statement, assuming the hē on ha'attâ is 
a dittography”.
341 Yet this change from an MT interrogative question to an LXX 
affirmative statement is in keeping with previous instances where LXX has interpreted 
the identity of Gog (v. 3), or MT’s action (v. 14). LXX may be seen making a 
theological statement that there is no doubt that it is Gog who has been spoken 
(prophesied) about by the prophets of Israel.
342 This theology may also have influenced 
their placement of Gog in this verse. Fishbane (1985, p.510) says that “the earlier vague 
predictions [in other books] of an enemy from the north are reinterpreted by the author 
of Ezek. 38-39 into a vision of world significance”.
343 Fairbairn (1989,  p.425) also 
claims that the prophecy “appeared now only in a new form, but the thing itself had 
been many times described by God’s servants”, and (1985, p.477) “clearly the prophet 
saw the advancing devastation as the fulfilment of ancient prophecies …. Presumably, 
Ezekiel (or a pseudo-Ezekiel) believed the advent of Gog to be the true fulfilment of the 
ancient prediction”.  
                                                 
340 Block (1992b, p.157f) notes that “the prophet raises a question concerning Gog which not only catches 
the reader off guard after vv. 14-16; it seems to have little bearing on the furious attack upon Gog by 
Yahweh described in vv. 18-23”. 
341 In an earlier work Block (1992b, p.170) said that LXX’s affirmative answer “may just as well be 
explained as a haplographic error on the part of the translators as a dittographic mistake by the 
Massoretes”. Zimmerli (1983, p.288) also “supposes” MT’s interrogative “h; is a dittograph”. 
342 Unfortunately, Ezekiel does not state who these prophets were, other than being ‘prophets of Israel’, 
nor what they said, which has opened up a plethora of speculative proposals. For a detailed 
discussion of various proposals regarding the identity of these ‘prophets’ see commentators such as 
Block (1992b).  Whilst many scholars propose Jeremiah (Block, 1992b, p.166; Lust, 1995b, 
p.709),  Cooke (1936,  p.414) argues that “it is implied that a considerable time had passed 
meanwhile; Ez[ekiel] himself would not have alluded to the prophecies of Jeremiah in this way”. 
Fitzpatrick (2004, p.91f) also finds in favour of Jeremiah, yet also of Isaiah. 
343 Fishbane (1985,  p.523) also says the “older prophetic promises are reappropriated in the proto-
apocalyptic narratives of Ezek. 38-9”. 
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Block (1992b, p.172) concludes that the answer to MT’s question regarding Gog 
being the fulfilment of previous prophecies should be “a firm ‘NO!’”, rather than the 
traditional affirmative answer as found in LXX. Block’s (1992b, p.172) reason is the 
absence of Gog as an enemy in any previous prophecies, and an affirmative answer 
would render the following verses as “nonsensical” saying “how could Yahweh 
announce in one breath that Gog is his agent, and in the next vent his wrath on him with 
such fury”. Block (1992b, p.171) maintains that “even if Gog would have answered this 
question positively, the correct answer is negative”. Fitzpatrick (2004, p.93) also says 
“the answer demanded by the rhetorical question was negative”, and says that 
“interpreting the verse with a negative answer, opens up the passage that follows to 
understand Gog in his fundamental purpose: to be an instrument which Yhwh could use 
in the future to unloose his anger against Israel again”. Fitzpatrick (2004,  p.91) 
concludes “in the final analysis, against the recommendation of the BHS, there is no 
reason to depart from MT”. Odell (2005, p.558) covers both bases saying “the answer to 
the question of v. 17 is a resounding yes-and-no: yes, others have seen Gog as the 
fulfilment of prophecy; but no, Gog does not have an external license to wage war on 
Yahweh’s quiet people”. 
We also find two other rhetorical questions addressed to Gog in the previous 
section wherein a positive answer is implied (cf. vv. 13, 14). In the previous pericope 
(vv. 14-16) the prophetic speech was addressed to Gog, and in the following pericope 
(vv. 18-23) the LORD is informing the prophet, not Gog, what will now take place. The 
LORD can therefore still use Gog as his ‘puppet’ (cf. Block) in the previous verses, as 
this ‘use’ will lead to Gog’s destruction; Israel’s prophets often spoke judgement to 
those who came against Israel. How one interprets v. 17 may depend upon whether one 
sees this as an actual question directed at Gog or a rhetorical question about Gog. After 
all, how would Gog know what has, or has not, been prophesied about him, or other Page 201 
‘enemies’, from Israel’s prophets? Yet, if the question was directed at Gog with an 
expectant answer, surely Gog would answer ‘yes’ in an effort to bring fear and 
intimidation. If v. 17 is a rhetorical question about Gog as the beginning of God’s 
speech to the prophet (cf. G
967,A vv. 17f), then it also anticipates a ‘yes’ answer as it 
reflects on the prophetic oracles of judgement against Israel’s enemies.  
However, regardless how modern commentators interpret MT’s question, LXX 
has exegetically interpreted with an affirmative answer, rather than leaving the question 
for their community to debate. LXX therefore must have seen Gog as the one whom the 
prophets generically spoke about as the ultimate enemy. One influence could be the 
interpretative tradition behind LXX’s use of Gwg for gg"a] in Num. 24:7 (also Aquila and 
Symmachus), and for yZEGI (Amos 7:1).   
We also observe that LXX does not include a rendering of ~yaiB.NIh; (‘who 
prophesied’), but the sense remains unchanged, as it is implied.
344 Block (1992b, p.162) 
suggests that “this looks like an haplographic error”. On the other hand this could be 
another later MT plus not witnessed by LXX, clarifying the action of the prophets. This 
may be the case, as ~yaiB.NIh; is witnessed in Theodotion as tw/n profhteusa,ntwn (Field, 
1964, p.871).  
There is a minor intra-LXX variant where G
967 follows the difficult Hebrew 
syntax with evn ceiri,, which is ‘smoothed’ out by the later G
B,A using dia. ceiro,j.  
   
5.6.  5
th Oracle: Ezek. 38:18-23  
All MT MSS have 38:18-23 as the one sense division, as does G
B. As noted 
above, G
967 begin this pericope at v. 17, and concludes at the end of the chapter (v. 23). 
G
A also begins at v. 17, but starts another division mid v. 21, most likely again 
                                                 
344 Curiously, Zimmerli is the only major commentator who notes this point, yet without explanation.  
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influenced by le,gei ku,rioj  (cf. G
A’s division v. 14b above); its next break is after v. 
23. 
This pericope, addressed to the prophet, focuses on what the LORD will do when 
Gog finally attacks, and on the three spheres of sea, air and earth that will be impacted 
(cf. v. 20). It also shows that the LORD will destroy Gog in his heated wrath (v. 19), an 
image that appears to echo epic battles of Israel’s past when their enemy turned against 
themselves (Jud. 7:22; 2Chron. 20:23). We may also find an echo of the LORD’s 
overthrow of Sodom (Gen. 19:24). Again, as at the end of the previous major pericope 
(v. 16), we find the LORD declaring that the purpose for his action against Gog is to 
establish his ‘greatness’ and ‘holiness’, and so that he will be ‘known’ before ‘many 
nations’ (v. 23).  
 
yn"doa] ~aun> laeêr'f.yI tm;d>a;-l[; gAg aAB ~AyB. aWhh; ~AYB; hy"h'w> 38:18 
al{-~ai yTir>B;+DI ytir'b.[,-vaeb. ytia'n>qib.W (38:19) `yPia;B. ytim'x] hl,[]T; hwI+hy> 
`laer'f.yI tm;d>a; l[; lAdêG" v[;r; hy<h.yI aWhh; ~AYB;  
38:18 kai. e;stai evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh| evn (G
B,A: h`me,ra|; G
967: -) h-| a'n e;lqh| Gwg evpi. th.n 
gh/n tou/ Israhl le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj avnabh,setai o` qumo,j mou 38:19 kai. o` zh/lo,j mou 
evn puri. th/j ovrgh/j mou evla,lhsa eiv mh.n evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh| e;stai seismo.j me,gaj evpi. 
gh/j Israhl 
  Verses 18-19 need to be considered together due to the sentence division in 
LXX, as shown by its syntax. Most commentators propose that yPia;B. at the end of v. 18 
belongs better at the start of v. 19 (Zimmerli, 1983, p.289; Block, 1998, p.452). On one 
hand, yPia;B. can fit in with v. 18 as it completes a Hebrew idiom for anger: ytim'x] hl,[]T; 
yPia;B. (‘my heat/rage will go up in my nose/face’). On the other hand, @a; can also alone 
mean ‘anger’ [HALOT #3], and if placed in v. 19 as some suggest, then v. 19 would 
read (lit.) ‘in my anger and in my jealousy in the fire of my fury I have spoken’. Yet we 
note that each representative MT MS places yPia;B. in v. 18, and so we maintain that Page 203 
reading. Regardless of where yPi(a;B. is placed in MT, it is not witnessed in LXX which 
reads, (v. 18) ‘my anger/rage will go up (v. 19) and my jealousy, in the fire of my wrath 
I have spoken’. Thus, LXX omits the idiom ‘nose/face’. It still reflects the intent of the 
Hebrew, but without the explicit point that God’s rage would be seen on his ‘face’.
345 
This may be an example of a later community who no longer use a particular Hebrew 
idiom, and now put it into ‘plain language’. Alternatively, LXX may have sought 
avoiding using such an anthropomorphic term, as Cooke (1936,  p.414) notes that 
Targum also paraphrases here “to avoid the anthropomorphism”.  
We may question why Allen (1990, p.201) says that “sentence re-division seems 
necessary with LXX”, when LXX does not witness the ‘disputed’ word. Referring to 
zh/lo,j in v. 19, Block (1998, p.452) says “LXX interprets ‘my passion’ as a second 
subject of ta'ăleh in v. 18”. For MT, ytia'n>qib.W is able to stand alone and leads into the 
following statement. LXX may have been either smoothing out a Hebrew idiom, or 
avoiding anthropomorphism, but the result is that LXX sees both the Lord’s ‘anger’ (v. 
18) and ‘jealousy’ (v. 19) as arising, rather than the Lord speaking out of his jealousy. 
Eichrodt (1970, p. 518) claims “‘in the day when Gog comes upon the land of 
Israel’ [is] an explanatory gloss” (cf. v. 18). However, this phrase is witnessed in all 
representative MT and LXX MSS. G
B,A’s h`me,ra| in v. 18 follows MT (minus in G
967). 
 
 hm'êd'a]h'-l[; fmeroh' fm,r,h'-lk'w> hd,F'h; tY:x;w> ~yIm;V'h; @A[w> ~Y"h; ygED> yn:P'mi Wv[]r'w> 38:20 
 Wlp.n"w> ~yrIh'h, Wsr>h,n<w> hm'+d'a]h' ynEP.-l[; rv,a] ~d'êa'h' lkow>  
`lAPTi #r,a'l' hm'Ax-lk'w> tAgêred>M;h; 
38:20 kai. seisqh,sontai avpo. prosw,pou kuri,ou oi` ivcqu,ej th/j qala,sshj kai. ta. peteina. 
tou/ ouvranou/ kai. ta. qhri,a tou/ pedi,ou kai. pa,nta ta. e`rpeta. ta. e[rponta evpi. th/j gh/j 
                                                 
345 Fitzpatrick (2004, p.95) says LXX’s minus here “is a loss. This visible rage harkens back to the rage of 
the holy war described by the Israelite narrators, Josh 8:14ff.; Judg 4:14ff.; 5:4; 20; 1 Sam 7:7ff.; 
14:15ff.; 2 Sam 5:20ff. It dramatically heightens the sense of the profanation of the Creator’s 
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kai. pa,ntej oi` a;nqrwpoi oi` evpi. prosw,pou th/j gh/j (G
967: + pa,shj) kai. r`agh,setai ta. 
o;rh kai. pesou/ntai ai` fa,raggej kai. pa/n tei/coj evpi. th.n gh/n pesei/tai (G
967: + i[na 
gnw/sin pa,nta ta. e;qnh evme. evn soi. evnw,pion auvtw/n) 
LXX’s kuri,ou plus in the first phrase changes to the 3
rd person, so making a 
statement rather than continued speech as in MT (yn:P'mi ‘from my face’).  
MT says tAgred>M;h; (‘the terraces will fall’ [HALOT], or ‘steep place’ [BDB; 
TWOT]). BHS suggests emending to tAlD"g>Mih; (‘the towers’) that will fall. LXX says it 
will be the fa,raggej  (‘the valleys/ravines’; cf. 36:4, 6; 39:11). Alternatively, 
Symmachus says na,paij (‘forests’; cf. 6:3; 36:6) will fall, and Theodotion fragmoi, 
(‘fences/ hedges/ barriers’ [LEH]). MT has used a relatively rare word that does not 
occur elsewhere in Ezekiel (cf. SoS. 2:14), and LXX appears to have referred back to 
Ezek. 36:4, 6 to find a possible interpretation.  
G
967’s plus of i[na gnw/sin pa,nta ta. e;qnh evme. evn soi. evnw,pion auvtw/n (‘so that 
all the nations will know me in you [that I am in you] in their eyes’), is not present in 
MT, G
B,A, or in any other text, and is “probably repeated from vs. 16” (Gehman in 
Johnson et al., 1938, p.131). This appears to be a theologically influenced ‘repeat’, to 
again emphasise the knowledge of the LORD amongst the nations. This may have 
support from G
967’s other pa,shj plus earlier in the verse, which again emphasises that 
‘all’ on the earth (or land) will fall, demonstrating a ‘universal’ viewpoint of the LORD’s 
activity.  
 
`hy<h.Ti wyxia'B. vyai br,x, hwI+hy> yn"doa] ~aun> br,x,ê yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> 38:21 
38:21 kai. kale,sw evpV auvto.n pa/n fo,bon (G
P,A: + ma,cai,raj) le,gei ku,rioj ma,caira 
avnqrw,pou evpi. to.n avdelfo.n auvtou/ e;stai 
As noted above, G
A exhibits a sense division in the middle of this verse after 
le,gei ku,rioj. As previously noted, these very words may well have influenced the Page 205 
division. Yet, this places the second phrase of the verse in a following division, where it 
seems out of place. 
MT also says br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> (lit. ‘and I will call against him to all 
my mountains a sword’); G
B says kai. kale,sw evpV auvto.n pa/n fo,bon (‘and I will call 
against him all fear’); G
967,A expand, … pa/n fo,bon macai,raj (‘… all fear of a sword’). 
Zimmerli (1983,  p.289) believes “G … has preserved the original reading” of the 
Hebrew, yet he does not note his position only refers to G
B, [yet Cooke (1936, p.415) 
does note this refers only to G
B]. Allen (1990b,  p.201) suggests “that out of the 
sequence brx yrh some sense was wrested by understanding as bhrh ‘frightened’ 
(cf. KB 876a)”. Yet it would be a major scribal oversight to ignore the yr[h] in between 
the other letters, especially when ‘mountains’ forms a key motif in these chapters.
346 
Block (1998,  p.458) also says, “it is difficult to see how [MT] scribes could have 
mistakenly reproduced hāray hereb. The LXX reading may itself reflect the translator’s 
uncertainty regarding the meaning of the word”. Yet, LXX was able to correctly 
translate br<x, in other places in Ezekiel, including 38:4, 12. Allen’s (1990b,  p.201) 
other suggestion may offer a better solution: “yrh appears to be an adapted torso, 
whereby hr was written for rx under the influence of ~yrhh wsrhnw in v 20, then 
abandoned and adapted to yrh for a modicum of sense”. However, neither Allen, 
Zimmerli, or Block note that both G
967,A include macai,raj as an object of the ‘fear’, 
reflecting two representative LXX understandings of brx as ‘sword’ present in this 
location. G
967,A may have added this to conform to MT, yet this does not explain why 
G
B did not include macai,raj, nor why all LXX MSS omit ‘my mountains’. This may 
                                                 
346 Block (1998,  p.458) curiously claims that “the designation of the target as ‘my mountains’ is 
unprecedented in Ezekiel”. Yet we do find this same concept in 38:8.  
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indicate that ‘my mountains’ was a later MT plus to re-emphasise or clarify the battle’s 
locale, conforming to the context of the surrounding chapters. If so, then MT may have 
added this at the same time as the MT/LXX variant of yr;h'/gh/n in v. 8 where MT also 
clarifies the battle’s locale as being the ‘mountains’. However, this suggestion leaves us 
without answer for LXX’s use of fo,bon, other than to suggest that LXX exhibits a 
theological exegesis of the enemy’s response to the sword, and that G
B omitted the 
mention of ‘sword’. Block (1997c,  p.106) suggests that MT’s call for a sword is 
“reminiscent of Gideon’s war against the Midianites (Jdg. 7:22), when Yahweh calls for 
the sword, the troops in the armies of God and his allies will turn their weapons on each 
other”. If so, G
B did not appear to capture this echo; G
967,A may be seen to have caught 
it as they do have pa/n fo,bon ma,cairaj as a lead into the phrase ‘every person’s sword 
will be against his brother’. 
 
ryjim.a; tyrIp.g"w> vae vybiG"l.a, ynEb.a;w> @jeAv ~v,g<w> ~d'+b.W rb,d,B. ATai yTij.P;v.nIw> 38:22 
`ATai rv,a] ~yBir; ~yMi[;-l[;w> wyP'êg:a]-l[;w> wyl'['  
38:22 kai. krinw/ auvto.n qana,tw| kai. ai[mati kai. u`etw/| kataklu,zonti kai. li,qoij cala,zhj 
kai. pu/r kai. qei/on bre,xw evpV auvto.n kai. evpi. pa,ntaj tou.j metV auvtou/ kai. evpV e;qnh polla. 
metV auvtou/ 
MT says the LORD will judge rb,d,B. (‘with pestilence/plague’), whereas LXX 
says with qana,tw| (‘death’), which appears to interpret the result of plagues. Yet, LXX 
elsewhere uses qana,tw| for rb,d,B. (cf. Ezek. 5:12; 6:12; 33:27; also commonly used for 
tWm). 
As in v. 6, MT again has wyP'g:a]-l[;w> (‘and on his band/troops/army’), and LXX 
kai. evpi. pa,ntaj tou.j metV auvtou/ (‘and on all those with him’) (cf. discussions of v. 6).   
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  `hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi W[d>y"w> ~yBi+r; ~yIAG ynEy[el. yTiê[.d;Anw> yTiêv.DIq;t.hiw> yTil.DIG:t.hiw> 38:23 
38:23 kai. megalunqh,somai kai. a`giasqh,somai kai. evndoxasqh,somai kai. gnwsqh,somai 
evnanti,on evqnw/n pollw/n kai. gnw,sontai o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj 
MT uses 2 hithpael perfects with preceding w,
347 to reflexively state ‘I will 
magnify myself, and sanctify myself’. Yet LXX has 3 future passives, the first two 
reflecting MT, but adding evndoxasqh,somai (‘I will be glorified’). In MT the LORD is the 
reflexive subject of the actions, while in LXX the action is being done to the subject 
(passive). Perhaps the LXX community saw the result of the ‘battle’ with Gog (and 
Gog’s defeat), as the event that will enable the LORD to gain such standing and status 
amongst the nations, whereas MT saw the LORD’s self ‘magnifying and sanctifying’ as 
the reason for this battle. Wong (2003, p.225) points out that “if Yahweh allows Gog 
and his army to destroy Israel, then this will lead to a profanation of his holy name. By 
destroying Gog and therefore protecting Israel, Yahweh does not allow his name to be 
profaned … By protecting Israel and its land, Yahweh is safeguarding the sanctity of his 
name”. On the other hand, this may just be a case of ‘passive as circumlocution’ as in 
39:7. 
 
5.7.  Overall Summary: Chapter 5 
  Unlike chapters 36 and 37, where we were able to observe different thematic 
sections, chapter 38 reveals the one consistent theme of Gog’s impending destruction. 
However, we can observe five oracle sections in this chapter, each following MT’s 
sense divisions, and each discernible as the object of the LORD’s speech: 
1
st Oracle: vv. 1-9: The LORD tells Ezekiel what to say to Gog; The gathering 
of Gog (by the LORD, v. 4) 
2
nd Oracle: vv. 10-13: The LORD speaks directly to Gog; Identifies Gog’s 
scheme to plunder 
                                                 
347 Block (1997c, p.106) points out that these ‘two involve the only occurrences of these roots in the 
hithpael stem in the book. These are examples par excellence of the estimative-declarative reflexive 
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3
rd Oracle:  vv. 14-16: The LORD tells Ezekiel what to say to Gog; The 
gathering of Gog (by the LORD, v. 16) 
4
th Oracle: v. 17: The LORD speaks directly to Gog: Sets Gog’s identity 
and gives the challenge 
5
th Oracle: vv. 18-23: The LORD speaks to Ezekiel: Outlines the battle and 
destruction of Gog (so the nations will know the LORD). 
 
While modern commentators exert their attention on Gog’s identity, this was not 
the case for MT or LXX: for both it is ‘Gog’ without any further clarifier as to his 
identity. Therefore the LXX simply transliterates ‘Gog’, without seeking to incorporate 
any contemporary name or people group (unlike v. 5). LXX also treats both ‘Magog’ 
and ‘Ros’ as a person or people group, rather than MT’s place and rank (respectively). 
This may have been done to increase the number of enemy groups facing the impending 
destruction. We observed in v. 5 that where MT list countries associated with Gog, 
LXX writes the people groups of those countries using contemporary names (e.g., v. 5 
MT: Libya; LXX: Libyans). This practice was also found in v. 13 (MT: Tarshish; 
G
967,B: Carthaginian, G
A: Chalcedon).   
We did not find many MT metaphors, unlike in the previous two chapters. One 
possible metaphor in v. 12 is MT’s rWBj; (‘top of the world’), which LXX interprets 
with  ovmfalo,j (‘navel’). While not a metaphor, LXX interpreted MT’s interrogative 
question in v. 17, clearly answering that Gog was the one the prophets spoke about. 
LXX also appears to have interpreted the battle clothing and equipment according to 
their day, speaking of breastplates and gear more suited to cavalry (v. 4). We also 
suggested in v. 4 that LXX may interpret MT’s ‘leading out’ with ‘gathered’, with the 
intent that they will be gathering for their destruction. While LXX does not exhibit any 
feelings of being victimized, which we observed in chapter 36, we do find an instance 
where they may reveal their view of the devastation as rejection (cf. vv. 11, 12). G
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use of fo,bon in v. 21 (G
B is minus), may exhibit a theological exegesis of the enemy’s 
response to the sword. 
Also, unlike the previous chapters, LXX does not perform as many wordplays in 
this chapter. In v. 11, G
967 may have used qu,reoi as a wordplay to state they live without 
walls, bars or shields. We find another possible wordplay in v. 14 where MT has [d'Te 
(‘you will know’), yet LXX has evgerqh,sh| (‘you will be aroused’).   
There are a couple of examples where it appears LXX did not understand the 
Hebrew. In v. 6 MT’s h'yP,g:a] (‘band/troop’) was translated with oi` peri. auvton. This may 
also be seen in v. 13 where LXX read MT’s h'yr,piK. (‘lions’) to mean ‘villages’; we 
agreed with Allen that the unpointed text likely influenced LXX. Likewise in v. 20 LXX 
has ‘rivers/ravines’ for MT’s ‘terraces/mountain paths’.  
We found a couple of places where word placements cross over MT verse 
divisions. Rather than MT’s placement of ‘Gog’ as a vocative at the end of v. 16, G
967 
placed this as a vocative at the beginning of v. 17 (which was also the beginning of 
G
967’s second pericope). G
B,A did not place ‘Gog’ as a vocative, but rather at the end of 
the introductory formula in v. 17, which does not echo the ‘antagonistic challenge’ 
found in MT and G
967. We also discussed vv. 18-19 together based on their word 
placement.  
MT has a few minor plusses, one witnessed in G
A (v. 3 ‘Gog’), yet others not (v. 
4 ‘hooks’; v. 13 ‘great’; v. 17 ‘prophesied’; v. 18 ‘anger’; v. 21 ‘my mountains’). We 
also found G
967 has a long unique plus in v. 20 (i[na gnw/sin pa,nta ta. e;qnh evme. evn soi. 
evnw,pion auvtw/n), which further emphasises the knowledge of the Lord to the nations.  
Therefore, while we did not find the same degree of textual interaction as in the 
previous two chapters, we nevertheless did find practices that continued. As previously 
noted, many of the variants suggest a text in a state of flux.  Page 210 
6.0.  Chapter 6: The Text of Ezekiel 39 
6.1.  Introduction: Ezek. 39 
The focus in chapter 39,
348 while initially on the battle against Gog (vv. 1-6), is 
primarily on the extensive aftermath, and the resulting clean up by the people (vv. 9-10, 
12-15), and by the birds and wild animals as a ‘sacrifice’ (vv. 17-20). This is followed 
by an explanation why God exiled Israel (vv. 21-24), and Israel’s return from exile (vv. 
25-29). The reasons for the defeat and slaughter of Gog and his hordes are woven 
throughout the chapter: that ‘my name will no longer be profaned’ (v. 7); so Israel will 
know the LORD’s name (vv. 7, 22); the nations will know the LORD and the reason for 
his past actions with Israel (vv. 7, 23-24); and the LORD’s glorification (vv. 13, 21, 27). 
Again there is unity with MT’s sense divisions. All three representative MSS 
evidence a break between 38:23 and 39:1 (MT
C petuḥah; MT
A,L setumah). The other 
divisions occur after v. 10 (all setumah); v. 16 (MT
C,L setumah; MT
A petuḥah); v. 24 
(all setumah); and after v. 29 (all petuḥah).
349   
We find a high degree of agreement in chapter 39 between MT and LXX, with 
G
B,A both matching MT’s sense divisions. G
A has only one additional division break, a 
2 letter break after v. 8; G
A has a small break at v. 10, and then larger breaks at MT’s 
other division locales (vv. 16, 24, 29). G
967 has its sense division markers before 39:1, 
and another highly likely break after v. 16 where we find two ‘dots’ rather than G
967’s 
usual ‘strokes’. But Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.15) points out that “sometimes 
one or both of these strokes degenerate into a dot or dots”. Although there is only 
enough room for two ‘dots’ between vv. 16 and 17, the lower ‘dot’ extends slightly to 
the right of the upper one, and the following line is slightly offset into the margin, and 
so follows the pattern of the original scribe (Johnson in Johnson et al., 1938, p.16). The 
                                                 
348 Issues already covered in our introduction to chapter 38 also apply to chapter 39.  
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only other sense division break in G
967 is at the end of the chapter, where there is an 
unusual 4 letter break after the sense division ‘strokes’ before moving into chapter 37.  
As previously noted, these two chapters consist of nine oracles reflecting MT’s 
sense divisions: five oracles occur in chapter 38 and four in chapter 39. To date, I have 
not found any modern commentator or English bible that exactly follows these nine 
ancient divisions. We will continue the numbering for these oracles from chapter 38. 
  
6.2.  6
th Oracle: Ezek. 39:1-10 
  As noted above, vv. 1-10 are a pericope in all MT MSS and G
B,A (G
967 being the 
exception having vv. 1-16 as one pericope; and G
A does show a small break after v.8). 
This covers the LORD’s action against Gog, bringing Gog to his destruction as sacrificial 
food for birds and wild animals upon Israel’s mountains. This concept appears to be a 
reversal of creation order where humans were to have dominion over animals (Gen. 
1:28; 9:1-3), and thus we may see here a ‘de-creation’ aspect for the enemies of God. 
Israel is passive in Gog’s destruction (vv. 1-6), and only plays a role in the clean up of 
weapons (vv. 9-10). The LORD clearly states that he will destroy Gog to make his ‘holy 
name’ known in Israel (v. 7a), and to stop the profaning of his name (v. 7b), and so the 
nations would know that he is the ‘Holy One in Israel’ (v. 7c). In this pericope Gog is 
addressed in the singular, and appears to be without his ‘hordes’ (cf. 38:4-7). 
 
gAGê ^yl,ae ynIn>hi hwI+hy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo T'êr>m;a'w> gAGê-l[; abeN"hi ~d'a'-!b, hT'a;w> 39:1 
`lb'tuw> %v,m, varo ayfin>  
39:1 kai. su, ui`e. avnqrw,pou profh,teuson evpi. Gwg kai. eivpo,n ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ivdou. 
evgw. evpi. se. Gwg a;rconta Rwj Mosoc (G
B: Mesoc) kai. Qobel 
As in chapter 38:2-3, LXX transliterates varo with Rwj as a proper noun, either 
as an ethnic group, or as a person. The plain reading is ‘Gog, ruler of Ros, Mosoch and 
Thobel’. Brenton, perhaps influenced by 38:2, has Rwj as the prince/ruler (a;rconta) of Page 212 
Mosoch and Thobel. Either way, LXX does not follow MT’s Gog as the ‘chief prince’ 
of Meshech and Tubal (cf. discussions 38:2,3).   
 
`laer'f.yI yreh'-l[; ^tiAabih]w: !Ap+c' yteK.r>Y:mi ^ytiyli[]h;w> ^ytiêaVeviw> ^yTib.b;vow> 39:2 
39:2 kai. suna,xw se kai. kaqodhgh,sw se kai. avnabibw/ se avpV evsca,tou tou/ borra/ kai. 
(G
967: axw; G
B: avna,xw; G
A: suna,xw) se evpi. ta. o;rh tou/ Israhl 
MT has ^yTib.b;vow> (‘and I will return you’ or ‘I will turn you around’), while 
LXX says kai. suna,xw se (‘and I will assemble you’). LXX appears to give purpose for 
MT’s ‘turning Gog around’, that is, ‘to assemble Gog and his forces for his destruction’ 
(cf. 38:4 ^yTib.b;vow> and kai. suna,xw se).  
MT’s ^tiAabih]w: (‘I will bring you’) is reflected by both G
967 a;xw se (‘I will lead 
you’), and G
B avna,xw se (‘I will bring you up’), whereas G
A again has suna,xw se (‘I will 
assemble/gather you’). Therefore G
A interprets the intent behind ‘bringing’ Gog, it was 
to assemble Gog with a view to his destruction (cf. 38:4). 
 
`lyPia; ^n>ymiy> dY:mi ^yC,xiw> ^l,+wamof. dY:mi ^T.v.q; ytiyKehiw> 39:3 
39:3 kai. avpolw/ to. to,xon sou (G
967: evk; G
B,A: avpo.) th/j ceiro,j sou th/j avristera/j kai. 
ta. toxeu,mata, sou avpo. th/j ceiro,j sou th/j dexia/j kai. katabalw/ se evpi. ta. o;rh Israhl 
MT says ytiyKehiw> (‘I will strike [your bow]’), and LXX has avpolw/ (‘I will destroy 
[your bow]’). LXX intensifies what MT says, and the force of the verb carries onto the 
arrows as well, whereas MT adds another verb saying God will cause their arrows to fall 
out of their hands. Symmachus has avpotina,xw (‘I will shake off’), which reflects MT 
closer than other LXX.
350  
                                                 
350 BAGD indicates this ‘shake off’ is a stronger word that at first appears, and explains it with: “shake off 
ti., of a snake which has bitten a hand to. qhri,on eivj to. pu/r Ac 28:5” or to “shake the dust fr. one’s 
feet Lk 9:5” and also “of St. Paul’s beheading”.   
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LXX inserts kai, forming a new clause at the end of this verse, kai. katabalw/ se 
(‘and I will cast you down’). The opening phrase in v. 4 MT (‘on the mountains of 
Israel’) is thus linked with v. 3 LXX. Perhaps this occurred because MT placed the verb 
lyPi(a; at the end of the sentence, even though it refers to the preceding phrase, a phrase 
LXX treated as a further object of avpolw/. This therefore left lyPi(a; ‘hanging’, and so 
LXX attaches it to the first clause in v. 4 MT.  
 
@n"K'-lK' rAPci jy[el. %T'+ai rv,a] ~yMi[;w> ^yP,êg:a]-lk'w> hT'a; lAPTi laer'f.yI yreh'-l[; 39:4 
`hl'k.a'l. ^yTit;n> hd,F'h; tY:x;w>  
39:4 (G
967: + kai. ouv bebhlwqh,setai to. o;noma, to. a[gion)  kai. pesh/| su. kai. pa,ntej oi` 
peri. se, kai. ta. e;qnh (G
967: + polla) ta. meta. sou/ (G
B,A: doqh,sontai; G
967: -) eivj plh,qh 
ovrne,wn panti. peteinw/| kai. pa/si toi/j qhri,oij tou/ (G
967: avgrou/ de,dwka, se eij 
katabrwma; G
B,A: pedi,ou de,dwka, se katabrwqh/nai) 
MT starts v. 4 with lAPTi laer'f.yI yreh'-l[; (‘on the mountains of Israel, you shall 
fall’), yet, as noted above, LXX has MT’s opening phrase in v. 3 due to its inserted 
copula. LXX inserts another copula, saying ‘and you will fall’.  
G
967 has several variants to G
B,A and MT: 
1.  G
967 begins with a unique plus: kai. ouv bebhlwqh,setai to. o;noma, to. a[gion (‘and 
the holy name will not be profaned’). This plus may have been inspired from v. 
7, yet there as ‘my holy name’ (cf. Lev. 18:21). The use here of ‘the holy name’ 
appears to be a narrative plus, outside of the LORD’s speech, and gives added 
reason for Gog’s pending fall on the mountains of Israel.  
2.  G
967 also has polla  as a plus, reading ‘the many nations’ (minus in G
B,A). 
Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.132) says this is “based on a Hebrew reading 
~ybr ~ym[w, which is found in a number of MSS … (cf. Ez. xxxviii.6)”. 
Zimmerli (1983, p.290) says Targum and Syriac also include ‘many’, stating this Page 214 
“strongly suggest the addition of ~ybr”. As such, ~ybr may have been in the 
Urtext, but omitted very early, most likely by scribal error, and was not present 
in G
B,A’s Vorlage. However, it is difficult to see why following MT scribes did 
not reinsert this word back into the text.  
3.  G
967 is minus doqh,sontai, but “it should be noted that [MT] uses the root !tn 
only once: $yTtn” (Gehman in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.132). G
967 therefore 
follows MT’s syntax, causing doqh,sontai to be a G
B,A plus. 
4.  Rather than G
B,A’s de,dwka, se katabrwqh/nai (pass.: ‘given to be devoured’), 
G
967 has de,dwka, se eij katabrwma (‘given as food’) (cf. MT: hl'k.a'). 
MT also says @n"K'-lK' rAPci jy[el. (‘bird of prey, bird of every wing’),
351 yet 
LXX says ovrne,wn panti. peteinw/| (‘birds, all able to fly’). The Hebrew construct pair 
(jy[el. rAPci) is represented by one Greek word, causing LXX not to reflect fully MT’s 
‘bird of prey’. Zimmerli (1983, p.290) proposes “the versions no longer understood” 
MT’s construct pair. In addition, ‘bird’ in MT is collective, represented by LXX’s 
plural.   
 
`hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi W[d>y"w> xj;b,+l' ~yYIaih' ybev.yOb.W gAgêm'B. vae-yTix.L;viw> 39:6 
39:6 kai. avpostelw/ pu/r evpi. Gwg (G
A: + se) kai. katoikhqh,sontai ai` nh/soi evpV eivrh,nhj 
kai. gnw,sontai o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj 
MT says gAgm', yet LXX has Gwg. Allen (1990b, p.201) sees LXX as “an inferior 
reading”. Similarly, Zimmerli (1983, p.315) says that “Magog ... [is] not to be replaced, 
as in G, by the easier reading of Gog”. Zimmerli (1983,  p.315) points out that the 
context does not refer to Gog, who was dealt with in vv. 1-5, and it does not refer to “a 
later burning of Gog’s corpse”, due to v. 11 covering the burial of Gog. Zimmerli 
                                                 
351 JPS: ‘to carrion birds of every sort’. 
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(1983, p.315) concludes that “the aim of v 6 [MT] is to extend the proclamation of 
judgment to Gog’s hinterland”, which covers those under Gog’s rule.
352 Block 
(1998, p.463) also sees MT as original, and says that Magog is the “home territories” for 
Gog’s armies, and is “Gog’s place of origin”. Yet, Cooke (1936, p.418) says “Magog 
here seems to be the name of a people, parallel to inhabitants of coasts-lands”. While 
Cooke does not have Magog as Gog’s ‘hinterland’, he still follows Magog as original. 
Lust (1995c, p.1001) claims that the “LXX rendering … [of] Gog for MT’s Magog … 
seems to confirm that the names Gog and Magog were interchangeable”. While this 
may be LXX’s mindset, it does not appear to be MT’s. Yet it is questionable if it was 
LXX’s mindset, as this is the only occurrence where Gog is used in place of Magog. 
Eichrodt (1970,  p.518) claims that this “whole verse … looks suspiciously like an 
addition”. However he is without textual evidence, leaving him with his subjective 
reading based on how a modern mind can view the flow of text.  
G
A has se as plus, reading evpi. Gwg se, emphasising the action is against Gog.  
Block (1998,  p.460) points out that “LXX transforms [MT’s] declaration of 
judgement to a promise of salvation for the coastal lands by reading ybev.yOb.W as Wbv.y"w> 
(‘they will return’). LXX may have been influenced by Wbv.y"w> in v. 8 (also 37:25). 
Zimmerli (1983,  p.290) says that LXX “produced a declaration of salvation for the 
(hitherto unmentioned) islands”. This may be another deliberate wordplay; in MT the 
context indicates the coast lands belong to Gog, and will suffer with Gog, yet in LXX 
the context implies the coastal areas of Israel, to be rescued from Gog and be 
‘peacefully inhabited’. This shows a difference in LXX’s eschatological understanding 
for the ‘coast lands’ or ‘isles’ in the plan of God. 
                                                 
352 Zimmerli goes on to propose a possible location for Magog (concluding with the ‘trade list’ in 27:1f 
and those mentioned in 38:8, 11, 14), but that is outside our discussion. Block (1998, p.463) also 
concludes with these lands.  
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 dA[+ yvid>q'-~ve-ta, lxea;-al{w> laeêr'f.yI yMi[; %AtB. [;ydIAa yvid>q' ~ve-ta,w> 39:7 
`laer'f.yIB. vAdq' hw"êhy> ynIa]-yKi ~yIAGh; W[d>y"w>  
39:7 kai. to. o;noma, mou to. a[gion gnwsqh,setai evn me,sw| laou/ mou Israhl kai. ouv 
bebhlwqh,setai to. o;noma, *mou to. a[gion* ouvke,ti kai. gnw,sontai (G
A: + panta) ta. e;qnh 
o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj a[gioj evn Israhl (*G
967 reverses the syntax).   
In MT’s use of [;ydIAa (‘I will make known’), God causes the action. LXX does 
not reflect this, instead having an impersonal passive gnwsqh,setai (‘it shall be [made] 
known’). This is maybe due to the practice of locution that avoids the name of God (cf. 
38:23). Likewise, MT says lxea;-al{w> (‘I will not let [them] profane’). LXX also does 
not reflect this as an action done by God, but rather uses a passive verb to say that 
God’s name “will not be profaned”. LXX again appears to avoid God being active.  
G
967’s to. o;noma, to. a[gion mou matches MT’s syntax (yvid>q'-~ve-ta,).  
G
A’s unique panta  plus states that the knowledge of the LORD as ‘Holy in 
Israel’ will be ‘universal’ throughout ‘all nations’. This plus most likely stemmed from 
the thought that the LORD’s name was defiled by Israel amongst all the nations they 
entered (cf. 36:20-22). Block (1998,  p.464) says that “this revelation was necessary 
because it was precisely ‘in Israel’ that his reputation had been defiled, leading to the 
nation’s exile and creating impressions in the foreigners’ minds concerning his 
character”. 
Finally, MT says laer'f.yIB. vAdq' hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi (‘that I the LORD am holy in 
Israel’), which is matched by G
B. However G
967,A both add the definite article o[ to read 
‘the Holy One in Israel’, which Cooke (1936, p.418)
353 points out, is a “title so common 
in Isaiah”. G
967,A subtly change from MT and G
B declaring the LORD’s holy character 
that will be known by the nations, to now state the LORD’s ‘title’ in Israel.  
                                                 
353 Whilst Cooke notes this plus, and even that it is in G
A (G
967 was not extant to Cooke), he does not 
comment on any theological shift. Contra Cooke, Zimmerli, who both correctly have ‘I am the 
Yahweh, holy in Israel’ Block has ‘I am Yahweh, the Holy One in Israel’ (also Cooper); Allen is 
similar ‘I am Yahweh, the one who is holy in Israel’. Curiously, Block (1998, p.464) sees MT has 
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`yTir>B;DI rv,a] ~AYh; aWh hwI+hy> yn"doa] ~aun> ht'y"êh.nIw> ha'b' hNEhi 39:8 
39:8 ivdou. h[kei kai. (G
B,A: gnw,sh| o[ti; G
967:
 -) e;stai le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj au[th evsti.n h` 
h`me,ra evn h-| evla,lhsa  
MT says ht'y"h.nIw> ha'b' hNEhi (‘Look! it is coming and it will be done’,
354 cf. 
21:12). G
B,A expand MT saying, ivdou. h[kei kai. gnw,sh| o[ti e;stai (‘Look! it is come and 
you shall know that it will be’). G
967 is minus gnw,sh| o[ti, matching MT, indicating this 
was a later LXX plus. But LXX does not make it clear who shall ‘know’ this coming 
event, as gnw,sh| is singular and thus cannot refer back to ta. e;qnh (v. 7); it may therefore 
refer to the prophet himself (v. 1) or to ‘Israel’ (vv. 7, 9), yet likely to Gog who was 
previously addressed in the singular (vv. 1-5). 
 
~yCiêxib.W tv,q,B. hN"ciw> !gEm'W qv,n<B. WqyFihiw> Wr[]biW laer'f.yI yre[' ybev.yO Wac.y"w> 39:9 
`~ynIv' [b;v, vae ~h,b' Wr[]biW xm;ro+b.W dy" lQem;b.W  
39:9 kai. evxeleu,sontai oi` katoikou/ntej ta.j po,leij Israhl kai. kau,sousin evn toi/j 
o[ploij pe,ltaij kai. kontoi/j kai. to,xoij kai. toxeu,masin kai. r`a,bdoij ceirw/n kai. 
lo,gcaij kai. kau,sousin evn auvtoi/j pu/r e`pta. e;th 
MT uses two verbs: WqyFihiw> Wr[]biW (‘and fire/kindle and burn’), but LXX puts 
these into one verb: kai. kau,sousin (‘and ignite/burn’). Zimmerli (1983, p.291) suggests 
LXX “had the double expression in front of them and telescoped it” (also Block, 
1998, p.464). Eichrodt (1970, p.518) claims that “as the LXX only reads one verb here, 
the first of the two expressions meaning ‘to kindle’ should be deleted”. Yet, Cooke 
(1936, p.418) says the second verb “need not be struck out; for the two are associated in 
Is. 44
15, and there is a play on the words for burn and weapons”. LXX apparently 
missed or ignored this wordplay. However the later Theodotion did capture this by 
including kai. evkkau,sousin (‘and kindle’). 
                                                 
354 Yet hNEhi conveys immediacy and imminence, thus this is not the distant future.  
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MT has hN"ciw> !gEm'W (‘small shield and body shield’), and LXX has pe,ltaij kai. 
kontoi/j  (‘small shield and spear’ [LEH]; or ‘and pole’ [LS; Thayer]). Allen 
(1990b,  p.201) claims “the lack of preposition suggests that the phrase relating to 
defensive weapons is a gloss”. However, Block (1998, p.464) observes that “the pair is 
attested in the versions, though the LXX reads the second term as ‘lance’”. LXX may be 
translating according to the equipment worn by soldiers of their day (cf. 38:5). G
967 also 
has kai dorasi (‘and spears’) as plus before ‘lance’.  
 
6.3.  7
th Oracle: Ezek. 39:11-16  
  All MT MSS, and G
B,A exhibit a sense division break after v. 10 and then again 
after v. 16 (G
967 only exhibits a break after v. 16). MT and G
B,A view these six verses as 
one pericope, likely because they deal with Gog’s burial and the communal search for 
bones that will ‘cleanse the land’ (vv. 12, 14, 16). In this pericope we will find LXX 
exegeting aspects of Gog’s burial place, and MT’s ‘the [ones] travelling’.  
 
~Y"êh; tm;d>qi ~yrIb.[oh' yGE laer'f.yIB. rb,q, ~v'-~Aqm. gAgl. !Tea, aWhh; ~AYb; hy"h'w> 39:11 
Waêr>q'w> hnOêAmh]-lK'-ta,w> gAG-ta, ~v' Wrb.q'w> ~yrI+b.[oh'-ta, ayhi tm,s,xow> 
`gAG !Amh] ayGE 
39:11 kai. e;stai evn th/| h`me,ra| evkei,nh| dw,sw tw/| Gwg to,pon ovnomasto,n mnhmei/on evn 
Israhl to. polua,ndrion tw/n evpelqo,ntwn pro.j th/| qala,ssh| kai. perioikodomh,sousin to. 
peristo,mion th/j fa,raggoj kai. katoru,xousin evkei/ to.n Gwg kai. pa/n to. plh/qoj auvtou/ 
kai. klhqh,setai to. (G
967,A: gai; G
B: te) to. polua,ndrion tou/ Gwg 
MT has rb,q, ~v'-~Aqm. ([lit.] ‘a place there of a grave’); LXX says to,pon 
ovnomasto,n (‘a famous place’, or ‘a place of renown’). Allen (1990b, p.201) believes that 
LXX appears to misread ~v' as ~ve, saying “MT is usually preferred, as a short relative 
clause: ‘a place where there is a grave in Israel’ (cf. GKC §130c, d)”. This is likely, as 
the text before the LXX translator was without vowels. This is one of Cooke’s Page 219 
(1936, p.xliii) examples where “G, owing to the absence of vowel signs in the Hebrew 
text, confuses words written with the same consonants, but pronounced differently”. 
Cooke (1936, p.419) retains MT’s reading, saying “[LXX’s] change … does not suit the 
context so well”. Yet, this may be another deliberate word play by LXX to state that 
Gog’s burial place will be well known, which is suggested by its use of mnhmei/on 
(‘memorial’ [LEH]) rather than ta,foj  (‘grave/tomb’ [LEH]). This may have been 
influenced by an eschatological theme regarding the destruction of Gog, and the 
continued free movements of the people of the land. LXX’s reading here may also have 
been influenced by ~vel. in v. 13. On the other hand, the later Masoretes may have 
purposefully read the text as ‘there’, and placed the vowels accordingly, rather than 
having Gog having a ‘place of renown’ in Israel. However, due to the other LXX 
variances in this verse, we remain with our ‘wordplay’ interpretive suggestion.  
MT says ~yrIb.[oh' yGE (lit. ‘the valley of the passing-through-ones’ or ‘the Valley 
of the Travellers’ [cf. JPS]). Alternatively, Block (1997c, p.109) says, “the valley of 
those who have passed on”, which brings out the contextual aspect of death and/or 
burial.
355 Allen (1990b, p.201) claims that ~yrIb.[oh' “has probably suffered assimilation 
to the term in v 15 and was originally ~yrb'[}h [sic] ‘Abarim,’ a mountainous district in 
Moab”.
356 However, Block (1998, pp.466, 468) disagrees, and does not emend the text.  
Zimmerli (1983, pp.292, 317) sees this as the name of the valley, ‘Oberim Valley’, 
                                                 
355 Irwin (1995, p.110) suggests that ~yrIb.[oh' recalls Molek worship practices, and says that “Ezekiel’s 
description of the forces of Gog as ‘the Ones Passing Through’ [~yrIb.[oh'] suggests a connection with 
the actions of parents who caused the children to ‘pass through/into’ the fire to Molek (Lev. 18:21; 2 
Kgs. 23:10; Jer. 32:35)”.  
356 Cooke (1936, p.419) also has the location as east of the Dead Sea which is “outside the Holy Land 
strictly so called (47
18), and in a district which belonged to Moab; but it was sometimes held by 
Israel in the former days … and had Israelite connexions”. Cooke also concludes the same mountain 
range suggested by Allen and says that the use of ~yrIb.[oh' is a word play “on way-farers in the next 
sentence”. Also see Zimmerli (1983,  p.317) and Irwin (1995,  p98f) for discussions of possible 
locations, and for ‘the sea’. The potential location is not part of our interest, as LXX does not 
translate ~yrIb.[oh' as a place. Irwin correctly observes that all MT MSS witness ~yrIb.[oh', and gives 
several reason why this is located in Israel (Jezreel), holding that ‘the sea’ spoken of is the 
Mediterranean and not the Dead Sea (contra Cooke, 1936, p.419). Page 220 
which just transliterates the Hebrew rather than interpreting it. Eichrodt (1970, p.528) 
claims that “the proper reading cannot be established with any certainty, as the first 
name may contain some play on words referring to a legendary item in the Gog-
tradition which is no longer preserved for us (its connection with the commission who 
‘travel’ through the land is a word-play introduced at a secondary stage)”. Yet his 
suggestion holds a lot of conjecture. Irwin (1995,  p.98) points out that “one of the 
reasons that this emendation has gained such wide acceptance is the presence of the 
modifying phrase qidmat hayyām – a combination that most scholars have translated as 
‘east of the sea’”. Irwin (1995, p.99f) finds in favour of the MT, but notes “in its most 
basic sense qidmat means ‘opposite’ or ‘in front of’ with the direction indicated by the 
perspective of the writer … [and] the phrase in question could quite easily be rendered, 
‘in front of/opposite the sea’, a translation supported by LXX”. Significantly, here LXX 
says tw/n evpelqo,ntwn (‘the coming/arriving ones’), which does not interpret ~yrIb.[oh' as 
a place, but translates according to its form in MT. But evpe,rcomai can have the meaning 
of ‘in hostile sense, to go or come against, to attack, assault,’ [LS] (cf. 34:4). Therefore, 
LXX may have interpreted the ‘coming ones’ as Gog’s hostile forces, and the ones 
destined to be buried in that place.   
LXX does not translate literally the preceding yGE (‘valley’), but rather exegetes it 
with polua,ndrion, which, whilst literally meaning ‘full of men’, is often translated as 
‘burial place’. Bruce (1995, p.542) says “communal cemetery” (cf. vv. 11, 15, 16; Jer. 
19:2, 6). Yet, this may be translated as ‘mass burial place’. LXX may have been 
influenced by their transliteration of ‘to. gai’ as the burial place of Gog and his 
multitude (v. 11c).  
LXX does not mention MT’s burial location of ‘east of the sea’, but gives the 
sea itself as the destination for MT’s ‘travellers’.  Page 221 
Based on the above observations, we suggest MT’s focus is on the location of 
Gog’s burial place in Israel: ~Y"h; tm;d>qi ~yrIb.[oh' yGE (‘the Valley of the Travellers east 
of the sea’). Yet LXX’s focus is on interpreting those who will be buried in Gog’s 
‘place of renown in Israel’: to. polua,ndrion tw/n evpelqo,ntwn pro.j th/| qala,ssh| (‘a mass 
burial place of those coming to the sea’). Thus we again find LXX exegeting and/or 
interpreting the Hebrew.  
Following this, MT says, ~yrIb.[oh'-ta,  ayhi tm,s,xow> (‘and it will stop the 
travellers’ [or ‘the passing-through-ones’]). LXX says, kai. perioikodomh,sousin to. 
peristo,mion th/j fa,raggoj ([lit.] ‘and they shall build up the edge of the valley’ or ‘dam 
up the valley’) (so Zimmerli, 1983, p.292). Eichrodt (1970, pp.517-518) also suggests 
“and they will stop the valley”, and says this is “a conjectural emendation of the 
impossible reading in the [MT] text”. Allen (1990b, p.201) says LXX is preferred and 
sees ~yrIb.[oh'-ta, “as a gloss on larXy tyb 'community of Israel' in v 12 …. MT may 
have been corrupted after the gloss entered the text”. His rationale is based on 
reconciling the two burial descriptions here and in v. 15. Bewer (1953,  p.165) also 
follows LXX, and emends MT to read ay>G:h;-ta, Wms.x'w> (‘and they will dam up the 
valley’).
357 However, Block (1998, p.467) proposes that “LXX may also have misread 
the Hebrew”. Block (1998,  p.469) also suggests that “given Ezekiel’s penchant for 
using words with more than one sense in a given context, the second occurrence of 
~yrIb.[oh' could also refer to travellers who would traverse the valley but are prevented 
by the huge mounds of corpses blocking the valley”. Following Block, we suggest that 
LXX, under the same interpretive thought as seen above, exegetes MT to state that the 
mass burial place of Gog, and ‘those coming to the sea’, will  be to such an extent that it 
will ‘dam up the valley’, and therefore will be ‘a place of renown’.  
                                                 
357 So also BHS. Bewer (1953, p.165) argues that “the valley does not muzzle or stop up or dam the 
passers-by but it is itself muzzled or dammed up”. Yet, MT may only be a figure of speech.  Page 222 
Finally, MT says gAG !Amh] ayGE War>q'w> (‘and they will call [it], the valley of 
Hamon Gog’, or ‘the valley of the Multitude
358 of Gog’), while LXX says kai. 
klhqh,setai to. gai to. polua,ndrion tou/ Gwg (‘and it will be called ‘the gai, the mass 
burial place of Gog’).
359 LXX transliterates ayGE with a definite article, and therefore 
exegetes it as the name of Gog’s burial place: ‘the Gai/Valley’. The LXX community 
may have just referred to this ‘place of renown’ as ‘The Valley’. Kline (1996, p.215) 
proposes that MT ‘recalls God’s wordplay interpretation of the new name, Abraham, he 
gave to Abram as a gift of grace: ´ab hámôn gôyîm (Gen.17:4-5) … In quest of such 
name-fame Gog mustered his multitudes, but his hámôn-name proclaimed his shame”. 
Irwin (1995, p.96) also says “the prophet seems to be creating a word-play with this 
name and the name of the burial place of the [idolatrous] Judahites – gê’ ben-hinnōm 
(Jer. 7:32)”. Odell (1994, p.485) suggests that gAG !Amh] ayGE “should be regarded as a 
pun on the Valley of the Son of Hinnom, the valley southwest of Jerusalem where child 
sacrifice and forbidden burial rites were conducted until the fall of Jerusalem” and “the 
Valley of the Oberim is a synonym of the Valley of Hinnom”.
360 Irwin (1995, p.102f) 
also finds an MT allusion here to Hinnom, and to the worship of Molek that took place 
there.
361 It is perhaps significant that LXX again uses polua,ndrion (‘mass burial place’ 
[see above]) here rather than Ennom (cf. Jer. 7:32; 19:6; 32:35). We suggest that LXX 
captured MT’s pun with the place of child sacrifices (cf. Odell, Irwin), interpreting the 
                                                 
358 Eichrodt (1970, p.518) puts the meaning of “pomp of Gog” here, but that does not appear to be correct, 
and it is not reflected by LXX. 
359 G
B’s te, is most likely a corruption of  gai (Cooke, 1936, p.424); Bruce (1995, p.543) curiously says it 
is “evidentially a corruption of ge,”. Yet ge, is not found elsewhere in LXX Ezekiel. Whilst ge, is 
found again in G
B in 39:15 (noted by Bruce), it is a corruption of gai (not noted by Bruce). G
B 
appears to have been transliterating the Hebrew singular construct form of ay>G: (yGE).  
360 Odell (1994, p.458) says that “Ezekiel employs this verb in its hiphil form to designate child sacrifice, 
one of the rites performed in the Valley of Hinnom”. Block (1997c, p.109) also notes that !Amh] ayGE 
gAG* “appears to play on ~AGhi [sic] ygE ‘the Valley of Hinnom’, where the bodies of animals and 
criminals used to be burned” [nb: ~NOhi intended].  
361 Irwin (1995, p.101f) believes that Ezekiel is ultimately referring to the Jezreel Valley. Page 223 
‘Valley of Hamon-Gog’ as the place for Gog’s mass burial place, known in their time 
simply as ‘The Gai/Valley’.
362 LXX’s double use of polua,ndrion suggests it saw both 
locations as the same site of Gog’s mass burial place. MT seems to change the name of 
this valley from yGE to gAG* !Amh] ayGE; but LXX stays with just polua,ndrion. Symmachus 
(Ziegler, 1977,  p.287f) has h` fa,ragx tw/n diaba,sewn evx avnatolh/j th/j qala,sshj( h` 
evmfra,ssousa ta.j diaba,seij (‘the valley of the crossers/travellers from east of the Sea, 
[it] shall stop the crossers/travellers’), which appears to be an adjustment towards MT. 
 
`~yvid'x\ h['b.vi #r,a'+h'-ta, rhej; ![;m;l. laeêr'f.yI tyBe ~Wrb'q.W 39:12 
39:12 kai. katoru,xousin auvtou.j oi=koj Israhl i[na kaqarisqh/| h` gh/ evn e`ptamh,nw| 
There is a subtle syntax difference between MT and LXX, with MT having an 
athnach under land (#r,a'_h'), and then following has ~yvid'x\ h['b.vi (seven months) 
which is therefore linked back with the beginning verb (‘to bury’). LXX has the whole 
phrase linked with i[na making the purpose as to cleanse the land in 7 months, whereas 
the purpose for MT is to just cleanse the land (cf. v. 14). This verse appears to echo 
priestly concerns regarding corpses defiling the land, and ritual cleansing. It may be 
another example where Ezekiel, and the LXX translator, are reflecting on the Book of 
Numbers (cf. Num. 5:2; 19:16; 35:33) (Wong, 2001, p.136).
363   
 
`hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> ydIêb.K'hi ~Ay ~ve+l. ~h,l' hy"h'w> #r,a'êh' ~[;-lK' Wrb.q'w> 39:13 
                                                 
362 Bruce (1995, p.533) points out that LXX also uses polua,ndrioj when translating ‘valley’ in Jer. 2:23f, 
and suggests that this was done because “the translator identified this ‘valley’ with the valley of the 
son(s) of Hinnom which, according to other oracles of Jeremiah, was to become a place for the 
disposal of corpses”. We may suggest this ‘identification’ by LXX’s translator also occurs here in 
Ezek. 39:11. 
363 Block (1998, p.470) also finds a link here with Num. 19 and the concern to keep the land ceremonially 
clean, observing “that the process [in Ezek. 39:12] will take a full week of months, rather than the 
week of days prescribed in Num. 19, speaks not only of the magnitude of the task but also of the 
concern to render the land absolutely holy”. Wong (2001, p.136) points out that the concern here is 
ritual cleansing and “hence this case should not be confused with the sort of land pollution in 36:18 
where moral impurity is concerned”.  
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39:13 kai. katoru,xousin auvtou.j pa/j o` lao.j th/j gh/j kai. e;stai auvtoi/j eivj ovnomasto.n h-| 
h`me,ra| evdoxa,sqhn le,gei ku,rioj 
LXX’s auvtou,j plus provides an object (bury them), which is only implied by 
MT’s context. MT says ydIb.K'hi ~Ay (‘the day I am glorified’), or as Block (1998, p.467) 
says “on the day that I display my glory”. This suggests future action, although the 
Hebrew infinitive is indeterminate regarding time. LXX, however, uses an aorist 
passive, h-| h`me,ra| evdoxa,sqhn (‘the day when I was glorified’), indicating they saw a past 
action. Block (1998, p.471) also suggests that whilst MT uses the niphal, which “may 
be interpreted as a simple passive … it is better interpreted reflexively: Yahweh effects 
his own glorification, and finally receives the recognition he deserves”. This is not 
reflected in LXX.  
 
ynEP.-l[; ~yrIt'ANh;-ta, ~yrIb.[oh'-ta, ~yrIB.q;m. #r,a'êB' ~yrIb.[o WlyDIb.y: dymit' yven>a;w> 39:14 
`Wrqox.y: ~yvid'x\-h['b.vi hceq.mi Hr'+h]j;l. #r,a'h'  
39:14 kai. a;ndraj dia. panto.j diastelou/sin evpiporeuome,nouj (G
A: + pa,nta) th.n gh/n 
qa,yai tou.j kataleleimme,nouj evpi. prosw,pou th/j gh/j (G
967: + kai.) kaqari,sai auvth.n 
meta. th.n e`pta,mhnon kai. evkzhth,sousin (G
A: + avkribw/j)  
The second instance of ~yrIb.[o (‘travellers’) in MT is not witnessed by LXX. 
BHS and some EVV follow LXX. Block (1998, p.467) suggests that LXX “may have 
intentionally tried to smooth out an awkward reading, or omitted it by homoioteleuton. 
Targ.’s ‘with those who pass by’ changes the sense but does support MT”. Yet 
Zimmerli (1983, p.292) suggests that this second occurrence in MT “does not fit the 
context and … is to be regarded as an addition” (also Cooke, 1936, p.420). This may be 
a later MT plus, to emphasise that the burial will be done by ‘travellers’, and not by the 
people of Israel, lest they are defiled by touching the dead (cf. this ‘plus’ v. 15). 
G
A has two unique plusses: 1. pa,nta (‘all [the land]’); 2. avkribw/j (‘[they shall 
search] precisely/diligently’ [LEH]). Both plusses reveal the theological thought that the Page 225 
search will be performed intensely and extensively. This may stem from the belief that 
corpses and bones on the ground are a curse, and pollute the land.  
As in v. 12, we again find a syntactical difference between MT and LXX: in the 
final clause MT indicates another search was to start hceq.mi (‘at the end of’ [HALOT]) 
the seven months spoken of in v. 12, which then makes way for the action in v. 15. 
However, LXX takes MT’s Hr"_h]j;(l. from the preceding clause and translates it into this 
statement of ‘after seven months’; this continues the previous purpose of ‘cleansing’ for 
seven months, rather than generating a new search. LXX then adds kai, before the last 
word forming a new phrase (‘and they shall seek’). Again, as in v. 12, this may result 
from priestly concerns over ‘cleansing’, and the concept of ‘seven months’.  
 
Atao Wrb.q' d[; !WY+ci Alc.a, hn"b'W ~d'êa' ~c,[, ha'r'w> #r,a'êB' ~yrIb.[oh' Wrb.['w> 39:15 
`gAG !Amh] ayGE-la, ~yrIêB.q;m.h;  
39:15 kai. (G
A: + e;stai) pa/j o` diaporeuo,menoj (G
A: + pa/san) th.n gh/n kai. ivdw.n ovstou/n 
avnqrw,pou oivkodomh,sei parV auvto. shmei/on e[wj o[tou qa,ywsin auvto. oi` qa,ptontej eivj to. 
(G
967,A: gai; G
B: ge,) to. polua,ndrion tou/ Gwg 
Whilst MT says #r,a'B' ~yrIb.[oh' Wrb.['w> (lit. ‘and they travel, the travelling, 
through the land’), LXX has kai. pa/j o` diaporeuo,menoj th.n gh/n (‘and everyone passing 
through the land’), which “make[s] the text more concise by omitting wrb[w” (Zimmerli, 
1983,  p.293). However, contra Zimmerli, LXX use of diaporeuo,menoj  may actually 
match Wrb.['w>, just as its use of evpiporeuome,nouj in v. 14 for ~yrIb.[o; if so, this leaves 
~yrIb.[oh' as the ‘unmatched’ verb. Therefore, we suggest that ~yrIb.[oh' is a later MT plus, 
just as in v. 14, added at the same time, and for the same reason.  
MT and LXX repeat their wording from v. 11, gAG !Amh] ayGE (‘the valley of 
Hamon-Gog’ or ‘multitude of Gog’), and to. gai to. polua,ndrion tou/ Gwg (‘the Gai, the Page 226 
mass burial place of Gog’). As in v. 11, LXX again transliterates ayGE to have the burial 
place as ‘the Gai’. G
B’s ge is a corruption of gai, (cf. discussions of v. 11). 
G
A’s two plusses: e;stai and pa/san, seems to emphasis the thoroughness of the 
search (cf. v. 14).  
 
 `#r,a'h' Wrh]jiw> hn"Amh] ry[i-~v, ~g:w> 39:16 
39:16 kai. ga.r to. o;noma th/j po,lewj (G
967: to) Polua,ndrion kai. kaqarisqh,setai h` gh/ 
This verse completes the sentence begun in v. 15, with MT saying the name
364 of 
the city will be hn"Amh] (‘Hamonah’ or ‘the multitude’), yet LXX says it will be 
Polua,ndrion (‘mass burial place’; cf. v. 11). Allen (1990a, p.413) sees the first clause in 
MT as a gloss that “interrupts the movement of thought from v. 15 to v. 16b”. Yet, if it 
is an inserted gloss, it was early enough to be witnessed in all representative LXX MSS. 
Allen (1990a, p.413) also suggests that the occurrence of hn"Amh] here in v. 16 has been 
influenced by hnOAmh]-lK' in v. 11; he suggests that annotations in the margin of some 
earlier Hebrew MS for v. 11 were later placed into the body of the text. But there is no 
textual evidence to support Allen’s suggestion. Odell (1994) suggests that hn"Amh] here, 
and in vv. 11, 15, is not a corruption or gloss but is a symbolic ‘new’ name for 
Jerusalem where God again dwells in ‘divine presence’.
365 Fitzpatrick (2004, p.98) also 
finds in agreement with Odell, claiming Jerusalem is called !wmh/hnwmh elsewhere in 
Ezekiel (5:7; 7:12-14), and states “Hamonah is not only the resting place for Gog. It is 
also the resting place for the nation’s past infidelities”. Before chapter 39 LXX 
translates MT’s hnAmh  (‘the multitude, abundance’ [HALOT]) interchangeably with 
                                                 
364 Fairbairn (1989, p.428) suggests the pointing should be ~v" rather than ~ve; yet LXX translates with 
o;noma recognising MT’s pointing as received. 
365 Odell (1994, p.488). translates v. 16 as “Indeed, the name of the city is Hamonah, yet they will purify 
the land” and then suggests the use of gam “may even require the reading of the first clause in a 
concessive sense: ‘even though the name of the city is Hamonah, they will purify the land’”.  Page 227 
ivscu,j (‘strength/force’) or plh/qoj (‘multitude’), both of which reflect the Hebrew. In v. 
11 LXX translated hnOAmh] with plh/qoj auvtou/ (‘his multitude’), and then gAG* !Amh] with 
polua,ndrion tou/ Gwg (vv. 11, 15). In the context of this pericope (vv. 11-16), the 
meaning for MT’s ‘Hamon Gog’ is ‘Gog’s multitude’, which could be seen as a 
mocking reference to the resting place for Gog’s forces; Hamonah is perhaps a Hebrew 
wordplay to say ‘multitude’ in reference to Gog’s place of burial: it will be as large as a 
city.
366 LXX caught MT’s ‘pun’ and just exegeted it for their communities, to state 
clearly this was Gog’s ‘multitude’ (v. 11a) and Gog’s ‘mass burial place’ (vv. 11b, 15, 
16). This concept may be reflected by the later Symmachus who used plh/qoj here in v. 
16; however Theodotion transliterated the Hebrew with avmwna,  as did the Hebrew 
column in Origen’s Hexapla (Field, 1964,  p.873). Many scholars, and modern bible 
translators, transliterate the Hebrew into English, and so this mocking pun is often not 
captured by the modern reader.
367  
G
967’s to plus suggests this was seen by them as a definite place (‘the mass 
burial place’; cf. ‘the Gai/Valley’ vv. 11, 15). LXX also interprets ~g:
 (‘also’), with ga.r 
(‘for’), giving this verse an explanation, rather than an addendum as in MT.  
 
6.4.  8
th Oracle: Ezek. 39:17-24  
All representative MT and LXX MSS exhibit a break before v. 17. MT
A has a 
petuḥah, MT
C,L a setumah. G
A also exhibits a major break here, and G
B a minor. All 
MSS finish this sense division after v. 24, except G
967 which continues from v. 17 until 
the end of the chapter (v. 29).  
                                                 
366 Contra Cooke (1936, p.421) who misses this pun and says “the burial-place of an immense number of 
bodies cannot be a city!’, and then goes on to state the text here is corrupt. See Block (1998, p.472) 
regarding how this is all part of a ‘riddle’ regarding Gog and his hordes. 
367 Exceptions include EB: “Valley of Gog’s horde”; CEV: “the Valley of Gog’s Army” (vv. 11, 15), and 
“the town of Gog’s Army” (v. 16); The Message: “Gog’s Mob” (vv. 11, 15) and “Mobville” (v. 16); 
JPS: “Gog’s multitude”.  Page 228 
This pericope deals with the sacrificial meal of Gog that the LORD sets up for 
the birds and wild animals, which is done for the purpose of God establishing his glory 
among the nations (v. 21). Interestingly, this meal comes after the information regarding 
Gog’s burial covered in the previous pericope (cf. vv. 11-16). Yet, there is a connection 
here with v. 4 that also informs how birds and wild animals will eat the flesh of Gog and 
his hordes. Irwin (1995,  pp.107f) proposes that this pericope refers to “Molek cult 
imagery”, and this is a “non-Yahwistic pattern” even if “it is Yahweh himself who 
brings the victim”. Irwin (1995, p.109) also says that “The picture, then, is of a sacrifice 
orchestrated by Yahweh, but described in decidedly non-Yahwistic terms”. Yet, this is 
not explicitly stated in MT, and more importantly, LXX does not exegete the text in this 
way.   
 
hd,F'h; tY:x; lkol.W @n"K'-lK' rAPcil. rmoa/ hAihy> yn"doa] rm;a'-hKo ~d'a'-!b, hT'a;w> 39:17 
 xb;z< ~k,l' x;bezO ynIa] rv,a] yxib.zI-l[; bybiêS'mi Wps.a'he Wabow" Wcb.Q'hi  
`~D' ~t,ytiv.W rf'B' ~T,l.k;a]w: lae+r'f.yI yreh' l[; lAdêG" 
39:17 kai. su, ui`e. avnqrw,pou eivpo,n ta,de le,gei ku,rioj eivpo.n panti. ovrne,w| peteinw/| kai. 
pro.j pa,nta ta. qhri,a tou/ pedi,ou suna,cqhte kai. e;rcesqe (G
B,A: suna,cqhte; G
967: -)  
avpo. pa,ntwn tw/n periku,klw| evpi. th.n qusi,an mou h]n te,quka u`mi/n qusi,an mega,lhn evpi. 
(G
967: + panta) ta. o;rh Israhl kai. fa,gesqe kre,a kai. pi,esqe ai-ma 
  Verse 17 enjoys a large degree of agreement between MT and LXX, which is 
unusual for a longer detailed verse. LXX does have a plus of ‘eivpo,n’ in the opening 
phrase (cf. 7:2). G
B,A have suna,cqhte (‘be assembled’), witnessing MT’s Wps.a'he. This is 
minus in G
967, which perhaps saw the occurrence as a dittograph. G
967 has panta (‘all 
[the mountains]’) as a plus, perhaps to emphasise that this sacrifice will be throughout 
the land.   
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~ydIWT[;w> ~yrIK' ~yliyae WT+v.Ti #r,a'h' yaeyfin>-~d;w> WlkeêaTo ~yrIABGI rf;B. 39:18 
`~L'Ku !v'b' yaeyrIm. ~yrIêP'  
39:18 kre,a giga,ntwn fa,gesqe kai. ai-ma avrco,ntwn th/j gh/j pi,esqe kriou.j kai. mo,scouj 
kai. tra,gouj kai. oi` mo,scoi evsteatwme,noi pa,ntej 
 MT  speaks  of  ~yrIABGI (‘mighty [ones]’), and LXX of giga,ntwn: (lit. ‘giants’; but 
also ‘mighty one[s]’ [LEH]; cf. Ezek. 32:12, 21, 27). Typically LXX uses giga,ntwn for 
~yaiäp'r>, and dunato,j for ~yrIABGI. Cooke (1936, p.421) claims “these are not members of 
Gog’s army, who are described differently, 38
3-7 39
4”; he then suggests they are either 
other enemies of Israel, “Persian forces”, or those “under Antiochus III”. However, this 
is not apparent in LXX, beyond their use of giga,ntwn (rather than dunato,j), which still 
contextually refers to Gog and his hordes.  
  There is a difference in the sacrificial animals, where MT appears to have a full 
contingent with ‘rams, lambs, goats, bulls’, yet LXX only has ‘rams, calves, goats’ (cf. 
27:21 where these are listed as trade animals). Symmachus says tau,rwn moscwn 
sitistw/n (‘bulls, fatted calves’). Likewise MT declares they are all like !v'b' yaeyrIm. (lit. 
‘fatlings of Bashan’), yet LXX interprets this as oi` mo,scoi evsteatwme,noi (‘the fatted 
calves’), and does not mention ‘Bashan’.
368 Zimmerli (1983, pp.293-294) argues for the 
retention of MT. Block (1998, p.476) says that “these terms are obviously not used 
literally, but as animal designations for nobility”. 
 
`~k,l' yTix.b;z"-rv,a] yxib.ZImi !Ar+K'vil. ~D' ~t,ytiv.W h['êb.f'l. bl,xe-~T,l.k;a]w: 39:19 
39:19 kai. fa,gesqe ste,ar eivj plhsmonh.n kai. pi,esqe ai-ma eivj me,qhn avpo. th/j qusi,aj 
mou (G
967: -) h-j e;qusa u`mi/n 
G
967 is minus mou, thus it only reads ‘the sacrifice’, removing the personal aspect 
of God’s sacrifice.   
                                                 
368 LXX shows awareness of ‘Bashan’ in 27:6, translating with Basani,tidoj (‘the land of Bashan’).  If 
Thackeray is correct, then this was done via ‘Translator a’ rather than ‘Translator b’ who translated 
36-39 (cf. MT and LXX in Comparison chapter). Page 230 
ydIy"-ta,w> ytiyfiê[' rv,a] yjiP'v.mi-ta, ~yIAGh;-lk' War'w> ~yI=AGB; ydIAbK.-ta, yTit;n"w> 39:21 
`~h,b' yTim.f;-rv,a]  
39:21 kai. dw,sw th.n do,xan mou evn u`mi/n kai. o;yontai pa,nta ta. e;qnh th.n kri,sin mou h]n 
evpoi,hsa kai. th.n cei/ra, mou h]n evph,gagon evpV auvtou,j 
MT says that God will give his glory ~yIAGB; (‘among the nations’), whereas 
LXX says it will be evn u`mi/n (‘in you’). Zimmerli (1983, p.294) does not agree with any 
suggestion to emend ~yIAGB; to gAgb, preferring MT. Cooke (1936,  p.424) also says 
LXX’s evn u`mi/n is ‘wrong[ly]’. Wong (2002, p.133) proposes that “it is possible, though 
not very likely that the translator wrongly read ~ywgb as ~kb. It is more likely that the 
translator found the Hebrew expression uncongenial and changed it …. to evn u`mi/n,  
referring to God’s giving his glory to or among the Israelites”. While we agree with 
Wong about the translator changing deliberately, we suggest evn u`mi/n does not refer to 
Israel, but rather to birds and animals as the addressees in the previous verses (cf. u`mi/n 
vv. 17-20). Israel has not been directly addressed in this chapter, and so cannot be the 
referent of evn u`mi/n.
369 We agree with Wong (2002, p.133) that “in the Hebrew, God’s 
giving of his glory to the nations is associated with his punishment inflicted on the 
nations (v. 21b)”. In LXX, God’s glory, established in the actions of the birds and 
animals at the sacrificial feast, is also associated with his punishment on the nations. 
God’s glory does not go out for the nations, neither in MT or LXX, but it is ‘given’ or 
‘established’ in his sacrificial meal, as he punishes the nations along with Gog on the 
mountains of Israel (cf. vv. 17-20). These birds and animals are part of God’s creation, 
and are acting as his agents.  
 
`ha'l.h'w" aWhh; ~AYh;-!mi ~h,+yhel{a/ hw"hy> ynIa] yKi laeêr'f.yI tyBe W[d>y"w> 39:22 
                                                 
369 If Wong is correct, and evn u`mi/n does refer to Israel, then we agree “the Greek rendering would also 
imply a change from a negative action of God with respect to the nations to a positive action of God 
with respect to Israel” (Wong, 2002, p.133).  Page 231 
39:22 kai. gnw,sontai oi=koj Israhl o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj o` qeo.j auvtw/n avpo. th/j h`me,raj 
tau,thj kai. evpe,keina 
MT says aWhh; ~AYh;-!mi (‘from that day’). LXX says avpo. th/j h`me,raj tau,thj 
(‘from this day’). LXX changes MT’s eschatological ‘that day’, to view this as a present 
reality. LXX may have interpreted their current events (the Seleucids and/or Romans) as 
the fulfilment of the prophet’s words. After examining the occurrences of aWhh; ~AYh;, 
and how LXX translated them, Wong observes the unique use of tau,thj here, rather 
than the expected evkei,nhj, and finds that the distance to this perceived event influenced 
LXX. Wong (2002, p.135) says that “at the time when LXX was made, the idea of Gog 
had become more common …. the translator saw the Gog-event as something near to 
his time, and it was not longer seen as belonging to the distant indefinite future”.  
 
rTis.a;w" ybiê-Wl[]m' rv,a] l[; laer'f.yI-tybe WlG" ~n"wO[]b; yKi ~yIAGh; W[d>y"w> 39:23 
`~L'Ku br,x,b; WlP.YIw: ~h,êyrec' dy:B. ~nET.a,w" ~h,+me yn:P'  
39:23 kai. gnw,sontai pa,nta ta. e;qnh o[ti dia. ta.j a`marti,aj auvtw/n hv|cmalwteu,qhsan 
oi=koj Israhl avnqV w-n hvqe,thsan eivj evme, kai. avpe,streya to. pro,swpo,n mou avpV auvtw/n 
kai. pare,dwka auvtou.j eivj cei/raj tw/n evcqrw/n auvtw/n kai. e;pesan pa,ntej macai,ra| 
LXX has another pa,nta  plus here, expanding on MT to state that ‘all’ the 
nations will know that Israel’s exile was because of her sin, and was not any weakness 
on God’s part. The LORD will restore Israel to establish his reputation (‘name’) in Israel, 
and in the nations (cf. v. 25-29; 36:21f). Wong (2002, p.136) notes the frequency of 
LXX’s pa,nta plus in this block (38:12, 16; 39:7, 23), and explains these occurrences as 
“an intensification or ‘exaggeration’ of the situation … the translator wanted to provide 
a more impressive picture of the battle with Gog”. 
MT here has hl'G" (‘go into exile’; cf. v. 28), and LXX says hv|cmalwteu,qhsan 
(‘they were led captive’). While aivcmalwteu,w is also used for hl'G" elsewhere (cf. Ezek. Page 232 
12:3; Mic. 1:16; Lam. 2:14), LXX’s use of the passive here has this as an action done to 
Israel. 
MT also says ybi-Wl[]m' (‘they acted unfaithfully/treacherously against me’ 
[BDB]), where LXX says avnqV w-n hvqe,thsan eivj evme, (‘because they rejected me’). 
TWOT notes that “in almost all the biblical references mā‘al is used to designate the 
breaking or violation of religious law as a conscious act of treachery. The victim against 
whom the breach is perpetrated is God”.
370 HALOT’s ‘to be untrue, violate one’s legal 
obligations’ also reflects this concept.
371 We note that avqete,w can mean ‘to reject (the 
law)’ [LEH; BAGD]
372, and is contextually used in its other occurrence in Ezekiel (cf. 
22:26, for MT’s smx ‘treat violently’).
373 In Ezekiel, LXX typically uses parapi,ptw ‘to 
fall away, to commit apostasy’ [LEH] for MT’s l[m (Ezek. 14:13; 15:8 (2x); 18:24 
(2x); 20:27 (2x)). The typical context in these verses shows God speaking to Israel 
regarding their ‘falling away’ and/or ‘committing apostasy’. However, LXX uses avdiki,a 
for l[m in 39:26. We suggest that LXX used avqete,w here in 39:23 for l[m, rather than 
its typical parapi,ptw, to highlight that all (cf. pa,nta plus) the nations will know that 
Israel was exiled because they rejected God’s ways.
374 Therefore, LXX use of avqete,w 
                                                 
370 Block (1998, p.482) also gives the meaning “infidelity in covenant relationships, specifically treachery 
against Yahweh, the divine patron”.  
371 That the context is speaking of covenantal obligations may also be found in v. 24 (not discussed here 
due to absence of variants), where the verb [vp (‘rebellion’ [TWOT]) is used (LXX: avno,mhma 
‘lawless action’ [LS]), to which Wong (2001, p.74) says, “with Israel as the subject, it denotes a 
break, a completed separation from Yahweh the suzerain of Israel and therefore a breach of the 
covenant with Yahweh” (cf. 37:23).  
372 Thayer says “‘to act toward anything as though it were annulled’; hence, to deprive a law of force by 
opinions or acts opposed to it, to transgress it, … Ezek. 22:26” [Thayer does not mention 39:23]; and 
LS has “to set aside: to deny one, refuse his request”, which does not reflect the ‘legal’ sense the 
other lexicons reflect.  
373 Outside of Ezekiel, LXX uses avqete,w for l[m in only 1Chron. 2:7; 5:25; 2Chron. 36:14; Neh. 1:8. 
374 Wong (2001, p.105) suggests a link here to Lev. 26:40 saying “the observation Lev 26:40-41 seems to 
imply a causal link between the act of l[m (as an example of !w[) and the exile, and this link is made 
explicitly in Ez 39:23. However, we point out that LXX uses a`marti,a ‘fault/error’ [LS] in Lev. 26:40 
and so we question if the LXX translator caught this link here.  Curiously, in his later work, Wong 
(2002, p.137) notes LXX Ezekiel’s unusual use of avqete,w here, but does not offer any explanation, 
other than to propose l[m is a later textual addition.   Page 233 
here to state ‘they rejected me’ is perhaps as an echo back to 22:26, to imply they also 
rejected God’s law/commandments. LXX may therefore be seen as interpreting MT’s 
use of l[m, in a similar way to previous chapters where we saw LXX interpreting the 
heart behind MT’s action.
375  
 
6.5.  9
th Oracle: Ezek. 39:25-29 
All MT MSS and G
B,A exhibit a sense division break before v. 25; yet G
967 has 
vv. 17-29 in the one long pericope. The next break for all MSS is at the end of v. 29, 
which is the end of the chapter. 
Whilst a number of scholars have suggested disassociating this final pericope in 
chapter 39, there is no textual evidence to suggest this was not also the work of the 
prophet.
376 It focuses upon the final restoration of the nation of Israel from the exile 
after the defeat of Gog (vv. 25-28), and their restored favour with God whom they will 
know (v. 28), and who will no longer ‘hide his face’ (cf. vv. 23, 24, 29), but will pour 
out his Spirit (MT), or wrath (LXX), upon them (cf. v. 29). That such a strong statement 
of restoration comes at the end of the Gog account suggests that the defeat of her 
enemies is a major part in the overall restoration of Israel as a nation. In the received 
chapter order, they are now free to rebuild their temple and worship the LORD (chapters 
40-48). However, in G
967’s chapter order the textual flow goes into the resurrection of 
the Dry Bones, the establishment of the united nation under a Davidic ruler, after which 
they build the temple. This final pericope helps the reader understand that the Gog epic 
                                                 
375 Cooke (1936, p.422) claims that the phrase ‘because they trespassed against me’ is in the wrong place 
and should be in v. 24. However all representative MSS have this in the same location in v. 23 and so 
Cooke’s claim is without textual witness.  
376 For more on this issue see Block (1987, p.262) who says “in spite of the novel features in 21-9 caution 
is advised against haste in eliminating the text as non-Ezekielian or inauthentic or misplaced”. His 
following pages demonstrate the cohesiveness of this final pericope to the rest of the chapter.  Page 234 
was just part of the restoration of Israel, and that God’s focus was always on his people 
Israel, and not on her enemies who are just God’s agents.
377   
 
bqoê[]y: ÎtWbv. QÐ ¿tybiv. KÀ-ta, byvia' hT'[; hwIêhy> yn"doa] rm;a' hKo !kel' 39:25 
`yvid>q' ~vel. ytiaNEqiw> lae+r'f.yI tyBe-lK' yTim.x;rIw> 
39:25 dia. tou/to ta,de le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj nu/n avpostre,yw th.n aivcmalwsi,an Iakwb kai. 
evleh,sw to.n oi=kon Israhl kai. zhlw,sw dia. to. o;noma to. a[gio,n mou  
Unlike all the other occurrences of laer'f.yI tyBe-lK' in MT, LXX does not reflect 
lK' here.
378 If lK' was in LXX’s Vorlage, the translator perhaps did not see that God’s 
mercy was on all the house of Israel, viewing their current events as judgement. This 
LXX minus is perhaps more noticeable here due to its willingness to insert pa,nta as a 
plus, especially when referring to ‘all the nations’ (cf. 38:12, 16, 23; 39:7, 23). After 
examining this frequent Ezekielian phrase, Wong (2002, p.138) concludes that here “lk 
was probably first not in the Hebrew but added later. The reason for the addition is that 
the restoration of Israel implies the union of all tribes”. LXX also does not witness 
MT’s lk in the following verse (cf. ‘all their sins’ v. 26), and we suggest MT added 
both at a later date.   
MT also says yvid>q' ~vel. ytiaNEqiw> (‘and I will be jealous for my holy name’), and 
LXX says kai. zhlw,sw dia. to. o;noma to. a[gio,n mou (‘and I will be jealous on account of 
(or, ‘for the sake of’) my holy name’). Zimmerli (1983, p.294) points out that MT’s 
“jealousy for the name is turned by G into ‘on account of the jealousy’ (dia,) of the 
name”. Wong (2002, p.139) proposes three possibilities: “dia, with the accusative here 
either shows that the translator understands the phrase as what it means in 36,22, or that 
                                                 
377 As Block (1987, p.267) says, “with the expanded recognition formula taking up the last two verses, the 
text emphasizes that the covenant relationship among deity, people and land has been reinstituted. Its 
restoration is full and permanent. Yahweh will never leave any of them, neither will he hide is face 
from them again”.  
378 laer'f.yI tyBe-lK' occurs in Ezek. 3:7; 5:4; 11:15; 12:10; 20:40; 36:10; 37:11, 16; 39:25; 45:6. LXX 
witnesses lk in all these places, except here in 39:25.   Page 235 
the translator wants to harmonise the readings, or that the translator attempts to 
emphasise the importance of the holy name of God in related to his action”.
379 While 
Wong does not offer his preference, ours is with Wong’s last suggestion, seeing 
agreement with Zimmerli above. LXX’s motivating factor for the restoration of ‘Jacob’ 
is on account of the jealousy that God has for his name, where MT just has the jealousy 
directed at his holy name, or in other words, his reputation (cf. 36:21; 39:7).
380 The later 
Symmachus has evzh,lwsa ga.r u`pe.r tou/ ovno,matj tou/ a`gi,ou mou, which reflects MT 
(Ziegler, 1977, p.280).
381  
 
~t'm'd>a;-l[; ~T'b.viB. ybi+-Wl[]m' rv,a] ~l'[]m;-lK'-ta,w> ~t'êM'liK.-ta, Wfn"w> 39:26 
`dyrIx]m; !yaew> xj;b,l'  
39:26 kai. lh,myontai th.n avtimi,an (G
967,A, S: auvtw/n; G
B: e`autw/n) kai. th.n avdiki,an h]n 
hvdi,khsan evn tw/| katoikisqh/nai auvtou.j(G
967: -) evpi. th.n gh/n auvtw/n evpV eivrh,nhj kai. ouvk 
e;stai o` evkfobw/n 
BHS notes a couple of later MT MSS read Waf.n"w (‘and they will forget’). Lust 
(1986c, p.53) proposes that Waf.n"w was the result of later “post Biblical Hebrew” re-
editing, “transforming the severe expression about Israel ‘bearing its shame’ into a 
promise concerning Israel ‘forgetting its shame’”.
382 Cooke, Zimmerli and Block all 
favour retaining Wfn"w>, as afn is a common word in Ezekiel.
383 LXX says kai. lh,myontai 
                                                 
379 Wong (2002, 139) correctly notes “in 36,22 the preposition the l does not indicate direct object, but 
means ‘because of, for the sake of, and hence dia, with the accusative is a correct rendering. 
However, the preposition l in 39,25 clearly indicates a direct object”. 
380 As Wong (2003, p.225) observes, “if Yahweh allows Gog and his army to destroy Israel, then this will 
lead to a profanation of his holy name. By destroying God and therefore protecting Israel, Yahweh 
does not allow his name to be profaned … By protecting Israel and its land, Yahweh is safeguarding 
the sanctity of his name”.  
381 Wong (2002,  p.139) also says that the variances in this verse “shows that there is some minor 
development in the Hebrew text. It also indicates that the Greek has deviated from the Hebrew in 
some instances where these deviations are due more to the translator than to the Vorlage”.    
382 Wong (2002, p.140) says that “a similar defective reading is found in 28,16 … [and] the defective 
reading is supported by the Vulgate, Targum and Peshitta”. Targum supports ‘Wfn"w>’ in 39:26.  
383 Zimmerli (1983, p.320) also points out that “the thought of earlier sins being ‘forgotten’ is quite 
unheard of in the book of Ezekiel”, and he refers to the similar expression in 16:53 where Israel must 
‘bear’ her disgrace. Page 236 
(‘and they will take/receive’) which witnesses Wfn"w> as original (cf. 36:7). The later 
Symmachus’ use of kai. evba,stasan (‘and they will bear/carry’) also witnesses Wfn"w> 
(Ziegler, 1977, p.281). Furthermore, LXX used the same words here, as in 36:7, to 
match MT (there the surrounding nations as subject). Overall, whilst some later MT 
MSS may have changed this to ‘a message of promise’ (cf. Lust), we find all our 
representative MSS reflect ‘and they will bear’, which we therefore hold to be original. 
Therefore it is curious that a number of EVV follow Waf.n"w, perhaps motivated by the 
same thought as those later Hebrew editors (e.g., NIV, NRSV, NAS).  
Here, as in 36:7, LXX uses avtimi,a (‘dishonour’) for MT’s hM'liK. (‘insult/ 
reproach’). As noted there, LXX appears to imply that these ‘insults/reproaches’ bring 
dishonour to them. In 36:7 this ‘dishonour’ came from the surrounding nations; but here 
their own ‘treachery’ (cf. below) has brought them ‘dishonour’ (cf. 16:52, 63). 
Following this noun we note intra-LXX, G
967,A and Symmachus have auvtw/n, rather than 
G
B’s reflexive e`autw/n that appears to intensify the onus of the ‘dishonour’ onto the 
people. 
There are a few minor differences in LXX for MT’s ybi+-Wl[]m' rv,a] ~l'[]m;-lK' 
(‘all their treachery/unfaithfulness’, cf. v. 23). Firstly, unlike the later Symmachus 
(‘pa,saj’), LXX does not reflect lK'. MT possibly added lK' at a later date to emphasise 
the forgiveness and restoration for Israel (as in v. 25). Secondly, as in v. 23, LXX does 
not use its normal parapi,ptw (‘fall away/commit apostasy’ [LEH]) for MT’s l[m. But, 
whereas in v. 23 LXX has avqete,w (‘reject [me]’), here it has avdiki,a/avdike,w (‘do wrong; 
act unjustly’ [LEH]).
384 As in v. 23, LXX may have been reflecting on the legal aspect 
                                                                                                                                               
 
384 Lust (1997, p.544) ties the use of parapi,ptw in Ezekiel to its use in Lev. 5:15, 21; 26:40 for l[m. 
Whilst he references Ezek. 39:26 he does not comment on the variant use of avdiki,a/avdike,w here for 
the double use of l[m. Page 237 
of l[m (TWOT: “the breaking or violation of religious law”), so here emphasising that 
their ‘unfaithfulness’ (as the basic meaning of l[m), was their acting ‘unjustly’ with 
regards to Torah and committing “covenantal treachery” (Block, 1998,  p.486). This 
aspect may be emphasised with Symmachus’ avmelei,aj (‘and all their neglect’ [LEH]), 
(Ziegler, 1977, p.281). Symmachus could be further implying they neglected the Torah. 
Both LXX and Symmachus would thus be contextually reflecting Israel’s sin (cf. 
36:16f; 39:23f). Finally, MT says ybi-Wl[]m' (‘their treachery against me’), but LXX does 
not reflect ybi as it did in v. 23. This may be an LXX theological softening of the charge, 
or a later plus by MT to match its use in v. 23.  
 
~b'ê yTiv.D;q.nIw> ~h,+ybey>ao tAcr>a;me ~t'êao yTic.B;qiw> ~yMiê[;h'-!mi ~t'Aa ybib.AvB. 39:27 
`~yBir; ~yIAGh; ynEy[el.  
39:27 evn tw/| avpostre,yai me auvtou.j evk tw/n evqnw/n kai. sunagagei/n (G
B,A: me; G
967: -)  
auvtou.j evk tw/n cwrw/n (G
B,A: tw/n evqnw/n; G
967: -) kai. a`giasqh,somai evn auvtoi/j evnw,pion 
(G
B,A: tw/n; G
967: -)  evqnw/n (G
967,A: + pollwn; G
B: -) 
Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.137) suggests that G
967’s ‘me’ minus “may be 
a copyist’s error, but on the other hand, ~ta ytcbq may have been read by 
haplography as ~ta #bq, the infinitive Piel, instead of the 1st sing. perfect”. 
MT says ~h,ybey>ao tAcr>a;me (‘from the lands of their enemies’), yet G
B,A say evk 
tw/n cwrw/n tw/n evqnw/n (‘from the countries of the nations’), which does not reflect 
MT’s ‘enemy’ (cf. 36:2 evcqro.j for MT’s bya). Wong (2002,  p.141), Zimmerli 
(1983,  p.295), and Ziegler (1977,  p.281) all give LXX as evcqrw/n (‘enemy’) here. 
Ziegler gives evcqrw/n as reading in V (and other Lucianic codices), then notes G
967 
omits, while others have tw/n evqnw/n (yet without specifying G
B,A). This is not noted by 
Wong or Zimmerli. Rahlf’s edition has evqnw/n here. Gehman (in Johnson et al., Page 238 
1938, p.137) does note G
B,A’s use of evqnw/n here, but attributes it to a “mistranslation”. 
This is likely, yet G
B,A using evqnw/n instead of evcqrw/n may reflect a situation of living in 
the Diaspora, down playing possible negative terms about other nations.  
Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.8 [cf. Gehman, p.137]) also suggests G
967’s 
minus of tw/n evqnw/n (or tw/n evcqrw/n) is probably due to homoeoteleuton [sic] saying it 
“may be due to twn cwrwn of proceeding [sic]  line” (similarly Ziegler). Yet Lust 
(2002a, p.388)  states “there is no homoioteleuton”, and curiously says that “here 
Ziegler’s critical edition has evcqrw/n as a plus. It is in agreement with MT and probably 
implies a correction towards MT”. Lust acknowledges most Greek MSS read evqnw/n 
rather than evcqrw/n. Yet Lust does not clarify why G
967 does not have either word. 
Therefore we stand with those seeing homoioteleuton for G
967’s minus.  
 MT  has  ~yBir; ~yIAGh; (‘many nations’). Zimmerli (1983, p.295) believes ~yBir; is a 
“secondary gloss” stating it “is not attested by G” (cf. Cooke, 1936, p.423). However, 
while G
B does not witness ~yBir;, scholars typically overlook that both G
967,A do witness 
~yBir; with pollw/n. This demonstrates that if ~yBir; was an MT gloss, it was early enough 
for even G
967 to witness it, and thus should have been in G
B. Therefore, it is curious that 
many, including Ziegler, omit pollw/n from their Greek texts. 
 
~yTis.N:kiw> ~yIêAGh;-la, ~t'ao ytiAlg>h;B. ~h,êyhel{a/ hw"hy> ynIa] yKi W[d>y"w> 39:28 
`~v' ~h,me dA[ rytiAa-al{w> ~t'+m'd>a;-l[; 
39:28 kai. gnw,sontai o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj o` qeo.j auvtw/n evn tw/| evpifanh/nai, me auvtoi/j 
evn toi/j e;qnesin 
MT says ~t'ao ytiAlg>h;B. (hiph. infin.; ‘when I led them into exile’; cf. v. 23), 
whereas LXX says evn tw/| evpifanh/nai, me (‘when I have been manifest’). Block 
(1998, p.478) suggests that “LXX treats the infinitive as a Niphal of hl'G" ‘to reveal’” 
(cf. ytiAlG"hiB.; Ezek. 21:29; 1Chr. 5:41). The context of the surrounding verses may give Page 239 
support to MT’s understanding as original (cf. v. 27 ‘in my bringing them back from the 
people’; v. 28 ‘in my exiling them to the nations’). On the other hand, these similarities 
with v. 27 could have influenced LXX to have “omitted them as repetitions … [as] in 
general, the translator does not hesitate to render ‘redundancies’” (Lust, 1986c, p.49). 
Lust (2002b, p.152) points out that “the Greek gives the verse a hopeful connotation; a 
similar effect is achieved by MT through the insert of a long plus” (see below). 
Zimmerli (1983, p.295) also believes LXX’s use of evpifai,nw “is connected” with MT’s 
plus not being in LXX’s Vorlage. The LXX translator, working with an unpointed text, 
and without MT’s plus, may have performed a wordplay giving a message of hope that 
they knew the LORD when he manifested himself to them in the nations. LXX’s 
‘manifest’ is not required with MT’s plus.  
As stated above, MT exhibits a long plus from ~yTis.N:kiw> (‘and I gathered them’) 
to the end of the verse. This is not clearly noted by Allen or Zimmerli. This plus may be 
a redundant repetition from v. 27. However, as Lust (1986c, p.48) states, “in general, 
the translator does not hesitate to render redundancies”. Therefore, LXX should have 
included this if it was in their Vorlage. Lust (1986c, p.51) covers this passage in detail 
and concludes that this phrase “is a late [MT] composition which was not yet attested in 
the Vorlage of the LXX”. Lust (1986c, p.53) proposes that all the issues in v. 28 need to 
be considered together, and are part of editorial work whereby “the editor added a 
section, taking position in the ongoing debate concerning the question whether everyone 
would be allowed to participate in the Return from the Diaspora”.
385 Lust (1986c, p.53) 
concludes that “the Greek text was probably based on a Vorlage differing from MT”.
386 
Block (1998, p.487) does not agree with Lust, instead suggesting “it is preferable to 
recognize the transitional significance of Ezekiel’s style”. Yet Block does not offer any 
                                                 
385 We note Lust’s (1986c, p.53) ‘disclaimer’ that “this attempt towards an interpretation is hypothetic.” 
386 Wong (2002, p.142) also agrees concluding “that v. 28b is a late addition which did not exist in the 
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explanation for this being minus in LXX. Block (1998, p.487) also stands against Lust’s 
later redaction proposal, that “the LXX version of Zech. 10:10, ‘And none of them will 
be left behind’ [is] in place of MT, ‘Till there is no room for them’”. Wong 
(2002, p.142) states that “the idea that God will leave no one behind in the day of 
restoration cannot be found elsewhere in the Hebrew text”. Then, in reference to LXX 
Zech. 10:10, Wong (2002, p.142) says this may itself be a late composition,
387 and that 
“this idea probably originated in the intertestamental period”, reflecting the same 
thought as a possible later Ezekiel redactor. Block (1998, p.487) acknowledges that this 
MT plus does “contain several stylistic surprises” (e.g., snk for #bq [both ‘gather’]; 
and  rty  [‘leftovers’]). Yet both Lust (1986c, p.47f; 2002b,  p.152) and Wong 
(2002, p.142) suggest that these very verbs indicate later, even intertestamental, usage, 
and use these to back their ‘later redactor’ theory. Lust (2002b, p.153) recently wrote, 
“most remarkable is the transforming formula ‘none will be left’, which elsewhere 
expresses total annihilation, into a formula expressing total salvation”. MT’s plus also 
includes their full regathering as part of how they will know the LORD is their God.  
This verse, as the ones surrounding it, exhibit evidence of an LXX Vorlage 
differing from MT, and both MT and LXX exhibit editorial activity most likely in 
conjunction with, or resulting from, the re-ordering of the chapter divisions.
388  
 
 tyBe-l[; yxiWr-ta, yTik.p;v' rv,a] ~h,+me yn:P' dA[ ryTis.a;-al{w> 39:29 
(All MT @) `hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> laeêr'f.yI 
39:29 kai. ouvk avpostre,yw (G
B,A: ouvke,ti; G
967:
 -) to. pro,swpo,n mou avpV auvtw/n avnqV ou- 
evxe,cea to.n qumo,n mou evpi. to.n oi=kon Israhl le,gei ku,rioj ku,rioj 
While MT says yxiWr-ta, yTik.p;v' (‘I poured out my Spirit’), LXX says evxe,cea to.n 
qumo,n mou (‘I have poured out my wrath’). Allen (1990b, p.202) suggests that LXX “is 
                                                 
387 For more on late dating of the 12 minor prophets see Siegert (2001) and Harl et al. (1988).  
388 This issue will be discussed in detail in a following chapter.  Page 241 
most probably an exegetical interpretation. It relates v 29ba to the past experience of 
judgement in defeat and exile, in reminiscence of vv 23-24 and also 36:17-19 that in v 
18 uses the phrase ytmh $pXaw ‘and I poured out my wrath’”. Block (1998, p.478f) 
also suggests that “LXX probably represents a harmonization with Ezekiel’s 
stereotypical phrase šāpak ḥēmâ, ‘to pour out wrath’”. Block (1998, p.488) sees MT’s 
xWr transforming “what had been for [Ezekiel] a stereotypical threat of judgment … 
into a glorious gospel message”, and says this MT phrase “signifies the ratification and 
sealing of the covenant relationship with his people”.
389 Along with Allen and Block, 
Wong (2002)  also proposes that LXX had xWr in their Vorlage but deliberately 
interpreted xWr as ‘anger’. Wong claims (2002,  p.143) that xWr is not mechanically 
translated with pneu/ma, ‘spirit/breath’ even in Ezekiel, and is given the meaning of 
‘anger’ in “Jdg 8,3; Eccl 10,4; Prov 16,32; Is 25,4; 33,11 … [and] elsewhere in LXX, 
xWr is translated as qumo,j in Job 15,13; Prov 18,14; 29,11; Zech 6,8; Is 59,19”.
390 Yet 
Wong does not mention that a translation of qumo,j for xWr is not found elsewhere in 
Ezekiel, which undermines his point.
391 Wong’s continued reasoning includes the 
witness of xWr in Targum, Vulgate, and Peshitta (however, we note these are late MSS); 
secondly, he refers to the contrasting themes in the preceding verses of a negative past 
when God refers to Israel’s sin (vv. 23-24), and a positive future when God considers 
                                                 
389 Lust (2002b, p.155) also states that “the Spirit poured out upon his people serves as a permanent 
witness of the eternal covenant of peace”.  
390 We may note in these examples only one has the LORD as subject: humans are the subject in Job 
15:13; Prov. 18:14, 29:11; and angelic in Zech. 6:8 (cf. v. 5); only in Isa. 59:19 do we find the LORD 
as subject. However, we may observe LXX having a number of exegetical interactions in this verse 
as evidenced by LXX’s use of two nouns the LORD’s xWr: ovrgh. and qumo,j. Thus we may suggest that 
Wong’s examples may not necessary contextually apply here.   
391 Lust (2002b, p.154) likewise observes that in the 52 occurrences of xWr, “the Greek equivalents are 
almost always either pneu/ma, or a[nemoj; pneu/ma is used e.g., in 3,14, even when there the context 
might allow a translation by qumo,j” (n.b., Wong had used Ezek. 3:14 as an example supporting the 
use of qumo,j). Page 242 
Israel’s future (vv. 25-28).
392 Wong (2002, p.144) proposes that both these perspectives 
are found in v. 29: the positive in v. 29a, and the negative in 29b, inspiring LXX’s use 
of qumo,j. Yet, the context of v. 29 MT may be ambiguous and influenced by how one 
interprets God’s pouring out (qal perfect) his xWr as a past negative action, or a past 
(even present) positive action. This ambiguous contextual reading may have influenced 
LXX which appears to have taken the ‘negative past’ interpretation.  
Wong’s third reasoning uses LXX’s Vorlage as evidenced in G
967, and correctly 
takes the chapter reorder, and resulting insertion of 36:23c-38 into consideration. Based 
on this observation, Wong (2002, p.144f) points out that “the promise of the giving of 
the spirit in 36,27 did not yet exist, and the promise of the spirit in 37,14 was yet to 
come after 39,29”.
393 Wong (2002, p.145) then uses this observation to propose rv,a] 
“has a causal meaning” (‘when’), and that ytkpv needs to be interpreted “as a prophetic 
past” (n.b., ‘evxe,cea’ is aorist). Wong (2002, p.145) also says “this interpretation would 
not be possible if he had read the text in the context of the original sequence of chapters 
…  and interpreted the word as ‘spirit’ for the reason just mentioned. The possible 
solution was to interpret xWr as qumo,j”. While not agreeing with Wong’s conclusion, 
Lust (2002b, p.154) agrees that “the Septuagint supports the causal interpretation”. Yet, 
contra Wong, Lust (2002b, p.154) observes that “xwr $pv with the Lord as subject is a 
hapax in Ezekiel .... however, the reference is always to the ‘spirit’ or pneu/ma, of the 
Lord: Joel 3,1, Zech 12,10, never to his ‘anger’”. We agree with Wong that the chapter 
reorder must be considered, yet we are not convinced xWr was in LXX’s Vorlage.   
                                                 
392 Also see Block (1997c, p.113f) for how 39:21-24 and vv. 25-29 parallel. 
393 Wong reads rather awkwardly in this last phrase, and may be best read omitting the ‘yet’. Wong 
intends to say that in the original the promise of the Spirit as found in LXX
P came after 39:29, and 
thus did not give a past context for xWr in 39:29 to refer back to, as happens with the received 
chapter order. Page 243 
Of significance, Symmachus says, kai. evkcew/ to. pneu/ma, mou evpi. to.u oi=kon 
VIsrah,l (‘and I will pour out my Spirit upon the house of Israel’), which reflects a 
‘positive’ interpretation for MT, and witnesses the presence of xWr in his Vorlage 
(Ziegler, 1977,  p.238). Also, rather than LXX’s aorist, Symmachus uses evkcew/  the 
‘indicative present’, which matches MT’s qal  perfect here. In addition, Symmachus 
translates rv,a] with kai,, making this an independent phrase.  
The primary issue is whether the earlier LXX translator had xWr in his Vorlage, 
as apparently the later Symmachus did. Lust (2002b,  p.153), speaking against the 
premise that xWr was in LXX’s Vorlage (cf. Allen, Block, Wong), states that “if in the 
Vorlage of the translator chapter 37 followed upon chapter 39, as indeed it does in p967, 
and given that the donation of the xWr, meaning ‘spirit, breath’, plays an important role 
in chapter 37, it is highly unlikely that he would have rendered xWr by qumo,j”. Lust 
maintains xWr in 37 still had an overarching influence upon 39:29 in the original chapter 
order as witnessed by G
967. As an alternative proposal, Lust believes LXX’s Vorlage 
had hmx (‘anger/wrath’), and not xWr, and that early MT editors deliberately changed 
the text from hmx to xWr when chapter 39 was still followed by 37. In his earlier work, 
Lust (1986c, p.53) proposed that “in verse 29 [the editor] replaced God’s ‘wrath’ by his 
‘spirit’ as a prelude to ch. 37 where the role of the spirit was prominent”.
394 Lust 
(2002b)  still holds to this position in his later work, written in response to those 
interacting with his proposal (e.g., Block, Wong).  
Overall, we are not convinced by the proposals that LXX used qumo,j for xWr, nor 
are we convinced xWr was in LXX’s Vorlage, otherwise surely they would have caught 
                                                 
394 Lust (1986c, p.53) says the MT editor did this change from ‘anger’ to ‘spirit’ here, and the change 
from ‘shame’ to ‘forget’ (v. 26), and MT’s long plus (v. 28), was to bring “more hopeful 
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this message of hope, especially with their use of ‘magnify’ in v. 28. Whilst accepting 
Lust’s proposal that MT emended from hmx to xWr, we question whether this took 
place before the chapter realignment. If before, we ask why LXX MSS witnessing MT’s 
chapter realignment, did not also adjust their wording here to ‘spirit’. We find two 
possibilities: firstly, LXX accepted the chapter order and just moved chapter 37 to 
before 38, also inserting 36:23c-38, yet without any individual word emendations made 
in MT, thus maintaining their traditional use of qumo,j here (witnessing an early Hebrew 
hmx). Alternatively, we propose the change in MT from hmx to xWr came after this 
chapter realignment, but before Symmachus. The chapter reorder caused 39:29 to be the 
final verse of the restoration block (36-39), and some later editor(s) may have decided 
this block should not end with the outpouring of God’s ‘wrath’, and so changed from 
hmx to xWr to now state the LORD was pouring out his Spirit, a positive and fitting 
statement to end the previous chapters and begin the rebuilding of the Temple (40-48). 
We now have both G
967 (pre–chapter realignment), and G
B,A (post–chapter 
realignment), all witnessing qumo,j which evidences hmx in their Vorlage, and then 
Symmachus witnessing the later editorial change to xWr with pneu/ma. Therefore, we 
have different Greek witnesses to the textual flux in ‘proto-MT’. We also see 
Symmachus’ use of kai. evkcew (independent phrase; indicative present) as further 
implicit evidence of this word change in MT. The theology of ‘will pour out my Spirit’ 
is certainly found in the ‘inserted pericope’ of 36:23c-38, especially in v. 27 (cf. 37:14), 
and MT’s word change to ‘my Spirit’ here would act as a theological inclusio with the 
inserted text, and of their placement for chapter 37 before the Gog chapters. This change 
may have been done at the same time as other later MT changes (e.g., the declarative 
formula in 36:23b; the change from lh'q' to lyIx:, in 37:10; ayfin" to %l,m, 37:22-24, and 
the many other MT plusses not witnessed in LXX [see Excursus below]). Page 245 
Therefore we have several variances in MT and LXX in the last pericope of 
chapter 39, just as we observed in the first verse of 37 in LXX (human bones), and in 
36:23b, all which may be seen to be due to the change in chapter order.  
  This chapter finishes after v. 29, where all three MT MSS have a petuḥah break. 
G
967 has its normal sense division ‘strokes’, but then has an unusual 4-5 letter gap 
before it starts chapter 37 on the same line. Both G
B,A begin chapter 40:1 on a new line; 
G
B leaves a 4 letter break at the end of the previous line (a relatively extensive gap for 
G
B); G
A finishes 39:29 about two-thirds across the line. Therefore, all representative 
MSS witness a major break in their own styles between 39:29 and the following 
chapter.  
 
6.6.  Excursus: Unique Plusses in Chapters 36-39 
There are a number of plusses through chapters 36-39, either single words or 
longer, which occur in only one (or two) of our representative manuscripts. We have 
discussed these unique plusses as they appeared in our examination of chapters 36-39, 
yet some bear further discussion here in an attempt to determine any underlying motif 
behind these plusses. There are four groups: firstly those unique to G
967, secondly those 
found in both MT and G
A, thirdly those unique to G
A, and fourthly, those unique to MT. 
These may represent stages in the development of the text. A degree of complexity 
surrounds these plusses, warranting further study than the investigation here which is 
concerned only with interpretive aspects.  
 
6.6.1.  Plusses Unique to G
967  
G
967 typically witnesses a text with very few plusses, and may well represent the 
Old Greek, and perhaps the Hebrew Urtext. Whilst G
967 has a few minor plusses, often 
one or two words as noted through our study of chapters 36-39, here we will focus on its Page 246 
two longer unique plusses. Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.14) claims these “are 
more or less stock phrases and may have been quoted from memory”.  
The first is at the end of Ezek. 38:20, i[na gnw/sin pa,nta ta. e;qnh evme. evn soi. 
evnw,pion auvtw/n (‘so that all the nations will know I am among you before them’). This 
appears to be a repeat of 38:16, but it lacks the important middle phrase (evn tw/| 
a`giasqh/nai,  ‘when I am sanctified’), supporting Johnson’s ‘quote from memory’ 
proposal. This plus provides an immediate reason for God’s action against Gog in the 
first part of this verse.   
G
967’s second unique plus is in Ezek. 39:4, ouv mh. bebhlwqh,setai to o[noma, to 
a[gion (‘will not profane the holy name’). This appears to be another repeated phrase, 
this time from 39:7 (cf. 20:39; 36:20, 21, 22; 39:7, 25). It again evidences a ‘quote from 
memory’ as it is minus the important distinction of ‘my’ [holy name]. This phrase 
comes directly after Gog has been told he will be struck down on the mountains of 
Israel, and gives immediate reason for this action. However, it interrupts the sentence 
flow that includes what will then happen to Gog and those with him.  
While these plusses may be ‘from memory’, rather than in the Vorlage, their 
insertion reveals a ‘holiness’ concern, firstly that the LORD will be known among the 
nations, and secondly, the protection of his name; both being common motifs in Ezekiel.   
 
6.6.2.  Plusses Unique to MT and G
A 
  Pluses unique to MT and G
A, that are not represented in G
967,B, were apparently 
added after G
967,B’s Vorlage, but in time to be included in G
A’s Vorlage. MasEzek’s 
witness to these plusses indicates they had their genesis with early Jewish communities. 
Their inclusion in G
A is no doubt due to a later recension, and the hexaplaric tradition of 
conformity to the Hebrew.   Page 247 
  Some of these MT/G
A plusses have a clarifying or intensifying purpose: 
‘behold’ 37:4; ‘sound’ 37:7; ‘wind/breath’ (as vocative) 37:9; ‘in them’ and ‘yn"doa] / 
avdwnai’ in 37:12; ‘saying’ 37:18; ‘Gog’ 38:3; the declarative formula in 36:23b clarifies 
the LORD’s involvement; ‘again’ 36:30 emphasises their hope they will not repeat their 
past tragedies in the land; and ‘all’ 37:22 clarifies there will be one leader for ‘all’.  
  However, others have a discernible theological purpose. In 37:23 both have two 
plusses enlarging their sins: firstly, ‘in their detestable things (MT) / wrong’ (G
A), and 
secondly, ‘in their rebellion (MT) / offence’ (G
A). In 36:18 we find a longer plus that 
echoes priestly concerns, ‘for the blood they had poured on the land, and with their 
dung pellets (MT) idols’ (G
A). Then there is another longer plus in 37:25, ‘and their 
children and children’s children forever’, which expresses their concern for longevity in 
the land.  
 
6.6.3.  Plusses Unique to G
A.  
  The few plusses unique to G
A (not represented in MT nor G
967,B), often expand 
the restorative work. G
A frequently adds ‘pa,nta’: 37:21 Israel’s gathering will be from 
all the nations (also in G
B); 37:23 ‘in all their kingdoms’; 39:7 the knowledge of the 
LORD in ‘all nations’; 39:14, 15 they will search all the land. In 36:3, G
A adds ‘the 
nations’, giving identity to ‘those around’, and the source of the hatred against them. 
There are two plusses in G
A that show deeper theological thought, such as its ‘repeated’ 
line in 36:17, emphasising their uncleanliness, and its zwh/j plus in 37:10 (breath of life).     
 
6.6.4.  Plusses Unique to MT 
We also find a few plusses in MT Ezek. 36-39 that are not witnessed in any 
representative LXX MSS. It is difficult to find any reason why LXX would omit these, 
especially as some have solid theological content. This suggests they were added after Page 248 
the  Vorlage for our representative LXX MSS. Significantly, where extant, we find 
witness for these later plusses with Aquila, Symmachus and/or Theodotion.  
Some of the unique MT plusses expand, emphasise or clarify the text: in 36:5, 
bb'le-lK' expands the attitude of the plunderers regarding their ‘contempt’; in 36:7 the 
declarative oath and oath formula (al{-~ai) emphasises the LORD’s action;
395 in 36:8 
MT clarifies that God’s people are laer'f.yI. This clarification is also seen in 37:12 where 
yMi[; gives specific identity to those whose graves are being opened; hT'a;w> in 37:16 
clarifies Ezekiel as the object of God’s command; %l,m,l. in 37:22 emphasises one king 
for all; the phrase ‘and I will turn you back, and I will put hooks into your jaws’ in 38:4 
clarifies how the LORD will move Gog; lAdG" in 38:13 emphasises the extent the 
community has suffered; ~yaiB.NIh; in 38:17 reinforces the action of the prophets; yr:h' in 
38:21 clarifies the battle’s locale; lK' in 39:25, 26 emphasises ‘all’ their treachery; and 
‘I will gather them to their own land, not leaving any behind’ in 39:28 answers concerns 
about being left behind in the exile.  
A few unique MT plusses express priestly concerns: Wrp'W Wbr'w> in 36:11, and 
~t'Aa ytiyBer>hiw> ~yTit;n>W in 37:26, both echo the priestly blessing upon the restorative 
order; dA[ ylivik.t;-al{ in 36:15 may also echo a priestly concern that the land does not 
cause them to stumble again; and ~yrIb.[oh' in 39:14, 15 may express priestly concern 
that those ‘travelling’ through the land perform the burial, and so the people of Israel are 
not defiled by touching the dead.  
While not plusses, we also include a few places where MT most likely changed 
the text as a result of the chapter reorder. These include the later insertion of the 
                                                 
395 See our discussions for 36:7, and 37:22, where these ‘plusses’ may have been in the text but ignored 
by the translator.  
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declarative formula in 36:23b; the change from lh'q' to lyIx: in 37:10; from ayfin" to %l,m, 
in 37:22-24; and from hmx to xWr in 39:29. In these places, LXX may be found to 
reflect the original, leaving MT as the interpretive text.  
 
6.6.5.  Summary of Unique Plusses 
These plusses may reveal different stages in the growth of the text. Both G
967 
and G
B witness a Vorlage without the later plusses, suggesting they reflect the original 
Greek more than G
A; yet while G
B reflects the chapter order and inserted pericope 
(36:23c-38) redaction, G
967 appears to reflect the Old Greek. The MT plusses witnessed 
by G
A show evidence of further textual editing, but early enough for G
A to include 
them. The plusses unique to G
A, and plusses unique to MT, suggest that both the 
Hebrew and Greek texts had further separate textual development. The unique MT 
plusses are frequently represented in MasEzek, creating timeline difficulties, especially 
considering G
A as a post-Hexapla MS. This may suggest that all LXX MSS, including 
G
A, drew on an earlier Hebrew parent text than MasEzek. We also noted a few places 
where MT may be found to have likely performed later interpretive word change as 
support for the chapter reorder. As noted above, all these issue require further 
examination covering the whole book and is outside the concern of the present 
investigation.  
6.7.  Overall Summary: Chapter 6  
Ezekiel Chapter 39 continues the Gog epic, yet focuses upon the battle’s 
aftermath with the clean up by people and animals, and on Gog’s burial place. The last 
thematic section of chapter 39 declares Israel’s sin as the reason for the exile (vv. 21-
24), and that the restoration of Israel will happen because the LORD has compassion for 
his people, and because he is jealous for his holy name (v. 25).  Page 250 
Chapter 39 contains four oracles that continue from the five oracles found in 
chapter 38, giving a total of nine oracles between chapters 39-39. These nine oracles 
follow MT’s sense divisions. In chapter 38 oracles are discerned by the object of the 
LORD’s speech, yet here in chapter 39 they are also discerned thematically as the 
addressee is at times difficult to determine. Two oracles (6
th, and 8
th) have a small 
‘excursus’, where the LORD changes from the current addressees, to give a general 
declaration regarding his actions. We propose the following outline for chapter 39:   
6
th Oracle: vv. 1-10: The LORD tells Ezekiel what to say to Gog about his 
gathering and demise. 
Excurses (vv. 6-10): The LORD declares what he will do, why, and the 
7 year clean up. 
7
th Oracle: vv. 11-16: The LORD declares Gog’s burial place (Hamon Gog; 
Hamonah) and the resulting 7 month cleansing of the land. 
8
th Oracle: vv. 17-24: The LORD’s declaration, through Ezekiel, of his sacrifice to 
the birds and animals. 
Excurses (vv. 21-24): The LORD declares Israel’s sin as the reason for 
the exile. 
9
th Oracle: vv. 25-29: The LORD declares his holy name as the reason for the 
restoration of Israel. 
 
  As in chapter 38, LXX maintains the transliteration of ‘Gog’, which also keeps 
the ambiguity of Gog’s identity; likewise LXX keeps ‘Rhos’ as a proper noun of an 
ethnic group. LXX’s use of ‘Gog’ for MT’s ‘Magog’ (v. 6) may suggest LXX used 
these names interchangeably.  
Again, as in previous chapters, we found LXX interacting in chapter 39 with the 
Hebrew text. LXX smooths the Hebrew in a few places: v. 4 ‘birds’; v. 7 G
B,A adjust 
MT’s syntax; v. 9 LXX telescopes two Hebrew verbs into one. In v. 4 LXX ‘intensified’ 
the Hebrew (cf. ‘strike’ to ‘destroy’ bows). 
We also found LXX exegeting or interpreting the Hebrew, such as in v. 4 where 
LXX appears to interpret the purpose for Gog’s assembly as destruction; in v. 11 LXX Page 251 
uses evpe,rcomai, a word that can have a hostile meaning. In v. 21 LXX changed MT’s 
revealing of God’s glory ‘in the nations’ to ‘in you’ (i.e., in the birds and animals at the 
sacrificial feast). In v. 6 LXX transforms declaration of judgment into salvation 
message, which appears to reveal a difference in eschatological view for the coastlands. 
This shift in eschatology was also found in v. 22 where LXX changes MT’s ‘that day’ 
to ‘this day’, suggesting LXX interpreted events around them as fulfilment of the 
prophecy (i.e., with the Seleucids or Romans). In v. 23 LXX interprets MT’s ‘they acted 
unfaithfully’ to ‘they rejected me’ (and his laws), in a similar way to previous chapters 
where we saw LXX interpreting the heart behind MT’s action. Whilst some (e.g., 
Allen), see LXX interpreting MT’s xWr as ‘wrath’ in v. 29, we suggested LXX’s 
Vorlage had hmx (‘wrath’), and not xWr; MT changed to xWr after the chapter reorder to 
give a message of hope, as the reordered chapter flow now goes from this verse into the 
construction of the Temple (40-48).
396 
We observed priestly concern in the 7
th Oracle (vv. 11-16) regarding the burial 
of Gog, and the cleansing of the land. LXX interpretively interacts with Gog’s burial 
and cleansing of the land; in v. 11, MT’s focus is on the location of Gog’s burial place 
in Israel, yet LXX’s focus is interpreting those who will be buried in Gog’s ‘place of 
renown in Israel’. Again, in v. 11, LXX exegetes MT to state that the mass burial place 
of Gog and ‘those coming to the sea’ will be to the extent that it will ‘dam up the 
valley’, and as such will be ‘a place of renown’. LXX transliterates the burial place as 
to. gai (‘the Gai’), rather than interpreting it, suggesting this place was known to the 
reader (v. 11, 15). LXX says the burial place will be called Polua,ndrion (‘mass burial 
place’), for hn"Amh] (‘Hamonah’ or ‘multitude’) (vv. 11, 16).  In v. 11 LXX uses mnhmei/on 
(‘memorial’) rather than ta,foj (‘grave/tomb’), again suggesting Gog’s burial place as 
                                                 
396 We must remember that prior to the chapter reorder this verse led into the resurrection of the Dry 
Bones (cf. Chapter 7: Papryus G
967).  
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known to the reader. MT’s twice plus of ~yrIb.[oh' (vv. 14, 15) may indicate priestly 
concern that the burial will be done by those ‘travelling’ through the land, and not by 
the people of Israel, lest they be defiled by touching the dead.   
We examined two possible LXX wordplays, perhaps resulting from working 
with an unpointed text. In v. 11, LXX either misread ~v' as ~ve, or performed a 
wordplay to change from ‘a place there’ to ‘a place of renown’. Then in v. 28, LXX 
may have performed a wordplay changing MT’s ‘exile’ to ‘manifest’ and giving a 
message of hope that the LORD will be manifest to them in the nations.  
We observed where LXX used the passive: firstly in v. 7 where the passive 
avoided the first person singular used by MT, perhaps due to the practice of 
circumlocution that avoids the name of God; and secondly, in v. 23 LXX’s passive has 
the action of exile done to Israel.   
There was one occurrence in 39:12 that echoes the ritual cleansing concerns of 
Numbers, a book that we suggested in discussing chapter 36 the writer and translator 
both were aware of. The other aspects of ritually cleansing the land may also evidence 
awareness of Numbers.  
We also observed a number of plusses. LXX’s pa,nta plus in this block (38:12, 
16; 39:7, 14, 23) often intensifies the situation. MT twice has ‘lk’ as plus, to indicate 
that the restoration of Israel implies the union of all tribes” (cf. vv. 25, 26). G
967 has a 
unique plus in v. 4 (cf. holy name); and MT also has a long plus in v. 28, that none 
would be left in the exile. We also observed a number of ‘adjustments’ by Symmachus 
towards MT (vv. 11, 16, 18, 25, 26, 29).  
Finally, we briefly examined the plusses unique to G
967, G
A, MT and G
A and to 
MT alone in chapters 36-39. These evidence different development stages of the text, 
and reveals a text in a state of flux. MasEzek’s witness to unique plusses MT show that Page 253 
the later Masoretes were not innovators with their texts but faithfully transmitted what 
they received. 
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7.0.  Chapter 7: Papyrus 967  
7.1.  Introduction: Papyrus 967  
One LXX manuscript worth discussing in detail, due to its uniqueness and 
antiquity, is Papyrus 967 (G
967). This particular papyrus is dated from the late 2
nd to 
early 3
rd century CE, and therefore pre-hexaplaric (Johnson in Johnson et al., 
1938,  p.5). The main body of this papyrus was discovered in the early 1930s, and is 
considered Egyptian in origin; however, the origin of its parent text is uncertain. G
967 
originally contained (in order) Ezekiel, Daniel, Susanna and Bel, Esther (Johnson in 
Johnson et al., 1938, p.3).
397  
G
967 is located today in several places. Significantly for us, most of chapters 19-
39 (on 21 leaves, i.e., 42 pages) are located in the John H. Scheide collection at 
Princeton University. The Scheide collection finishes at the beginning of 37:4, which 
follows chapter 39 in an order different from all other LXX and MT MSS.
398 The 
remainder of chapter 37 (37:4-28), along with other fragments, is located in Madrid, 
published by Fernández Galiano (1971). Most of chapters 11:25-17:21 (on 8 leaves or 
16 pages) is in the Chester Beatty collection, Dublin, and published by F.G. Kenyon 
(1937). Other substantial fragments (none from chapters 36-39) are located in Cologne 
and were published by L.G. Jahn (1972). Kenyon (1937, p.viii) says that “the Ezekiel 
hand is large, square in build, with well-rounded curves … It is very clear, but heavy 
and by no means elegant, unevenly written and spaced, and plainly not the work of a 
trained professional scribe”. Yet Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.5) states that “the 
text was written by the same hand throughout in clear and carefully formed uncials”. He 
                                                 
397 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.2) notes that “the only other example of the order—Ezekiel, 
Daniel, Esther—is in Alexandrinus”. Lust (1981a, p.517) notes that “the text of the latter books was 
written by another hand”. 
398 Ziegler’s critical edition of Ezekiel chapters 36-39 takes G
967 into account. The first edition of the 
Göttingen LXX edited by Ziegler (1952) utilised the Chester Beatty and Scheide portions, while the 
2
nd ed (1977) now has an appendix by Fraenkel with details of the other portions. Page 255 
(in Johnson et al., 1938, p.7) also claims that “actual mistakes in copying seem to be 
comparatively few”.
399  
Our special interest in G
967 is due to its unique chapter order, where the material 
that is traditionally recognised as chapter 37 appears in this MS after chapter 39. In 
addition, G
967 is minus 36:23c-38. This chapter order and significant minus are not 
witnessed in any other extant Hebrew or Greek MSS. The only other textual witness for 
this chapter order and minus is the Vetus Latina Codex Wirceburgensis (W) (ca. 6
th 
century C.E.). Although Codex W is later, it nevertheless “represents one of the two 
earliest and best preserved Vetus Latina manuscripts of Ezekiel” (Block, 1998, p.338). 
Lust (1981a, p.518) observes that W “is not directly dependent upon the Greek papyrus” 
[of  G
967] and [n.8] “does not follow Pap. 967 in its many omissions through 
parablepsis”. Block (1998, p.338) agrees, commenting that because Codex W “does not 
follow Papyrus 967 in many of its omissions [this] suggests it represents an independent 
textual witness” [to the chapter order and minus]. Kase (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.47), 
referring to W, claims that “the original translation of the Old Latin version was made 
from a text closely resembling that of the Scheide papyri and probably of Egyptian 
origin”. The significance for us is that we have two different trajectory witnesses to the 
unique chapter order and the minus of 36:23c-38. If we follow Kase, both trajectories 
have similar parentage, which may be the Hebrew Urtext, yet certainly a parentage 
before the chapter reorder and insertion of 36:23c-38 found in other MSS.  
Therefore, we suggest that G
967 is not an innovative or maverick text, but 
representative of an existing textual tradition. The extent of this tradition is a matter of 
debate and will be discussed throughout this chapter.  
Codex Vaticanus (G
B), which is also pre-hexaplaric in text form, does contain 
the ‘omitted’ pericope, and has the received chapter order. While the Scheide portion of 
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G
967 (chapters 19-39) shares many textual agreements with G
B, “there are some 660 
variants [with G
B] in these 42 pages of text [which] shows that one or [the] other has 
diverged far from their common ancestor” (Johnson in Johnson et al., 1938, p.35). Most 
of these variants are minor. Interestingly, the Scheide portion has “550 variants not 
found in any other uncial MS …. [and] the new text is noteworthy for omissions, and 
there are ca. 55 examples of words or phrases found in other uncials with have been 
omitted in Sch[eide]” (Johnson in Johnson et al., 1938, p.18).
400 Johnson (in Johnson et 
al., 1938, pp.21-33) provides a list of “the readings of the Scheide text which are not 
found in any of the uncials” and concludes that G
967 is closer to G
B than to Codex 
Alexandrinus (G
A). Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.33) notes that “Variants from A 
only 441; agreements with A only 95; Variants from B only 129; agreements with B 
only 168”. This suggests that the later G
A, which appears to have been influenced by 
Origen’s Hexapla, is further removed from the Old Greek (OG) and Hebrew Urtext than 
the earlier G
967 and G
B. We also suggest that while G
967 is more closely aligned with 
G
B than G
A, it nevertheless witnesses a textual trajectory and tradition different from 
G
B and G
A.  
It appears that G
967 represents a tradition closest to the Old Greek (OG). As 
Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.40) says, this MSS is “undoubtedly older than any 
other MS, [and] it probably represents the original LXX better than others”. Lust 
(1981c, p.45) agrees, saying G
967 is the “earliest witness of the prehexaplaric Septuagint 
of Ezekiel”. Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.79) claims that  
of all our Greek MSS, the Scheide text of Ezekiel appears to be closest to the 
original LXX … the original LXX must have been closer to the Hebrew than [G]B 
would imply. The authority of [G]B as our best source for the original Septuagint 
must yield to this new evidence.  
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Gehman appears to imply that G
967 represents the Hebrew Urtext closer than other 
extant LXX MSS.
401 Following his discussion on the ‘Nomen Sacrum’ in G
967, Kase (in 
Johnson et al., 1938, p.51) concluded that “the earliest certain evidence for the revision 
of the Hebrew is furnished according to the Scheide papyri and the Old Latin”.
402 Lust 
(1981a, p.525) also claims that G
967 represents not only the earliest LXX Ezekiel, but 
also the Hebrew Vorlage, stating that 36:23c-38 “probably was not part of his Hebrew 
Vorlage”.  
Tov (1999d, p.409) challenges Lust’s view that G
967 reflects an accurate Hebrew 
Vorlage, stating, “This is a far reaching assumption”. While G
967 may be the oldest 
Greek MS, and perhaps the best witness to the original LXX (OG), this does not 
necessarily equate to being a witness of the Hebrew Vorlage. Although G
967 is the 
earliest known extant LXX witness of Ezekiel, we must ask whether ‘older’ and 
‘shorter’ always equates to ‘better’ or ‘more accurate’, as it is often easier to explain 
why a longer text is later. Block (1998, p.342) comments that “a text’s antiquity is not 
necessarily a sign of either originality or superiority”. If G
967 is an accurate 
representation of the original LXX, we would normally expect to find other witnesses in 
subsequent LXX MSS. Instead G
967 stands alone amongst extant Greek texts.
403 As 
Block (1998,  p.340) comments, “if the absence of this section [36:23c-38] were 
original, it is remarkable that it is preserved in only one Greek manuscript and an 
obscure Latin text”. Likewise, if G
967 is the best witness to the Hebrew Vorlage, we 
would expect a supporting Hebrew witness; yet MasEzek, the earliest extant Hebrew 
text, supports MT.  
                                                 
401 Gehman (in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.77) states that because of the various ways G
967 follows the 
Hebrew it “helps to confirm the authority of the Massoretic tradition”.  
402 G
967 typically uses only a single Divine Name, as does the Old Latin, whereas all other extant MSS 
typically use a double, occasionally a triple, Divine Name.  
403 This remains the case even with the Latin witness of W to the unique chapter order and pericope minus 
which evidences a different parent than G
967.  Page 258 
This textual evidence and the resulting problems require a detailed investigation 
of G
967 and its relationship with other Hebrew and Greek MSS to determine possible 
reasons for its unique chapter order and the significant minus of 36:23c-38. We will 
begin with an investigation into various proposals for this minus. Then we will examine 
possible reasons for G
967’s unique chapter order. Following this, we will look at other 
evidences that this pericope is a later insert, including its unique linguistic styles, and a 
possible liturgical genesis. We will also consider a possible eschatological proposal for 
the revised chapter order and insertion of this pericope. We then will consider other 
evidence external to Ezekiel supporting the view that G
967 reflects the Old Greek and 
perhaps the Urtext, including Daniel, Revelation and Targum Num. 11:26. We will then 
consider the theological significance and timeframe for the chapter reorder and insertion 
of this pericope into other MSS. 
 
7.2.  G
967’s ‘Missing’ Pericope of 36:23c-38  
One of the issues often discussed regarding G
967 is the ‘missing’ pericope of 
36:23c-38 that deals with the gift of the new heart and new spirit. The question is 
whether this pericope was omitted by some form of scribal error, or if G
967 actually 
represents a true picture of the Greek Vorlage, and perhaps the Hebrew Urtext. If the 
latter is the case, then this pericope is ‘plus’ in all other extant Greek and Hebrew MSS.  
 
7.2.1.  Omission by parablepsis  
The occurrence of parablepsis in G
967 is well established. Johnson (in Johnson 
et al., 1938, pp.7-8) found 17 instances of homoioteleuton or parablepsis in the Scheide 
section covering chapters 19-39, including the minus of 36:23c-38.  
Those proposing parablepsis suggest that G
967’s scribe, after finishing kai. 
gnw,sontai in 36:23b then transferred his eyes to the closing words kai. gnw,sontai o[ti Page 259 
evgw. ku,rioj in 36:38. The ‘catch words’ for the scribe would have been kai. gnw,sontai 
…….. ku,rioj in vv. 23 and 38. Therefore G
967 finishes this verse, and the chapter, with 
kai. gnw,sontai ta. e;qnh o[ti evgw, eivmi ku,rioj. The question is, how could this have 
happened?  
Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.8) suggests that 36:23c-38 possibly filled its 
own leaf, and that the scribe “overlooked an entire leaf” by parablepsis. While Johnson 
suggests that this pericope existed on its own leaf in the scribe’s parent text, we propose 
that at some point the scribe would have realised this ‘theologically rich’ pericope was 
minus in his work and then corrected his oversight.
404 
Filson (1943) and Wevers (1969) also see parablepsis due to homoioteleuton. 
Like Johnson, Filson (1943, p.28) states “the scribe was frequently guilty of skipping 
phrases or larger groups of words”. However, he (1943, p.31) does admit that “it is 
obvious that so large an omission as fifteen verses is not an ordinary scribal error”. 
Filson (1943, p.31) proposes several possibilities, including G
967’s parent text being “in 
the form of a scroll, [and] the scribe may have omitted several columns”, but he admits 
this “is difficult to explain”. Alternatively, he (1943, p.31) suggests G
967’s parent text 
was a codex and “the open codex presented several columns, within which the omitted 
section was contained, or a page was turned by error, or a sheet was lost”. Filson’s 
suggestion here reflects Johnson’s. We should also note Irwin’s (1943, p.63) argument 
against parablepsis: by his calculations, this pericope would have filled “the bulk of a 
page and three-quarters”. Irwin’s calculations are a bit smaller than Johnson’s ‘single 
leaf’ above; if correct, this pericope would therefore have formed fewer words than an 
entire leaf.
405 
                                                 
404 Our proposal assumes the scribe had read ahead at some point and was familiar with the text of 
Ezekiel, and was not dealing with the text for the very first time.  
405 Each leaf in this papyrus was written on both back and front, forming two pages of text. If Irwin’s 1¾ 
page calculation is correct, then the remaining ¼ page would have included text, and would therefore 
have also been omitted; yet there is no witness of more than this pericope being minus in any MS. Page 260 
We may also wonder how a scribe’s eyes could ‘jump’ such a large section 
covering 1,451 letters.
406 The size must be considered as an argument against 
parablepsis. Lust (1981a, p.520) points out that “a long omission such as 36:23c-38, 
amounting to 1451 letters, is very unusual. The longest omission through parablepsis in 
the papyrus appears to add up to 266 letters (12:26-28), and the average is ± 20 letters”. 
Block (1998, p.399), agrees, saying that “an omission of 1,451 letters is too long for an 
accidental skip of the scribe’s eye; an omission of this length is unprecedented in the 
papyrus”. 
Although it can be demonstrated that G
967 has a number of smaller minuses by 
parablepsis, Lust (1981a, p.520) concludes that “36:23c-38 was not omitted by accident 
and add that even the most absent-minded scribe would not have easily overlooked a 
passage with such theological richness”. Lust’s point has further merit when we take 
into account that 36:23c states evn tw/| a`giasqh/nai, me evn u`mi/n katV ovfqalmou.j auvtw/n. It 
is difficult to imagine a scribe accidentally omitting such a strong statement about 
Israel’s exultation before their enemies. In addition, v. 38 does not have ta. e;qnh, … 
eivmi, which should have indicated to the scribe that he had skipped some verses.  
Therefore we should be cautious in ascribing parablepsis to this extended 
pericope, especially by the accidental turning of a leaf, when we do not know the 
structure of the parent text. Zimmerli (1983, p.242) concludes that “the omission … as a 
simple copyist’s error due to homoioteleuton is not convincing either”. We agree that 
the  parablepsis proposal is unconvincing, and therefore we turn to other proposals 
seeking to explain the absence of this pericope in G
967.  
 
                                                 
406 The letter count of 1,451 is based on this pericope as found in G
B.  Page 261 
7.2.2.  Omission in Vorlage 
As the parablepsis proposal has been shown to be inadequate to explain such a 
large minus, this leads to another possibility that, rather than resulting from scribal 
error, this pericope was minus in G
967’s parent text. Lust (1981a, p.521) firmly states 
that “the scribe of Pap. 967 did not overlook the section in question. He simply did not 
find it in the MS he was copying”. There are two possible explanations for this pericope 
to have been missing from G
967’s parent text. Firstly, it was originally there, but was 
absent for some reason at the time of copying; or secondly, that this pericope was never 
in G
967’s parent text, nor its textual history, giving us an accurate representation of 
LXX’s Vorlage, and perhaps of the Hebrew Urtext. We must therefore investigate both 
possibilities covering how a pericope of this size could be minus in G
967’s parent text.  
Although Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.8) includes 36:23c-39 in his 
parablepsis list (suggesting the scribe overlooked an entire leaf), he alternatively 
suggests that “the leaf was missing” in the parent text at the time of copying. Johnson 
came to this conclusion by a letter-size comparison of the other leaves in this MSS, and 
proposed that this missing pericope would have occupied its own leaf in the parent 
codex covering 3 columns each page.
407 However, he (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.10) 
admits that this proposal is not without its problems, including “the fact that we possess 
no early Greek codex on papyrus with such narrow columns”. This seriously 
undermines his proposal. Secondly, we have already noted Irwin’s (1943,  p.63) 
different calculation of 1¾ pages for this pericope in the parent text. Thus it is unlikely 
that this pericope filled just the one leaf (i.e., two full pages). Therefore again this 
suggestion is left wanting. Yet, for the sake of a thorough investigation, we will still 
                                                 
407 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.8) based this on his calculations that this pericope “would fill 6 
columns of 24 lines with 10 letters to a line…. This leaf, if it existed, contained 3 columns on a 
page”.  Page 262 
examine the possibility of a leaf containing this pericope being absent from G
967’s 
Vorlage.  
 
7.2.2.1.  Omission in Vorlage by Lectionary Use. 
If a missing leaf in G
967’s parent text is a possible option, we must ask why. 
Referring to Thackeray’s (1903a,  p.408) proposal that this pericope was a popular 
lectionary in the early church and synagogue,
408 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.9) 
suggests that “possibly because the passage was a favourite [in Egypt], the leaf 
containing these verses had been abstracted from the original codex and had never been 
replaced”. If this is correct, the leaf would have been absent from the parent text, and so 
not before the scribe at the time of copying, and therefore not transmitted into G
967.  
Although this suggestion has some initial merit, it continues the presumption 
that this pericope existed on one leaf, a point we previously found unlikely. 
Furthermore, it does not take into account G
967’s unique chapter order, nor does it 
account for an inattentive scribe ‘forgetting’ that such a supposedly popular lectionary 
piece was missing from its original context. We conclude that this proposal is unlikely.   
 
7.2.2.2.  Omission in Egyptian MSS 
It has long been noted that this pericope is written in a later proto-Theodotion 
style. Seeking to explain this, Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.9) suggests that 
“[G
967] or its archetype was current in Egypt in the second century, and in all these 
versions we may assume that chap. xxxvi. 24-38 was omitted”. He (in Johnson et al., 
1938, p.9) then proposes that a later LXX reviser, noting the minus, “took the version of 
Theodotion and inserted it boldly into the text … all later texts of the LXX have 
                                                 
408 Note that Thackeray did not know this pericope was minus in G
967. His lectionary proposal sought to 
explain the Theodotion styled Greek in this pericope. See ‘Omission by Lectionary Use’ below for 
more of Thackeray’s proposal. Page 263 
evidently been derived from this revised text”.
409 Significantly, he (in Johnson et al., 
1938, p.10) later includes a suggestion by Kase that this passage was “lacking in the 
Hebrew text used by the translator, and that the earliest Greek texts circulating in Egypt 
did not have these verses”. 
Yet, this appears to be a modification of Johnson’s above-mentioned 
‘parablepsis’ proposal. Here, instead of occurring in G
967 (or its parent text), the 
parablepsis occurred earlier, and was followed by Egyptian LXX MSS. It is also 
problematic how a ‘Theodotion’ style pericope, replacing a (‘parablepsis’) minus in an 
Egyptian MS, now exists in all other extant LXX MSS. While this proposal does 
provide a possible answer for the unique Greek in this pericope, it does not address the 
unique Hebrew vocabulary.
410 It also does not address G
967’s unique chapter order, a 
factor that must be considered in conjunction with the minus.    
Having said this, we note Kase’s proposal, as presented by Johnson, that this 
pericope was absent from the translator’s Hebrew text, as this supports the findings of 
others such as Lust. However, in agreement with Lust, we propose that this minus was 
not just confined to Egyptian MSS, but that it was never in the Hebrew Urtext, and 
therefore never in LXX’s Vorlage. Before we investigate this proposal, there is one 
more suggestion from a prominent scholar that should be examined.  
 
7.2.3.  Omission by Accident 
Rather than accepting the above proposals of omission by parablepsis or 
Vorlage,
 Block (1998, p.340)
 411 proposes that “an accidental loss of a leaf or two seems 
more likely”. However, unlike Johnson or Irwin, Block does not state how he calculates 
                                                 
409 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.9) does not believe the reviser was Origen as G
B contains this 
passage. Furthermore, he notes that “Evidently Origen knew only this revised version, and never 
observed that the passage was borrowed from a source other than the original LXX” (Johnson, in 
Johnson et al., 1938, p.11).  
410 See our ‘Linguistic Variances’ below. 
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that this pericope occupied ‘two leafs’ (or four pages). This leaves his proposal 
appearing rather vague, especially given Johnson’s calculation of one full leaf, and 
Irwin’s of 1¾ page (less than one leaf). Block (1998, p.340) also does not suggest how 
this ‘accidental’ loss took place, but with regard to the linguistic style he says that 
“those responsible for the transmission of the LXX recognized the gap and filled it with 
a reading that bears remarkable resemblance to Theodotion’s text-form”. Interestingly, 
he uses ‘gap/filled’ to avoid any concept of ‘inserted’. Block, perhaps unwittingly, 
places this proposed ‘Theodotion-filled’ LXX MS as the Vorlage to subsequent LXX 
MSS. Again this explanation does not provide an answer to the later-styled Hebrew in 
this pericope, a factor which must be considered together with the Theodotion-styled 
Greek. The different linguistic Hebrew style suggests this pericope was minus also in an 
earlier Hebrew text. Block’s ‘accidental loss’ proposal also does not provide any 
explanation for the unique chapter order of G
967, a factor that must be considered 
together with this pericope minus.     
 
7.2.4.  Summary for ‘Omission’  
We have examined the main omission proposals for 36:23c-38 in G
967, including 
scribal error by parablepsis, or the absence of a leaf (or two) in G
967’s parent text by 
either lectionary or accident. However, we did not find any of the above proposals to be 
satisfactory. The ‘absent’ proposals presume that this pericope occupied one leaf, a 
doubtful size that is unmatched in antiquity. If Irwin’s (1943, p.63) 1¾ page calculation 
is correct, we must ask why we do not find the text on the remaining ¼ page also 
omitted from G
967. We also find little support for the idea that this pericope was missing 
from just Egyptian MSS, with the Theodotion replacement then found in all subsequent 
MSS. None of these suggestions indicate how long this pericope was supposedly 
‘missing’ from the Egyptian Greek MSS, before some later transmitter reinstated the Page 265 
pericope with a style resembling Theodotion; we do know it is minus in G
967 and most 
likely its parent text. In addition, none of the proposals discussed so far consider how 
these textual differences occurred in the separate Latin witness of W. One may be able 
to present these proposals for one MS, but the likelihood of these same textual 
differences occurring in a separate witness seriously questions any scribal error or 
accidental loss. We can agree with Lust (1981a, p.519) that “it can now be accepted as 
proven that the omission of 36:23c-38 was not purely a scribal error”. Finally, these 
proposals do not consider G
967’s unique chapter order. We now turn to examine this 
major textual difference, and seek to determine if this had any influence on the status of 
this pericope.  
 
7.3.  G
967’s Unique Chapter Order 
Both the ‘missing’ pericope and the unique chapter order need to be considered 
together. When considered separately, one may arrive at two separate proposals. A 
better solution would be to search for a proposal providing a plausible answer to both 
textual issues.  
Curiously, most scholars do not enter into detailed discussion of G
967’s unique 
chapter order. Some even ignore this major textual variant, focusing only on possible 
reasons for the ‘missing’ pericope, and therefore arriving at the various scribal error 
proposals previously discussed.
412  
Spottorno ([1981] cited in McGregor, 1985, p.19) claims “the arrangement and 
omission in 967 could be … easily explained on the grounds of accidental damage to 
                                                 
412 One would not know of G
967’s unique chapter order from Allen’s (1990)  commentary. Block 
(1998, pp.338-442) briefly mentions the different order but offers no explanation, other than to say 
“the present arrangement of 36:23c-38 and ch. 37 follows a typical Ezekielian pattern of raising a 
subject, only to drop it immediately, and then returning to it for fuller development in a subsequent 
oracle”. Block defends the received order without clearly explaining the occurrence of G
967’s order. 
Likewise, Zimmerli (1983)  does not give any clear explanation for G
967’s order, other than to 
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the text at some early stage”. However this proposal does not account for the Vetus 
Latina witness of W.
413 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938,  p.13) spends little time 
explaining the chapter order, referring to it as a “dislocation”; significantly, he does 
suggest that this dislocation “may have been in the early Hebrew text itself”.
414  
Block (1998, p.339) says that “if this [pericope] were an accidental omission, v. 
23b should be followed by 37:1, not by 38:1, with ch. 37 being inserted between chs. 39 
and 40”.
415 This is a major point, yet Block unfortunately does not provide us with a 
clear solution. This point demands that the ‘minus’ “has to be considered together with 
the transposition of chap. 37” (Lust, 1981a, p.520).  
If we suggest, as above, that it would have taken a very ‘absentminded’ scribe to 
omit this pericope, then we must now suggest that it would have taken an extremely 
‘incompetent’ scribe to place the words for chapter 37 after chapter 39. For both ‘errors’ 
to occur in the one MSS would be an example of scribal incompetency of the highest 
order. The alternative is that G
967’s scribe accurately reflected the parent text before 
him. This appears to be a more plausible explanation, especially if we accept that G
967 
reflects OG LXX, which shows evidence of a ‘pre-revised’ Hebrew text. Therefore, we 
can set aside scribal incompetency as a valid explanation for both of these unique 
textual variants in G
967, and state that its scribe was diligent in transmitting the text 
before him. This text shows strong textual and theological continuity.  
In the middle of last century, Cooke (1936,  p.xxv) noted that the last two 
chapters in the received order (38-39) do not seem to flow smoothly with the passages 
that preceded them, stating that “the last two chapters appear to be a later insertion … 
                                                 
413 Spottorno’s work was not available for us to examine whether he considers W.  
414 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.13) also comments that “the displacement was corrected in B, and 
therefore the correction probably ante-dates Origen, who is said to have found dislocations of verses 
and chapters which he put into the proper position.” 
415 It should be noted, that while the text in G
967 flows from 36:23c directly into chapter 38 without any 
spacing, there is a small space when it flows from chapter 39 into 37. This 4-5 letter gap is 
unprecedented in this MSS. Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.12) says that “whether this indicates 
that [the scribe] was aware of the dislocation, it is impossible to say”. Page 267 
[as] they disturb the peace which has settled down upon the restored Israel”. Cooke’s 
suggestion has some validity, as one would expect that the restored nation of Israel 
united under a Davidic spiritual leader (37:16-24) would proceed into the rebuilding of 
the Temple (40-48). Instead Israel finds itself facing Gog and his hordes in battle (38-
39). Yet Cooke was unaware of G
967, which was yet unpublished. G
967 gives us an 
alternative chapter order, and allows us to compare the implicit theologies behind the 
two variant chapter orders. Had Cooke known of G
967, it is possible he may have 
arrived at an alternative conclusion, one that saw G
967’s chapter order, and its ‘minus’ 
pericope, as a text holding a more logical thematic flow, rather than seeing chapters 38-
39 as a later insertion. 
We need to acknowledge that G
967’s chapter order makes logical, reasonable and 
acceptable theological sense. There is continuity with 35:1-36:23b and what follows. 
This order acceptably links the oracles against Edom, and other largely unspecified 
‘enemies’, and the battle against Gog and his hordes (38-39). Lust (2002b, p.149) points 
out that  
both sections open with the same formula: ‘Son of man, set your face against …’ 
(35:2; 38:2). It is perhaps even more remarkable that, in both cases, Israel’s enemy 
is given more or less mythological features. They are not well defined historical 
nations, but typologically representations of ‘the enemy’ …. Moreover, at the end 
of both the Edom and the Gog sections the mythological enemy disappears from 
the scene, while the author focuses on the relationship between the Lord and his 
people (36,8-23a; 39,21-29). 
 
Most overlook these connections as they are not clearly discernible in the received 
chapter order. Lust (2002b, p.149) further observes that “chapter 37, following upon 39, 
forms a good continuation of this scene: it draws attention to the dry bones of the 
Israelites, presumably fallen in the battle against Gog.
416 They are revitalised by the 
                                                 
416 Lust is referring to the battle field covered with scattered bones in chapter 39. Page 268 
spirit [sic] of the Lord”. In addition, the end of chapter 37 establishes a clear path for the 
Temple in chapter 40 with its references to ‘my sanctuary’ (37:26) and ‘my dwelling 
place/tabernacle’ (v. 27). In G
967’s chapter order, Israel is restored on the mountains of 
Israel (36:1-23b), the wars are now over with the ‘enemy’ destroyed (38-39), Israel is 
resurrected into a united Davidic kingdom (37), the Temple is built and worship 
restored (40-48). The received chapter order does not offer this ‘flow’ of thought and, in 
many ways, is less logical.  
Yet, Zimmerli (1983, p.245) states that “the section which ends with v 23ba gives, 
on its own, a fragmentary impression. The real material exposition of Yahweh’s proving 
that his name is holy is missing from it”. Lust (1981a, p.525) summarises Zimmerli, 
saying that 36:16-23b “cries out for a continuation”. We propose that in G
967’s chapter 
order, chapter 38 is an acceptable ‘continuation’ from 36:23b, as it shows the way the 
Lord will vindicate his holiness: his judgement upon Gog (38-39), the raising up of his 
people (37:1-14), and their uniting as one nation under a Davidic shepherd-leader 
(37:15-28). Further evidence of continuation or fulfilment can be found in G
967’s order 
where 36:16-23b is followed by chapter 38 with its repeated references to God showing 
himself ‘holy’ (cf. vdq in 36:23b and 38:16, 23; 39:7, 27). Also, in G
967’s order, 
fulfilment of the nations knowing the Lord and his holiness (36:23b), can immediately 
be found in his judgment of Gog and his hordes in chapters 38-39. This idea of 
fulfilment is not seen in the received order, with the ‘dry bones’ in 37 following 36. It is 
also significant that 36:23c has the same phrase ‘sanctified in you before their eyes’,
417 
as 38:16. We propose that a later editor deliberately inserted this phrase into v. 23c as 
part of his ‘weaving’ vv. 23c-38 into the existing text. If G
967 reflects the OG and 
Urtext, then 36:23b originally came shortly before this phrase in 38:16. This may have 
                                                 
417 The only difference is that in 36:23c, ‘in you’ is plural, as it speaks of the house of Israel (cf. v. 22). In 
38:16 it is the singular, as it refers to Gog. Page 269 
‘inspired’ the editor to also include it in the beginning of his newly formed inserted 
pericope. We also suggest that 36:23b completes the oracle starting in 36:16, as it 
answers the concern of why and how God’s people were scattered. This was all part of a 
holy God’s response to his people’s idolatry (vv. 16-18), and their profaning his holy 
name (vv. 20-22). This shows that God was the one who scattered them (v. 19).  Finally, 
G
967’s context of ‘dry bones’ (in chapter 37), continues the context of the scattered 
(therefore ‘dry’) bones in chapter 39. In the received chapter order, there is no 
immediate clear reason for the existence of the dry bones in chapter 37.   
Overall, we can see that G
967 has theological and text continuity. Therefore, we 
should remove the various scribal error proposals for its chapter order and pericope 
minus. This then leaves us seeking a solution for both of these issues.  
Lust (1981a, p.526f) believes G
967’s pericope minus and chapter order witnesses 
the Hebrew Vorlage. He is not alone in his proposal; we noted above the suggestion of 
Kase and Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, pp.10, 13) that G
967’s chapter order “may 
have been in the early Hebrew text itself”. Yet, unlike Kase and Johnson, Lust viewed 
both textual issues as one, proposing that the chapter reorder placing chapter 37 before 
38-39, as found in other MSS, generated the need for the insertion of 36:23c-38 (Lust, 
1981a, p.528). Lust (1981a, p.527) finds no theological place for the ‘missing’ pericope 
in G
967’s chapter order. Furthermore, Lust (1981a, p.531f) believes that this chapter 
reorder and pericope insertion was theologically motivated by eschatological concerns 
(see further discussions below).  
This suggestion holds more credibility than any other, as it answers both the 
differing chapter order, the disputed pericope, and how the former created the need for 
the latter. It also suggests a possible motive for both textual issues. Therefore, we agree 
that G
967’s chapter order and pericope minus reflects the Hebrew text before the scribe.  
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7.3.1.  Summary to G
967’s Unique Chapter Order 
In this section we sought to establish that two important issues regarding G
967, 
the ‘missing’ pericope, and its unique chapter order, should not be discussed in isolation 
from one another; any attempt to do so typically results in scribal error proposals. 
Furthermore, we have sought to show G
967’s chapter order is plausible and theologically 
integrated. We then examined Lust’s proposal that G
967 reflects the Hebrew text, 
finding support from Kase and Johnson. We agree with Lust that the chapter reorder, 
placing the dry bones epic before chapters 38-39, generated the need for 36:23c-38 to be 
inserted. This likely occurred due to theological concerns, with G
967 reflecting the OG, 
and the Hebrew Urtext. This means that the received text reflects a changed chapter 
order, and 36:23c-38 is a later generated and inserted pericope.  
 
7.4.  Later Insertion (and Re-order), not Omission   
The proposal we now explore is that the pericope’s insertion was linked with the 
changed (received) chapter order, with G
967 and the Old Latin W as the only extant 
witnesses to the original text. We will consider here other evidence that this pericope 
was a later innovation and inclusion, and then discuss the possible theological reasons 
for its inclusion, including lectionary and eschatological proposals.  
 
7.4.1.  Linguistic Styles Suggesting Later Insertion   
Thackeray (1903a, p.407) was one of the first scholars to observe that the Greek 
style and vocabulary of 36:23c-38 was different from the surrounding text in extant 
LXX MSS. This was before the discovery of G
967, which makes his observations and 
findings all the more significant. Thackeray (1921, p.124) says that although 36:23c-38 
appears in the section of his designated ‘translator b’ “it has no kinship with his work”. 
Thackeray (1921, p.125) claims “the Greek of this passage stands out prominently from Page 271 
its context; it is a patch of a different texture from the surrounding fabric. The limits can 
be exactly defined”. He suggests this pericope was the work of another hand, designated 
as bb. Thackeray (1921) finds several Greek linguistic links to the styles of later Jewish 
exegetes such as Theodotion, Symmachus, and those of the ‘Asiatic’ Jewish exegetical 
school.
418 Thackeray (1921, pp.125-126) provides a number of examples of words used 
in 36:23c-38 that do not occur elsewhere in LXX Ezekiel, yet are used by Theodotion in 
his version: 
1.  avqroivsw for ץבק (piel) in v. 24 LXX Ezekiel; elsewhere in b translated by 
suna,gein (7 times).  
2.  The plural gaiw/n  in v. 24, occurring “only here in Ez. LXX, [and] was 
preferred by the Asiatic school and is used by ‘the three’ in Ez. xxix. 12” 
(p.125).  
3.  In v. 31 prosocqiei/te kata. pro,swpon (‘you will be angry / hateful in your 
own sight’) for ~h,ynEp.Bi WJqon"w> (cf.  ko,yontai pro,swpa 6:9;  ko,yesqe ta. 
pro,swpa 20:43). 
4.  The transliteration of avdwnai, in vv. 33, 37 G
B before ku,rioj
419. This “is the 
rendering of the Asiatic school” (p.125).
420 
                                                 
418 Whilst Thackeray uses the phrase ‘Asiatic school’ in several locations, he appears to be one of the few 
who do so. Lust (1981a, p.521) uses this term when referring to Thackeray’s work. We will also use 
it only in the context of his work. It is difficult to determine exactly what he meant by this term, but 
we may suggest it broadly meant ‘non-Egyptian’, or even ‘Palestinian’. He does appear to include 
Theodotion in this ‘Asiatic school’ (Thackeray, 1921, p.125).  
419 G
A has ku,rioj o` qeo,j in v. 33 and ku,rioj ku,rioj o` qeo,j in v. 37. Whilst G
A has a propensity towards 
the double divine name (ku,rioj  ku,rioj or even ku,rioj o` qeo,j), the occurrence of avdwnai,  here 
suggests later amendment to the text. The use of the single and plural Divine name in Ezekiel is a 
complex issue and beyond the scope of our thesis. For more on this topic see Johnson 
(1938),  Zimmerli (1983,  pp.556-562), McGregor (1985),  Spottorno y Díaz-Caro (1985),  Lust 
(1996a), Olley (2004), and other major commentators.  
420 Curiously Lust (1981a, p.521) says this occurs in “Pap. 967”. This is an obvious typographical error on 
his part, as he later correctly refers to G
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5.  The use of avnqV w-n o[ti for רשא תחת (v. 34); “ordinarily rendered in Ez. by 
avnqV w-n. Such combinations of particles are characteristic of the Asiatic 
school” (p.125).  
6.  The use of parodeu,ontoj for דבע; normally translator b uses diaporeu,esqai. 
7.  w`j kh/poj trufh/j in v. 35; normally para,deisoj in b (28:13; 31:8 [2x]; 31:9). 
“Theodotion has kh/poj in those passages and in Genesis” (p.126).  
8.  The absence of eivmi in ‘I am the Lord’ in vv. 36, 38 (cf. eivmi in 36:23b; 37:6 
and the many other occurances of the recognition formula in Ezekiel). 
From these examples, Thackeray (1903a, p.408) proposes that “in this section … 
we appear to have a clear case of the influence for some other version, resembling that 
of Theodotion”. Yet Turner (2001, p.281) considers that Thackeray’s “schema might be 
considered less than watertight”.
421 However, others have accepted Thackeray’s 
proposal that this pericope is penned by another hand exhibiting Theodotion traits. 
Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.9) appears to accept this pericope as ‘Theodotion’, 
without further evidence beyond Thackeray. Lust (1981a, p.521) refers to a number of 
Thackeray’s linguistic examples, also concluding that the Greek is a later Theodotion 
styled insertion. McGregor (1985, p.190), referring to the way scholars observe that this 
pericope shows evidence of a “different type of text”, concludes that “there does not 
seem to be any indication that this view is incorrect”.  
Yet linguistic peculiarities, indicating that this pericope is a later insert, are not 
just found in the Greek text. Lust (1981a, p.521) says that “the Hebrew text itself shows 
                                                 
421 Turner makes this statement regarding Thackeray’s overall ‘schema’ including that of this pericope. 
Turner (2001, p.281) also states that “very few examples, and most of these showing variants, are 
given by way of support”. Turner does not return to any direct discussion of this pericope, and these 
unique variants pointed out by Thackeray and others remain unexplained. Turner’s (2001, p.286) 
statement that “there was nothing in the language incompatible with an Egyptian origin” is a general 
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quite a few peculiarities and hapax legomena”. Zimmerli (1983, p.245) discusses the 
“linguistically unusual [Hebrew] elements” contained in this pericope:
422 
such as the unique יכנא (‘I’) of v 28, the only occurrence in Ezekiel of ללעמ (‘deed’) 
in v 31, the רשׁא תחת (‘instead’) of v 34, the וזלה (‘this’) of v 35, as well as the 
antithesis ‘build-plant,’ characteristic of the language of Jeremiah but attested in 
Ezekiel only in the later addition in 28:26. 
 
Lust (1981a, p.522) claims that the Hebrew peculiarities in this pericope suggest “the 
redactor of Ezek 36:23c-38 leans heavily on Deutero-Jeremiah, more so than the 
redactors of the rest of the book”.
423 Tov (1999,  p.409) covers a number of these 
Hebrew elements, also stating that these “remind one of Jeremiah’s language and not 
that of Ezekiel’s”.
424 This lends support to the proposal it was penned after the 
surrounding texts and inserted at a later date.  
The ‘new heart, new spirit’ theme, often associated with Jeremiah, is also found 
in Ezek. 11:19. It is not, however, developed to the extent that it is in this pericope. We 
may suggest that the use in Ezek. 11:19 helped to inspire this pericope. Lust 
(1981a,  p.525) defends his proposed link with Jeremiah stating that “Zimmerli’s 
objections against such a conclusion are not convincing”.
425  
Although these variances may not be overwhelming in number, they 
nevertheless show that most verses in this pericope show different linguistic style from 
the surrounding texts, the LXX showing evidence of the style of Theodotion, and the 
                                                 
422 Also see Allen (1990b, p.177) for a summarised list of “the non-Ezekielian nature of the Hebrew”.  
423 Lust (1981a, pp.522-533) lists several examples to show how this pericope links with Jeremiah’s 
writings and thus theology, including v. 28 ‘the land I gave to your fathers’, v. 31 ‘evil conduct’, vv. 
35, 38 ‘dry’, v. 33 ‘to cleanse’ with the object ‘iniquities’, v. 36 ‘build / plant’. 
424 It was commonly thought that Ezekiel ‘borrowed’ from Jeremiah (Zimmerli, 1979,  pp.44-46). 
However recent scholars have proposed a reversal of this schema. This discussion is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, as we seek only to examine possibilities that 36:23c-38 is a later insert into 
Ezekiel. However, for more on this see Turner (2001), and Leene (2000).  
425 Whilst Zimmerli (1983, p.245) observed the linguistic connection with Jeremiah, he goes on to discuss 
how 36:22-32 may be an original but later unit, and then says “the possible absence of the passage 
from G
967 and the peculiar character of the translation of it would then be a problem for the history 
only of G, but not of M”. In this Zimmerli reveals his reluctance to have this pericope minus in the 
Hebrew Urtext. This reluctance may well come from Zimmerli’s uncertainty if future discoveries of 
other G
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Hebrew sharing similarities with Jeremiah, and/or Deutero-Jeremiah. Therefore, we can 
conclude that these linguistic styles for 36:23c-38, in both the Greek and Hebrew, 
signify a later insertion. Yet we need more evidence that this pericope was minus in the 
Urtext, and not just a ‘later insertion’ replacing a pericope left out of some texts. 
The existence of some minor stylistic ‘stitches’ in the text may support the 
proposal that this pericope is a later insert for other MSS, and not in the Hebrew Urtext. 
Firstly, as observed in our ‘Chapter 3: The Text of Ezekiel 36’, we find the declarative 
formula as a ‘plus’ in v. 23b in both MT ( דֳ א םֻ אְ נ ̇ הִ והְ י יָ נ ) and the later G
A (le,gei Adwnai 
ku,rioj).
426 This declarative formula is minus in both G
967 and G
B (G
967 finishes chapter 
36 just before this formula MT (and G
A). This, plus G
A’s use of Adwnai here, a 
transliteration attributed to Theodotion’s style, suggests this declarative formula was a 
later editorial addition.
427 That it is not found in G
B, which does include 36:23c-38, 
shows evidence of a text in a state of flux, with even later editorial work occurring to 
weave this pericope into the text. 
We also present the following ‘arguments from silence’. Firstly is the surprising 
level of intra textual agreement between MT and G
B,A in this pericope, in comparison to 
surrounding pericopes (cf. Chapter 3: The Text of Ezekiel 36). This may suggest that 
both languages for this pericope were written in a similar timeframe, perhaps by similar 
hands. Secondly, MasEzek, as the oldest extant text, has this entire pericope (vv. 22-38) 
in the one sense division. G
B starts its sense division for this pericope after the opening 
phrase in v. 22 with ta,de le,gei ku,ioj. Although this phrase is a common and almost 
                                                 
426 Although it may be redundant, it is nevertheless important to note here that G
A is a post hexaplaric MS 
and therefore often, yet not always, follows MT plusses. What is unique in this case is G
A’s use of 
Adwnai, again showing evidence of a later ‘Theodotion’ style. For more on the use of the Divine 
Name in Ezekiel see Olley (2004) and McGregor (1985).  
427 Lust (1981a, p.525) also mentions that the “Coptic-Sahidic MS ... contains three complete oracles from 
Ezekiel, the last of which is precisely 36:16-23b”. To date we have not been able to obtain a copy of 
this MS to verify Lust. However, if Lust is correct, and we have no reason to doubt him, this is a very 
significant completion point for this oracle. This supports our suggestion that the Urtext finished at 
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‘mechanical’ sense division marker in LXX (Olley, 2003, p.215), it is perhaps another 
implicit indicator of a text in a state of flux. Thirdly, we also propose that G
B,A’s use of 
avnqrwpi,nwn in 37:1 would have been unnecessary if chapter 37 followed 39 (as in 
G
967), as it would be apparent that the ‘dry bones’ were human. Although this is not 
found in MT or G
967, a later LXX copyist apparently thought that clarification was 
required. Fourthly, there is also a number of variants at the end of chapter 39 (e.g., vv. 
28-29) that may have resulted from a change of chapter order.
428 We find textual 
activity at all junction points of the chapter reorder, which supports the proposal that 
chapter 37 was originally after chapter 39 but then relocated to follow chapter 36; 
following this relocation, and to support it, 36:23c-38 was inserted into the text. Finally, 
as noted above, G
967’s unique chapter order and pericope ‘minus’ shows theological and 
textual flow.  
Of interest to us, some scholars propose that the last two micro-sections in this 
pericope are the product of later redactors. Zimmerli (1983, p.244-5) claims that vv. 33-
36 and vv. 37-38 “stand apart from the main body in vv. 22-32. It is clear from their 
introductions
429 that both units are secondary additions”. Allen (1990,  p.178) also 
proposes that these two passages are “a product of later redaction”. It is curious that 
Zimmerli and Allen are willing to ascribe these two micro-sections as ‘secondary 
additions’, and yet refrain from stating that the entire pericope was a later insert.
430  
The different linguistic styles, and related issues, support the proposal that 
36:23c-38 was not in G
967’s Vorlage, or in the Hebrew Urtext, but was a later insert for 
                                                 
428 These variants are too complex to discuss here but they are examined in detail in our ‘Chapter 6: The 
Text of Ezekiel 39’ chapter; especially v. 29 with MT’s move from ‘wrath’ to ‘Spirit’.    
429 Zimmerli (1983, p.245) notes they are introduced by “bipartite proof-saying” rather than “messenger 
formula”. 
430 Zimmerli’s reluctance may be due to his uncertainty at the time of writing his commentary as to 
whether this pericope was present in a yet to be discovered fragment for G
967. The subsequent 
discovery of fragments has verified that this pericope is not extant in G
967. Zimmerli did mention 
these discoveries in his introduction but unfortunately did not use this information to clarify any new 
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both the Hebrew and Greek texts.
431 The question at this point is whether this pericope 
found its way in by either the Hebrew or Greek text. Lust (1981a, p.528) proposes that 
this pericope was inserted initially into the Hebrew text to theologically support the 
changed chapter order. It was then later added into the Greek text by redactors seeking 
to align the Greek to the revised Hebrew. Following his discussion on Lust’s proposal, 
Tov (1999, pp.409-410) cautiously states,  
this presumed late intrusion in the Hebrew book of Ezekiel was also added 
subsequently in the Greek textual tradition … If the evidence of P. Chester Beatty 
and La [W] can be trusted, the OG lacked a section which is secondary in the 
Hebrew text of Ezekiel and this information is essential for our understanding of 
the literary growth of the book.  
 
Along with Lust, we suggest that the changing theological climate created the 
decision to rearrange the chapter order. This in turn created the need
432 for the ‘new’ 
pericope, which may have been included in Hebrew and Greek texts at a similar time. 
This would explain the linguistic uniqueness of both the Hebrew and Greek, and the 
surprising lack of intra-textual variants. The theology of this pericope appears to match 
the theology behind the chapter reorder (see discussions below). A united effort among 
scribes would have resulted in the pericope’s inclusion and revised chapter reorder to be 
placed into all extant texts, with the only surviving exceptions being G
967 and the Vetus 
Latin W. We will now turn to various proposals seeking to determine the theological 
reasons, pathways and possible source(s) for the insertion of this pericope and the 
chapter reorder.  
 
                                                 
431 It is rather curious that Joyce (1989) never considers this option in his quest to find answers for the 
theology and purpose of this pericope.  
432 We stand in agreement with Lust’s statement above that the theology in G
967’s chapter order does not 
‘need’ this pericope, and as such it was produced to assist a smoother theological flow in the chapter 
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7.4.2.  Insertion via lectionary.  
Following his observations on the unique linguistic styles in both the Hebrew 
and Greek for 36:24-38, Thackeray (1921, p.118) provides several suggestions as to 
how this proto-Theodotion styled pericope came about in the Greek, and concludes that 
it “is an independent version made for lectionary purposes”. He (1921, p.126) asks two 
significant questions: “(1) Has this Greek lesson come to us from Church or 
Synagogue? (2) Is it earlier or later than its context?” In his earlier 1903 work, he does 
not appear to suggest that this pericope was secondary to the surrounding text, rather he 
explored possible lectionary explanations for the linguistic and stylistic differences. His 
questions appear to have broadened in his later Schweich Lectures. Thackeray 
(1921, p.129) struggles to understand how it was possible that “a later version of this 
lectionary passage supplanted that of the original Alexandrian company in the parent 
MS. from which all our MSS. are descended”. As G
967 was discovered after Thackeray, 
he was not aware of its pericope minus or chapter order. Unfortunately, we will never 
know whether Thackeray would have supported a liturgical genesis for this pericope in 
both Hebrew and Greek had he known of G
967’s textual uniqueness. We, however, are 
aware of G
967, and as such will use the basis of Thackeray’s proposal to examine the 
possibility of lectionary use creating this pericope, which then assisted acceptance of its 
insertion into the text of Ezekiel following the chapter reorder.  
A secondary suggestion from Thackeray (1903a, p.408), which he himself did 
not find overly satisfactory, was that LXX 36:24-38 in “the version of Theodotion, or 
one resembling it, was used in the lessons of the Christian Church,
433 and that in some 
unexplained way the lesson for Pentecost has in this passage supplanted the older 
version of the translation”. We agree with Thackeray that this explanation is 
                                                 
433 Thackeray (1903a, p.408) arrives at this possible explanation based on an 11
th Century lectionary 
found in the British Museum that gives Ezek. 36:24-28 (the promise of the Spirit) as the third of 
three readings on Pentecost. In his later work Thackeray (1921, p.126) said “in the scheme of O. T. 
lessons in use in the Greek Church, preserved in LXX lectionaries, the first five verses of our passage 
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questionable. Although it may provide an answer for the Theodotion styled Greek found 
in this pericope, it does not provide a satisfactory explanation for the Hebrew text. It is 
unimaginable that an early Jewish community would have incorporated a Christian 
Pentecost lectionary passage into their Hebrew texts. Thackeray (1921,  p.126) does 
question how a ‘later’ lectionary reading by the Christian church could “affect all 
known MSS. and to leave no trace of any earlier version.” This reasoning caused 
Thackeray to prefer a ‘Synagogue’ possibility.   
Thackeray’s primary proposal was that the linguistic uniqueness of the Greek in 
this pericope found its origin through the Synagogue haftarah
434 lectionary, even stating 
that 36:23c-38 “is an independent version made for lectionary purposes” (Thackeray, 
1921,  p.118). It is generally thought that, while the basic framework of the Torah 
portion readings may date back to Ezra, the accompanying haftarah reading list “is 
considered by critics to have been begun in the time of the Maccabees” (Thackeray, 
1903a, p.408).
435 Jacob (1972,  p.1246) also says that “it may be assumed that the 
custom [of regular readings] dates from about the first half of the third century B.C.E., 
since the Septuagint was apparently compiled for the purpose of public reading in the 
Synagogue”.
436 Rabinowitz (1972, p.1343) claims “the origin of the custom of reading a 
portion of the prophets after the Torah reading is unknown. The most plausible 
suggestion … is that the custom was instituted during the persecutions by Antiochus 
Epiphanes which preceded the Hasmonean revolt”. Cohen (1997, p.248), after a review 
of Philo’s use of the Latter Prophets that correspond with haftarot readings, concludes 
                                                 
434 The haftarah is the reading from the Prophets that followed the scheduled Torah readings.  
435 Büchler (1893, p.423) mentions that “tradition assumes three stages in the development of the custom 
of reading the Law; the first is connected with Moses, the second with the Prophets, and the third 
with Ezra”. 
436 We also find support for this from Acts 15:21 which states that Moses is read in the Synagogues each 
Sabbath, showing this was common practice at the time of writing. Acts 13:15 mentions both a Torah 
and haftarah readings. Luke 4:17 has Jesus reading from Isaiah, suggesting this was the haftarah 
reading in Nazareth at that time. This shows that haftarah readings were an established practice by 
the times of Jesus. However, we have no evidence in the New Testament that Ezekiel was used as a 
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that “a strong case can be made that this reflects the existence, already in Philo’s day, of 
the traditional string of Haftaroth: Admonition, Consolation, Repentance”.
437 Turner 
(1956, p.20) also comments that the initial translation of the Prophetic books occurred 
for lectionary purposes and states “that may be why we have so many traces of earlier 
fragmentary versions”.
438  
Thackeray (1903a,  p.408) asks “is it too bold a conjecture that a very early 
version of this section, resembling that of Theodotion, and used for lectionary purposes 
in the Jewish Synagogue, was incorporated by the translators?” In this earlier work, he 
(1903a, p.408) says that the entire passage of 36:16-38 “was read at a very early time as 
a lesson in the Jewish Synagogue”. He refines his ‘Synagogue haftarah’ proposal in his 
1921 paper, pointing out that 36:16-38 was part of “the primitive Haphtarah for the 
Sabbath known as that of the ‘Red Cow’” (also known as the ‘Red Heifer’, cf. Num. 19) 
(Thackeray, 1921, p.126). Numbers 19:1-22 deals with the use of purifying waters, and 
Thackeray (1921, p.126) claims the primary haftarah verse was 36:25  םִ יַ מ םֶ כיֵ לֲ ע יִ תְּ קַ רָ זְ ו
ְ ט וה ̇  םיִ ר וּ םֶ תְּ רַ הְ ט  (‘I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you will be clean’).
439   
Thackeray (1921,  p.127) states that this ‘Red Cow’ Sabbath was the Parah 
Sabbath, “one of the four ‘extraordinary’ sabbaths,
440 which in Talmudic times fell in 
the last month of the ecclesiastical year”.
  These special readings were outside the 
normal Torah reading schedule and “the choice of the haftarot for the Four Special 
                                                 
437 Cohen (1997, p.225) starts her discussion by clarifying that “although our knowledge of the history of 
Jewish liturgical practices has advanced significantly, far more remains buried in the seemingly 
impenetrable mists of antiquity”.  
438 While Turner did not directly refer to G
967 with this statement, we nevertheless have another scholar 
who proposes that some textual variants generated from various lectionary readings. 
439 Lust (1981a,  p.523) also notes the link between Ezek. 36 and Num. 19, without mentioning its 
liturgical use. 
440 The four original special Sabbaths are Shekalim, Zakor (‘Remember’ Amalek), Parah, Hahodesh (the 
month) (Thackeray, 1921, p.127). See Büchler (1893,  p.448-453) for more on the four special 
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Sabbaths depends on the special additional portion read on these days, and not on the 
ordinary Sabbath portion” (Rabinowitz, 1972, p.1343).
441  
Thackeray (1921, p.127) claims that these four special lectionary readings 
predated and may have even begun the normal ‘Sabbath readings’. This may be the 
case, as Rabinowitz (1972, p.1343) points out that while the Talmud lists the haftarot 
readings for the four special Sabbaths, “nowhere in the Talmud are the haftarot given 
for ordinary Sabbaths, which were not fixed until after the talmudic period”. Thackeray 
(1921, p.128) also proposes that these four special Sabbaths and their accompanying 
readings
442 came about over ritual disputes,
443 and that this pericope “was a call to 
purification on the opening sabbath of the new year”.
444  
The link for 36:23c-38 to the Red Cow Sabbath can also be seen in the Targum 
of 36:25, “and I will forgive your sins, as though you had been purified by the waters of 
sprinkling and by the ashes of the heifer sin-offering”
445 (Levey, 1987, p.101).
446 This 
Parah Sabbath is also tied into the Passover festival, as seen in the Targum of Ezek. 
36:38: “Like the holy people, like the people who are cleansed and come to Jerusalem at 
the time of the Passover festivals, so the cities of the land of Israel which were ruined, 
will be filled with people, the people of the House of Israel, and they shall know that I 
am the Lord” (Levey, 1987, p.102). Targum here may have been a later emotive call for 
the Diaspora Jews to attend Passover in Jerusalem, as neither MT nor LXX mention any 
                                                 
441 Significantly, Ezek. 36:16-38 continues to this day as the corresponding haftarah reading for Num. 19 
on the special Parah Sabbath (Hertz, 1960, p.999). 
442 It is interesting to note that three of these four extraordinary Sabbath haftarot readings come from 
Ezekiel.  
443 Rabinowitz (1972, p.1343) mentions, without comment, Buechler’s proposal that the haftarot readings 
originated against the Samaritans, and then later against the Sadducees (cf. Büchler, 1893, pp.424-
425). 
444 In support of this, Thackeray (1921, p.128) points out that both the passage of “the Temple half shekel 
[and] the red cow … are the subjects of special treatises in the Talmud”. 
445 Levey uses the italics to indicate where Targum Jonathan expanded the text (also for 36:38).  
446 Levey (1987, p.101 n.14) also said that “R. Akiba cites this v. in what I consider to be an assertion 
against Christian baptism. God Himself purifies Israel, m.Yoma 8:9. Cf. S.S R. 1:19, where Torah is 
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particular festival in Ezek. 36:25, 38. The Targum may also have included these 
expansions in defence of this pericope’s inclusion into the text of Ezekiel.  
Thackeray (1921) claims this early Synagogue haftarah liturgical use influenced 
the unique Greek in this pericope. His reasoning appears to be that, according to 
synagogue tradition, the scheduled haftarah is first read in the Synagogue in Hebrew, 
and it is then verbalised into the common language (in this case, Greek). This Greek 
verbal translation for 36:23c-38 was then written down in a contemporary (i.e., 
Theodotion-like) style which then found its way into all LXX MSS. Yet, he does 
express perplexity as to how the Greek idiosyncrasies in 36:23-38 replaced the existing 
text in all known MSS, concluding that this happened “in some unexplained way” 
(Thackeray, 1921, p.129).
447  
Thackeray’s proposal may give an answer as to how the Greek obtained its 
Theodotion style in this pericope, but it does not fully explain the unique Hebrew style. 
We may question whether the Synagogue haftarah liturgical use then covered all of vv. 
16-38 as it does now. If it did, then why we do not find similar later linguistic styles in 
vv. 16-23b as we find in vv. 23c-38? Finally, Thackeray’s Synagogue liturgical 
proposal does not address the important chapter reorder issue.  
Thackeray may have found different and more plausible answers had he known 
of G
967. We can propose that 36:23c-38 had its genesis as part of the development of 
these four special Sabbath haftarot readings, and was initially used for this liturgical 
purpose. We also propose that the haftarah portion may have originally been 36:16-23b, 
and the use of hD'nI in 36:17 and the corresponding Num. 19:1-22 Torah passage may 
have evoked thoughts of the mikvah, where the woman is ‘washed clean’. This may 
have formed the theological basis for the liturgical formation of vv. 23c-38, as a greater 
                                                 
447 Earlier, Thackeray (1903b, p.585) states “the rendering given of the lessons read on the great festivals, 
such as Pentecost, in the synagogues in Alexandria, formed the basis on which a complete translation 
was afterwards engrafted”.  Page 282 
call to purity (especially v. 25). Alternatively, this pericope may have had a separate 
liturgical life, and now was included into Ezekiel due to the call to purity. The ‘pouring’ 
of God’s wrath (36:18) may have inspired the response of the ‘pouring of cleansing 
water’ in this restorative new pericope (v. 25). We suggest that the text forming vv. 23c-
38 was then inserted into the text of Ezekiel following the existing haftarah reading 
(36:16-23b), even as support for the chapter reorder, as it is based on a similar theology 
that influenced the chapter reorder. This then expanded the haftarah reading to its 
current length of 36:16-38. This would have been written first in the Hebrew, and then 
in Greek, both styled according to their timeframe. This proposal does provide a 
plausible answer for the unique Hebrew and Greek style, and for the large degree of 
trans-linguistic unity. We do admit this proposal is very speculative, and only presented 
as a possible genesis for this pericope.  
However, our proposal here is still insufficient. While it may provide a possible 
explanation for the genesis and subsequent inclusion of 36:23c-38, even as support for 
the chapter reorder, it does not provide any reason for that chapter reorder occurring. 
We therefore need to find a proposal that gives plausible explanation for both issues, 
and especially any theology that may have generated the chapter reorder.  
   
7.4.3.  Lust’s Theological / Eschatological Proposal.   
In a paper given at the 16
th Congress of the International Organisation for the 
Septuagint and Cognate Studies in 2001 (published 2003), Lust sought to give reason 
for three significant longer ‘minuses’ in G
967 Ezekiel, including 36:23c-38,
 448 that have 
often been explained as parablepsis. He proposed a central ‘eschatological’ theme, 
                                                 
448 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.8) points out that his list of omissions in G
967, including the three 
listed by Lust (minus chapter 7 which is not extant in Scheide), all “have one significant factor in 
common …. these omissions resolve themselves into units of 10 letters …. [thus] the most obvious 
explanation is that this MS or one of its ancestors was copied from a text which has 10 letters to a 
line, and that the omission was due to parablepsis”. However, Lust (2002c, p.22) counters that no 
extant “ancient papyri seem to have such short lines” and says Johnson’s counting “appears to be 
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suggesting that they have actually been ‘inserted’ into all other LXX and MT MSS. His 
conclusion is that they are not ‘minus’ in G
967 or the Hebrew Urtext, but rather, they are 
‘plus’ in all other extant MSS. Lust proposes that these were deliberately added into the 
Hebrew, and subsequently into LXX, because of changing eschatological and canonical 
concerns. These three ‘minuses’ in G
967 are: 12:26-28; 32:24b-26; 36:23c-38. There is a 
fourth minus and verse reordering in chapter 7 in G
B,A and other major LXX MSS; but 
this section is not extant in G
967, so it is unknown if this ‘minus’ is present in G
967. Lust 
suggests that all four should be viewed as ‘plusses’ by MT, and later LXX MSS. It does 
appear strange that the translator would omit these significant passages that all carry a 
similar theme, especially as the translator of Ezekiel is considered so literal.
449 This 
suggests that we again have evidence here in Ezekiel of a text still in a state of flux, 
which must be understood in the light of literary criticism. Lust (2002c, p.25) states that 
“in cases like the present one [i.e., ‘minuses’], text-critical and literary critical issues are 
very much entangled”. This also raises the possibility that there were two Ezekielian 
texts circulating, as with Jeremiah and Proverbs; one with these plusses and one 
without. 
Lust (2003, p.86) claims that “the authorities responsible for the Hebrew ‘canon’ 
appear to have been suspicious in matters of ‘apocalyptics’”, and they seem reluctant to 
include apocalyptic literature into the canon. Therefore, these ‘plusses’ “may have been 
inserted in order to answer objections against the admission of the Book of Ezekiel, 
with its apocalyptic-coloured visions” (Lust, 2003, p.86). These plusses appear to lessen 
a futuristic apocalyptic aspect to Ezekiel, and bring these events into a present context. 
This causes the book of Ezekiel to have a contemporary application, which Lust 
believes facilitated a smoother inclusion into the canon. This raises the question of what 
                                                 
449 Tov (1999d, p.400) says “Since we rule out the possibility that the otherwise literal translator of 
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evidence exists that this was of concern to those determining the Hebrew canon, 
especially as Lust holds to such a position as ‘fact’. We examine Lust’s argument in 
detail, beginning with the three significant ‘minuses’ in G
967.  
The first is Ezek. 12:26-28, a passage that deals with true and false prophecy (cf. 
12:21-25). Filson (1943,  p.28) believes this ‘minus’ in G
967 is another example of 
parablepsis as 12:26 and 13:1 contain the same words. Yet Lust (2003, p.85) claims this 
pericope is actually a later insertion that “interrupts this connection between chapters 12 
and 13. Indeed, its theme is that of Ezekiel’s vision on the final days, and not that of 
true and false prophecy in general”. The context of v. 27 is the accusation of the people: 
they see Ezekiel’s vision(s) as having future eschatological fulfilment. They are seeking 
present completion, as the lack of fulfilment causes the prophecy to appear false. Lust 
(2002c, p.25) clarifies the people’s complaint, that the visions spoken of in v. 27 “are 
for remote future times and cannot be tested”. Block (1997a, p.392) also claims that 
“the address appears to be directed at the exiles who have become disillusioned with 
Ezekiel”.
450 Lust (2002c, p.26) believes that the !Azx' (‘vision’) in v.27 “is no longer a 
simply synonym of prophecy or prophetic experience. Here it stands rather for 
‘apocalyptic vision’. This vision is for ‘many years ahead, for distant times’”. Lust 
(2003,  p.86) says that v. 28 ‘historicizes’ the surrounding textual content regarding 
God’s actions, and bring the events spoken of into the ‘present’ or ‘immediate future’, 
rather than in some ‘eschatological future’. These inserted verses therefore give answer 
to the attacks against Ezekiel’s prophecies, a point which may be emphasised with 
G
B,A’s additional plus of parapikrai,nwn (‘provoking’).
451 It cannot be proven, despite 
Lust’s claims, whether the motive was to ease the ‘apocalyptic’ concerns of those 
                                                 
450 Curiously, Block does not mention this as minus in G
967, or the ‘provoking’ plus in other LXX MSS.  
451 Whilst the Dead Sea Scrolls are outside the scope of our thesis, Wright (2000, p.465) mentions the 
4Q385 3 fragment wherein Ezekiel appeals to God that the days be hastened or shortened, and he 
proposes this may be based on 12:21-28.  This may support Lust’s proposal that this insert called for 
the vision to be ‘historicised’ and apply to the present rather than an eschatological future.  Page 285 
deciding the Hebrew canon. However, this pericope does stand as its own unit, with a 
clear message of ‘present’ rather than ‘later eschatological’ fulfilment’, and is likely a 
later insertion.   
Lust’s second proposed later MT - LXX ‘plus’ is Ezekiel 32:24b-26, again 
minus in G
967, commencing the last phrase in v. 24 (after zwh/j auvtw/n) (241 letters). 
Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.7) includes these verses in his G
967 parablepsis list, 
saying the ‘skip’ was “from epi thj zwhj to epi thj zwhj”.
452 However, it appears that 
v. 26 should read ghj not thj, which may question his parablepsis theory.
453 Greenberg 
(1997, p.659) also sees parablepsis here, claiming that “the eye of the copyist of G or its 
Vorlage skipped from bwr ‘Pit’ at the end of vs. 24 to bwr at the end of vs. 25”. Lust 
(2002c, p.27) notes that “the critical text of LXX is shorter than MT but longer than 
G
967. It is probably an adaptation towards MT, introducing Meshech and Tubal but not 
Edom”. Much of v. 25 is also ‘minus’ in LXX, which has only the last phrase (‘in the 
midst of the slain’). However, this does support the idea that this also is a pericope in a 
state of flux, where the first part of v. 25 was a later MT addition not found in LXX 
MSS.
454 In reference to this, and G
967’s greater minus, Lust (2002c, p.28) states “they 
are no simple omissions but are part of a different text with its own structure”. 
This pericope occurs in the section dealing with Assyria (v. 22) and Elam (v. 
24), two Gentile nations already in Sheol awaiting Egypt’s arrival. The ‘inserted’ verses 
add Meshech and Tubal into Sheol’s list, and list them with the ‘uncircumcised’. 
                                                 
452 Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.8) proposes that the parent text had 10 letters to a line, resulting in 
this pericope occupying 24 lines, yet he admits “it is unlikely that a copyist would have overlooked 
24 lines, but if two succeeding columns of narrow width began with the words epi thj zwhj it would 
not be impossible for the scribe to overlook the entire column”. However, we have noted previously 
that there is no textual evidence supporting papyri with 10 words to a line. This undermines 
Johnson’s proposal.  
453 We should note that G
967 and G
A have thj (in vv. 23-24), yet G
B has ghj (witnessing MT’s ץרא). 
Ziegler has ghj. Johnson (in Johnson et al., 1938, p.119) also points out “the final autwn of Sch. is 
not found in M either in vs. 24 or in vs. 26”. 
454 Further evidence of this pericope being in a state of flux may be found with the MT orthographic 
variants for ‘graves’: h'yt,rob.qi (v. 23); h't,rob.qi (v. 25); h'yt,_Arb.qi (v. 26) (Tov, 2001, p.226).  Page 286 
However, Lust (2003,  p.88) notes they are not listed with the ‘gibborim’.
455 Lust 
(2003, p.89) proposes that the editors of MT sought to lessen the eschatological and 
apocalyptic content of chapter 32, and they,   
inserted a section on the mythological kingdoms of Meshech and Tubal, aligning 
them with the historical enemies Assur and Elam, and with Edom which 
symbolizes Israel’s major enemy in their times.  In doing so the editors of MT may 
have tried to suggest that nations, such as Meshech and Tubal, mentioned in the 
final battle of chs 38-39, are no mysterious apocalyptic entities, but historical 
agents. 
  
This does appear to be a later editorial attempt to bring Ezekiel’s prophetic words into 
the present, and therefore not the distant future. This was part of their “attempt to bring 
Ezekiel’s visions down to earth” (Lust, 2003, p.89). That MT has additional material in 
v. 25
 may suggest that they had to again revisit this insert to further historicise it and 
weave it into the text. While G
967 is minus the entire insert, other LXX MSS witness the 
initial insert, but not MT’s further revision. The additional wording of v. 25 appears to 
reflect aspects of the battle with Gog in chapter 38.  
Of most significance to us, Lust’s view of the third major passage, 36:23c-38, 
echoes his previous 1981 discussion on this pericope. He repeats his claim that the 
insertion of this pericope must be considered in conjunction with the change in chapter 
order as found in G
967. Overall, Lust sees that the received chapter order removes the 
eschatological and apocalyptic sense of a horrific future battle with Gog, where Israel’s 
slain requires physical resurrection. The received chapter order now allows the dead 
mentioned in chapter 39 to be Israel’s enemies, and not Israel herself. With the received 
chapter order, and the resulting ‘insertion’ of this pericope that now ‘introduces’ chapter 
37, Israel is only “morally dead, not physically” (Lust, 2003, p.90). In the received 
order, Israel’s ‘dry bones’ resurrection in 37 is a moral and/or spiritual awakening, 
                                                 
455 Lust (2003, p.89) claims that “the dissociation of the םירובנ from the mythological giants in Gen 6:4 
seems to confirm” that the MT editors were attempting to historicise Ezekiel’s prophecies. Page 287 
which is further emphasised by the theology of the ‘inserted’ pericope. A further result 
is that the uniting of Israel’s divided kingdom and the establishment of a Davidic leader 
in the second half of chapter 37, now enables the united nation to face Gog, just as they 
did in times past. Thus, Israel’s ‘restoration’ (36) is now part of her ‘resurrection’ (37). 
This again lessens the eschatological and apocalyptical impact found with G
967’s 
chapter order and ‘minus’. 
  Lust’s fourth proposed eschatological section covers Ezekiel 7:5b; 6b-7a; 10b; 
11c. These are ‘minus’ in all major LXX MSS; it is currently unknown whether these 
are also minus in G
967, as this section remains undiscovered. This chapter also has a 
transposition of verses with vv. 3-6 in LXX located at vv. 6-9 in MT, and vv. 7-9 in 
LXX are located at vv. 3-5 in MT (Tov, 1999d, pp.397-399). Lust (2003, p.91) points 
out that “all these plusses specify the evil that is coming at the end of the days …  
whereas LXX emphasizes the punishing role of the Lord and the day of the Lord, MT 
draws attention to the hrypc, the instrument of the Lord’s fury. The day of the Lord is 
not mentioned explicitly in MT”. Lust finds parallels between these verses and Daniel 8 
(also ‘great evil’ in Dan. 9:12-14), and identifies Antiochus IV as the hrypc. Lust 
believes that these plusses and verse rearrangements also place the eschatological aspect 
of Ezekiel chapter 7 into the present historical setting.
456  
  Lust (2003, p.84) states that “obviously the [Greek] translator did not ‘correct’ 
or ‘change’ the Hebrew text. Where major differences occur, these must be due to the 
Hebrew Vorlage, and to the scribes transmitting and reworking the text”. We agree that 
it is unlikely that the Greek translator, seeking to accurately transmit the text before 
him, would have overlooked such long passages, unless he was extremely incompetent. 
Lust has demonstrated plausible evidence that it is unlikely that G
967 omitted these three 
pericopes (including 36:23c-38); rather, MT and later LXX MSS contain them as 
                                                 
456 For more on this see Lust (1986d).  Page 288 
insertions. It would appear that these three pericopes are part of the literary development 
of the text, born out of early Jewish theological and interpretive reasons. This can be 
seen clearly with 32:24b-26. As G
967 reflects the Old Greek, which was written before 
any other extant text (with the exception of MasEzek), it is significant that it does not 
have the plusses of MT and other LXX MSS.  
The main significance for us is that Lust’s changing eschatological proposal 
provides a plausible theological reason for the chapter reorder, resulting in the creation 
and insertion of 36:23c-38 in later MSS. Although his suggestion of concerns over 
canonical inclusion may be difficult to prove, we can nevertheless still conclude with 
Lust that these pericopes were later additions birthed out of shifting eschatological 
theologies. 
We may combine Lust’s proposal of changing eschatological concerns that 
caused the change of chapter order, resulting in the inclusion of this pericope, with our 
hypothetical proposal above that this pericope found its genesis in the liturgical life of 
the Synagogue. Then we have an answer for the genesis, and then inclusion for this 
pericope. Yet, we do not know who, or which religious party, adjusted the text of 
Ezekiel in this way. We will now investigate an early proposal by Lust regarding a 
sector of the early Jewish community that may have felt so strongly about their theology 
to have interacted with the text, changing the text to reflect their sifting theology.  
 
7.4.3.1.  Lust’s Pharisees Proposal  
Already in his earlier examination of the chapter reorder and 36:23c-38 as an 
inserted pericope, Lust proposed that theological concerns over a shift in eschatological 
and apocalyptic views in early Jewish communities created the environment for the 
changes. Lust’s (1981a, p.531) theory was that the original chapter order and events in 
the text as found in G
967 “probably did not arouse much interest … [and] these chapters 
were not read as a continuous story … [but] the situation changed when apocalyptic Page 289 
tendencies grew stronger”. He then proposes that this greater interest in apocalyptic 
theology, with its varying eschatological sequences, created a polarised environment 
with one group (the apocalypticists) embracing the events as portrayed in G
967’s chapter 
order, and another group (the Pharisees) embracing a different order of eschatological 
events, one that was focused more on their present.  
Lust proposes that the Pharisees stood against these rising apocalyptic 
viewpoints as they were more ‘realistic’ in their eschatological views. Lust 
(1981a, p.532) claims: 
The Pharisees may be responsible for the restoration of the Book of Ezekiel. 
According to their view, the restoration of Israel and the coming of the Messiah 
would precede the final events, all of this belonging to the history of this world.  In 
this perspective, the vision of the dry bones had to follow upon the oracles relating 
Israel’s exile. It referred to the restoration of Israel after its captivity and not to a 
resurrection strictly speaking.  
 
Lust also examines the idea that the Pharisees were responding to Christian resurrection 
theology, but he quickly dismisses this as unlikely, with evidence that the addition of 
36:23c-38 was pre-Christian.
457 He settles instead with the theory that these textual 
changes came about because of Pharisee reaction against apocalyptic views of their day.   
Yet Lust’s Pharisee proposal is not without its critics. Block (1998, p.339) 
claims that the Pharisee involvement proposal by Lust is “his own creative 
interpretation”. Significantly, following criticism from Block, Lust (2002c,  p.30) 
concedes “it must be admitted that my reference to the Pharisees as the party 
responsible for the restructuring of Ezekiel is highly hypothetical”. Yet more 
significantly, Block questions Lusts’ entire proposal that G
967 reflects the Hebrew 
Vorlage, and that the chapter reorder from G
967 to the received text resulted in the need 
for vv. 23c-38, a detailed matter to which we now turn.  
                                                 
457 The discovery of MasEzek (ca. 100-50 BCE) undermines any idea that this pericope came about either 
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7.4.3.2.  Block’s Objections to Lust     
In his 1998 commentary, Block raised seven points of concern over Lust’s 1981 
article. We will summarise them, and interact in the light of Lust’s responses:    
1.  [An] appearance of the recognition formula [hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi W[d>y"w>] within an 
oracle rather than at the end is not uncommon in Ezekiel (Block, 1998, p.340).  
 
Although this is correct, Lust (2002c, p.29) responds that his point “was not that it 
[the recognition formula] never occurs in the middle of an oracle, but that ‘the 
recognition formula followed by ne’um Yhwh in v. 23b makes a good conclusion’”.
458  
Even though the declarative formula (hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun>) appears commonly at the end of 
a verse,
459 it also appears in the beginning or middle.
460 The same is true of the 
recognition formula. However, 36:23b is the only place in Ezekiel where the recognition 
and declarative formulae appear together as ‘a string’ in the middle of a verse.
461 
Having these two formulae together suggests that the recognition formula in v. 23b 
marked the end of the original chapter, and the declarative formula in v. 23c was part of 
the editorial weaving of this pericope into the fabric of the text. This can explain why all 
our representative MSS have the recognition formula, and why the declaration formula 
is minus in both G
967,B, but present in MT, MasEzek and G
A. This declaration formula 
being a later insert also explains G
A’s use of the later Theodotion styled Adwnai ku,rioj 
here (instead of ku,rioj ku,rioj). This proposal is again strengthened if we see the 
declaration formula in v. 32 as an inclusio to v. 23c. The ‘citation’ formula (rm;a' hKo 
hwIhy> yn"doa]) also marks the start of the following two oracles: vv. 33-36 and vv. 37-38 
                                                 
458 36:38 also ends with the recognition formula of hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi W[d>y"w>, which is seen as the concluding 
marker to this oracle and the entire chapter. 
459 Occurrences of the declaration formula and the ending of verses in Ezekiel: 11:8, 21; 12:25, 28: 13:8, 
16; 14:11, 14; 15:8; 16:14, 19, 23, 63; 18:9; 20:3, 36, 44; 21:12, 18; 22:12, 31; 23:34; 24:14; 25;14; 
26:14; 26:21; 28:10; 29:20; 30:6; 31:18; 32:8, 14, 16, 31, 32; 34:15, 30, 31; 36:14, 15; 39:5, 10, 13, 
20, 29; 43:27; 44:15, 27; 45:9, 15; 47:23; 48:29.  
460 Occurrences of the declaration formula at the beginning (often following ynIa'-yx;), or in the middle of a 
verse in Ezekiel: 14:16, 18, 20; 16:8, 30, 43, 48; 17:16; 18:3, 23, 30, 32; 20:31, 33, 40; 26:5; 32:11; 
34:8; 35:6, 11; 36:23, 32; 38:18, 21; 39:8; 43:19; 44:12; 
461 (hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> hw"hy> ynIa]-yKi [~yIAGh;] W[d>y"w>). Lust (1981, p.525) compares this string here to the 
ending of 25:12-14, and uses this as a comparison for an acceptable conclusion to a prophecy.  Page 291 
(cf. Block, 1998, pp.362, 364). The recognition formula is also found at the end of v. 38, 
as a deliberate overall inclusio to the original recognition formula in v. 23b. Ezek. 36:36 
has an expanded form of the recognition formula, and concludes with yTir>B;DI hw"hy> ynIa], 
which is another Ezekielian phrase used at times to mark the end of oracles (cf. 5:17; 
17:21, 21:22, 37; 30:12; 37:14). It appears that this ‘inserted’ pericope begins with a 
‘citation / declaration’ formula,
462 as do the intra-oracles (vv. 33, 37), and that the 
existing recognition formula in v. 23b finds an overall inclusio conclusion in v. 38. We 
propose that these formulae may have been used deliberately by the scribal editor in 
order to ‘weave’ his inserted text into v. 23c, making it blend into the Ezekielian 
standard. As such, hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> in v. 23c can be seen as an additional ‘pause’, 
linking what follows with what precedes.
463 Whilst this is not ‘proof’, it does support 
Lust’s proposal. 
  
2.  The distinctive style in this section may be attributed to the special content and 
need not argue against Ezekielian authorship …. [although borrowed], the 
special characteristics … may reflect authorial awareness of its significance 
(Block, 1998, p.340). 
 
Block is correct in stating that the linguistic and stylistic differences need not 
argue against Ezekielian authorship. However, these differences cause him to defend 
that it is Ezekielian. It would be extremely unusual for an editorial scribe to insert a text 
and not attempt to blend it into the surrounding text utilising existing formulae. We 
previously discussed the arguments of Thackeray, Johnson and Lust that the hapax 
legomena and stylistic uniqueness in the Hebrew of this pericope suggest later insertion 
(cf. 7.4.1). Interestingly, Block does not explain or attempt to give significant reason for 
the Hebrew textual uniqueness, yet he (1998, p.340) admits that the “diction borrows 
                                                 
462 We propose that this pericope ‘begins’ with this declaration formula as it is minus also in G
B, and may 
therefore be another later ‘stitch’ to weave this pericope into the text.   
463 This appears to be the clause referred to by Zimmerli (1983, p.248) when he says “the additional 
clause in v 23bb … in which we probably have a later expansion”.  Page 292 
heavily from previous oracles and from Jeremiah” [italics mine]. Likewise, Block does 
not offer a clear explanation for the ‘Theodotion’ style in the Greek.
464 His explanation 
for unique linguistics is not that this pericope is an editorial insertion, but that the 
uniqueness “may reflect authorial awareness of its significance. A lofty subject deserves 
an exalted literary style” (Block, 1998, p.340). This is a curious explanation for the 
sudden change of literary styles in both the Hebrew and Greek. While ‘lofty’, this 
pericope is no more so than other Ezekielian oracles (e.g., 11:17-19; 20:39-44). Yet 
these other oracles do not evidence this oracle’s literary style. Lust (1981a, p.519) says 
that this pericope can either been seen as “a culmination of the prophet’s theological 
thinking … [or] a mere summary, borrowing from the surrounding chapters … [and] the 
gift of a new heart and a new spirit, is almost a literal repetition of Ezek 11:19”. These 
very differences are given by Lust as evidence for G
967 representing the Hebrew 
Vorlage (Lust, 1981c,  p.45). Block’s argument that the linguistic uniqueness of this 
pericope is due to the ‘lofty’ subject matter remains weak.  
 
3.  The LXX evidence is not conclusive. In the first instance, the reliability of 
Papyrus 967 for reconstruction of the Hebrew Vorlage to the Greek translation 
is not without question …. An accidental loss of a leaf or two seems more 
likely (Block, 1998, 340). 
 
Block appears to bring up two separate issues in this one point. Firstly, Block 
addresses the issue of scribal practices and the problem of parablepsis and/or 
homoioteleuton, and concludes that the omission of 36:23b-38 in this papyrus is due to 
the ‘accidental loss of a leaf or two’. We dismissed this proposal above.   
The second issue Block raises here is the ability to reconstruct the Hebrew 
Vorlage based on G
967. However, G
967 is the oldest extant Greek MSS and therefore the 
closest in age to a Vorlage, and likely witnesses the OG. Its uniqueness is also not 
                                                 
464 Block does not mention or provide explanation for G
B’s use of Adwnai in vv. 33 and 37, avoiding the 
unique Greek linguistic characteristics of this pericope. Page 293 
without a witness, albeit in the Old Latin.
465 We do not see Lust saying we should 
‘abandon MT’ in favour of G
967, but just that G
967 reflects an earlier Hebrew Vorlage. 
Lust (2002c, p.30) answers this point, saying that Block   
is right when he holds that a text’s antiquity is not necessarily a sign of superiority. 
He is also right when he does not see the need to abandon MT in favour of a 
hypothetical ‘original’ based on P
967. It is true that MT represents a standardised 
form making perfect sense. I never defended the view that MT is inferior to LXX 
as represented by P
967. I simply suggested that they represent two different stages in 
the development of the text. 
 
While both of Block’s points here are worth examining, we do not find anything 
that undermines Lust. Both Lust and Block find a ‘gap’ in the text, but see it from two 
different stages of the text development: Lust sees that this pericope was originally not 
in the text and is a later insertion; Block believes it was there, ‘accidentally’ lost, and a 
later ‘transmitter’ added a Theodotion styled text to fill the ‘gap’. But Lust’s proposal 
gives answer to the unique linguistic style in both Hebrew and the Greek. Block only 
gives answer to the Greek. While we stand with Lust regarding this pericope being a 
later insertion, and even reflective of the Hebrew Vorlage, our textual comparative 
methodology is focused on the fact we have two different textual trajectories, and not 
which is the ‘correct’ text.  
 
4.  Lust’s proposal flies in the face of recent form-critical scholarship; he 
eliminates evidence that runs counter to his theory. V. 23c, ‘when through you 
I vindicate my holiness before their eyes,’ is discounted as a secondary 
correction of 38:16 …. Further, deleting ‘It is not for your sakes’ in v. 32 
neutralizes an effective inclusio with the same expression in v. 22 (Block, 
1998, pp.340-341). 
 
                                                 
465 As mentioned previously, Block (1998, p.340) says that “it is remarkable that it is preserved in only 
one Greek manuscript and an obscure Latin text”. Yet, if the MSS following G
967 were corrected, 
and the ‘gap’ filled as Block claims, then we have only a couple of witnesses to what was prior to the 
correction. We must also question the wording of W being an ‘obscure’ text, as it witnesses the Old 
Latin. Page 294 
Block seems to misunderstand Lust here. Nowhere does Lust ‘discount’ v. 23c; 
he states that v. 23b “makes a good conclusion … [and] the continuation in v. 23c ff … 
is unusual” (Lust, 1981a, p.525). This clarification can be seen in Lust’s (2002c, p.29) 
response, “it was not my intention to discard v. 23c. Together with F. Hossfeld, I merely 
defended the view that 23b presents the conclusion of the section and that its expansion 
with 23c is secondary”. Block (1998, p.341, n.20) supplies a long list of examples to 
show that the recognition formula followed by an infinitive construct introduced by a 
prefixed b is Ezekielian. The only instances of the declaration formula followed by an 
infinitive construct introduced by a prefixed b are 16:30; 32:14-15. Therefore 36:23 is 
unique with its use of a recognition formula followed by the declaration formula 
followed by an infinitive construct introduced by a prefixed b (Lust, 2002c, p.29). We 
agree with Lust that v. 23c is unusual. We have been unable to establish where Lust 
claims that v. 23c is a “secondary correction of 38:16” (so Block, 1998, p.341).
466 While 
Block (1996, p.341) uses this argument to say that v. 23c is “an expansion of the 
recognition formula”. We respond with the proposal that it is an appropriate editorial 
expansion (see #1 above).   
Block also appears to misunderstand Lust, when he claims Lust deletes ‘it is not 
for your sakes’ in v. 32. Lust (2002c, p.30) responds, saying “in fact I do not delete 
anything, but simply suggest that the expression in v. 32 belongs to a later insert”. Lust 
(1981a, p.525) also points out that “the fact that v. 32 forms an inclusio with v. 22 does 
not argue in favor of the original unity of vv. 16-32. It rather suggests that the redactor 
wished to connect his composition (v. 23c ff.) with the foregoing section”. We again 
point out that it would be a very poor redactor who did not seek to weave his insertion 
into the text, making inclusio and employing Ezekielian stylistic features, in particular 
Ezekiel’s typical literary formula markers.   
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5.  By itself the section in vv. 16-23bb appears fragmentary. On the one hand, in 
contrast to the rest of Ezekiel’s restoration oracles, which average twenty-
seven verses, deleting 36:23c-38 reduces the present oracle to less than eight 
verses (Block, 1998, p.341). 
 
It is true that vv. 16-23bb forms a short oracle, yet Ezekiel is not without short 
oracles; 36:13-15 is one such short oracle. That one section may appear fragmented on 
its own to the modern reader, is not evidence that another section is not an insertion. 
These are two different issues. Block (1998, p.341) is correct when he says “removing 
vv. 23c-38 reduces this text [16-23b] to a bland and truncated two-part pronouncement, 
lacking any explanation of how Yahweh intends to vindicate his holiness”. Yet vv. 16-
23b, while short, has continuity, fully explaining the dispersion (vv. 16-21), and giving 
reason for God’s future action (vv. 22-23b). In addition, this very blandness may have 
helped justify the inclusion of vv. 23c-38 into the text.  
Block (1998, p.341) also claims that “since vv. 33-36 and 37-38 each have their 
own introductory citation and concluding recognition formulae, these look more like 
separate oracular fragments than vv. 23c-38 as a unit” [italics mine]. Curiously, Block 
admits here that shorter oracle fragments do exist, which appears to undermine his 
argument. Furthermore, Block (1998, p.362) asks whether vv. 33-36 is “a fragment of 
another oracle secondarily added here to fill what the editor considered a gap in the 
presentation of the restoration”. In this Block has admitted the possibility that an oracle 
was later inserted, even if ‘fragmented’, for the purposes of filling a ‘gap’. This also 
appears to undermine his argument against Lust regarding short oracles and 
insertions.
467 It may be that these two fragmentary oracles (vv. 33-36; 37-38) were 
combined together and inserted as they provide an overall purpose for God’s restorative 
action for Israel (vv. 23c-32). Block does not mention or provide explanation for G
B’s 
use of VAdwnai in vv. 33 and 37, avoiding the unique Greek linguistic characteristics of 
                                                 
467 Block (1998, p.362) is quick to add that “there is no reason to deny the content to the prophet himself”, 
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this pericope. Again, we find that Block’s objection does not disprove or seriously 
undermine Lust. 
  
6.  Lust’s reconstruction of the history of the LXX is speculative, lacking any 
objective evidential basis for a Pharisaic reaction to the sequence of events 
suggested by the arrangement of Papyrus 967 [italics mine] (Block, 
1998, p.341). 
 
Of all Block’s points, this one holds the most serious challenge to Lust’s 
proposal. It is apparent that there is a lack of ‘objective evidence’ for Lust’s Pharisee 
involvement.
468 Yet Lust (1981, p.532) does say that the “Pharisees may be responsible” 
[italics mine]; he does not make it a definitive assertion. In his later work Lust 
(2002c, p.30) clarifies that his “reference to the Pharisees as the party responsible for 
the restructuring of Ezekiel is highly speculative. I clearly presented it as a hypothetical 
reconstruction with its own merits”. Regrettably, Lust still does not quote from any 
Pharisaic literature, nor does he seek to further support his proposal from other primary 
sources. Lust gives little response to Block on this very important point in his 
‘Stepbrothers’ (2002c) article. Lust’s (2003, p.90) recent work proposes canonical and 
eschatological concerns as reasons for these ‘MT plusses’, including this pericope, but 
he does not provide any suggestion who was responsible for these textual changes.   
Block (1998, p.341) counters Lust, with the following reason for G
967’s chapter order:  
the growth of apocalypticism in the late intertestamental period stimulated the 
rearrangement of oracles in this text-form, so that the resurrection of the dead is 
seen as the final eschatological event prior to the reestablishment of a spiritual 
Israel, rather than simply a metaphor for the restoration of the nation from exile. 
 
Block’s speculation here is similar to Lust’s speculative ‘Pharisee’ proposal. Lust 
(1981a, pp.351f) speculates that any change to the text came out of their reaction to 
apocalyptic concerns. Block admits that there has been a ‘rearrangement of oracles’ in 
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G
967 due to theological concerns. This raises the point that if G
967’s text-form can be 
rearranged, then it may also be possible that the received text is the rearranged text.
469 
The primary difference in their proposals is that Lust speculates that it was the Pharisees 
rearranging the text in reaction to apocalyptic views, with the result being the ‘received’ 
text. Block, on the other hand, speculates it was unidentified apocalyptic persons in the 
late intertestamental period who rearranged the text to give G
967’s order. Block’s 
proposal also raises questions of plausibility. Block does not give any explanation why 
these unidentified ‘apocalyptic’ exegetes would change the text to G
967’s order, which 
has Israel amongst the slain of chapter 39, making Israel among the corpses defiling the 
land, requiring a physical resurrection of Israel in the following dry bones epic. A 
chapter order change from the received text to G
967’s order does not make strong 
theological sense, especially when facing the armies of the Seleucids or Romans. Block 
(1998, p.341) explains this by saying “the resurrection of the dead is seen as the final 
eschatological event prior to the reestablishment of a spiritual Israel”. Yet Lust 
(1981a, p.351) states that “differing opinions circulated as to the exact sequence of these 
final events”. This means that both the received text and G
967 could be representations 
of early Jewish eschatological views. The arrangement of the ‘received’ text presents a 
more positive military view for Israel; a more apocalyptic theology (G
967) would see the 
cataclysmic intervention of God in 38-39 destroying the enemies of Israel. Block 
appears to find himself in unintentional agreement with Lust; that a text form can be 
rearranged for theological purposes, be that G
967 or the received text.  
 
7.  Lust’s understanding of 36:23c-38 as a composition intentionally crafted to 
serve as a bridge between 36:16-23bb and ch. 37, after these chapters had been 
brought together, is not convincing. The evidence of lexical and thematic links 
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another. Both Block and Lust are being speculative, seeking to find a theological reason for the 
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cut both ways. The ties between vv. 23c-32 and 16-23bb argue for unitary 
treatment (Block, 1998, p.341). 
 
Block seems to dismiss Lust’s insertion proposal with this statement. Block 
(1998, p.341) defends his point by stating that “the oracle fragments represented by vv. 
33-36 and 37-38 appear authentically Ezekielian, and may have been inserted in the 
present positions precisely because of their connections with ch. 34 and 36:1-15”. Block 
appears to be arguing against his own point by admitting that these two smaller oracles 
are insertions, even if Ezekielian. Block criticises Lust, but he is basically presenting a 
similar argument, albeit on a smaller scale. The difference is that Block looks ‘back’ in 
the book to find reasons for inclusion, whereas Lust primarily looks ‘forward’ to explain 
a re-arranged chapter order that results in this pericope’s insertion.  
Block (1998, p.342) also states that “the editors of MT intend 37:1-14 as an 
explication of 36:27”. This is said to counter Lust’s proposal that 36:27 was included 
with the insertion to prepare for 37:1-14. Lust (1981a, p.523) claims that v. 27 has “the 
construction, ‘I will bring it about that …’ followed by a subordinate clause expressing 
a purpose or a consequence is unusual in the Bible and certainly unique in Ezekiel”. 
Responding to Block, Lust (2002c, p.30) refers to vv. 26-28, saying that they serve as a 
“good example” of a construction to function as a bridge, especially as they “repeat the 
text of 11,17-19 word for word”. This then opens the way for chapter 37. Ultimately, 
both scholars find 36:27 to be an insertion, and both link this to 37:1-14. Lust 
(2002c, p.30) says that “once the editorial character of the section is admitted, to a large 
extent on the basis of an objective philological argumentation, it is perfectly reasonable 
to recognise a bridge function in this composition” [of 36:23c-38]. 
Block (1998, p.342) claims that these verses connect with their context, saying 
“37:15-28 not only portrays a reversal of 36:16-23 but also expands on 34:23-31”. 
While this is correct, it does not disprove Lust’s proposal, as these texts can still refer to 
each other equally in G
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Lust (1981a, p.523) brings out the uniqueness of the Hebrew in this pericope, 
such as in 36:36 where “the combination of verbs ‘to destroy’ (hrs), ‘to build’ (bnh), 
and ‘to plant’ (nt
c) is typical for Jeremiah and occurs nowhere else in Ezekiel”. Lust 
(1981a, p.524) also points out other unusual aspects in the Hebrew for vv. 35 and 37. 
Yet, Block (1998,  p.340) does not attempt to answer these points, other than by 
referring to the ‘exalted literary style’ (cf. discussions above).  
In summary, Block’s criticisms do not undermine Lust’s proposal, and in some 
cases he unwittingly supports the possibility of textual inserts (cf. #5 above) and ‘oracle 
rearrangement’ (cf. #6 above). Block appears to imply, without clearly stating it, that 
G
967 is an innovative text. He does not give adequate explanation for the unique Hebrew 
and Greek linguistic characteristics of 36:23c-38. This is an area of concern, as this is 
what causes scholars to view this pericope as an insertion (e.g., Thackeray; Johnson; 
Lust). Lust has addressed these linguistic issues in his attempt to explain this pericope’s 
genesis and inclusion. Likewise, Block does not adequately address the important issue 
of the unique chapter order, except to imply that this is a phenomenon for G
967 and W. 
Lust does address the chapter order, and proposes it was the chapter reorder that created 
the need for this pericope to be inserted.  
In Block’s conclusion (1998, p.342), he surprisingly concedes that “Papyrus 967 
may still represent an old text-form. The text-critical task of retroverting the translated 
text to a supposed Hebrew Vorlage remains an imprecise science”. This statement 
further weakens his own arguments against Lust, and places him in closer agreement 
with Lust than he may have intended. In his response to Block, Lust (2002c, p.30) also 
observes, “somewhat unexpectedly, Block’s conclusions are very nuanced and not 
diametrically opposed to mine”. In Block’s (1998, p.365) theological conclusion to this 
pericope, he states that “perhaps because this literary unit brings together so many 
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depth”. One is left to wonder why if Block can admit that this pericope is ‘unmatched’ 
and combines ‘many strands’ from Ezekiel, why then does he choose not to deal with 
the possibility that it may be a later insertion, especially as he appears to suggest that the 
last two oracles were inserted. One concern from Block’s seven points that does require 
further examination is his sixth point, which criticises Lust for not providing objective 
evidence that Pharisee eschatological concerns were the possible reason for this 
redaction. Before we investigate this point, and other theological implications, there is 
one other area that gives further support to the view that G
967 reflects a viable 
theological trajectory of early Jewish thought.   
 
7.4.4.  External Evidence Supporting G
967  
  Without seeking to be comprehensive in exploring data outside the text of 
Ezekiel, we may note some other texts that may lend support to G
967’s chapter order and 
‘minus’ of 36:23c-38 being reflective of the Hebrew Urtext.  
 
7.4.4.1 Daniel 
Whereas most LXX MSS have a Theodotion styled text for Daniel that 
witnesses a similar Vorlage to MT, G
967 preserves the Old Greek translation reflecting 
an earlier pre-revised Hebrew text.
470 Like Ezekiel, G
967 Daniel also has a different 
chapter order (7-8 come between 4 and 5),
471 and some significant minuses when 
compared with other MT or LXX MSS. Although a comprehensive discussion of these 
complex issues is beyond the scope of this thesis, we do note that the OG text for Daniel 
reflected in G
967 finds ‘priority’ amongst scholars as “the best witness to the OG text” 
(McLay, 2005, p.307). This important papyrus again gives support to the proposal that 
                                                 
470 The Old Greek of Daniel is also preserved in Codex Chisianus (or Codex 88) which reflects the 
Hexapla, and in Syro-Hexapla (Lucas, 2002, p.19).  
471 Daniel G
967’s chapter order reflects a chronological order. It is debated if chronology influenced G
967’s 
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later LXX MSS have a revised and edited Theodotion-styled text, with later plusses and 
revised chapter order, replacing the earlier Old Greek style and reflecting MT. If this is 
the case for Daniel, then it is likely the case for Ezekiel.  
Dan. 12:1-3 speaks of a resurrection, which Collins (2000a, p.126) claims
472 “is 
the only passage in the Hebrew Bible that clearly predicts resurrection of 
individuals”.
473 Significantly, this resurrection happens after the conflict in Dan. 11 that 
appears to reflect Antiochus Epiphanes’ persecution, with the prediction of Antiochus’ 
death in the land of Israel (Dan. 11:45). This order of a major battle followed by a 
resurrection corresponds to G
967’s order of events in Ezekiel. However, Daniel only 
talks of a ‘king of the north’, unlike Revelation which specifically mentions Gog (see 
below).  
 
7.4.4.2.  Revelation 
  Although Revelation is a Christian book, and therefore one step removed from 
the focus of our investigation, it nevertheless has a significant thematic layout possibly 
reflecting both G
967 and the received text’s chapter order. Lust (1980, p.180) proposes 
that John likely utilised Ezekiel when writing Revelation’s end time events (Rev. 18-
22), while observing a slightly different order of final events in Revelation than in the 
received text of Ezekiel. Of special interest is Rev. 20:11-15 that has a second 
resurrection after the battle with Gog and Magog (Rev. 20:7-10), therefore matching 
G
967’s chapter order. It does raise the question of what may have inspired John to write 
of a second resurrection, if he was using Ezekiel’s order of events. Most have focused 
on the first resurrection in Rev. 20:4-6 before the Gog epic, as that matches Ezekiel’s 
                                                 
472 Dimant (2000, p.528) also says “an explicit statement of the notion of resurrection is found only in the 
latest biblical book, the book of Daniel (Dan 12:1-2), edited and composed in part around 164 BCE”. 
473 Collins (2000, p.119) says “the interpretation of the vision is quite explicit, however: ‘these bones are 
the whole house of Israel’ (37:11). The resurrection, then, is metaphorical”. Collins (2000, p.127) 
also says for Daniel “the hope for resurrection resolves a problem arising from religious persecution 
… faith in the justice of God would be maintained if the righteous could hope for a reward after 
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received chapter order. There is nothing, however, in Ezekiel’s received order to match 
John’s second resurrection. Significantly, this second resurrection occurs just before the 
‘new Jerusalem’ in Rev. 21. While we may grant John theological licence here, we also 
suggest that John’s writing was in keeping with differing early Jewish eschatological 
viewpoints, and existing variant textual traditions. Lust (1980, p.180) questions which 
textual tradition was before John, suggesting that John knew of both, indicating that 
“Revelation was made up of two different apocalypses fused into one”. Lust proposes 
that G
967’s order was most likely the tradition influencing John’s order of events, and 
Lust presents a schema supporting his proposal. Curiously, Lust’s schema ignores the 
first resurrection in Rev. 20:4-6. We suggest that John did know of both textual 
traditions for Ezekiel, and sought to include both traditions in Revelation. MasEzek 
witnesses the received order; therefore the chapter reorder would have been done well 
before John’s time. We modify Lust’s (1980,  p.181) schema to reflect the first 
resurrection; we have changed his numbering
474 and included our clarifying additions in 
italics: 
Revelation 
1. The final battle against the beast: 19, 17-
21 
2. The first resurrection and Messianic reign: 
20, 4-6 
3. The final battle against Gog and Magog: 
20:7-10 
4. The second resurrection: 20:11-15 
5. The descent of the heavenly Jerusalem: 
21-22 
Ezekiel 
1. The final battle against …                             
 
2. The resurrection of 37 in the received text 
 
3. Gog of Magog: 38-39 
 
4. The revival of dry bones: 37 as in G
967 
5. The vision of the New Temple and of the 
New Israel: 40-48 
 
Therefore, we suggest that Revelation is an implicit witness to the chapter order found 
in G
967, giving further evidence that G
967 is not a maverick text.  
                                                 
474 Lust lists the first three events as 1 and 1a (combining our #2 and 3), as he did not put a matching item 
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7.4.4.3.  Targum Neofiti and Pseudo-Jonathan Num. 11:26 
  We also find implicit support for the different two chapter orders in circulation 
at some point, in the way the various Targumim exegete Num. 11:26. Where MT and 
LXX state only that Eldad and Medad “prophesied in the camp”, Targum Neofiti and 
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan both include a midrash that they prophesied regarding the end 
of days and the battle with Gog. Targum Neofiti, along with the Paris BN Fragment, 
appears to support the received order (McNamara, 1995, p.74):  
And both of them prophesied together, saying: ‘At the very end of the days Gog 
and Magog ascend on Jerusalem, and they fall at the hands of King Messiah, and 
for seven years the children of Israel shall kindle fires from their weapons; and they 
will not have to go out (to) the forest.  
 
That Targum Neofiti has King Messiah ready to defeat Gog and Magog
475 indicates that 
the chapter order before these scribes has the dry bones and uniting of the nation under a 
‘Kingly’ (even Messianic), military leader coming before the Gog epic as in the 
received text. Significantly, there is no mention of resurrection. The concept of Israel 
making fires for seven years emphasises the extent of King Messiah’s destruction of 
Gog and Magog. 
  However, Pseudo-Jonathan’s midrash appears to support G
967’s order, and 
expands on the earlier Neofiti (Clarke, 1992, p.220-221): 
But the two prophesied as one and said: ‘Behold a king shall rise from the land of 
Magog at the end of days. He shall gather kings crowned with crowns, and prefects 
attired in silken clothing, and all the nations shall obey him. They shall prepare for 
war in the land of Israel against the sons of the exile. However, the Lord is near 
them at the hour of distress, and all of them will be killed by a burning breath in a 
consuming fire that comes from beneath the throne of Glory; and their corpses will 
fall on the mountains of Israel. Then all the wild animals and birds of heaven shall 
come and consume their bodies. And after this all the dead of Israel shall live 
[again] and shall delight themselves with the good which was hidden for them from 
the beginning. Then they shall receive the reward of their labors.  
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Pseudo-Jonathan has Magog as a place, yet does not mention Gog by name, 
stating only that ‘a king’ will gather other ‘kings’ and that ‘nations will obey him’. In 
this midrash the LORD appears to lead the battle, destroying Gog and his hosts; there is 
no mention of any human leader, which matches G
967’s order. The use of the pronoun 
leaves it unclear as to whether the corpses on the ground also include those of Israel. 
Regardless, Israel is resurrected after this battle, which reflects G
967’s order. There is 
also no mention of a human military leader after this resurrection, again reflecting 
G
967’s tradition. Flesher (2000, p.319) states that “PJ’s [Pseudo-Jonathan’s] shift away 
from Proto-PT [Palestinian Targum]
476 understanding of resurrection is purposeful, not 
accidental … he takes steps to eliminate the other view”. Flesher (2000, p.321) also 
observes that for Pseudo-Jonathan “the resurrection happens in the world we know, but 
at the end of time. Thus, for PJ, the resurrection of the dead keeps its special character 
by happening at a special time rather than a special place—Proto-PT’s world-to-come”.  
We refer the reader to Flesher (2000) for a detailed discussion on the various 
Targumim’s treatment of Num. 11:26 and other texts,
477 as we only seek to suggest that 
Pseudo-Jonathan did not create the order of his midrash out of nowhere; he appears to 
have known the chapter order tradition found in G
967. We can see that both chapter 
order traditions are reflected in Targum Neofiti and Pseudo-Jonathan’s respective 
midrashic expansions of Num. 11:26.   
    
7.4.5.  Summary of Insertion (and Reorder) not Omission   
Throughout the sections above covering ‘Insertion not Omission’ we have 
examined various aspects within the text, and three possible implicit witnesses outside 
                                                 
476 This includes Targum Neofiti, and the Paris fragment.  
477 Targum Ezekiel’s expansions reflect only the received order. The one area of interest is 39:16 which 
contemporises Rome as part of the slain, and therefore identifies Gog with Rome. For more on 
Targum Ezekiel see Levey (1987), Ribera (1996), or for general information regarding the Targums 
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Ezekiel, in an effort to determine whether sufficient evidence exists to lend support to 
the proposal that G
967’s chapter order reflects the original, and that 36:23c-38 is an 
inserted text. In the ‘Linguistic’ section we saw that there exists sufficient evidence to 
suggest that this pericope is a later construction than the surrounding text, in both Greek 
and Hebrew. We also examined and built on Thackeray’s early ‘Liturgical’ proposal for 
this pericope’s uniqueness, providing a hypothetical suggestion that this was a possible 
path for its genesis and inclusion. We examined Lust’s ‘Eschatological / Apocalyptic’ 
proposal, finding it gives credible theological reason for both the chapter reorder and 
subsequent pericope insertion.  
We also addressed the seven concerns that Block levelled at Lust’s proposal that 
G
967 reflects the Hebrew Vorlage, often concluding in favour of Lust, as Lust identifies 
theological motive for both the rearranged order and inserted pericope. We then 
examined two external Ezekiel witnesses in the form of Daniel and Revelation, finding 
that G
967 reflected the Old Greek as compared to most other LXX MSS and MT. We 
also found sufficient evidence to suggest that John knew of G
967’s chapter order when 
writing Revelation. Both Daniel and Revelation show evidence of an eschatology where 
a battle is followed by a resurrection, as in G
967. We then examined the third witness of 
Targum Num. 11:26 and found evidence that Targum Pseudo-Jonathan was aware of 
the chapter order found in G
967, as his midrashic expansion reflects this order.   
Overall, we find that sufficient evidence exists to strongly indicate that G
967 is a 
credible witness of the original Hebrew. Therefore, our received text of Ezekiel has a 
different chapter order than the original Hebrew and a later inserted plus of 36:23c-38. 
Yet, this does not mean we now abandon MT (or the other LXX MSS); our textual 
comparative methodology treats each trajectory as representatives of early Jewish 
interpretation and theology. We have previously, albeit briefly, covered possible 
theological reasons and implications for the chapter reorder and resultant inserted Page 306 
pericope, with particular attention given to those proposed by Lust. However, as noted 
above, we agree with Block that Lust does not provide sufficient objective evidence to 
support his ‘Pharisee’ proposal. Therefore, we now turn to a closer examination of 
possible theological reasons and hands involved in these textual changes.  
 
7.5.  Theological Significance, Timeframe and Motivation  
  With the premise that G
967 is a viable witness to the Hebrew Urtext of Ezekiel, 
we now seek to discuss the theological significance of G
967’s chapter order, and the 
received order. We will seek to identify a possible timeframe and motivation for the 
change in chapter order and pericope insertion.   
 
7.5.1.  Theological Significance of G
967   
  The theological progression found in G
967 shows solid continuity. In the first 
section
478 of chapter 36, the mountains of Israel are addressed preparing them for the 
return of Israel, and are assured that they will not miscarry the people again (vv. 1-15). 
In G
967’s second section (vv. 16-23b), Israel’s sin of ‘blood’ and ‘idolatry’ is given as 
the reason for the dispersion; therefore Israel profaned God’s holy name amongst the 
nations (vv. 20-22). It is significant that this section in G
967 finishes chapter 36 with 
God establishing his holy name (vv. 21-23b), declaring “the nations will know that I am 
the LORD” (v. 23b).  
G
967’s progression into chapters 38-39 then provides an immediate answer as to 
how God will establish his holiness, and let the nations know he is the LORD: he will 
defeat Gog and his hordes (38: 16, 23; 39:6, 7, 21-24 28). God’s name has been 
profaned amongst the nations, and now the nations despise him thinking he is weak, so 
                                                 
478 In our chapter dealing with the text of Ezekiel 36 we concluded that chapter 36 can be broken up into 
three major literary and thematic sections: vv. 1-15; 16-23; 24-38. The first section addresses the 
mountains of Israel, and the second two sections address the ‘house of Israel’. It is significant that 
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he will bring them to his mountains and land to show his power by defeating the nations 
who oppose him and his people.  
‘These things’ in 36:22 may refer to what came before this verse. However, the 
focus seems to be more on what follows. In G
967’s order it refers to God’s judgment on 
the nations (38-39), letting the nations know that the exile was not because of God’s 
weakness, but because his holiness demanded that he judge his people (39:21-24). 
God’s people defiled his land and his holy name, so they had to leave the land and 
God’s immediate presence (36:16-23b). God’s explanation in 39:21-24 is a reference to 
36:16-23b, and can be seen as an inclusio, tying these chapters together. God’s 
declaration that he will ‘now bring Jacob back from captivity’ (39:25-28), sets the scene 
in G
967’s order for the resurrection of the dry bones (37:1-14). In this chapter order, the 
dry bones appear to include Israel’s slain following the battle with Gog. Therefore, 
LXX’s use of qum,oj in 39:29, which is likely original,
479 may refer to God’s judgment 
on Israel in battle, which now requires a physical resurrection. This resurrection follows 
the battle in G
967’s order. However, this resurrection need not refer to a physical 
resurrection; it may be a metaphor for the regathering of Israel from exile (37:11).
480 If 
so, their ‘dryness’ may be a reference to their exile, and their ‘resurrection’ a metaphor 
for the regathering after being cut off (37:11b). This is significant if we take 39:25-28 
into account, which introduces the dry bones epic in G
967’s order. This then gives a dual 
application for the dry bones epic. However, unlike the received order, G
967’s order 
favours a literal reading of the resurrection, as it envisages that there will be actual dead.  
Regardless of the metaphor of the received text, or the actual resurrection of 
G
967’s order (which does appear to be the primary reading), in the first section of 
                                                 
479 In our discussion of chapter 39, we proposed qum,oj reflected the Vorlage, and MT’s חור is a later post-
LXX amendment.  
480 Unfortunately we cannot be sure of its original interpretation within early Jewish communities. We 
also lack evidence of when a physical resurrection became part of Israel’s eschatology. The dry 
bones epic may be one of the earliest recordings of a physical resurrection, but again, we cannot be 
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chapter 37,
481 Israel is raised as a nation and will again be settled in their own land 
(37:1-14).
482 The ‘glory days’ of Israel are restored in the second section, with the 
nation again a United Kingdom (37:15-23) and ‘David’ once again leading Israel 
(37:24-28). Significantly, in G
967’s order, there is no need for the Davidic ruler to lead 
Israel into battle, as God has already defeated Gog. The Davidic ruler’s purpose is to 
shepherd the people peacefully, making sure they are Torah observant (v. 24b), as they 
live under their ‘covenant of peace’ (v. 26). In G
967’s order, his greatest purpose is 
shepherding the people for the building of God’s sanctuary (v. 26b), so God can dwell 
with his people (v. 27). G
967’s Davidic leader is seen to be a peaceful shepherd, rather 
than a military leader, as David was in Israel’s history. This theology may find support 
with LXX’s use of a;rcwn rather than basileu.j for MT’s %l,m, (cf. Excursus in our 
‘Chapter 4: The Text of Ezek. 37’).
483 With Israel fully restored, and Gog and his hordes 
defeated, then all nations will finally know that it is the LORD who makes Israel holy 
(37:28).  
G
967’s order does not interrupt this everlasting covenant of peace with the Gog 
epic, but instead flows smoothly into chapters 40-48 where the Temple is built and 
worship established. In G
967’s order we find continuity in Israel’s restoration:  
¾  The mountains are prepared, and assured that they will not miscarry again.  
¾  Israel’s sin is established as the result for the dispersion. 
¾  The LORD declares he will establish his holy name. 
                                                 
481 In our investigation of chapter 37 we found two thematic sections: vv. 1-14 (the dry bones) and vv. 15-
28 (the reestablishment of the United Kingdom under a Davidic ruler). 
482 Ezekiel’s resurrection is a national one, regardless if ‘actual’ in G
967’s order, or ‘moral/spiritual’ in the 
received order. Yet, Pseudo-Ezekiel reveals a theology of individual resurrection based on personal 
purity and righteousness. Therefore, while Dimant (2000, p.529) points out that “Pseudo-Ezekiel 
furnishes the earliest evidence for a complex and well-developed exegesis linked to the theme of 
resurrection”, its focus on individual resurrection, rather than national, is one step removed from our 
focus.  
483 In that Excursus we proposed that rather than LXX ‘softening’ the Hebrew, the LXX translator found 
ayfin" in his Vorlage, not %l,m, (done at the same time as other word changes to support the chapter 
reorder: cf. 36:23b; lh'q' to lyIx: in 37:10; hmx to xWr to 39:29). This is reflected in LXX’s use of 
a;rcwn, which was continued by the later LXX redactor(s) who aligned the Greek to reflect the 
changed chapter order and inserted pericope in the Hebrew text. Page 309 
¾  Gog and his hordes are defeated, establishing God’s holiness. 
¾  Israel is resurrected, united in peace with a ‘peaceful shepherd’ Davidic leader 
¾  The Temple is built and worship re-established.  
We suggest that G
967’s order may reflect the eschatology of a writer living in 
exile. The message is that the land is being prepared for us and will not cast us out 
again. Our sin caused our exile, but God will defeat his enemies, and our dry bones will 
be resurrected from the battle and from exile. We will return to a peaceful living with 
our glory days restored, and will rebuild our Temple.  
This is not to say that the returnees ceased their call for further restoration, as 
everyone had not yet returned. The restoration of the nation continued to be a part of 
eschatological expectation (cf. Acts 1:6). Evidence also suggests that the call for a new 
Temple continued even while the post-exilic Temple stood (cf. 11QTemple; Mat. 
26:61).  
  G
967’s theology may not reflect the situation of those who at a later period are in 
the land with an existing Temple, but find themselves surrounded by invading armies 
(of the Seleucids or Romans), who are threatening their security and perhaps hindering 
their worship. These inhabitants require a military leader like David who will lead the 
nation into victory over their enemies. They need this to happen now and not in some 
more distant eschatological fulfilment.  
 
7.5.2.  Theological Significance of the Received Order 
The most pressing problem for the returnees with G
967’s chapter order is that 
there is no call for Israel to unite and gather against her enemies. They only gather for a 
peaceful existence to establish a dwelling place for God. Their enemies have already 
been destroyed. While they may have desired another Temple, they had an existing 
Temple. Their immediate concern was having the freedom to live their daily lives, 
without oppression from their enemies. This included the freedom to worship. In Page 310 
addition, in G
967, the dead on the ground following the battle with Gog appear to 
include Israel. This then required a physical resurrection; hardly an inspirational call to 
arms! In G
967’s order, Israel was only united with a peaceful Davidic shepherd after the 
battle with Gog and subsequent resurrection. This order certainly would not have 
appealed to those facing battle with either the Seleucids or Romans. G
967’s order could 
also be seen to leave the resurrection of Israel’s dry bones to a more distant, even 
eschatological, future; perhaps even seven years after the battle with Gog (cf. 39:9). 
Likewise, as we saw with Lust’s proposal above (7.4.3), the events in G
967’s order could 
be interpreted as happening in the eschatological future.  
Therefore, the chapter order was changed from G
967’s order to the received 
order, in an attempt to rally Israel with a present call to arms, and unite all Israel for 
both spiritual renewal, and to militarily rise against their enemies. The textual flow still 
has the mountains prepared for Israel’s return (36:1-15). Israel’s idolatrous sin and 
God’s holiness are still addressed as in G
967’s order. However, the resurrection of 
Israel’s dry bones is now placed immediately after this, and before the Gog epic. In the 
received order, the battle has not yet occurred to result in these dry bones. The chapter 
reorder can therefore only mean that the resurrection of the dry bones is a ‘moral’ 
and/or ‘spiritual’ resurrection. It is a nation rising to deal with its present reality, 
requiring the casting off of an oppressive enemy.  
The use of metaphoric language in 37:11 assists this change. This does not mean 
to imply that those responsible for changing the chapter order did not believe in, or had 
ceased to believe in, physical resurrection. But their primary goal was a call to arms, 
and talk of death does not often inspire the oppressed to rise up. The later LXX insertion 
of avnqrwpi,nwn (G
B,A) may have been the result of this chapter reorder, in an effort to 
clarify that these dry bones were human. This is not required in G
967’s order. This may 
indicate that the LXX community still interpreted this as both a physical and Page 311 
metaphorical resurrection. While the dry bones epic in the chapter reorder is primarily 
interpreted metaphorically, it may still have retained its original intent, speaking of a 
physical resurrection interpretation.
484 As mentioned above, while the dry bones epic in 
G
967’s order clearly portrays a physical resurrection, it may also have allowed a 
metaphorical interpretation, calling the exiles to return (37:11). If so, then this chapter 
reorder, which reflects a more metaphorical interpretation, would not be seen as 
theologically offensive, especially with the call to purity and spiritual renewal found in 
the inserted pericope. In the received order, the dry bones coming together are clearly 
the scattered and demoralised Israel being united on their land, and no longer feeling cut 
off from each other (37:11). The placement of the dry bones chapter does fit its new 
location before chapter 38, as it continues the restorative theme in 36:1-15, but it 
implies a new military purpose for the Davidic leader.   
In this new order the uniting of Israel (37:15-23), and the Davidic leader (37:24-
28), takes on new meaning and purpose that is tied to the ‘call to arms’. This new united 
‘Davidic’ kingdom resembles the glory days, when David united Israel into one 
kingdom, led them to victory against their enemies, and set up his Tabernacle in 
Jerusalem. Whereas G
967’s Davidic leader is the ‘peaceful shepherd’, the Davidic leader 
found in the received chapter order is primarily a ‘military’ leader. While chapters 38-
39 do not explicitly include Israel in the battle against Gog, the chapter reorder implies 
that the united Israel under David is involved in defeating Gog.
485 In this reorder, there 
is no need for a physical resurrection for Israel following the battle. The dead in 
chapters 38-39 of the received order are implied as only Gog and his hordes. Therefore, 
no resurrection follows this battle in the received order; the corpses of Gog and his 
                                                 
484 Collins (2000a,  pp.119-120) comments that “the resurrection, then, is metaphorical, although the 
passage would be interpreted literally in the Dead Sea Scrolls (4Q385) and later tradition”. 
Unfortunately we don’t know what textual tradition of Ezekiel was before the Dead Sea community. 
However, this does demonstrate one clear example of a community that interpreted the dry bones as 
a literal resurrection.  
485 This interpretation can be seen in Targum Neofiti’s use of the Gog epic in Num. 11:26 (cf. above). Page 312 
hordes remain buried. This may explain MT’s later unique yMi[; plus in 37:12, clarifying 
that the ‘resurrection’ in the renewed order refers only to Israel and not to their enemies. 
As such, it reinforces the metaphorical ‘moral/spiritual’ sense of the dry bones 
resurrection. In this new chapter order, once Israel defeats her enemies under their 
Davidic leader they are able to build the new Temple (40-48), just as David established 
his Tabernacle after defeating his enemies. However, in their day it was likely to just 
reinstate Temple worship, as the Temple already existed.  
Thus, like David’s rule of old, the chapter reorder brings both military and 
spiritual success to an oppressed people, changing their reality, and bringing future 
promises into their present. Unlike the distant eschatological future represented in 
G
967’s order, the changed chapter order addresses Israel’s present reality of oppression, 
especially during the Hasmonean times. They are surrounded by an enemy that they are 
called to rise against and defeat, so they can reinstate Temple worship and their Jewish 
lifestyle.  
Those changing the chapter order now insert 36:23c-38 as support for their 
chapter reorder. As the chapter reorder appears to be a call to arms, this inserted 
pericope appears to be a call to purity. Its purpose is to introduce and assist the ‘new’ 
moral and/or spiritual resurrection metaphor for the dry bones, and the uniting of the 
united nation under a military Davidic leader; events that now immediately follow 
chapter 36.  
The insertion of this pericope causes the text to flow from Israel’s sin and God’s 
holiness (36:16-23b), to now cover what God will do to cleanse Israel from their sins 
and idols (v. 25). Israel will be gathered (v. 24) and given a new heart and spirit (v. 26), 
echoing Ezek. 11:19 and Jeremiah (cf. Jer. 31). They will also receive God’s Spirit (v. 
27; cf. 11:19). They will be resettled and established in the land which would now be Page 313 
like Eden (vv. 33-35). Israel will once again gather as ‘flocks of humanity’ in Jerusalem 
for the festivals (vv. 37-38).  
These textual changes result in a new theological flow in Ezekiel 36-39:  
¾  Israel’s mountains are prepared, and assured they will not miscarry again.  
¾  Israel’s sin is established as the result for the dispersion. 
¾  The LORD declares he will establish his holy name. 
¾  A [new inserted] call to purity declaring what God will do to cleanse Israel. 
¾  Israel is morally/spiritually resurrected, and united for battle under a military 
Davidic leader [now as a call to arms]. 
¾  Israel’s covenant of peace is interrupted as Gog and his hordes are defeated. 
¾  The Temple built and worship re-established.  
 
The change in chapter order to the received text does cause a degree of 
disjointedness within chapters 36-39, where 38-39 now seem out of place, disturbing 
Israel’s covenant of peace (37:26). This has caused a number of scholars to question the 
legitimacy of 38-39 in Ezekiel. While 39:25-29 still provides an inclusio to 36:16-23, it 
no longer looks forward to fulfilment with the dry bones as it does in G
967. Its ‘new’ 
distance from chapter 36 causes this inclusio to be often overlooked. LXX’s qumo,j 
(39:29) also appears to be out of place, with no referent directly following. This may 
explain MT’s change to x;Wr. ‘These things’ (36:22) now directly refers to what God 
will do for his people, not the establishment of his holy name by defeating his enemies, 
as seen in G
967. Also, the inserted pericope does not directly address the way that God 
will show his holiness among the nations; only how God will purify and renew Israel. 
The pericope begins (36:23c) by echoing the last phrase in 38:16, but in this chapter 
order the echo distance is much further away than in the original order.
486   
                                                 
486 We suggest above that 38:16, which was originally just a few verses away from 36:23b, inspired the 
use of this phrase in 36:23c. Page 314 
Finally, it is difficult to establish a reason why the text would have been changed 
from the received chapter order, and its inserted pericope, to that found in G
967.
487 Any 
proposal for a change from the received chapter order to G
967’s order must cover why 
the scribe would ‘omit’ 36:23c-38; parablepsis and other scribal errors were discounted 
at the beginning of this chapter. The received text makes good moral and spiritual sense, 
especially with the inserted pericope, yet with ‘military’ overtones. We propose that 
these factors led to a wide acceptance of the textual changes, which also resulted in 
them being added to LXX being at an early stage. The popularity of the changed text in 
both Hebrew and Greek linguistic circles may explain why we only have one Greek and 
one Latin extant witness to the original text. It is important to note that although we 
claim that these changes were made, the basic wording of the surrounding text has 
remained unchanged, except for a few word changes that may well have been because 
of the change (e.g., LXX’s avnqrwpi,nwn 37:1; MT and LXX 39:29). This reflects a 
reverence for the original text even though they changed its order. This may also have 
helped the change to gain acceptance. We are now left with the question of when these 
textual changes may have taken place.  
 
7.5.3.  Possible Timeframe. 
In our ‘Chapter 2: MT and LXX in Comparison’, we found a broad LXX 
translational timeframe of 180 years ranging at the earliest 230 BCE (Thackeray; 
Dorival, Siegert) through to 132 BCE (Swete; Jobes and Silva), and the latest at 50 BCE 
(Turner). However, another indicator for us is the MasEzek fragment, which includes 
the chapter reorder and the inserted pericope. MasEzek is dated “the second half of the 
last century BCE” (Talmon, 1999, p.60). If we take our premise that G
967 reflects the OG 
of Ezekiel, just as it reflects the OG for Daniel, then we project that the OG Ezekiel was 
                                                 
487 We briefly discussed this above under Block’s (1998, p.341) sixth objection to Lust’s proposal 
(7.4.3.2).  Page 315 
initially translated after 200 BCE, but before ca 50 BCE. Our conclusion in chapter two 
was a timeframe between 230 and 135 BCE for the OG Ezekiel, placing it in the 
translational timeframe generally held by scholars.  
The change in chapter order, encouraging a call to arms by enhancing the 
metaphor of a moral and spiritual resurrection, and the call to purity in the inserted 
pericope, would fit the time of the Hasmonean uprising in which Antiochus IV could be 
recognised as Gog from the north.
488 While not agreeing with Lust’s ‘Pharisee’ 
proposal, Botte and Bogaert (1993) propose that the chapter rearrangement is linked 
with the Seleucid period as a response to enemy opposition coming after the return to 
the land.
489 Yet this scenario may also fit a later timeframe as tensions continued with 
the Seleucids, or possibly in the face of the threat and aftermath of the Roman invasion 
of 63 BCE, which fanned royal messianic expectation.
490  
Following the evidence of MasEzek, we suggest the chapter reorder and 
resulting insertion of 36:23c-38 took place initially in the Hebrew text after the OG was 
translated, but before MasEzek ca. 50 BCE. This helps explain the unique Hebrew in the 
inserted pericope, as it was penned at a date later than the original surrounding Hebrew. 
This revised Hebrew text was then taken as the standard for all subsequent Hebrew 
MSS, leaving us today without an extant Hebrew witness to the Urtext. We also suggest 
that the Hebrew redactor(s) inserted the other ‘eschatological’ plusses noted by Lust 
(see above) at the same time that these major textual changes where being made, and for 
similar theological and shifting eschatological concerns.  
                                                 
488 The repression of Israel under Antiochus IV is covered in 1Macc. 1:44-50.    
489 Botte and Bogaert (1993, p.643) state that “our feeling is, it is more likely an establishment of the 
historic fact of the return (37) and the application of chapters 38-39 to Antiochus IV, which have 
brought about a new sequence where individual purification (36:23b-38 added), and the return and 
repopulation (37), preceded the events in view (38-39 and 40-48). The original sequence attested by 
the Septuagint was focused entirely towards the future conflict defeat of Gog and purification of the 
land (38-39), revival and return (37), New Israel (40-48). In our opinion the literary explanation of J. 
Lust is worth consideration, not the theological interpretation he offers, with reserve by the way” 
[translation mine]. 
490 It is beyond the scope of this study to pursue this, but our finding does provide a further important 
resource for understanding this period and the responses of pious groups to their crises.  Page 316 
All the textual changes in the Hebrew text were then incorporated into LXX by a 
recensionist at some later date, using the ‘proto-Theodotion’ style of his time for 
36:23c-38. We propose this LXX recension took place in a broad timeframe around 50 
BCE (based on MasEzek), through to sometime in the first century CE. As with the 
Hebrew text, this LXX recension became the standard for all subsequent LXX MSS 
(including G
B,A). Today G
967 remains the only extant Greek witness to the OG, and the 
Hebrew Urtext.  
Some have questioned (cf. Thackeray above) how a Theodotion styled text could 
find its way into LXX Ezekiel when the historical Theodotion lived somewhere around 
the second century CE.
491 Significantly, scholars today do not see the historical 
Theodotion as the innovator of the style named after him. They now speak of a proto-
Theodotion, placing this style as early as the first half of the first century CE (Fernández 
Marcos, 2000,  pp.148-153).
492 This matches our proposed timeframe for a Greek 
recension. 
These timeframes, be that for translation of the OG, or the Hebrew revisionist 
changing the chapter order requiring 36:23c-38, are firmly outside the Christian era. The 
later LXX recension to this revised Hebrew (suggested between 50 BCE to sometime in 
the first century CE), did not add to the Hebrew text before them, and yet supported the 
OG LXX variants, which also reflects Jewish hands. Thus, we can dispel any suggestion 
of Christian involvement, or even any early Jewish reaction to Christian theology. We 
now explore further the motivations during these timeframes that may have generated 
these textual changes.  
 
                                                 
491 See Fernández Marcos (2000, pp.142-154) for more on the historical Theodotion and the difficulty in 
dating his existence. 
492 McLay (2005, .304) claims that “the term Theodotion is employed for convenience. The Theodotion 
version of Daniel was known to the New Testament writers, so it could not have been written by a 
putative second century person known by that name”.  Page 317 
7.5.4.  Possible Motivations. 
We proposed above two motivating factors for these textual changes: firstly a 
military call to arms, and secondly, a call to purity or spiritual renewal. While the call to 
arms may reflect Hasmonean resistance to external threats, there are many groups who 
could lay claim to the spiritual renewal as defined in the inserted pericope.  
These textual changes occur within a period where there was the rise of a 
number of different Jewish religio-political parties. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to 
provide a definitive identification of the many groups of that day, and their theological 
and eschatological views, even for those supposedly well known to us. We agree with 
Tomasino (2003,  p.162) that the three groups mentioned by Josephus (Pharisees, 
Sadducees, Essenes) should not be taken as the only groups in existence at that time. In 
fact these groups may represent only a small number of the Jews living then. Meier 
(2001, p.290) points out that “the huge library we awkwardly dub ‘the intertestamental 
writings’ or ‘the OT pseudepigrapha’ reminds us that there were probably many 
religious leaders in Palestine of whom we are largely ignorant”. Scholars today must 
realise that the histories of many of these groups have been lost forever, and attempts to 
reconstruct them are often based on speculation from later sources.
493 Even the 
traditional view of the Hasidim as the forerunners to the Pharisees or the Essenes is now 
a matter of dispute. As Tomasino (2003,  p.162) states, “evidence for either 
identification is scant. We know nothing of what the Hasidim believed or how they 
worshipped, and little of why they fought against the Greeks”. Meier (2001, p.292) says 
that we can date these groups “only to the period after the Maccabean revolt in the 2nd 
century  B.C., when the Hasmoneans Jonathan, Simon, and John Hyrcanus were 
consolidating their power”. Scholars today also distance themselves from the traditional 
belief that the Pharisees were the forerunners of Rabbinic Judaism. Likewise “scholars 
                                                 
493 Tomasino (2003, p.163) points out that even the various Targumim “were produced centuries after the 
time when the sects existed and must be used with caution”.  Page 318 
now understand that it’s really impossible to speak of ‘normative’ Judaism until well 
into the rabbinic era (fourth century A.D. and beyond)” (Tomasino, 2003, p.162). 
Modern research has revealed that our primary sources for this period are scant, 
and often written by those with theological and/or political bias. Even “the picture 
presented by Josephus is murky” (Meier, 2001,  p.294).
494 Most today admit that 
Josephus wrote with bias. He also wrote over a century after our proposed timeframe. 
Even the New Testament was written over a century after our Hebrew revision 
timeframe, and was written from the viewpoint of defending the ministry of Jesus, 
making it a secondary source. Therefore, it is questionable to place NT theology and 
eschatology onto earlier religio-political group(s).  
While we can determine theological motivations behind these textual changes in 
Ezekiel, the lack of trustworthy primary sources creates difficulty in clearly establishing 
who believed what during that timeframe. Certainly theologies surrounding the 
resurrection of the dead have eschatological and apocalyptic overtones, but we are left 
with little objective evidence for these various resurrection views prior to 50 BCE. Also, 
we do not know definitively when the view of physical and/or individual resurrection 
came into Jewish thought. As pointed out previously, Ezekiel’s dry bones may well be 
the first evidence of physical individual resurrection, especially in G
967’s order. 
However, we cannot be certain whether this is the case.  
In addition, while we do have some evidence of eschatology and resurrection in 
early writings, we now cannot be sure what party was responsible for them. 
Traditionally, scholars have turned to the OT pseudepigraphic books of The Psalms of 
Solomon and the Book of Jubilees to construct the Pharisees’ views on eschatology and 
resurrection. However, the Pharisaic authorship of these books has been challenged 
                                                 
494 Meier (2001, p.299) further states that “the sole primary sources for our knowledge of these groups, 
sources that were once cited with naïve faith in their total reliability and with remarkable blindness to 
their mutual (or even self-) contradictions, are now viewed with a much more sceptical eye by many 
scholars”.  Page 319 
recently. Today such authorship “is considered dubious or impossible by many critics” 
(Meier, 2001,  p.324). While many have sought to establish a Pharisaic eschatology 
based on Paul’s writings, Meier again cautions that “we must not leap to the conclusion 
that the eschatology and/or messianic substratum that we may find at the basis of Paul’s 
Christian theology can be attributed to all Pharisees at the time of Paul, to say nothing 
of all Pharisees from about 150 B.C. to A.D. 70”. Perhaps this is the reason Lust 
distanced himself in his later writings from his earlier ‘Pharisee’ proposal.  
We can agree with Lust (7.4.3.2), that the primary eschatological difference 
between G
967’s chapter order and the received order, is that the received order places the 
Gog epic into their immediate time and reality, and not into a more distant 
eschatological future. We also agree with Lust, that this effort to bring the text and 
events into their historical present, appears to be reflected in the other inserted texts as 
noted above (12:26-28; 32:24b-26; ch. 7).  
However, we need to concede that the change of chapter order may have been 
motivated primarily by a call to arms to face their present enemies under a Davidic 
military leader. It may be lacking the influence of any major eschatological or 
apocalyptic theology. We can also propose that any number of religious groups of that 
day, from those within society (e.g., Pharisees; Scribes; Sadducees), or those in 
withdrawn communities (e.g., Essenes; Qumran), would have embraced the call to 
purity as found in the inserted pericope.     
While we are left without a clear knowledge of who was responsible for these 
changes, we can with some certainty suggest the Hasmonean times prior to 50 BCE. We 
also suggest that it was a response to a crisis during that period, possibly the time of 
suppression under Antiochus IV, or the Roman invasion of 63 BCE. Whatever group, or 
groups, was responsible for the change in the text, these changes were accepted in early 
Jewish (and later, in Christian) circles for this text to become the dominant text. The Page 320 
result is that there is now only one Greek and Old Latin witness to the OG, and possibly 
the Urtext. However, as we have shown above (cf. Revelation; Targum Numbers), both 
textual trajectories may well have been in circulation for a period of time. 
We cautiously suggest that MasEzek’s presence at Masada
495 may indicate that 
the Zealots were one group who supported this chapter reorder, as it reflected their 
aspirations to unite and rise militarily against the Romans. We also suggest that the 
surprising
496 find of two mikva’ot at Masada, revealing their purity concerns as 
observant Jews, may also have supported the Zealots’ acceptance of the inserted 
pericope, especially 36:25-28. However, while this may identify one group who found 
the changes compatible with their aspirations and theology, it does not tell us who was 
responsible for making the textual changes, although it possibly flowed from 
comparable concerns.  
Again, we cautiously suggest the acceptance of this chapter reorder along with 
the inserted pericope can be found with its early inclusion in the haftarot lectionary 
readings (cf. Thackeray 7.4.2.). Thackeray (1921, p.40) emphasises the importance of 
examining the liturgical use of a passage, saying that it is “a factor in exegesis which 
has been unduly neglected”. As above, we again suggest that this inserted pericope may 
have had a liturgical life as part of the early Special Sabbaths, before it was inserted into 
Ezekiel 36 to assist the flow of the revised chapter order. If so, this liturgical use and the 
resulting familiarity may have helped the pericope gain acceptance as an inserted text. 
                                                 
495 Tomasino (2003, p.317) claims that MasEzek was “deliberately buried by Masada’s defenders so it 
could be found by future generations”. He (2003, p.317) proposes various reasons, asking “was it a 
last act of defiance – a testimony that they were sure their nation would be restored? Or was it a 
proclamation of faith in the resurrection: that even though they would die, yet they would live again? 
Or perhaps the text had some significance to them that from our vantage point we can’t even begin to 
guess”? While these may be reasons for MasEzek’s burial, this does not give any reason for its 
presence at Masada. However, we may find agreement with Tomasino’s last point, that it had special 
significance for those at Masada.    
496 The concept of this find being a ‘surprise’ comes from Yadin, who concluded that this discovery 
“illustrates, as do the inscriptions about tithes mentioned earlier, that the defenders of Masada were 
devout Jews, so that even here, on dry Masada, they had gone to the arduous lengths of building 
these ritual baths in scrupulous conformity with the injunctions of traditional Jewish laws” (Yadin, 
1966, p.167) Page 321 
Difficulty exists however, in determining when a text was set within a lectionary, 
especially that of the haftarot, due to the absence of any original liturgical MSS. We 
noted above that the exegetical expansions for this pericope in Targum Ezekiel may 
have been the result of later defence for its inclusion. These expansions link this 
pericope to the ‘Red Cow’ (and the Parah Special Sabbath reading), the reference to a 
holy, cleansed people, identifies the festival as the Passover, the cities as those in the 
land of Israel, and the people belonging to the House of Israel. Again it must be stated 
that this is conjecture. Yet of all the surrounding pericopes, this pericope has clear 
theological Targumic expansions.  
 
7.5.5.  Summary of Theological Significance, Timeframe and Motivation   
Overall, we have found that G
967 has a strong theological cohesion. There is 
internal, as well as implicit external, evidence to propose that it may represent a 
legitimate theological trajectory of the original Hebrew Urtext. G
967’s order of events 
shows God leading the battle against Gog, but the dead on the ground may include 
Israel, which requires the physical resurrection of dry bones that follows the battle. 
However, this chapter order may also contain a metaphor for Israel’s return from exile 
to be united as one nation under a Davidic leader. G
967’s David is a peaceful shepherd 
who prepares for the sanctuary of the Lord and the building of the Temple.  
We propose that the chapter reorder in the received text appears to have been 
motivated by a call to arms, and a desire that their texts would match their reality, 
requiring an oppressed people to unite and rise against their oppressors. The inserted 
pericope of 36:23c-38 is a call to purity, and included to support their chapter reorder.  
The chapter reorder and inserted pericope were completed initially in the 
Hebrew text, utilising the Hebrew style of that day. At some later time the Greek text Page 322 
was also edited to align it with the revised Hebrew text, with the newly inserted 
pericope written in the ‘proto-Theodotion’ style.  
While we were able to identify that the initial change occurred at some point 
during the Hasmonean times, (ca. 165-50 BCE), and was possibly done to stir the people 
in the face of either Seleucid or Roman oppression, we were unable to establish which 
particular group was responsible. We experienced difficulty in establishing objective 
evidence in identifying a clear religio-political group that may have been responsible for 
the textual changes, due to the shortage of primary sources from the various 
communities prior to 50 BCE, and the current disputes over which group wrote them. To 
establish definitively a particular group from the Hasmonean times, responsible for 
adjusting the text of Ezekiel to match their theological or eschatological views, would 
be a full study on its own. Our purpose is to establish that we have two extant textual 
traditions for Ezekiel, a possible time frame and motivation, but not to define who 
adjusted the text.   
We agree with Lust that this chapter reorder likely reflects the other 
eschatological plusses in Ezekiel. However, we conclude that the probable 
eschatological reason was to bring the text into contemporary relevance, not leaving 
these events in a more distant future as G
967’s order may imply.  
The early and wide acceptance of these changes, as evidenced by its inclusion in 
all extant Hebrew and Greek MSS, with the exception of G
967 and codex W, compels us 
to accept the received order as a legitimate theological trajectory of early Jewish 
views.
497 This means that at some point in time there existed two different Ezekielian 
texts in active circulation, the shorter OG represented by G
967, and the longer 
represented by the received text of MT and other LXX MSS.
498 We saw implicit 
                                                 
497 Actually the problem today is the acceptance of G
967’s order as a legitimate theological trajectory.  
498 It is difficult to know or establish, but this may have been what Josephus (Ant. 10:5:1) referred to 
when mentioning two books for Ezekiel. Page 323 
evidence of this in Revelation 19-21 and in the Targum traditions for Num. 11:26. As 
Tov (1999d, p.410) correctly states, “as we are confronted here with different stages in 
the literary development of the book (preserved in textual witnesses), no reading should 
be preferred textually to that of another, as is customary among most scholars”. Finally, 
we saw that there were two early Jewish communities who appear to have accepted 
these changes, the Masada community, and the inserted pericope’s use in the early 
special Sabbath lectionaries. We also speculated that this pericope may have had a 
liturgical life within these special Sabbaths, which may have led to its quick acceptance 
in Ezekiel 36.  
 
7.6.  Overall Summary: Chapter 7    
While many scholars have viewed Papyrus 967 as a textual anomaly that has 
omitted a major pericope in Ezekiel 36, and changed the ‘correct’ chapter order, yet we 
have demonstrated that this is not the case. Rather than being a maverick manuscript, 
G
967 is in fact a viable witness to the Old Greek, and the Hebrew Urtext. We have noted 
that G
967’s pericope minus and chapter order is also witnessed in the later Vetus Latina 
Codex Wirceburgensis; and importantly, variants between these two MSS indicate W 
represents an independent textual witness to the textual order and pericope minus in 
G
967.   
We initially verified this by examining various ‘scribal error’ proposals 
attempting to explain the minus of 36:23c-38 in G
967. However, we found no 
satisfaction with these proposals, as they did not address the other key textual issue of 
the different chapter order in G
967, where chapter 37 follows chapter 39.  
It was established that both the ‘missing’ pericope and chapter order should be 
discussed together. Discussed in isolation, one may conclude some level of scribal error 
for each item, or even for both. Dealt together, these two textual issues will result in a Page 324 
satisfactory answer for both, and will show deliberate scribal activity; initially in the 
Hebrew and then in later LXX recensions.  
The examination of G
967’s unique chapter order established that this chapter 
order made solid, reasonable and acceptable theological sense. We demonstrated that 
chapter 38 (and 39) in G
967’s order was a plausible continuation from 36:23b. This was 
also true of chapter 37 following 39, wherein a resurrected, united and peaceful Davidic 
kingdom was in place to rebuild the Temple (40-48). We found, along with Lust, that 
there is no theological place for 36:23c-38 in G
967’s chapter order. The conclusion was 
that, rather than G
967 being minus this pericope and having a ‘confused’ chapter order, 
the received text reflects a changed chapter order from the Urtext, and this reorder 
required the insertion of 36:23c-38. It seems logical that both these textual changes 
would have been completed at the same time.  
To support this finding, we examined the unique Hebrew and Greek linguistic 
styles in this pericope, concluding that it shows evidence of later linguistic styles than 
the surrounding texts. Further textual support was also found with variants at the 
various junction points of the chapter reorder (36:23b; 39:28, 29; 37:1), indicating a text 
in a state of flux.  
An exploration was undertaken to determine potential pathways for this 
pericope’s inclusion into text. This began with Thackeray’s lectionary proposal, to 
which we added by hypothesizing that this pericope may have had a liturgical life prior 
to its inclusion into the text of Ezekiel. This liturgical life may have been associated 
with the haftarot of the four special Sabbaths, as it was, and remains, part of the Parah 
Sabbath  haftarah reading. However, while providing a possible genesis for this 
pericope, this proposal did not give answer to the question of how the chapter reorder 
may have occurred, which led to the pericope’s inclusion into Ezekiel.   Page 325 
We therefore turned to Lust’s proposal that the chapter reorder and resulting 
insertion of this pericope came about due to shifting eschatological views in the early 
Jewish communities. While we agreed that Lust made many strong points, as he 
provided both pathway and reason for these textual changes, we did not concur with his 
Pharisee involvement. This led to an examination of Block’s seven objections to Lust’s 
1981 proposal that G
967 represented the Vorlage. We frequently sided with Lust, while 
still not agreeing with his Pharisee hypothesis.  
Further implicit support for G
967’s chapter order was also found by the 
eschatological order of events in Revelation, Daniel and Targum Num. 11:26. While 
these three do not prove G
967’s priority, they are nevertheless proof that its chapter order 
represents a known and accepted eschatological trajectory.  
All this evidence caused us to conclude that G
967 is a credible witness to the OG 
and Hebrew Urtext, leaving the received text with a chapter reorder and inserted 
pericope.  
An examination of the two chapter orders revealed two different eschatological 
viewpoints. In G
967, God alone brings about the victory against Gog as part of showing 
his holiness. The battle dead in this chapter order implicitly includes Israel, requiring a 
physical resurrection; G
967’s literal reading presents the dry bones as real death, rather 
than a metaphorical death. Israel is resurrected to be a united nation after God defeats 
her enemies, and securely exists under a peaceful-shepherd Davidic leader, who 
prepares a place for the Lord. The flow of this textual order then proceeds into the 
building of the Temple (40-48). Yet these events could be viewed as occurring in the 
eschatological future.  
In contrast, the received chapter ‘reorder’ brings the text into their present, and 
reveals a call to arms; the resurrection of dry bones is now primarily a metaphor of the 
people uniting under a military Davidic leader, ready for a battle reminiscent of Israel’s Page 326 
glory days of old. The inserted pericope is a call to purity. Both the call to arms and call 
to purity were designed to encourage an oppressed and discouraged people to rise 
against their current oppressors. 
We established that this chapter reorder and pericope insertion was likely 
completed during the Hasmonean times, after the Old Greek was translated. G
967 
remains the only extant witness to the OG. But we were not able to establish an exact 
date, leaving us with a doorway from ca. 165 to 50 BCE for the initial change in the 
Hebrew text. This timeframe covered a number of tumultuous events in Israel’s history, 
as they faced the armies of both Antiochus IV and the Romans. This timeframe also left 
open the possibility of a plethora of religio-political parties in Israel who could have felt 
strongly enough about their reality to change the text. The shortage of primary sources, 
and difficulty in establishing clearly the identity of who wrote extant primary sources, 
prohibited us from identifying any particular group(s) responsible for changing the text 
of Ezekiel. We suggested this is a study on its own.  
Overall, we have demonstrated that G
967’s chapter order and minus of 36:23c-38 
is the best witness to the OG and Hebrew Urtext. The received chapter order and the 
resulting insertion of this pericope was done in the Hasmonean times, first in the 
Hebrew and then later in a proto-Theodotion styled Greek. These changes were likely 
motivated by a shift in eschatological views, a call to arms, and a call to greater purity, 
as they sought to interpret and exegete the text to match the reality of their time. G
967’s 
eschatology appears to be more distant than that of the received text. 
This then leaves us with two viable extant trajectories for Ezekiel, both of which were in 
circulation at that time. One was lost to us until the relatively recent discovery of G
967. 
The apparent quick and wide acceptance of the received text in that day enables us to 
accept this as a viable witness of early Jewish exegesis and eschatology. However, 
based on this research, we must also accept G
967’s text as a viable witness, even of the Page 327 
Urtext. While it should not be used to replace the received text, the theology found in its 
textual structure should be held in equal regard as the received text.  
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8.0.  Chapter 8: Overall Conclusion 
  The intent of this thesis was to examine how the restoration of Israel in Ezekiel 
36-39 was seen by the earliest Jewish communities. We started with the Greek 
Septuagint on the premise that differences between it and the Hebrew text may reveal 
the earliest extant Jewish interpretation. It is a common understanding that a translation 
by nature is also an interpretation, due to word choices in the receptor language. We 
have demonstrated that this is the case for Ezekiel 36-39, by utilising our textual 
comparative methodology.  
We examined the oldest extant manuscripts, both Hebrew and Greek, giving 
each MS equal status to the others. We compared each MS with the other MSS intra-
linguistically, and established variants within each language. We then compared these 
MSS trans-linguistically, noting variants between the Hebrew and Greek. Our 
comparative methodology was not only able to highlight all textual variants, but also 
enabled us to provide plausible interpretive explanations for variants in our chosen 
block of Ezekiel 36-39.  
  We found very few variants between the three oldest extant Masoretic texts 
(MT
C,A,L). While these are later Hebrew MSS (ranging from 896-1009 CE), we found 
few variants between them and the early Hebrew fragment from Masada (MasEzek; ca. 
50 BCE). This reveals that they are all from a similar textual family.    
However, we did find a number of intra-linguistic variants amongst our three 
oldest extant LXX MSS (G
967,B.A). Likewise there are many trans-linguistic variants 
between these three Greek MSS and MT; these typically reveal implicit interpretive 
exegesis deliberately done by the translator. The variants between the different LXX 
MSS makes it difficult, if not impossible, to speak now of ‘the LXX Ezekiel’; instead 
we often need to note which LXX MS we are referring to when discussing variants in 
the text of Ezekiel. If all LXX MSS have the variant, then we may say ‘the LXX’. Page 329 
However, the agreement between MT MSS still permits us to refer to just ‘MT Ezekiel’ 
(or the Hebrew text of Ezekiel).  
Our textual comparative methodology permitted these variants to remain as a 
trajectory witness to some early community. We did not seek to establish which variant 
was correct, which then left the other(s) in a sense being incorrect. We did conclude a 
number of times that one variant was likely original, but this was done only to 
determine which variants were ‘interpretive’. We have shown that in many cases these 
variants were produced by deliberate scribal exegetical and theological interaction, 
rather than some form of scribal error. Interpretation was also found in the various 
textual plusses; these were found in MT as well as in different LXX MSS. MasEzek’s 
witness of MT, especially with its plusses, supports our proposal that these variants are 
early Jewish and not done by later Christian hands.  
We have shown that the LXX translator(s) understood the Hebrew texts before 
them, and interpreted whilst they translated, utilising different scribal practices. We 
briefly list here a few of the ways that LXX interacts with the text before them:
499 LXX 
performs trans-lingual wordplays (e.g. 36:2, 8, 12, 17, 30; 37:19, 23; 38:11, 14; 39:11, 
28); interprets MT’s metaphors (36:13-16; 37:19; 38:4, 12); interprets MT’s action 
(36:3; 37:8; 39:4, 11, 23); clarifies MT (36:3, 8; 37:1; 39:11); adjusts for cultural 
sensitivities (36:17 ‘idols’ for MT’s ‘dung-heaps’); interprets countries as people 
groups, and according to contemporary names (38:5, 13); and LXX’s use of the passive 
implies a feeling of being victimised by events that happened to Israel, and that the 
‘dishonour’ continued from current surrounding nations (36:1-15). We also found that 
both MT and LXX reveal a New Exodus motif (36:3, 8, 30; 37:19, 21, 25); a creation / 
recreation motif (36:11, 35,  37:5, 9-10); and that both have echoes of the Book of 
Numbers (36:3, 8, 13-15, 18, 25; 37:5, 15-19; 39:12). Whilst these are found in MT, 
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LXX frequently clarifies and expands on the points, making the link easier for its 
readers to follow. Overall, we found LXX exegeting and interpreting the Hebrew text 
for their community based on their socio-political-theological world view as those now 
living in the land. MT’s later plusses also expand the text with a purity and holiness 
motif. 
We found that the Old Greek (ca. 230-135 BCE) is most likely represented in 
G
967. This papyrus witnesses the majority of LXX exegetical variants with MT, which 
demonstrates that these variants are certainly early Jewish interpretations, and most 
likely done by the original Greek translator. That the later LXX MSS, such as G
B,A 
continued these variants, without correction during different recensions to the Hebrew 
text, indicate their acceptance of the original translator’s exegetical and/or theological 
interaction with the Hebrew text. These variants therefore have now become an 
accepted part of early Jewish interpretive tradition, and should be recognised as such 
today.  
We found that G
967 at times follows MT closer in syntax and/or thought closer 
than G
B,A: 36:3 (insult of the people); 36:8 (hope to return); 37:17 (ways and sins); 37:1 
(bones); 37:25 (David my servant [syntax]); 38:7 (reflects MT’s hostility); 38:11 
(walls); 38:17 (Gog as vocative beginning v. 17); 38:17 (‘hand’ follows MT’s syntax); 
39:7 (syntax); 39:8 (it is coming and will be done). G
967 has two longer plusses in 38:20 
and 39:4, which reveal a ‘holiness’ concern, firstly that the LORD will be known among 
the nations, and secondly, the protection of his name (cf. Unique Plusses Excursus, 
chapter 6). That the translator sought to follow the Hebrew syntax and thought actually 
emphasises his deliberate intent to interpret and exegete the text before him.  
G
B witnesses the major variants found in the OG, and agrees with unique 
variants in either G
967 or G
A; yet it does not witnesses G
A’s plusses. However, it does 
witness the initial redaction of the chapter reorder and inserted pericope (see G
967 Page 331 
below). Therefore, G
B has very few unique plusses or variants, the exceptions being 
38:11 (a land); 38:21 (minus ‘sword’); 39:27 (minus ‘many’). This shows that G
B’s 
translator did not seek to theologically interpret the text before him (unlike the OG 
translator, or the later G
A’s), but only transmit (or translate) the text before him.  
There are a number of times where G
967 and G
B uniquely agree together: 36:11 
(birth people on you); 36:19 (way/sin [singular]); 37:13 (brought up my people from 
their graves); 37:16 (those added to him); 37:23 (just ‘idols’ [without MT / G
A’s plus]); 
38:13 (Carthaginian). There are other times when G
967 and G
B agree with MT against 
G
A: 36:9 (‘for you … you be sown’); 36:15 (people); 36:17 (set apart women [cultural 
sensitivity]); 36:20 (his land); 36:23 (my great name); 37:16 (sons of Israel); 37:28 (the 
nations will know). Yet there are times when G
B agrees with G
A against MT and G
967: 
36:8 (hope to return); 37:1 (human bones); 37:23 (I am the LORD); 38:7 (bring together 
[without explicit hostile intent]); 38:8 (he will come [plus]); 38:11 (in stillness/quietness 
[adds to those in rest]); 38:17 (Gog at the end of the introduction formula); 38:17 
(‘hand’ smooths MT’s syntax); 39:4 (given to be devoured); 39:8 (it is come and you 
will know it will be); 39:27 (from the countries of the nations). This indicates that G
B is 
a ‘middle-of-the-road’ manuscript, whereas G
967 shows the initial OG interpretive 
variants, and G
A revealing later variants and MT plusses; this signifies a text in a state 
of flux. The variants in the later post-hexaplaric G
A are also likely early Jewish, as it 
was Origen’s goal to rescind the Greek text to the Hebrew before him.
500 This can be 
seen where G
A witnesses many of MT’s later plusses (cf. Unique Plusses Excursus, 
chapter 6). Yet we also found that there are several MT plusses not represented in any 
LXX MSS, which indicates that recension activity still continued in the Hebrew text 
past the Vorlage for our representative LXX MSS. Interestingly, these unique MT 
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plusses are witnessed, where extant, by Aquila, Symmachus and/or Theodotion. This 
suggests that the Hebrew text was more in a state of flux than the Greek.
501  
We listed and examined the many plusses (glosses) in both MT and LXX (cf. 
Unique Plusses Excursus in Chapter 6). These plusses reveal theological interpretive 
interaction with the text, MT’s unique plusses often revealing a priestly and/or holiness 
concern. We found that scholars often propose a particular word or phrase to be a plus 
or gloss, yet without textual evidence of this being minus in other MSS to support their 
claim. We propose that if all ancient manuscripts witness the word(s), then these 
scholars are without proof that it is a plus or gloss. Therefore, caution needs to be 
exercised making such claims, and should not be used to explain away words or phrases 
that may not flow with the modern mind.  
We took the ancient sense divisions witnessed in our representative manuscripts 
into consideration as part of our comparative methodology, and found implicit 
exegetical interpretation in the way each MS divided its texts. This original 
paragraphing is often overlooked by the modern reader and commentator. Yet we have 
shown that these should be examined to give us insights as to how these early 
communities thematically and exegetically divided their texts. Again, a greater sense of 
unity was found in MT, and greater diversity in LXX.
502 
Finally, we examined the uniqueness of G
967, covering its different chapter order 
than the received text (in G
967, chapter 37 follows chapter 39), and its pericope minus of 
36:23c-38 (cf. Chapter 7: Papyrus 967). We found that both the chapter order and 
pericope ‘minus’ must be examined together; when studied separately, scholars often 
propose scribal error for each of these two textual variants. However, we concluded that 
rather than these textual variants occurring by scribal error, G
967 likely represents the 
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502 These are too complex to go into here, but we refer the reader to the beginning of each pericope in our 
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Urtext, leaving the received text with a chapter reorder and inserted pericope. Our 
textual comparative methodology enabled us to outline the different theology found in 
G
967’s chapter order, and that in the received text (along with its inserted pericope). We 
concluded that the change in chapter order was motivated by a theological call to arms, 
and the inserted pericope by a call to purity, and that this was inserted as support for the 
chapter reorder. These textual changes were undertaken most likely during the 
Hasmonean times (ca. 165-50 BCE), and in response to the surrounding Seleucids and/or 
Roman armies. They were also likely motivated by an attempt to bring the text into their 
historic present rather than some eschatological future. These changes were done first in 
the Hebrew text, and then incorporated into the Greek in a later recension to the 
Hebrew. However, we were not able to discern a responsible party owing to a lack of 
objective evidence. We also found that MT performed a few word changes after the 
chapter reorder and pericope insert, and perhaps in support of these changes: the 
declarative formula inserted into 36:23b; the change from lh'q' to lyIx:, in 37:10; and 
ayfin" to %l,m, 37:22-24; and hmx to xWr in 39:29. In these occurrences, LXX can be 
viewed as original, and again the Hebrew text as being in a state of flux. 
Overall, we conclude that both MT and LXX MSS represent theological and 
exegetical interpretive interaction with their texts, and that these variants are from early 
Jewish communities. These variants reveal a text in a state of flux, and often are the 
result of scribes seeking to meet the theological views of their various representative 
communities.  
  Following his examination of variants in 1QpHab, Brooke (1987, p.100) stated 
that,  
it could be that in the light of the use of the biblical text in the commentaries at 
Qumran it is now time for a complete reconsideration to all the additions and 
omissions, as well as the alterations, in the various recensions so that the exegetical 
traditions as well as scribal errors can be properly described.  Page 334 
  
We suggest that Brooke’s point can also be applied when researching books in the 
Tanach, just as we have done here in Ezekiel. Hopefully our textual comparative 
methodology can be used alongside the time honoured textual critical methodology, be 
that for examining an individual verse or pericope, or even when writing commentaries.  
We conclude this study with the realisation that there are many other areas yet to 
be considered. Our comparative methodology can be applied to other translations of 
Ezekiel, such as the Old Latin (especially Codex W which also witnesses G
967’s chapter 
order and pericope minus), and the Peshitta. Initial investigation has shown Targum 
frequently expands on MT, and even LXX. A comparison chould be done with Targum 
Ezekiel, to determine if Müller (1996, p.43) is correct in regards to Ezekiel, when he 
says that, “the Targums are dependent on the Septuagint, not the reverse”. We identified 
that 37:23 is represented in the 4Q Florilegium, yet further research can be done in other 
Qumranic literature, especially Pseudo-Ezekiel (Dimant, 2000). Speaking of the War 
Scroll, LaSor (1987, p.129) says “A reference to Gog (1QM 11:16) suggest that the idea 
of this great battle was drawn from Ezek. 37-38”. Bauckham (1992) also finds reference 
to 4Q Second Ezekiel in the Apocalypse of Peter; this can be examined further. We 
agree with Wong (2002, p.141) who, in reference to grammatical features of 39:27, says 
“the reason for adopting different translations is not clear. More studies on the 
translation of grammatical features such as verbal forms are needed to arrive at any 
conclusion”. We also suggest that more studies can be done on punctuation variants 
found between the Hebrew and Greek texts, along with a more detailed examination of 
sense divisions. A specific study could be undertaken to determine what hands changed 
the chapter order and inserted 36:23c-38. Therefore, the investigation continues. 
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Appendix: Abbreviations 
Full bibliographical details are given in the Bibliography.  
 
1, 2, 3    First, second, third person. 
Aq.   Aquila.   
ANE    The Ancient Near East. 
Aram.   Aramaic.   
BAGD  Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and other Early Christian 
Literature (Bauer, Arndt, Gingrich, Danker). 
BDB    Brown Driver and Briggs Lexicon. 
BHS     Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia.  
CEV    Contemporary English Version. 
Dan.    The Book of Daniel. 
dat.   Dative. 
DCH    Dictionary of Classical Hebrew. 
Deut.    The Book of Deuteronomy. 
DSS    Dead Sea Scrolls. 
EV(V)   English Version(s). 
Exod.    The Book of Exodus. 
Ezek.    The Book of Ezekiel. 
f   feminine. 
G   The Greek translation of the Old Testament; the Septuagint.  
G
A   Codex Alexandrinus. 
G
B   Codex Vaticanus. 
G
967   Papyrus 967. 
Gen.    The Book of Genesis. 
GKC   Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar  (Cowley, ed.). 
HALOT  Koehler and Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old 
Testament. 
hitp.   Hitpael.  
hif/hiph  Hiphil.  
Hol.   Holladay's  Lexicon. 
impf   imperfect. 
J   The Yahwist tradition of the Pentateuch. 
JPS     Jewish Publication Society. 
KJV   King  James  Version. 
LEH    Lust, Eynikel, Hauspie, Greek-English Lexicon of the Septuagint. 
Lev.    The Book of Leviticus. 
LS    Liddell, Scott and Jones, A Greek English Lexicon. 
LXX   Septuagint. 
LXX
A   Codex Alexandrinus. 
LXX
B   Codex Vaticanus. 
LXX
967  Papyrus 967. 
m   masculine. 
MasEzek  Masada Ezekiel fragment. 
MT   Masoretic  Text. 
M   Masoretic Text. 
MS(S)   Manuscript(s). 
MT
A   The Aleppo Codex. 
MT
C   The Cairo Codex of the Prophets. 
MT
L   The Leningrad Codex. Page 336 
NASB   The New American Standard Bible. 
NEB    The New English Bible. 
n.c.   no  city. 
n.d.   no  date. 
Nf   Targum  Neofiti  1. 
ni/niph   Niphal. 
NIV    The New International Version. 
NJB    The New Jerusalem Bible. 
NRSV    The New Revised Standard Version. 
Num.    The Book of Numbers. 
OG     The Old Greek Text.  
OT    The Old Testament. 
P   The  Priestly  tradition/source. 
P
967   Papyrus 967. 
Pap   Papyrus. 
perf   perfect. 
pi.   Piel. 
pl.   plural. 
Ps. Jonathan  Targum Pseudo-Jonathan. 
ptc.   Participle. 
REB    The Revised English Bible. 
Rev.    The Book of Revelation. 
s   singular. 
S    Symmachus (Symmachus’ Version). 
SoS    Song of Solomon. 
Syr.   The  Syriac  Bible. 
Tanach   Jewish acronym for the Old Testament. 
Targ.   Targum. 
TWOT   Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament. 
v. / vv.  Verse / verses. 
W Codex  Wirceburgensis. 
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